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ABSTRACT

This dissertation suggests that, while the book of Proverbs is sometimes difficult to interpret and its redaction history is clearly complex, it has much to say on the important area of leadership. To test this hypothesis, it applies four steps as its theoretical framework, and these later become part of the contributions of this study. First, its exploration of leadership in the Ancient Near East (ANE) shows that the ANE offers a good background to leadership in ancient Israel. Second, its survey of the scholarly debates on leadership in Proverbs reveals that the question of how Proverbs fosters leadership has been hugely neglected. The previous discussion has centred on the settings that produced the proverbs and the impact of ANE materials on Proverbs.

Third, this enquiry maintains that poetics is an important tool for biblical exegesis and that it can help us to understand the possible meanings of the text. Its contribution lies with the use of exegetical analysis to demonstrate how Proverbs fosters aspects of leadership through the close analysis of poetic devices such as parallelisms, metaphors and imagery. The thesis conducts a detailed exploration of some verses that are judged to contain sayings that are relevant to the theme of leadership in Proverbs, demonstrating their complexity. It proposes a reading strategy of classifying the leadership texts in Proverbs into themes relating to the status, code of conduct, personality, skills and actions of leaders and the community’s response to leaders. Fourth, it critically summarises the results of my exegetical findings in Proverbs and their implications for the biblical scholars surveyed, as well as for contemporary leadership scholars. The thesis concludes with the application of my exegetical findings to one aspect of leadership in Proverbs to Christian leadership in Nigeria.
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<td>JPT</td>
<td><em>Journal of Psychology and Theology</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JR</td>
<td><em>Journal of Religion</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Title or Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
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<td>JSNT</td>
<td>Journal for the Study of the New Testament</td>
</tr>
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<td>JSOR</td>
<td>Journal of the Society of Oriental Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSOT</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSOTSup</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSS</td>
<td>Journal of Semitic Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTS</td>
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<tr>
<td>NCBC</td>
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<tr>
<td>NIB</td>
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</tr>
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<td>NIBCOT</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICOT</td>
<td>New International Commentary on the Old Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NovT</td>
<td>Novum Testamentum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSBT</td>
<td>New Studies in Biblical Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTS</td>
<td>New Testament Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBT</td>
<td>Overtures to Biblical Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLZ</td>
<td>Orientalische Literaturzeitung, Berlim e Leipzig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTA</td>
<td>Old Testament Abstracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTL</td>
<td>Old Testament Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTS</td>
<td>Old Testament Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OtSt</td>
<td>Oudtestamentische Studiën</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB</td>
<td>Revue biblique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RevExp</td>
<td><em>Review and Expositor</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBLDS</td>
<td>Society of Biblical Literature Dissertation Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBLMS</td>
<td>Society of Biblical Literature Monograph Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBT</td>
<td>Studies in Biblical Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDAIK</td>
<td><em>Sonderschrift des Deutsches Archologisches Instituts, Abteilung Kairo, Mainz.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJRS</td>
<td>Scottish Journal of Religious Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJT</td>
<td>Scottish Journal of Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBC</td>
<td>Torch Bible Commentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>Theology Digest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDNT</td>
<td><em>Theological Dictionary of the New Testament</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLOT</td>
<td><em>Theological Lexicon of the Old Testament</em>, Edited by E. Jenni, with assistance from C. Westermann, Translated by M. E. Biddle. 3 vols. Peabody, MA, 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTC</td>
<td>Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TQ</td>
<td><em>Theologische Quartalschrift</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Theological Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TynBul</td>
<td>Tyndale Bulletin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TZ</td>
<td>Theologische Zeitschrift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td><em>Vetus Testamentum</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTSup</td>
<td><em>Vetus Testamentum, Supplement Series</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC</td>
<td><em>Word Bible Commentary</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTJ</td>
<td><em>Westminster Theological Journal</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAW</td>
<td><em>Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZNW</td>
<td><em>Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeBiCo</td>
<td><em>Westminster Bible Companion</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background to Study

There has been leadership in the world since the beginning. The narrator in Genesis 1 and 2 reported that humans were given the responsibility to rule and manage the creation. Humans have continued to rule over themselves through different forms of government throughout history. They include aristocracy, monarchy, fascism, communism, oligarchy and democracy etc (Brisch, 2008: 1).\(^1\) The art of leadership can be found in all walks of life and we all engage in it in one way or another (in family, business, religious settings, and at government level). This is because leadership involves persuasion, negotiation, and managing people and resources, as well as exercising authority where necessary. Yet leadership remains one of the current challenges facing human society. It is now a matter of interest among scholars, religious groups and society at large (especially in developing countries). There is a continuous need for good leaders today.

1.2. Statement of Problem

The prominent leadership scholar James Burns notes that leadership ‘is one of the most observed but least understood phenomena on earth’ (Burns, 1978: 2) because of its occasional complexities. Recent developments involving rebellions against leaders around the world have heightened the need for a critical re-examination of leadership.\(^2\) The ongoing situation of

\(^{1}\) Brisch notes that ‘kingship is probably one of the most enduring forms of government in the history of humankind’ (2008: 1).

\(^{2}\) For example, the ‘Arab Spring’ that started in 2011 has led to revolutionary protests against rulers in Egypt,
refugees from war zones forcing their way to Europe via the Mediterranean Sea has been attributed to poor governance in their home countries. I originally came from Nigeria and I still monitor the events there. The former president of Nigeria (Goodluck Jonathan) was denied another term in office when the people cast protest votes against his incumbent government during the general election in 2015. Similarly, a number of church denominations in Nigeria have lawsuits pending in courts over the legitimacy of different factional leadership groups. The question that runs through my mind is how does the Hebrew Bible (especially Proverbs) help us in understanding leadership matters?

A problem is that biblical scholars (past and present) have neglected the contributions to different aspects of leadership made in Proverbs. For example, Paul Abramson (2012) omitted the entire wisdom section in his treatment of leadership in the Bible.\textsuperscript{3} The Jewish biblical scholar Ira Sharkansky, mentioned Job and Ecclesiastes among the books that deal with relevant themes and episodes of leadership and politics in the Hebrew Bible without commenting on Proverbs (Sharkansky, 1996). The danger is that the wealth of relevant leadership material and the wisdom of Proverbs have been missed. Moreover, experts on the book of Proverbs have focused their attention on the different settings that produced the book, rather than addressing the question of how it fosters leadership. Given the growing interest in the subject of leadership, a monograph that addresses this question would make a valuable contribution.

Tunisia, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Libya, Algeria, Yemen, Syria and other parts of the Arab world. There are other pockets of uprising for change of government in West, East and Central Africa, Asia and South America. Consequently, Col. Muammar Gaddafi was killed after ruling Libya for 42 years (1969–2011). Hosni Mubarak was removed in Egypt after 30 years in office (1981–2011). Zin el–Abidine Ben Ali was removed as leader after ruling Tunisia for 24 years (1987–2011). Ali Abdullah Saleh stepped down after 11 years (1990–2011) at the helm in Yemen and Abdelaziz Bauteurlika was forced to resign in Algeria after 2 years (1999–2011).\textsuperscript{3} Abramson only focused on selected biblical stories. He identified Moses, Joshua, David, the prophets, Jesus and his disciples as great leaders. He also pointed to Rehoboam and Zedekiah as examples of ineffective leaders.
1.3. The Aim of the Study

The aims of this study are threefold. The first aim is to show how the book of Proverbs fostered leadership skills amongst its readership in Israel. Scholars have shown limited interest in the topic of leadership in Proverbs through the appearance of scant journal articles and brief mentions in their commentaries. Since not much work has been done in this area, this study draws on the body of available scholarly literature and attempts to make a case for leadership being more important in Proverbs than previously recognised. It argues that a number of the proverbial sayings were written to prepare the youth for leadership, either at the royal level (as a king, administrator or noble) or at the family level (as a future father, husband, or leader of an extended family or clan). The second aim is to test whether a thematic reading of Proverbs can open up some texts for new interpretations on leadership. What hermeneutical difference will it make for the study of leadership when Proverbs is read along the lines of related themes? The third and final aim is to show that the book of Proverbs is a valuable resource for fostering leadership skills among modern Christians. In other words, it has some useful things to say about leadership that are relevant today.

1.4. Scope of Study

The discussion of how the theme of leadership developed in the OT and how it was later taken up and reshaped in the NT is beyond my scope here, but is available elsewhere (Abramson, 2012). In contrast to Sharkansky, this investigation has been intentionally restricted to Proverbs because it argues that leadership is one of its important themes. The implied reader is a future ruler or official. The son (the addressee) needs insights that will help him to successfully function as a leader. According to Philip Davies, ‘Proverbs is more than a collection of sayings, more than a collection of royal pseudepigrapha. It is a scribal
document that articulates a philosophical theory about the moral structure of society in particular’ (Davies, 2002: 120–121) which (in my view) is specifically addressed to future leaders.

1.5. Outline of Thesis

This study is arranged into 13 chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the preliminary issues of problems, aims, scope, definition of terms and a brief discussion of leadership in Africa. Chapter 2 sets the foundation with a critical evaluation of the methodology being used for the research. Chapter 3 provides a brief survey of leadership in the ANE, and compares the findings with leadership in ancient Israel. Chapter 4 covers a critical review of scholarly debates on leadership in Proverbs. Chapters 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 are my exegetical analysis of leadership texts in Proverbs under different thematic themes (status, code of conduct, personality, skills, actions and the community’s response to leaders). The longer texts were analysed within their clusters while the shorter ones were interpreted as individual proverbs. Chapter 11 outlines the outcome of my exegetical analysis of Proverbs and summarises some of the implications for the scholars reviewed in chapter 4. Chapter 12 attempts to bridge the hermeneutical gap between the world of Proverbs and our contemporary understanding of leadership, with some applications to Nigeria. It briefly summarises four contemporary leadership scholars and compares their views with my key findings in Proverbs. Chapter 13 sums up my study of leadership in Proverbs and raises suggestions on specific areas for future research.

---

4 This chapter explores the international wisdom from the ancient Near East (ANE) as a possible background for leadership in ancient Israel. Many of the wisdom texts from the ANE were used to train kings, rulers and officials so that they could gain wisdom and skills for leadership. Some of them have striking parallels with Proverbs (for example, Amenemope and Ahiqar). Similarly, Proverbs was addressed to a son with the aim that he would gain insight and skills for leadership (Proverbs 1:4).
1.6. Definition of Terms

Given the concern of this study and the need to avoid unnecessary confusion, the terms ‘leader (s)’ or ‘leadership’ ‘wisdom,’ and ‘proverb’ will be defined.

1.6.1. Leader (s) or Leadership

It is a huge task to find a definition that says everything about leadership. Joanne Ciulla, whose work has made a huge impact on leadership studies, notes that generations of scholars have attempted to offer different definitions for leadership, but none is conclusive (Ciulla, 2004: 10–11). Eminent leadership expert Joseph Rost claims that scholars and practitioners have not been able to come up with a precise and concise definition of leadership that helps the people to recognise it when it is exercised by or on them (Rost, 1993: 6). After analysing 221 different definitions of leadership, he concludes that ‘leadership is an influence relationship among leaders and followers who intend real changes that reflect their mutual purposes’ (1993: 102). This definition is also fraught with difficulty, because it is restrictive in terms of what leaders do.

Leadership specialist Jay Conger defines leaders as ‘individuals who establish direction for a working group of individuals who gain commitment from this group of members to this direction and who then motivate these members to achieve the direction’s outcomes’ (Conger, 1992: 18). This definition is better, because of its emphasis on the direction, motivation and measure of achievement that a leader gives. As we shall see later, leaders in Proverbs are those in positions of authority offering direction to their subjects as well as gaining and relying on their support. Winston and Patterson, who are also authorities in the field of leadership, observe that:

A leader is one or more people who selects, equips, trains, and
influences one or more follower(s) who have diverse gifts, abilities, and skills and focuses the follower(s) to the organisation’s mission and objectives causing the follower(s) to willingly and enthusiastically expend spiritual, emotional, and physical energy in a concerted coordinated effort to achieve the organisational mission and objectives (Winston and Patterson, 2006: 7).

In my view, this is an expansive definition. It is not only a definition of a leader but also that of a good leader. However, the difficulty with this definition is that it has not mentioned everything that leadership entails. The term ‘leadership’ has the capacity to convey more than can be described with a concise definition. Another problem is that leadership can mean different things to different people in different places or contexts. Nonetheless, this definition will serve as my guide in this study because it draws most aspects of leadership together.

Leadership is a difficult concept; this is why the definitions proposed by scholars in the field vary considerably. The word is occasionally used as a reference to a trait within a person, but it is used in many cases to describe a communal process requiring influence and persuasion. As Sadler notes, leadership ‘involves interaction between people who offer leadership and people who accept the offer and act as followers’ (Sadler, 2003: 15). In my assessment, this acknowledges the necessity of followers being inspired by their leaders.

1.6.2. Wisdom

Biblical scholars in the past have attempted to define wisdom but there is no consensus among them (Crenshaw, 1998: 1–2). As with leadership, it is difficult to find a definition of wisdom that covers its extent and diversity. Dell notes that some of the definitions are either too narrow or too broad. Some suffer from ‘overstressing the human aspect of wisdom over the divine’ (Dell, 2000b: 348) and vice versa. For example, Childs defines wisdom as a

---

5 For a brief discussion of how thinking about leadership has developed over the years, see Sadler (2003: 10–15).
human ‘rational process of intellectual activity’ (Childs, 1979: 554) that seeks to detect sequence of truth within a practical knowledge that is restricted by God. For Whybray, it is ‘counsel leading to successful action’ (1974: 10). Other scholars have incorporated different categories into their definitions of wisdom. Crenshaw especially defines wisdom as ‘the quest for self-understanding in terms of relationships with things (nature wisdom), people (juridical and practical wisdom), and the creator (theological wisdom)’ (Crenshaw, 1969: 132). This will serve as my working definition, because it involves an intellectual and experiential activity that is supported with religious behaviour, in order to provide guidance for living well. What is striking in our discussion of scholars’ views is that, while there is no agreement about many important aspects of the definitions of wisdom, there is a consensus about something: none of them identify the link between wisdom and leadership. As I will argue later, wisdom plays an important role in leadership.

1.6.3. Proverb

It is difficult to find a single definition of a proverb that would satisfy everyone. Generations of philosophers, sociologists, linguists, psychologists, folklorists, paremiologists and biblical scholars have defined ‘proverb’ differently. Archer Taylor offered more than 200 pages of definitions for the term. He eventually concluded that a single meaning is impossible (Taylor, 1931: 3). There have been many questions about what constitutes a proverb and how to recognise it. For the purpose of this study, I shall adopt the definitions of the paremiologist Wolfgang Mieder and biblical scholar R.B.Y. Scott because of their novelty. Mieder defines a proverb as ‘a short, generally known sentence of the folk which contains wisdom, truth,
morals, and traditional views in a metaphorical, fixed and memorisable form and which is handed down from generation to generation’ (Mieder, 2004: 3). Although I disagree with Mieder’s view that all proverbs originate from the folk, his description of what makes a proverb and how it is transferred to generations is helpful. For Scott, a proverb is ‘a short pregnant sentence or phrase whose meaning is applicable in many situations, with imagery or striking verbal form to assist memory. It has been well described as having shortness, sense, and salt’ (Scott, 1971: 58). From these definitions, we can see that paremiologists and biblical scholars see a proverb as a self-contained, individual, short unit. One of the questions that arises in this study is how such proverbs may function within their wider context or when they appear to contradict each other within a canonical collection?

1.7. Leadership in an African Context

Understanding leadership in an African (especially Nigerian) context is crucial for this study. There is no single way of conceiving leadership in Africa because there are variations in practices from one place to another, due to the continent’s huge cultural diversity (Jackson, 2004: 3). There is evidence of hierarchies and leadership structures at most levels, as part of the quest for order within Nigerian society. In most cases, power is concentrated on the leader at the top and those within the corridors of power. It is worth noting that until recently leadership in Nigeria has been male-oriented, as in other traditional African societies (Nagarajan, 2016). Indigenous African scholars have observed that ‘obnoxious social norms,

---

8 It also depends on the nature of leadership (political, religious, organisational and traditional monarchy, etc). As Jackson notes, ‘Africa’s history, even before the slave trade, is one of cross-cultural interaction and often antagonistic dynamics…normally within systems of power relations…Modern organisations in Africa still contain these diverse cultural elements: ideas and practices as well as people’ (Jackson, 2004: 3).

9 For example, the administration of President Buhari have been challenged for failing to fulfil its electioneering campaign pledge of implementing the national gender policy that recommends more opportunities for women to fill 35% of elected or appointed positions. As Chitra Nagarajan notes, ‘women were 9% of the national assembly
political exclusion and economic lop-sidedness dictate the presence and voice of women in public life’ (Okafor and Akokuwebe, 2015: 2). The situation is now improving, but more still needs to be done regarding the inclusion of women in positions of authority. For example, the political landscape of Nigeria has changed since the beginning of the 4th republic (May 29, 1999–present) with an increase in the number of women in leadership positions as Deputy Governors, Senators, Members of House of Representatives, Cabinet Ministers and Chairpersons of Local Government Councils (Agbalajobi, 2010: 81).

Findings from ethnographic research on Nigeria show that leadership is driven by the cultural expectations of the people within the community. The people expect their leaders to promote cultural values and work for the common good of the community. According to Olajubu, ‘embedded in the notion of leadership among the people is the significance attached to an interconnection of individual and communal welfare’ (Olajubu, 2002: 54). In view of the corruption cases against most Nigerian leaders, it seems to me, however, that the discussion about communal values is a theoretical expectation rather than a practical statement of fact. Moreover, Olajubu (2002) reports that leaders derive their authority from the people because they make the decision on those who should lead them. Hence, the qualifications expected of elected in 2007, this figure fell to 7% in 2011. It is at it’s lowest in the current assembly: only 5.6% of members of the House of Representatives and 6.5% of senators are women.’ She observes further that Nigeria is yet to have a woman governor. ‘As of 2012, only 4% of councillors at the local government level were women.’ In my view, this disturbing trend also manifests in religious and tertiary institutions. This is contrary to Section 42(1) of the 1979 constitution states that no Nigerian citizen shall be subjected to any form of discrimination on the basis of ‘ethnic group, place of origin, sex, religion or political opinion.’

10 Senator Bucknor Akerele (among others) became Deputy Governor in Lagos State. Chief (Mrs.) Florence Ita Giwa, Mrs. Stella Omu and Hajia Khairat Abdul-Rasaq (among others) were senators. Barrister Iquo Minimah, Lola Abiola Edewor, Gbemi Saraki, Mrs. Patience Ogodo, J.F. Adeyemi, Patience O. Eteh, Dorcas Odurinrin, Binta Garba Kosi, Mercy Almona Isei, Florence Aya, Linda Ikpeazu and Temi Harrinan (among others) served in the House of Representatives. Some of the influential government ministers include Mrs. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Prof. Dora Akunyili, Dr (Mrs) Grace Ogwuche, Mrs. Aishatu Dikku and many others (Agbalajobi, 2010: 81).

11 For example, many past and current politicians have used public funds to acquire properties around the world.
aspiring leaders include honesty, boldness, maturity or seniority, diplomacy, knowledge of the system and ability to command the respect of others.

The selection of leaders is a collective responsibility (apart from some occasional situations when some have forced their way to leadership through rebellion and military rule). Olajubu rightly notes that the processes of selecting a new king or community leaders in most parts of Nigeria include notification of the public about the vacancy, submission of nominations, screening of nominees by a committee, final selection and installation and consecration of the selected candidate (Olajubu, 2002: 56). In addition, new leaders are expected to get some informal training from retired leaders, fellow leaders and a group of selected advisers. Another aspect of leadership in Africa is its theocratic nature. There is a belief that no one can become a leader without the support of God or the gods (Okafor, 2013: 194). Hence, the people consult with their gods to seek approval before selecting their leaders. The idea of sacral kingship is also common in traditional African societies. For example, dead kings were sometimes worshipped as gods in the South Western part of Nigeria (Isichei, 1997: 250).\(^\text{12}\)

One more feature of leadership in Africa that needs mentioning is the use of proverbial sayings by leaders to express wisdom, investigate matters and communicate to their followers (Adékó, 1998, Orwenjo, 2009b: 123–146).\(^\text{13}\) In view of the above, it seems to me that traditional African societies understood the ideals of leadership (apart from the patriarchal view against women’s leadership and their unconscious use of leadership theories).

---

\(^\text{12}\) For example, Sango (the god of lightning) was once a king in ancient Yoruba kingdom. ‘The gods of the Yorubaland are sometimes understood as kings who were divinised in cults after their death, sometimes as divinities who have in tradition been given unhistorical face’ (Isichei, 1997: 250).

\(^\text{13}\) According to Orwenjo, ‘Proverbs are the most widely and commonly used in the continent’s longstanding history of oral arts. Proverbs are regarded as repositories of the people’s collective social, political and cultural wisdom and as analytic tools of thought’ (Orwenjo, 2009b: 123–146).
However, the problem of getting the right people into leadership positions is a general challenge in Africa (Yimer, 2015: 129–137). Nigeria obtained her independence from the British Empire in 1960. After many years of self-governance, the nation still faces the challenge of leadership and good governance (Ebegbulem, 2012, Ogbeidi, 2012, Nwagbososo and Duke, 2012). Chinua Achebe (the Nigerian-born, internationally-acclaimed writer) echoes the same view that ‘the trouble with Nigeria is simply and squarely a failure of leadership’ (Achebe, 1984: 1). He concludes that poor leadership has been the major obstacle to the progress of the nation. This view may seem right for Achebe, but he fails to comment on the negative contributions of followers, as well as leaders, to misrule. I would argue instead that the problem with Nigeria is a failure of both leadership and followership.

Ochulor identifies, among other problems in Nigeria, a lack of intellectual training and discipline among leaders; the ideology of leaders approaching the national treasury with the intention to loot; the nonparticipation of many citizens in politics and the political process; unnecessary pressures and demands on public servants; tribalism and ethnic sentiments with a  

---

14 ‘It will be difficult to address the problems of leadership, corruption and bad governance in Nigeria in isolation of the rest of Africa. Indeed, leadership failure, corruption and bad governance is not just a Nigerian problem; it is a problem for Africa’s development to which African countries collectively lose an estimated 25 percent of GDP or about $148 billion annually. Nigeria merely illustrates to a scale the problem that confronts every African and indeed developing country’ (Anazodo, Igbokwe-Ibeto, and Nkah, 2015: 55).


16 He states further that nothing is wrong with the Nigerian character, land, climate, water and air, etc. For Achebe, the Nigerian problem is the unwillingness of its leaders to show responsibility and lead by example ‘which are the hallmarks of true leadership’ (Achebe, 1984: 1).
weak emphasis on the rule of law (Ochulor, 2011: 265–271). Similarly, Lawal, Imokhuede and Johnson rightly observe that the absence of development-oriented leadership, the absence of accountability and transparency, corruption and electoral malpractices (Lawal et al., 2012: 189–190) have all contributed to poor governance in Nigeria. They are right that the insensitivity of past and current leaders has resulted in a lack of socio-economic and infrastructural development (Soniyi, 2017). Nigerians now face the problems of corruption, unemployment, inadequate water supply, poor electricity supply, crude oil theft, a rise in civil strife, substandard road networks, poverty, falling standards in education, a decrepit health sector, an unstable economy, prostitution, democratic instability, godfather-ism in politics, homelessness (Anazodo et al., 2015: 43, Olu-Adeyemi, 2012: 167). We shall return to this in chapter 12 of this thesis.

1.8. Contemporary Leadership Theories in an African Context

This section briefly examines the contemporary field of leadership theories and compares it with the idea of leadership in Africa. I draw from (Bass, 1981), (Northouse, 2013) and other scholars for my summary of leadership theories. However, I have rearranged the theories thematically, focusing on the personality, skills and actions of the leader. I prefer this methodology because it promotes a more systematic approach to the understanding of leadership theories.

17 For example, the conflict in the ruling party (All Progressives Congress) has led to the tension between the national assembly (legislators) and the presidency (executive). Many nominees of the presidency for ministerial and ambassadorial assignments have been rejected. Similarly, the national assembly did not pass the 2017 budget until June 2017.

18 The porous insecurity in Nigeria has led to the rise of the Islamic fundamentalist group ‘Boko Haram’, armed robbery, kidnapping and ritual killing, etc.

19 I have chosen Bass because he is one of the leading theorists and he has written a compendium on leadership. I also chose Northouse because he has written substantially on the topic. Similarly, his book is among the most recent works on leadership theories.

20 Personality answers the question what makes a leader or who leaders are? Skill checks for leadership skills and action explores what leaders do?
1.8.1. The Leader’s Personality

These theories examine the personality of leaders and their supervisory control over their followers. They include the great man or competency, trait and behavioural theories of leadership. The idea underpinning all these theories is that ‘great leaders are born, not made.’ The great man or competency theory emerged before the 1930s. Its practitioners studied the lives of great leaders in history and asked what made them different. Effective leaders are identified through their vision, problem-solving abilities, mentoring and inspiration of others, and for their display of decisive leadership during crises and in decision-making processes (Borgatta et al., 1954: 755–759). The problem with this theory is that it is the individual leader who determines the success of an organisation. Another problem is that it presents leadership as exclusively masculine, because women are not given the opportunity to serve at the highest level (Duerst-Lahti and Kelly, 1995: 69).

The trait theory emerged in the 1940s and examines the natural personalities, attributes, values, skills and motives of leaders (Derue et al., 2011: 7). Some of the expected character traits include vision, integrity, fairness, good morals and trustworthiness. The limitation of this approach is that its prescriptive universal traits for successful leadership may not be

---

21 Others include environmental, psychodynamic, leader role, humanistic and exchange theories. I have selected the models above for further discussion because they are the most common and important ones (Bass, 1981: 26–39).

22 Georgia Duerst-Lahti and Rita Kelly identified a number of a number of the erroneous factors that contributed to the strong masculine identity of leaders and leadership in the past. First, the expectation that ‘men are more likely to be leaders in public and private organisations than women.’ Second, the ‘expectations about gender or sex roles embedded in our culture lead to a preference for masculine over feminine.’ Third, ‘governance, politics, and the administrative state reflect the cultural preference for masculine over feminine.’ Fourth, ‘our cultural preferences for masculine can be seen most clearly in our definitions of leadership and preferences for certain types of leaders’ (Duerst-Lahti & Kelly, 1995: 69).

23 Derue, et al observed that Galton and Eysenck were the first to conduct earlier work on the trait theory in 1869 with their book ‘Hereditary Genius’ (Derue, 2011: 7).
applicable in other societies (House and Aditya, 1997: 410). The flaws of the trait theory and the rise of behavioural sciences led scholars such as Jenkins, Stogdill, Mann and others to examine the implication of leaders’ behaviours in leadership success (Jenkins, 1947: 54–79, Stogdill, 1948: 35–71, Mann, 1959: 241–270). The behavioural theory became popular in the 1950s and 1960s. It explores the behaviour of leaders and the way their followers respond to them. Behavioural leadership theorists at that time identified autocratic, democratic and laissez-faire as the three main leadership styles. The weakness of this theory is that again, the growth of the organisation depends on the personality and behaviour of the leader. These theories claim to be prescriptive and many earlier theorists have proposed that they should be used to identify prospective leaders (Bass, 1981: 26–39). However, in my view, other theories are as helpful as the personality theories.

1.8.2. The Leader’s Skills

The limitations of the personality approaches have motivated theorists to shift their focus to explore leadership skills and the situation of each organisation. The idea underpinning all these theories of leadership is that ‘great leaders are made, not born’. Such an approach gave rise to the contingency or situational, visionary and pragmatic theories. The contingency or situational theory emerged in the 1970s, when the theorists suggested that a leader’s style should depend on the circumstances in the organisation, the people and the targeted goals (Fiedler, 1972: 391–412, Fiedler et al., 1976). They argued that this could be achieved through the leader’s attitude (love and humility), practical actions (consultation, delegation, 

---

24 According to House and Aditya, ‘there developed among the community of leadership scholars near consensus that the search for universal traits was futile’ (House & Aditya, 1997: 410).

25 Most scholars recognise Fred Fiedler as the father of the contingency theory of leadership. Fiedler suggests that the leaders’ characteristics, behaviour and styles do not automatically shape them. The main factor is the appropriateness of leadership styles to the situations that they face. Other scholars who support this view include Evans (1970), House (1971), and Mitchell (1974), as well as Vroom and Yetton (1974).
participation, negotiation and direction) and other leadership skills. The *visionary theory* focuses on the vision of the leader to drive individual performance in order to effect changes in the organisation (Goleman et al., 2013: 57). The visionary leader possesses a high level of reasoning. He conceives a vision and confidently enforces it on the followers. The visionary theorists would argue that this is the only way to get maximum results. *Pragmatic theory* focuses on the leader’s functional ways of solving problems. The leaders are pragmatic in dealing with the current issues affecting the organisation (Ruwhiu and Cone, 2013: 25–43, Mumford and J., 2001: 302). Their interest is on performance and meeting the needs of the people inside the organisation. The primary criticism of these theories is that some leaders have the skills to lead, but they lack the personality traits needed for successful leadership in difficult places.

1.8.3. The Leader’s Actions

The theories relating to a leader’s actions include the *charismatic, transactional, strategic, transformational, educative, emergent and servant leadership models*. The *charismatic theory* identifies charisma as the main thing that distinguishes the leader from their followers. Charisma is the ability of leaders to command popular devotion and enthusiasm from their followers (Jacobsen and House, 2001: 75–112). The chief individual characteristics are

---

26 Goleman et al. note that ‘visionary leaders articulate where a group is going, but not how it will get there setting people free to innovate, experiment, and take calculated risks. Knowing the big picture and how a given job fits in gives people clarity; they understand what’s expected of them. And the sense that everyone is working toward shared goals builds team commitments: People feel pride in belonging to their organisation’ (Goleman et al., 2013: 57).
27 According to Mumford and Van Doorn, the characteristics of pragmatic leaders include ‘the exercise of influence through the use of elite social relationships, appeals to existing shared values, effective communication of the merits of a plan, persuasion and negotiation through demonstration projects, and entrepreneurial ability to tap both technical and social opportunities for innovation’ (Mumford & Van Doorn, 2001: 302).
28 For example, it would be difficult for a leader without a strong personality to rule Nigeria because of the multiple challenges facing the nation (especially corruption).
29 Others include teacher leadership (which works for administrators in school settings) and organisational leadership theories; but they are not as popular as the ones we have discussed.
speech and eloquence. Charismatic leaders use their persuasive words to ‘weave a spell’ (Roger, 2011: 91) within and outside the organisation. The transactional theory states that leaders have a responsibility to reward the accomplishments of their followers who meet or exceed the required expectation. It is a motivational strategy by leaders to encourage performance among their subordinates. This is called ‘contingent reward and active management by exception’ (Watkins, 2008: 24). The leader sets goals for the organisation with necessary supervision and offers appropriate rewards.

In strategic theory, the leader puts in place achievable goals, visions and strategic plans that will enhance organisational success. They work as a team with those who share their vision to accomplish the goals and improve the fortunes of their organisation (Cannella et al., 2008: 4). The transformational theory is people-oriented in nature. It focuses on the mutual learning, team effort, shared responsibility, management of potential and organisational empowerment of the people. The aim is to transparently inspire the followers through emotional intelligence to be sensitive to the socio-economic and political benefits they will derive from the organisation (Yammarino and Dubinsky, 1994: 790). This refers in the first instance to fellow employees and members of the organisation, but it also relates to the customer base or beneficiaries of the organisation. Transformational leaders are role models as they develop their followers into future leaders. They inspire their followers to seek organisational interests before self-interest.

---

30 Roger thinks this is a good thing.
31 Strategy leadership scholars are interested in ‘comprehending the factors that lead to superior organisational performance’. They suggest that ‘performance is determined in great part by the strategic choices and other major organisational decisions made’ by those in positions of authority (Cannella, 2008: 4).
32 For a good summary of the relationship between transformational leadership and charismatic, inspirational and transactional leadership, see (Yammarino, 1994: 787–811).
Educative leadership theory is about culture building. It requires leaders to understand organisational culture and the cultures of individuals within the system (Duignan and Macpherson, 1992). This will help them to engage effectively with others without losing their cultural identity. Emergent theory states that leaders should emerge from within the group of people that they serve. They must have the credentials, competence and experience that are relevant to the specific needs of their organisation (Houglum, 2012: 25–39). The servant leadership theory (popularly connected with Robert Greenleaf) suggests that a given organisational chart should be turned upside down. It places the customer at the top and the CEO at the bottom. In other words, leadership is about service (Greenleaf, 1977: 16). According to Spears, servant leadership has received huge acceptance among practitioners and it has been able to challenge the dominant, traditional forms of leadership theories since the 1970s (Spears, 2003: 14).

The weakness of these theories is that there is more to successful leadership than the actions of the leader. For example, some leaders may be charismatic, but not ethical. They may use their power for self-interest or personal gain in order to promote their personal vision. They may also ignore or attack the opinions of others and insist on their own decisions. Similarly, some charismatic leaders may exhibit servant leadership outwardly, but they may be proud inwardly. In my view, all these theories are descriptive, but each of them describes only one aspect of leadership. The emergence of theories focusing on leadership skills and actions allows us to doubt the exclusive claim of personality theories. I will return later to the proverbs that resonate with the personality, skills and actions of leaders in my exegetical

---

33 The basic assumption of servant leadership is that successful leaders don’t use authoritarian power to pursue their own agenda; instead they choose to lead by being the chief servant (Greenleaf, 1977: 16).
section.

1.8.4. Leadership Theories in Africa

Some scholars have attempted to apply Western leadership theories to the African context with a measure of success (Brubaker, 2013: 114–147, Lawal and Owolabi, 2012: 1–12). Others, however, have written extensively on the limitations of Western leadership theories in an African context (Blunt and Jones, 1997: 6–23, Jackson, 2004). They argue that this is a contemporary form of colonialism with the intention of forcing European and North American ideologies onto Africans. Other evidence that they put forward is that leadership theories tend to underestimate the impact of indigenous value systems, knowledge, behaviour and cultural studies in Africa (Kuada, 2010: 9–24, Bolden and Kirk, 2009: 69–86, Hofstede, 1980). Clearly, there are leaders in Africa, just as there are leaders in the rest of the world, and leadership in Africa clearly has many aspects in common with leadership elsewhere. In my view, the practice of leadership is not exclusive to Africa. Some elements of the leadership theories explored can therefore be found in Africa either implicitly or explicitly. Hence, the application of Western leadership theories to leadership in Africa is possible as long as it takes seriously the impact of cultural values on African leaders. We shall return to this in chapter 12 of this thesis.

1.9. Research Questions

As John Barton rightly notes, interpreters often ask different questions using the biblical text based on the methods that they choose. This then allows the meaning of the various aspects of

34 For instance, the ‘great man’, ‘trait’ and ‘behavioural theories resonate well with the Nigerian form of leadership because they focus on the leader at the centre. They are also male oriented and they encourage leadership by heredity.
the text to emerge (Barton, 1998: 1). This study seeks to respond to questions including: How does the royal ideology in ANE impact on leadership in ancient Israel? How does the book of Proverbs foster leadership in ancient Israel? What sort of leadership does it foster? What interpretative method can one use to uncover the deeper meaning of leadership texts in Proverbs? What valuable lessons or applications can we draw from the positive and negative presentations of leadership in the book of Proverbs? These are the questions that provoked this research and serve as the guide to all that follows.

---

35 There are different ways of approaching the biblical text. One way is the use of hermeneutical lenses to explore the text. Another way is to come with questions and seeking answers from the text. This interaction has provoked me to seek answers from the book of Proverbs on the theme of leadership.
CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

2.1. Introduction

This chapter explains the integrative approach that I want to use in this study. It also examines the scholarship of the redaction history of Proverbs, the scholarly debates on how to interpret the book of Proverbs, my interpretative approach, the criteria for selecting the texts and the impact of the prologue of Proverbs.

2.2. An Integrative Approach

Methodology is the theory behind the different methods that are used in a thesis. It is important for every successful enquiry. However, methodology in biblical studies has often been seen as a problem among specialists who seek the most appropriate approach to answer the specific questions that they bring to the text. This has prompted scholars to explore the worlds of the author, text and reader. The world behind the text is a diachronic approach and it is motivated by an attempt to recover the intention of the author. It focuses on the historical, textual, religious and cultural backgrounds behind the text as well as the process by which the text gained its final form (Tate, 2000: 1–62). After dominating biblical studies for many centuries, the historical critical approach is increasingly coming under attack and scholars have been bold in exposing its limitations (Childs, 1974, Lemche, 2008: 110–

---

36 This is called the world behind the text.
37 This is called the world within the text.
38 This is called the world in front of the text.
39 The way something (especially language) has developed and evolved over a period of time.
The world within the text is a synchronic approach. It is an attempt to engage with the Bible as literature (Tate, 2000: 67–152). According to Kenneth Gros Louis, scholars who use this approach ‘are primarily interested in the literary reality of a text and not its historical reality’ (Gros Louis, 1982: 14). The focus is no longer on the author or editor, but on the text that has been produced. In order to achieve this objective, scholars usually assume that there is unity in the text. They are also interested in how the literary work is structured or organised (1982: 15–17). Therefore, they tend to downplay the necessity of the historical critical approaches. Morgan and Barton, writing on the potential of literary study, note that this approach ‘may prove more important than historical exegesis in the theological interpretation of the Old Testament’ (Barton and Morgan, 1988: 113). In addition, Leland Ryken thinks the literary approach is beneficial because ‘it provides an improved methodology for interacting with a biblical text’. It allows the expositor to ‘include the whole span of the Bible’ in their analysis. For Ryken, this can help to safeguard the unity of the biblical text and offer new insights to scholarly interpretations of the Bible (Ryken, 1990: 12–14). I agree with Morgan, Barton and Ryken that it might be difficult to fully recover the intent of the biblical authors.

Similarly, Brevard Childs (in his canonical approach) urges us to be attentive to the final form of the text. For Childs, an investigation of the history of the development of the biblical text (historical critical method) is not enough for a good understanding of the distinctive nature of Israel’s religious literature. He suggests the need to ‘relate the nature of the literature correctly

---

40 The study of something (especially language) as it exists at a given point in time.
to the community which treasured it as Scripture’ (Childs, 1979: 39–41). He also argues that ‘the process of religious interpretation by a historical faith community left its mark on the literary text’ (Childs, 1984) and provides a normative interpretation after many centuries of reading it as authoritative Scripture. He concludes by finding a canonical connection between the OT and NT (Childs, 1993: 70–76, Lyons, 2002: 34–81). James Sanders proposes the ‘canon-critical approach’ which is slightly similar to Childs’ canonical approach. However, while Sanders’ approach seeks ‘to reconstruct the prehistory of the canon with historical-critical interests and tools’ (Sanders, 1987, Sanders, 1984, Brett, 1991: 121), the aim of Childs’ approach is to produce exegesis for the contemporary Church. Following Childs, this study attempts to offer an exegetical analysis of Proverbs on leadership that may be useful for the Church.

The world in front of the text seeks to answer the question about what happens when a reader reads the Bible (Clines, 1994: 3–27). It explores the presuppositions that the reader brings to the text (Tate, 2000: 157–194). Tate summarises the usefulness of this approach with the following words: ‘without an author, there is no text; without a reader, a text does not communicate. In a real sense, an unread text carries no meaning, because it can mean nothing until there is a mutual engagement between the reader and text’ (2000: 157). It depends on what readers can make out of it; therefore, the role of the reader is essential.

Contemporary biblical scholars now use a variety of approaches to read the Scripture

---

41 For Childs, ‘the material was transmitted through its various oral, literary, and redactional stages by many different groups toward a theological end’ (1979: 70).
42 For a general overview and critique of Childs canonical exegesis, see Lyons (2002: 34–81).
This increasing interaction of the older with emerging interpretative methodologies has enriched and illuminated our understanding of the text. As Gowler notes:

Biblical scholars have described this perplexing array of approaches with words like ‘diversity’, ‘variety’, or ‘pluralism’. The best term to capture the true essence of current dialogues and debates, however, is heteroglossia. Heteroglossia, as used by the philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin, describes the dynamic interaction of a number of voices, ideologies, and positions, but none of them is pre-eminent; none rules or controls the others (Gowler, 2000: 443).

As we search for an understanding of leadership in Proverbs, the most helpful method should be one that is flexible enough to respect the variety of the individual proverbs, yet sufficiently definite to deal with them as parts of a whole. Randolph Tate (2000), Susan Gillingham (1998) and Carol Fontaine (1997) are instructive in my choice of methodology for this study. They independently arrived at similar conclusions that allow for a conversation with all the three worlds (author, text and reader). Tate calls it ‘an integrative approach’. For Gillingham, it is reading the Bible ‘in a pluralistic way’. Fontaine, on the other hand, calls it ‘interdisciplinary methodology’. Tate argues that ‘hermeneutics is not a monologue’ and any attempt to use the author-centred, text-centred, or reader-centred methods in isolation will make the entire process unbalanced (2000: 255). For Gillingham, there is ‘diversity in the making of the Bible, and hence the necessity of diverse approaches in the reading of it’ (Gillingham, 1998: 245–246). In other words, it is difficult to find a single method that will answer all the questions that we bring to a text. Fontaine, writing on proverbs’ performance in

43 These include materialist, stylistic, structuralist, narratological, post-structuralist, rhetorical, psychoanalytic, feminist, ideological, reader response, canonical, cultural, sociological and deconstruction etc (Thiselton, 1992).
44 Gillingham maintains that ‘pluralism, as one of the hallmarks of postmodernism, can serve more as friend than foe in relation to biblical studies. Far from threatening and fragmenting our understanding of biblical faith, it offers a more reasonable, open-ended, integrative and ecumenical way forward’ (Gillingham, 1998: 5).
Hebrew poetry, observes that it is difficult to apply the classic historical methods to all the wisdom material. She insists that interpreting the biblical wisdom deserves a diverse approach and that ‘it is appropriate to allow the internal dynamics of wisdom to generate its own models for its study’ (Fontaine, 1997: 318). With Tate, Gillingham and Fontaine, I conclude that there is no perfect singular method. Each method is distinct, but they complement one another.

2.3. Methods for Exegesis

This section explores the terms ‘the world behind the text,’ ‘the world within the text’ and ‘the world in front of the text’ and what they contribute to this research.

2.3.1. The World Behind the Text

Historical criticism in relation to the bible has a history of about 250 years. It has been a dominant tool for biblical exegesis. J.P. Gabler radically declared in 1787 that the theological interpretation of the OT is historical. The method seeks to examine the texts to determine their authorship and authenticity. It seeks to compare the results with internal and external sources or evidence (archaeology and other extra-biblical sources). It also explores the style, vocabulary motives, interests and tendencies within the text. In OT studies, Karl Graf and Julius Wellhausen discovered that the Pentateuch was produced from different sources (JEDP). It went through several stages of development, before reaching its final form around the 4th century BC. They also proposed that the composition of other books took place later than previously thought. Hermann Gunkel (1862–1932) introduced form criticism, focusing on repeated literary classifications that have similar form. He argued that the social situation
that processed the book and the functions the traditions served could be investigated (Sandy-Wunsch and Eldredge, 1980: 133–158).

Applying historical critical methods to Proverbs, I concur with the majority of scholars, who argue that the book of Proverbs (in its final form) was collected and edited during the post-exilic period, when there was no monarchy in Israel (Weeks, 1994: 55; Clifford, 1999: 3–6; Fox, 2000: 6; Hatton, 2008: 165). As part of the world behind the text, I will briefly explore the redaction history of Proverbs. Moreover, chapter 3 of this thesis will explore leadership in ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, the Ugarit and Hittite Kingdoms and Israel. Then, a comparative method will be used to analyse leadership in the ANE and Israel. In addition, other biblical texts outside Proverbs (especially the Pentateuch and historical books) serve as a good background.

2.3.2. The World Within the Text

Biblical scholars who use literary approaches have different strategies for analysing the text. According to Gillingham, other branches of literary criticism include semantic, linguistic, narrative/poetic, structuralist, rhetorical, reader response and holistic readings (1998: 171–186). For the purpose of this study I will turn to poetics for help. Poetics is a loose, abstract term, which can sometimes be difficult to grasp. It is one of the methodological tools used for analysing poetry and narrative. According to Adele Berlin, poetics is ‘an inductive science that seeks to abstract the general principles of literature from many different manifestations of those principles as they occur in actual literary texts’ (Berlin, 1994: 15). She radically

---

45 According to Childs, the final canonical literature of Proverbs ‘reflects a long history of development in which the received tradition was selected, transmitted and shaped by hundreds of decisions’ (Childs 1986: 11). For a comprehensive discussion of the diachronic aspect of the scholarship of Proverbs and the connection between the earlier and final form, see McKane (1970: 1–22), Waltke (2004: 31–37) and Fox (2000: 15–27).
suggests that we cannot know the meaning of a text until we know its process of composition. For Waltke, poetics is the ‘science of literature – a study of how basic components of writing interrelate to create meaning’ (Waltke, 2007: 114). These definitions are correct, but they are abstract discussions of poetics. They only offer a theoretical understanding of poetics. In this study, I am using poetics, not in the specialist sense that Berlin refers to in her concise definition, but rather in a less technical way. I use it in a sense of careful analysis of the linguistic techniques, as discussed in the writings of manuals and handbooks that teach specific techniques relevant to the interpretation of poetry.\textsuperscript{46} I seek to investigate the ‘literary devices’\textsuperscript{47} that the author used in the process of composition.

Modern biblical poetics owes much of its impetus to the earlier efforts of Robert Lowth and later to those of James Kugel, Robert Alter, Wilfred Watson, Luis Alonso Schökel, Adele Berlin and a host of others (Berlin, 2008: xv–xxii). One significant aspect of this approach is that it seeks to analyse a poetic composition as a whole. ‘The doublets, repetitions, contradictions, gaps and inconsistencies in the translated text are included as part of the whole’ (Gillingham, 1998: 179) with the hope that this will enhance the reader’s understanding of the text. Gillingham observes that a ‘holistic’ theology ‘created by the text and not by the author’ can emerge out of this enterprise. Another important feature of this approach is the search for the structure and overall theme of the whole text. It allows the interpreter to see how ‘the variations in the text contribute towards a part of the final whole’ (Gillingham, 1998: 180). I have chosen this approach because the book of Proverbs is an

\textsuperscript{46} The methods that I used in this thesis draw on the various techniques discussed in the typical manual for the discussion of poetry by scholars such as Robert Alter, Wilfred Watson and Luis Alonso Schökel etc.

\textsuperscript{47} This is the technique that the author uses to convey information and stimulate the imagination of the readers.
imaginative poetic collection and poetics allows us to analyse it that way. Therefore, this study of leadership promises to yield exciting results.

Scholars who use poetics have identified some strengths in this approach: Longman claims that it is language based and it ‘reveals the conventions of biblical literature’ (Longman, 1987: 59). It allows for the application of the tools, methods, concepts and techniques found in the study of classical literature in analysing the biblical text. These include the exploration of parallelisms and repeated keywords. The use of these theoretical frameworks helps to illuminate the text and allows it to be read as revealed (word of God) through human language. Moreover, poetics helps the contemporary reader to competently read the biblical poetry in a way that is similar to what the original audience would have heard. This is what Long calls ‘ancient literary competence’ (Long, 1994: 33). This approach can enhance the meaning of the biblical text as a result of the interaction between the reader and text.48

Longman also argues that poetics ‘focuses on the reading process’ (Longman, 1987: 61). It helps us to see the aesthetic elements within the text. The reader is able to uncover the artistic language used by the author and appreciate how the words have been beautifully crafted together. In other words, it calls on the interpreter to pay careful attention to what the author says and how it has been said in terms of the relationships between the words. Furthermore, poetics, which is a branch within the literary approaches, compensates for some of the weaknesses of the historical critical approaches. It offers a genuine alternative to the author or reader oriented approaches and increases the interpretative methods available to scholars. It is

---

48 For example, we can glean more from the text when we connect with the imagery used by the poet.
‘an innovation in interpretation and not simply another tool comparable to source, form, or redaction criticism’ (Longman, 1987: 5).49

Furthermore, poetics helps the reader to see the theology of a biblical text. According to Osborne, most Semitic poetry originated from the personal or corporate religious life of the ancient peoples (Osborne, 1991: 181). He suggests that ‘theology is central to biblical poetry’ (1991: 186). Similarly, Fisch notes that one of the important purposes of biblical poetry is theological. He argues that biblical authors, beyond the sophisticated presentation of their writings as works of art, were theologically sensitive and tell us something about God (Fisch, 1988: 205). Reading Proverbs using this approach can stimulate insight into the book as it relates to the theological dimensions of leadership.

Waltke, in his Old Testament Theology, suggests that the enterprise of poetics should begin by engaging the text with proposals on the functions of the literary devices. Then one can look for ‘textual evidence that confirms or denies’ (Waltke, 2007: 115) the assumptions. He also argues that the use of poetics will yield a different result from the interpretation of those who use the diachronic approach. He concludes that, among other things, scholars who apply poetics will also investigate the motif, sequence of action, refrain, contrast, comparison, logic, climax/intensification, patterns of structure, gap and blank, generalisation and particularisation within the text (2007: 117–134).

It will be difficult to apply all the devices proposed by Waltke in this study because of space limitations. Instead, I shall focus my attention on primary poetic devices such as parallelism,

49 For example, poetics helps to answer the question of how the author has structured the text and used imagery and figurative expressions to convey the message. It also shows the significance of the whole text and the various components or parts of the whole.
repetition, terseness and figurative language, which Longman, Lucas and other scholars have classified as the major characteristics of Hebrew poetry (Longman, 2006: 33; Lucas, 2015: 22–26). For Longman, other elements should be classified as secondary poetic devices. The use of this technique is essential for biblical exegesis and particularly the book of Proverbs. My task in this study is to identify some of the literary devices within the text and explore how they function. Using this synchronic method will also help me to interact with the text of Proverbs and uncover its artistic nature.

Despite its popularity and success, it must be pointed out that poetics has its own limitations. The appearance of different terminologies of poetics within the same approach has brought confusion. This has resulted in contradictions and disagreement among experts on how a poetic line should be understood. Ernest Lucas summarises the different scholarly arguments on poetics focusing on ‘the basic unit of Hebrew poetry’, ‘features characteristic of Hebrew poetry and the structure of a Hebrew poem’. He notes that scholars have used terms such as line, verse and stich to refer to the whole poetic sentence. Similarly, they have used terms like colon (cola), verset, line, hemistich, bi-colon, tri-colon and tetra-colon to refer to the subunits of a poetic sentence. He concludes that the different uses of these technical terms can be confusing for non-specialists (Lucas, 2008: 520–525). I agree with Lucas that the lack of common terminology means that some elements about the approach are not conclusive. A further weakness is that poetics, like other literary theories, tends to minimise the role of the author or editor and their contribution to the meaning of the text. This is what Longman calls ‘the danger of moving completely away from any concept of authorial intent and determinant meaning of a text’ (1987: 53). In other words, one needs to explore the world of the author whenever it has the potential to contribute significantly to the meaning of the text.
One more problem inherent in the proposed approach is that a real danger exists when secular poetics are imposed on the biblical text rather than tested against it. This can lead to either over-interpretation or under-interpretation.\textsuperscript{50} Poetics, if applied without an awareness of this deficiency, can mean the interpreter may indirectly impose ‘Western concepts and categories on an ancient Semitic literature’ (Longman, 1987: 50). This may have an impact on the canonical and theological influence of the text. Umberto Eco sums up the problem of poetics in the following words:

Poetics becomes entangled in a paradox; in trying to capture the essence of poetry it misses its most essential feature, namely, its uniqueness and the variability of its manifestations. Every poetics that proposes ideal structures, and chooses to ignore the particularities specific to the individual works is always in the end a theory of the works that the theorists judges best (Eco, 2002: 241).

In spite of the above limitations, poetics remains a valid approach for the analysis of biblical poetry, if it is carefully used. As I mentioned earlier, this study uses an integrative approach that employs different methods eclectically for the purpose of the investigation. As part of my overall methodology, I will focus on the world within the text in chapters 5–10 with my exegetical analysis of some leadership texts in Proverbs. I will explore how some parallelisms, catchwords, variant repetitions, metaphors and imagery enhance our understanding of leadership. I will also be attentive to the above weaknesses in the process of my analysis.

\textsuperscript{50} Over-interpretation is reading more meanings to the clues in the text. Under-interpretation is ignoring some of the important clues that contribute to the meaning of the text. The most exciting work on poetics today is done from secular perspectives and applied to classical texts outside the Bible. The biblical text has the potential to influence Christians positively with regards to formation of Christian leadership from a Christian perspective. An uncritical import of such methodological approaches to the authoritative theological text (like the Bible) runs the risk of stopping application.


2.3.3. The World in Front of the Text

The world in front of the text is a reader-centred method. It focuses on the relevance of the text for the reader.\[^{51}\] The quest for ‘in front of the text’ hermeneutics for the purpose of pastoral practice is increasing in the Church today. Hence, it is necessary for biblical interpreters to be aware of its prospects and problems (Bartholomew, 2005: 135–152). Of course, the ancient world of the OT was very different from our contemporary world.\[^{52}\] The mainly monarchical system of the ancient world has now been replaced with democratically elected governments or other forms of government in most parts of the world. Even in countries where the system of monarchy is still practiced, monarchical powers and influence have been reduced drastically. As such, it would be difficult to use the materials in Proverbs directly to legislate on contemporary issues of leadership. Nonetheless, there are some relevant applications that can be drawn, with due care, for appropriate contemporary equivalents. As Stuart notes, ‘exegesis is patently a theological enterprise, and a theology that is not applied to the lives of God’s people is sterile’ (Stuart, 2001: x). This stimulates me (as a reader) to apply some of the selected verses being analysed. Chapter 11 of this thesis provides the groundwork with the summary of my findings in chapters 5–10. This enables me to apply my learning about leadership to Christian leadership in Nigeria in chapter 12.

2.4. Parallelism in Hebrew Poetry\[^{53}\]

Parallelism is an important device in poetry (Longman, 1988: 95).\[^{54}\] Since the monumental

\[^{51}\] For a comprehensive treatment of the contributions of Iser, Eco, Holland, Bleich, Culler and Fish to the reader response theories, see (Thiselton, 1992: 516–555).

\[^{52}\] The world of ancient literature is remotely different from that of readers today and any attempt to read the text with a modern mind-set without minding the gap between the original audience and contemporary readers will result in distortion.

\[^{53}\] This section draws on draws on Kuntz (1998a: 31–64) and Heim (2013: 19–32).

\[^{54}\] ‘Parallelism refers to the correspondence which occurs between the phrases of a poetic line’ (Longman, 1988: 95).
study of the eighteenth century scholar Bishop Robert Lowth on poetry, different generations of scholars have attempted to make contributions to the discussion of biblical poetry. In his 1753 *Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews* and 1778 *Introduction to Isaiah*, Lowth proposed three types of parallelisms: synonymous, antithetic, and synthetic (Berlin, 2008: 1–3). Scholars such as Kugel, Alter, Berlin, Heim and others have attacked these categories. Heim notes:

There are three serious problems with this approach: First, it distracts from the meaning of partial lines that make up the poetic line. Second, it distracts from the complex relationships between the partial lines. Third, it distracts from the relationship between the poetic lines and their contexts (Heim, 2012: 22).

Much critical work has appeared in the area of biblical parallelism since the 1980s. Around the same time, Kugel and Alter were not satisfied with the Lowthian categories and independently came to the same conclusion that parallelism can exceed three types. They observe that Lowth’s tripartite division of parallelism is too broad and simple and they improve the previous discussion of parallelism by exploring the relationship between poetic lines (verses). They convincingly cast doubt on Lowth’s conclusion that the second line of poetry always corresponds to the first. They argue that the second line can also advance the idea of the first line. Kugel especially notes that ‘biblical parallelism is of one sort, “A, and what’s more, B,” or a hundred sorts; but it is not three’ (Kugel, 1981: 58). Kugel’s insightful contributions include his ability to find parallelisms in Genesis, Exodus and other parts of the Bible, as well as some Ugaritic writings. He insists that parallelisms can be found throughout the Scripture. The limitation of Kugel’s analysis is his inability to differentiate between prose

---

95).
55 This is also called *parallelismus membrorum.*
and poetry;⁵⁶ as Alter notes, he is ‘perilously close to concluding that there is no poetry in the Bible’ (1985: 4). Kugel’s popular catch phrase ‘A, and what’s more B’ has also come under attack on the grounds that it ‘restricts the relationship of the lines to those of emphasis, repetition, seconding, and so on’ (Clines, 1987: 95).

Moreover, Alter identifies parallelism as a device or tool being used by the author to intensify meaning between smaller units and larger sections of poetry. He gives some examples of how poetic lines can indicate progression or intensification within the text (Alter, 1985: 11). Unlike Kugel, Alter has been able to differentiate (with examples) between prose and poetry (1985: 50–51). He argues that two parallel lines cannot be saying the same thing. According to Alter, ‘literary expression abhors complete parallelism, just as language resists true synonymity, usage always introducing small wedges of difference between closely akin terms’ (1985: 10). This important discovery has rendered Lowth’s synonymous parallelism questionable. Alter’s significant contribution lies in his close reading of the text and his ability to identify the workings of parallelism within a larger section of the poetry.

However, one weakness with Alter is that the analyses of some of his smaller units of the text are difficult to follow. On the whole, Kugel and Alter have taken Lowth’s analysis further through their modification of the study of parallelism.⁵⁷

Wilfred Watson’s famous Classical Hebrew Poetry provides an encyclopaedia of poetical techniques. He sets the stage by finding a broader background to Hebrew poetry in Ugaritic

---

⁵⁶ For an elaborate critique of Kugel, see Berlin (2008: 4–7).
⁵⁷ For a review summary of Kugel, Alter and others, see Kuntz (1998a: 31–64) and Heim (2013: 19–29).
and Akkadian poetic writings (Watson, 1984: 4–10). Following literary criticism, he suggests that the steps to analysing poetry should include: ‘delimitation, segmentation, inner-strophic analysis, isolation of poetic devices, tabulation, synthesis and comparison with other literature’ (1984: 16). Then he turns his attention to the significance of metre, parallelism, stanza and strophe, verse patterns, sound, imagery and other poetic devices or techniques in Hebrew poetry. Watson identifies different forms of parallelisms, which include: gender matched, word-pairs, number, staircase; as well as other forms (synonymous-sequential, noun-verb, vertical and Janus). He accepts that parallelism is important, but it is not the only feature of poetry. One of the useful insights that can be gained from Watson is his recognition of parallelism within a poetic half-line. Another insight in his work is the establishment of the link between Hebrew and Ugaritic poetry, as well as Akkadian texts (Kuntz, 1998a: 40). However, the limitation of Watson’s effort is his long list of different parallelisms, which can be confusing.

Luis Alonso Schökel, building upon his doctoral dissertation on biblical poetics, emphasises the need to take the poetic style within the text seriously. He argues that it is necessary to read and listen to the biblical poetry for better understanding (1988: 20). This is because it contains a ‘conscious, clever and varied use of sound’ (1988: 33). He identifies sounds, rhyme, parallelism, synonymy, repetition, merismus, antithesis and polarised expression, images, figures of speech, dialogue and monologue as poetic devices that are needed to analyse or interpret biblical poetry. He warns us to be wary of classifications; instead he wants us to focus more on analysing the style of the text itself (1988: 57). On the importance of poetry, Alonso Schökel argues that ‘if theology is speaking about God,’ then, ‘the biblical poets constructed a proto-theology’ (1988: 98). He also laments the lack of imagination in biblical exegesis and suggests that readers and interpreters must use their imagination effectively in
order to understand the text.\(^{58}\) He concludes that ‘what has been written with imagination, must also be read with imagination, provided the individual has imagination and it is in working order’ (Alonso Schökel, 1988: 104).

In a similar way, William Brown offers a succinct summary of the imaginative and affective power of poetry citing examples from the book of Psalms (Brown, 2002b: 1–14).\(^{59}\) Following Alonso Schökel and Brown, I would argue that the biblical poetry, especially the book of Proverbs, is a product of imagination. Therefore, a poetic analysis of Proverbs with some imagination will help our interpretation and lead to a ‘critical and imaginative’ (Gillingham, 1994: vii) reading of the text. Alonso Schökel has been criticised by scholars such as Kuntz ‘for failing to incorporate at least some relevant segments of Ugaritic and Akkadian verse’ (Kuntz, 1998a: 37) in his work to reflect the Semitic background. However, it can be argued that this was outside the scope of his interest at that time; his main objective was to write a manual for Hebrew poetics, which he did.

Dennis Pardee views parallelism as a ‘structural device’, which can be found in both Ugaritic and Hebrew poems (Pardee, 1988: xiii). In his comparative analysis of Ugarit and Hebrew Poetry, he suggests four distributions of parallelisms. He argues that the tendency to insist that poetry can only be studied through the analysis of bi-cola and tri-cola distribution should be abandoned. Focusing on individual words and short phrases, he classifies parallelisms as ‘half-line’, ‘regular’, ‘near’, and ‘distant’ (Pardee, 1988: xv–xvi, 168–192). He has been able to show that the previous discussion of parallelism is not conclusive. However, Pardee’s proposal did not gain wide acceptance. The weakness in this approach is its emphasis on

---

\(^{58}\) For Alonso Schökel, ‘images are the glory, perhaps the essence of poetry’ (Alonso Schökel, 1988: 95).

\(^{59}\) Brown suggests that imagery is the ‘most basic building block of poetry’ (Brown, 2002: 2).
individual words and short phrases, rather than on entire poetic lines. Another reason why he has found few followers is that most of his examples were taken from Ugaritic and other extra-biblical sources (Heim, 2013: 30).

Gillingham (1994) proposed a tripartite classification of parallelism that is different from that of Lowth. In her analysis of the book of Psalms, she notes that some parallelisms are similar, while others are different. She used the formula A=B, A>B and A<B. In A=B, where the first and second parts of a poetic half-line are related through contrast or repetition of the same idea. In A>B, the central idea in the first part of the half-line is being amplified by the second part. In A<B, the main idea that started in the first part of the half-line is being consummated in the second part (1994: 78–82). The contribution of this approach is that it allows for the use of creativity and imagination in the analysis of the text. It also offers an interesting alternative to Lowth’s classification. Gillingham fails, however, to explain the significance of parallelism between adjacent lines. As we shall see later, understanding this kind of parallelism can enhance meaning within a poetic context.

Adele Berlin sees parallelism as the ‘constructive principle on which a poem is built’ (Berlin, 2008: 6). Following Roman Jacobson’s idea that parallelism is the ‘core of poetic language’, she argues that it is a ‘linguistic phenomenon’ (2008: 2). Hence, it can be a good starting point to explore parallelism through its ‘morphologic, syntactic, lexical, semantic, and phonological categories’ (2008: xvii). She maintains that one of the things that differentiates prose from poetry is the way parallelism is used. For Berlin, ‘poetry uses parallelism as its constitutive or constructive device’ (2008: 16). She also observes that ‘it is not parallelism per se, but the predominance of parallelism, combined with terseness, which marks the poetic expression of the Bible’ (2008: 5). She is, however, quick to note that the linguistic aspect of
parallelism can sometimes become complex (2008: 129). On the relationship between word pairs and parallelism, she suggests that ‘it is not word pairs that create parallelism. It is parallelism that activates word pairs’ (2008: 79). This helps the poets match the words together. Berlin’s study allows us to see the dynamics of biblical parallelism from the perspectives of the author, text and the reader (2008: 127). She makes the same point elsewhere, insisting that parallelism serves as an important indication in Hebrew poetry (Berlin, 2004: 2098–2099). Berlin’s work stimulates us to be attentive to the impact of parallelism in a poetical writing.60

Knut Heim also contributed to the debate by suggesting that different kinds of ‘parallelism operate at the smallest level of the partial line alongside ascending levels of parallelism from the partial line to the poetic line to adjacent poetic lines to lines that are separated by one or more intervening poetic lines’ (Heim, 2013: 25). Therefore, he puts forward four levels of distributions, which he calls semi-linear, intra-linear, interlinear and trans-linear parallelisms. For Heim, semi-linear parallelism functions within the smallest unit and ‘the first half-line naturally falls into two parallel halves’ (Heim, 2013: 25).61 He finds this in Watson’s analysis. Intra-linear parallelism works between the first and second line of poetry; this is the area that Robert Lowth and others who came after him have explored over the years. Interlinear parallelism operates within ‘adjacent poetic lines’ (Heim, 2013: 27) and he considers this to be the Alter’s contribution (cf. Proverbs 26: 4–5). Trans-linear parallelism functions between nonadjacent poetic lines. It is the ‘correspondence between poetic lines that are separated by one or more intervening poetic lines’ (Heim, 2013: 32). It is to Pardee and Heim that we owe this valuable insight of dividing parallelism in Hebrew poetry into quadruplet distributions.

60 This will be demonstrated in chapters 5–8 in my analysis of first and second half-lines.
61 For example, ‘a little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the hands to rest’ (Proverbs6:10 cf. 24:33).
Heim concludes that this fourth level completes the picture of Hebrew poetry. Following Franz Delitzsch, Crawford Toy, Ruth Scoralick, Daniel Snell and others before him, he consistently brings the four together and identifies more variant repetitions in the book of Proverbs.62

The strength of Heim’s approach is that it helps to resolve the problem that Lowth’s, Watson’s and Alter’s categories have not addressed in Hebrew poetry: trans-linear parallelism. This helps us to see how poets return to their earlier point within their writings. He has been able to show ‘how important it is to reread the book of Proverbs with new eyes and more positive expectations’ (Heim, 2013: 634). However, there are possible dangers in this approach if it is not carefully applied. An interpreter might be tempted to want to see parallelism in every poetic line and it may result in finding parallelism where there is none. In addition, Heim’s categorisation is unnecessary if the proverbs are interpreted in isolation.

Six important things came out of this review. First, careful analysis of parallelism is a vital tool for biblical exegesis. Second, parallelisms do exist within a poetic half-line and between poetic half-lines. Parallelism can also be found between nonadjacent poetic lines. Third, there is no such thing as synonymous parallelism. Fourth, every part of a poetic line is important because it can offer us clues for deeper meaning of the text. Fifth, the book of Proverbs is a product of imagination and it must be interpreted with imagination. I agree with Barry Bandstra that a biblical poetic line can be understood from different perspectives. It is, therefore, necessary for readers ‘to unpack poetic expressions to draw out their nuance and

62 Heim identifies 99 variant sets from 223 verses (over 24% of the 915 verses) in the book of Proverbs (Heim, 2013: 3). He has also been able to show that ‘the creative combination of repetition with variation is the very essence of Hebrew poetry’ (Heim, 2013: 636).
intent’ using their imagination and interpretative skills (Bandstra, 2008: 381). Sixth, there is no consensus among scholars about the distribution of parallelism. Nonetheless, this present study on leadership will apply the four levels of parallelism outlined by Heim (combined with imagination and a few other poetic devices) in chapters 5–10 of this thesis.

### 2.5. Redaction and Tradition History of Proverbs

The authors of the book of Proverbs are unknown. I agree however with Fox that Proverbs is ‘extremely extended and multiplex, residing in innumerable and indeterminable individuals – authors of sayings, collectors and editors, and generations of scribes’ (Fox, 2006: 8) were actively involved in shaping the book. The question about who wrote or compiled the final form of the book is, however, extremely difficult to answer. With scant evidence for the final editing of Proverbs, it is reasonable to suppose that the book was ‘edited in the same movement as much of Israel’s other sacred literature in the early Second Temple period’ (Clifford, 1999: 6) sometime between the sixth and fourth centuries B.C.E. Moreover, the attempts of scholars to date the book of Proverbs have also produced no consensus. They have relied on data such as ‘its language, editing devices and themes’ (Clifford, 1999: 4) but the result is inconclusive.

Redaction criticism is an important tool in biblical interpretation (Fox, 1991: 5). There are

---

63 Ernest Lucas surprisingly applied the Lowthian tripartite distribution of parallelism in his recent commentary on Proverbs (Lucas, 2015: 10–13).
64 The book of Proverbs is a ‘deliberate work whose growth was controlled by editors, who shaped the work by selection, choosing to incorporate (or compose) sayings that were pertinent to their ideology’ (Fox, 2006: 9).
65 This is because of the timeless nature of some of the sayings in their oral form. Most scholars agree that many editors compiled different sections and subsections of the collections over a long period of time.
66 For a detailed discussion about the difficulty of assigning a specific date for the final form of Proverbs, see (Clifford, 1999: 3–6).
67 ‘Redaction criticism proceeds from source criticism by reversing its thrust. Source criticism moves backward
three major theories regarding the redaction history and critical reconstructions of the book of Proverbs (Snell, 1993: 5–9). The first is by Patrick Skehan, who suggests that a single editor was responsible for the writing of Proverbs (Skehan, 1971a: 9–14, Skehan, 1971b: 15–26, Skehan, 1971c: 27–45, Skehan, 1976: 329–340). ‘He constructs his theory around an elaborate numerical theory in which he argues that the total number of lines is nearly equal to the numeric value of the names, Solomon, David, and Israel from Proverbs 1:1’ (Garret, 1993: 48). He argues that Proverbs 1–9 was structured into seven sections with 22-line columns as they serve both literary and architectural purposes. He notes that these form the columns of Wisdom's house in Proverbs 9:1. His numerological approach leads him to conclude that the ‘entire book of Proverbs was laid out in three series of fifteen columns to form the design of a house’ (Fox, 2009: 482).

Skehan’s theory on the numeric arrangement of Proverbs is interesting but has failed to convince most scholars. One problem with this view is that ‘the text must be rearranged in several places to support the theory’ (Boström, 1990: 5). Fox also observes that it is rare to find ‘examples of pictorial layout of texts on scrolls’ that date back to the time Proverbs was surely written. He also identifies some of the inconsistencies in Skehan’s calculation, insisting that ‘much of his procedure is ad hoc and self-serving’ (Fox, 2009: 482).68 In my view, given the many forms and diversities in Proverbs (Delitzsch, 1983: 6–24),69 it is not tenable to

---

68 For a comprehensive critique of Skehan’s theory, see (Fox, 2009: 482).
69 Toy classified the thought in Proverbs under ‘ethical,’ ‘religious’ and ‘philosophical’ categories (1977: x–
expect Proverbs to have been written in the way that Skehan suggests.

Norman Whybray represents the second theory, with an evolutionary view of the redaction history of Proverbs (Whybray, 1965: 33–52, Whybray, 1994a). His form-critical approach led him to separate the ‘Ten Discourses’\(^{70}\) in Proverbs 1–9 from the rest of the book, noting that the vocative ‘My Son’ opened each section, with admonitions relating to getting hold of Lady Wisdom and avoiding adulterous women, etc. He maintains that the personification of wisdom was part of the later theological addition to the book of Proverbs. He further suggests that Proverbs 1–9 and 31:10–31 offer a redactional framework for the entirety of Proverbs, demonstrating how the final editors wanted the book to be read. He also notes that the interest in women in Proverbs 1–9 and 31:10–31 was deliberate. For Whybray, the ‘remarkable feature linking these chapters is that, in contrast to most of the other books of the Old Testament, these female figures are the active and dominant ones compared with their partners’ (1994a: 161).

Whybray then turns his attention to the short sentences in Proverbs 10:1–22:16 and 25–29. He proposes a principle of arrangement that shows that most of the proverbs in these sections are in pairs or small groups with a common theme, verbal repetition, or both (Whybray, 1994a: 62–129). Moreover, Whybray rejects the scholarly idea that 22:17–24:34 depended on the Egyptian Instruction of Amenemope and establishes that 22:17–23:11 is comparable to

\(^{70}\) Whybray maintains that eight out of the ‘Ten Discourses’ were expanded for non-theological reasons and most of them were used to connect the father’s saying with personified Wisdom or Yahweh. The instructions were interrupted by three poems 1:20–33, 3:13–20 and 8:1–36. He argues that the portrayal of Wisdom speaking with a first person pronoun in two of these poems is evidence of expansion in the Prologue and chapter 9 (Whybray, 1994a: 11–56).
Proverbs 1–9 (Whybray, 1994a: 148–153). Whybray also argues that it is impossible to date different parts of Proverbs based on their form and content alone. He discovers some evidence in the arrangement of smaller collections in the various headings, and concludes that the words of wise men like Agur and Lemuel are later insertions (Whybray, 1994a: 157–162).

This approach is plausible because it offers at least one coherent explanation of the process of the composition of Proverbs. It also offers a logical explanation for the contradictions, complexities and different voices or attitudes that we encounter in the book of Proverbs. However, Whybray’s extraction of a single motif ‘my son’ from Proverbs 1–9 has been criticised by Garret (1993: 49). It seems reasonable to agree with Garret because Proverbs is a product of many hands and it allows for more than one motif even in that section.

The third and final theory I will discuss is that the book of Proverbs went through a redaction history that necessitated ‘a major revision of early, secular, wisdom material by later scribes of a more religious bent’ (Garret, 1993: 49). William McKane (1970) divides Proverbs into two types of literature: wisdom instruction (1–9; 22:17–24:22; 31:1–9) and wisdom sentences (10:1–22:16; 24:23–29:27) with poems and numerical sayings (31:10–31). He attacks the scholarly view that instruction is a later reconstruction of the one-line proverb. For McKane, the literary history of the wisdom instruction emerged from the Egyptian and Mesopotamian instructions for royal officials and was adapted in Israel to instruct individuals about prudent living and Yahwistic piety. He postulates that the wisdom sentences can be divided into three

---

71 This is a development from Whybray’s earlier view that Proverbs 22:17–24:22 was constructed in correspondence with the thirty chapters of the Egyptian Instruction of Amenemope with some additional theological supplements for Yahwistic purposes.

72 Whybray notes that the arrangement of Proverbs is based on the textual evidence found in the seven headings (1:1; 10:1; 22:17; 24:23; 25:1; 30:1; 31:1) as presented in the MT.

73 Garret is also critical of Whybray’s earlier effort to harmonise Proverbs with the Instruction of Amenemope.
groups (classes A, B and C). Class ‘A’ are the older nonreligious proverbs that are written in secular language to address mundane topics relating to individual success and prudent living. Class ‘B’ are the proverbs that deal with antisocial behaviour and its consequences within the community. Class ‘C’ are the proverbs that were written in religious language to instruct individuals on how to live a moral life within the Yahwistic community. They are the theological or Yahwistic reinterpretation of the older wisdom identified as Class ‘A.’ McKane claims that this happened during the later period of the redaction history (McKane, 1970: 17). He suggests that the wisdom sayings originally existed as one-line sayings, and their development into two-line parallel sayings was a result of scribal literary influence.

McKane further argues that the pursuit of wisdom is a secular enterprise in class A proverbs (older wisdom), but is a religious enterprise in class C proverbs (later wisdom). ‘An earlier optimism about learning has given way to a religious anti-intellectualism’ (Garret, 1993: 49). For example, he highlights the similarities and differences between Proverbs 13:14 and 14:27. Proverbs 13:14 lays emphasis on the ‘teaching of the wise’ as the bedrock for life, while Proverbs 14:27 calls attention to ‘the fear of the Lord’ as the foundation for living wisely. He concludes that the latter is evidence of the Yahwistic revision of the older material (McKane, 1970: 18).

Scott shares the same view as McKane, positing that proverbs in their original form were realistic and fully secular before some later religious additions (Scott, 1972: 146–165).

Von Rad and others who reject the sharp separation between secular wisdom and religious

---

74 McKane’s point is that the ‘older, humanistic, intellectually optimistic wisdom was superseded by a later religious revision’ (Garret, 1993: 50).
wisdom in ancient Israel have opposed McKane’s theory (Von Rad, 1972: 10–14). Another problem with this approach is that some of the evidence put forward by McKane does not support his broad hypothesis (Wilson, 1987: 320–327). Wilson, for example, suggests that Proverbs 14:27 could be a variant repetition of 13:14 rather than taking it as a substitution (Wilson, 1987: 323). He also observes that the chastisement of those who are ‘wise in their own eyes’ (Class C) is not necessarily an attack on wisdom because a number of McKane’s Class ‘A’ wisdom sayings encourage intellectual modesty and caution against arrogance (Wilson, 1987: 323).

Whilst the redactional and compositional history of the book therefore remains unclear, it is evident that there is a long process of Fortschreibung (progressive expansion) in the book of Proverbs (Quant, 2014: 1). In the light of our analysis so far, it is credible to agree with critical scholars that the final form of Proverbs had a complex history that developed, possibly from before the monarchy, until the postexilic period. We have also been able to establish that the textual additions and rearrangements were deliberate. Following Whybray and McKane, we are able to conclude that Proverbs does not have a single author or editor. It is a product of many hands from different ‘social contexts’ (Whybray, 1995: 1–33) and ‘a long process of

75 ‘Perhaps, a most significant weakness of redaction histories that propose a movement from an early humanistic to a later religious wisdom is the supposition that it is possible to separate theology from ethics. The study of ethics is in fact a theological enterprise. Certainly, the ancients did not attempt to develop secular ethics apart from religious presuppositions and in the ancient world no nation was more dominated by its theological vision than Israel. The modern attempts to separate right behaviour from duty to God are inadequate for us and unthinkable for those of the ancient near East’ (Garret, 1993: 50).

76 See Proverbs 12:15; 26:5, 12 and 28:11.

77 For a thorough debate about the composition of the Hebrew Bible and the question of redaction, see Quant (2014: 1–6). Quant answered questions such as ‘do texts grow? Do they grow when an author uses a pre-existing text as the basis or as an element of a new composition and then adds to it?...Are there redactional stages or a series of editions of a text, each marking a completed stage of growth? Are scribal glosses and insertions to be understood as a continuance of composition, as if it were an on-going process and not a fixed moment or part of the process of transmission, etc.? (Quant, 2014: 1).

78 Proverbs experts have proposed different origins and Sitz im Leben for the book. Their conclusions suggest the
compilation, redaction and theological revision’ (Garret, 1993: 48). In the light of the above evidence, I therefore agree with Fox that Proverbs is ‘too multi-complex, the resources too scanty, and the translations too polymorphous and ambiguous’ (Fox, 2015: 2).

2.6. Interpreting the Book of Proverbs

A growing number of scholars have put forward two key approaches regarding how Proverbs 10–29 should be interpreted. Some have argued that the section should be read as material assembled haphazardly, 79 while others have opted to interpret it as material composed together in clusters.

2.6.1. Interpreting Proverbs as Material Assembled Haphazardly

In his famous work, *Wisdom in Israel*, von Rad argues that most materials in Proverbs are unrelated, but were haphazardly put together in their final form by the editors. He maintains that ‘each sentence, each didactic poem, stands on its own’ (von Rad, 1972: 6) 80 and that therefore the book must be interpreted that way. Von Rad’s position at that time may have been influenced by his exclusive use of the historical critical methods. Additionally, Tremper Longman is critical of any attempt to interpret Proverbs on the basis that substructures exist within the book. He calls attention to the fact that there is no consensus among scholars who support the existence of substructures. He also observes that there is no agreement on criteria,

---

79 Most scholars after McKane’s commentary in 1970 and von Rad’s English translation of *Wisdom in Israel* in 1972 have focused on Proverbs chapters 10–29.

80 ‘In fact, when the reader takes up these texts (and this is the way it must be with this type of literature), he must have enough time to reflect contemplatively both on the unit as a whole and on the details of it; for every sentence and every didactic poem is pregnant with meaning and is unmistakably self-contained, so that, notwithstanding the many features common to them all, they strike us as being peculiarly inflexible’ (Von Rad, 1972: 6).
method and scope. Longman points out that ‘the criteria of association are so broad and varied that different scholars will continue to come up with different units’ (Longman, 2006: 40). Following von Rad, he maintains that the task of finding substructures in Proverbs is doomed to fail. He notes that what scholars have suggested so far are products of negative imagination without convincing evidence of the existence of poetic substructures. He concludes that ‘creative minds can create subtle associations between proverbs in a cluster. The human mind, after all, can associate the most disparate facts’ (Longman, 2006: 40). Fox argues further that a ‘proverb is like a jewel, and the book of Proverbs is like a heap of jewels. Indeed, it is a heap of different kinds of jewels.’ He asks ‘is it really such a loss if they are not all laid out in pretty, symmetric designs or divided into neat little piles?’ He concludes that ‘the heap itself has the lushness of profusion and the charm of a “sweet disorder in the dress”’ (Fox, 2009: 481). This reading strategy is commendable for its emphasis on allowing each poetic line to speak for itself. The danger it could bring, however, is that poetic lines that were arranged together will lose their meaning if interpreted as standalone verses. This will be demonstrated later, in my exegetical chapters.

2.6.2. Interpreting Proverbs as Material Arranged in Clusters

Scholars such as Meinhold, Whybray, Garrett, van Leeuwen, Waltke, Hildebrandt and Heim have interpreted Proverbs 10–29 as materials that were arranged together in a whole. For the purpose of this study, I shall briefly focus my attention on Whybray and Heim. 81 Whybray, in response to McKane’s argument that there are no larger structures in Proverbs, argues that most of the collections have either literary or theological contexts and the fact that some

---

81 I selected Whybray as a representative of older generation of wisdom scholars and Heim as a representative of new generation of wisdom scholars.
modern scholars cannot find these does not mean they are non-existent (1990: 65). For Whybray, they are intentional patterns that contribute something to the text.

Heim, in his investigation of Proverbs 10:1–22:16, argues that most sayings ‘have intentionally been arranged into small proverbial clusters to provide a context for interpretation, so that taken together they mean more than the sum of the individual parts’ (Heim, 2001: 2, 313–316). He maintains that:

There is no such thing as a fixed meaning of the proverb independent of its context. Even if a proverb’s ‘meaning’ remains stable on the semantic level, notions like reference, connotation and inference significantly alter its pragmatic impact and thus, to a certain degree, its ‘meaning.’ A proverb’s ‘meaning’ is always meaning-in-context (Heim, 2001: 240).

In his book Poetic Imagination in Proverbs (2013), Heim continues to push the same line of argument further. Following the earlier work of Daniel Snell on ‘twice-told’ proverbs, but moving beyond him, Heim observes that ‘the repetition of a large number of proverbs in identical or slightly altered form throughout the book of Proverbs is a deliberate editorial technique rather than the result of editorial oversight or error’ (Heim, 2013: 3). The strength of this reading strategy is that it allows the interpreter to uncover deeper meaning within the text by exploring the link between many verses. Fox, despite his rejection of the concept of large clusters, still admits that ‘when thematic clusters do occur, they are relevant to interpretation’ (Fox, 2009: 480). However, the cluster theory has some problems too. According to Lucas, there is lack of consensus among scholars on the division of the clusters

---

82 Fox maintain that the only acceptable form of grouping in Proverbs 10–29 is thematic clustering. For Fox, ‘thematic clusters are groups of at least two sayings that speak on the same topic or share catchwords’ (2009: 478).
Another limitation, in my view, is that interest in the cluster theory could tempt interpreters to force the grouping where it is not appropriate. I agree with Fox that ‘some genuine, functional clusters will appear, but phantom ones will as well’ (2009: 479). The interpreters may also lose sight of some of the disjunctions within Proverbs and thereby miss its dynamism and diversity.

The difference between the ‘lectures’ in Proverbs 1–9 and the ‘sentences’ in Proverbs 10–31 deserves a brief comment. Proverbs 1–9 logically serves as an introduction for 10–31. It also offers a hermeneutical framework for understanding the rest of the collection. Chapters 1–9 are made up of long and cohesive sections focusing on specific themes and messages. They can exhibit ‘ties to their contexts and can form thematic clusters’ (Fox, 2000: 44). Similarly, the sentences in chapters 10–31 can exhibit ‘immediate’ and ‘distant’ contexts focusing on different topics. ‘The former detects literary organisation by means of paronomasias, word play, catchwords and verbal repetition, while the latter highlights common images, themes or topics within a constituent section’ (Ansberry, 2011: 73). This will be shown in my analysis later.

### 2.6.3. My Interpretive Approach to Proverbs

As mentioned earlier, scholars have put forward two major proposals as to how Proverbs 10–29 should be interpreted. The first is to interpret it as clusters and the second is to interpret it as individual proverbs. The debate is inconclusive, with a lack of consensus among commentators. My view is that both approaches are valid. In the light of the analysis of the

---

83 For example, Ernest Lucas offers a table where he compares his clusters with that of Waltke and Heim with some justification (Lucas, 2015: 15–22).
84 For a critical evaluation of the cluster theory, see Fox (2009: 478–479).
85 For a good summary of scholarly views on how to interpret Proverbs 1–9 and 10–31, see Hatton (2008: 49–52).
above methods, it is highly unlikely that an agreement would be reached regarding how Proverbs should be interpreted. This present study will attempt to explore both ways and show how they can contribute to the discussion of leadership. This reading strategy is similar to the one adopted by Zoltán Schwáb in his 2013 and 2016 articles (Schwáb, 2013: 59–79, Schwáb, 2016: 31–50). He sets the scene by analysing the various scholarly interpretations of Proverbs 10–29, as well as their strengths and weaknesses. He suggests that maintaining a middle ground between interpretation as individual proverbs and as clusters is the way forward. He calls this interpretative technique ‘associative reading’. Following Fox and Weeks, he notes that ‘associative thinking’ usually takes place whenever the author or editor is writing.

Schwáb (2013) proposes an approach that is somewhere in between other scholarly opinions. Those who argue that every proverb stands on its own suggest that the proverbs are without context that would control their meaning. Those who argue that proverbs should be read in clusters tend to suggest that those clusters control the meaning of a proverb perfectly and, by studying the cluster, one can arrive at the one and only right interpretation of the proverb. Schwáb argues that clusters are important, they do influence the meaning of a proverb, but this does not mean that a proverb has one, and only one, right interpretation. He maintains that one can construct more than one ‘right’ interpretation of a given proverb (or proverb cluster). However, this does not mean that an interpreter can easily come up with many interpretations. They must use the textual context and the precise meaning of the words in the text and other clues in the text as guiding principles. He concludes by using Proverbs 16:1–3

86 Schwáb writes, ‘my approach is somewhere between that of those who say that the reader has to find the meaning that was envisaged by the author/compiler through the links between the sayings, and that of those who say that each proverb carries its own meaning. Instead of finding the meaning or not searching for such a meaning at all, I suggest the reader constructs such meaning(s)’ (2013: 65).
and 26:4–5 to illustrate his method. This approach is beneficial because it compensates for the weaknesses inherent in both cluster and individual readings of 10–29. Following Schwáb, but moving beyond his effort, this study seeks to interpret some selected texts as clusters and others as individual proverbs, laying emphasis on their complex teachings on leadership.

### 2.6.4. Criteria for Selecting the Texts for Exegesis

The first hermeneutical step that I took for this study was to loosely search for words that correspond or relate to ‘leadership’ in the English language. I found words like guidance, direction, authority, control, management, supervision, headship, governance, power, sovereignty, superintendence, administration and rule. I also scrutinised the vocabulary of leadership in the Masoretic text and in English translations of Proverbs. I identified words such as king, official, leader, prince, ruler, great, counsellor, courtier, royal official and administrator. Then I used these lists to locate the proverbial sayings or groups of verses that are relevant for leadership.

The table below shows that there is a list of representative verses for leadership in Proverbs. On the surface level it may appear that the whole collection of Proverbs is applicable to leadership, since the primary aim of the book is to prepare young men for leadership positions (Proverbs 1:4). However, for the purpose of our study, it is necessary to select some verses as examples for closer analysis, to demonstrate how Proverbs fosters leadership. In order to achieve this goal, I divided some of the identified leadership texts in Proverbs into five thematic themes that have connections with ‘the status of leaders,’ ‘code of conduct for leaders,’ ‘personality of leaders,’ ‘skills of leaders,’ ‘actions of leaders’ and ‘the community’s response to leaders’.
I used both internal and external criteria for selecting some sections of Proverbs for exegesis. The internal criteria allowed me to identify some basic clues or evidence within the text. Therefore, I shall focus on the proverbial sayings about kings, rulers, leaders and administrators etc. The external criteria are based on what commentators have said or have not said about some specific verses in connection to leadership. Hence, I considered the work of previous scholarship and my opinion developed in response to their discussion. This may not guarantee an exclusive test of the text, but it becomes stronger when combined with the first element. On the basis of the above criteria, I have chosen the following key texts as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hebrew Word</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Text in Proverbs</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>רֶgency</td>
<td>King</td>
<td>14:28, 35; 16:10, 12, 13, 14, 15; 19:12; 20:2, 8, 26, 28; 21:1; 22:11; 25:1, 2, 3, 5, 6; 29:4, 14; 30:27, 28; 31:1, 3, 4</td>
<td>יְאֵשׁ (commonly translated as king) has the highest occurrence representing a leader in Proverbs. I included all the verses in my exegetical analysis. I used 22:11 as a cross-reference and counterpoint for 23:1–3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>עלון</td>
<td>Official or nobleman</td>
<td>19:10; 28:2</td>
<td>19:10 is not part of my exegetical analysis because it cannot be classified under any of the themes that I have examined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נֶון</td>
<td>Prince or nobleman</td>
<td>17:7; 25:7; 19:6</td>
<td>I included all the verses in my exegetical analysis and I used 19:6 to interpret 17:8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>דָּרִים</td>
<td>Ruler or prince</td>
<td>6:7; 25:15</td>
<td>I used 6:7 as a counterpoint to discuss the status of leaders in Proverbs and I used 25:15 as a cross reference for 29:8–12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נָון</td>
<td>Ruler</td>
<td>28:16</td>
<td>I included 28:16 in my exegetical analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נוֹשֶׁה</td>
<td>Ruler</td>
<td>6:7; 28:15; 29:12, 26</td>
<td>I included all the verses in my exegetical analysis and I used 6:7 as a counterpoint to discuss the status of leaders in Proverbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נֶגֶנֶה</td>
<td>The great or noble</td>
<td>18:16; 25:6</td>
<td>I included all the verses in my exegetical analysis and I used 18:16 as a cross-reference for 17:8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נַחֲשָׁה</td>
<td>Courtier or royal official</td>
<td>29:12</td>
<td>I included 29:12 in my exegetical analysis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dominant exemplars for some aspects of leadership that can be found in Proverbs. ‘The status of leaders’ (16:10–15; 21:1; 29:25–26; 14:28), ‘code of conduct for leaders’ (25:1–7; 31:1–9), ‘personality of leaders’ (20:28; 23:1–3; 28:4–5, 6–7, 8, 15), ‘skills of leaders’ (17:7; 29:8–12; 8:10–21; 29:13–14), ‘actions of leaders’ (17:8, 23; 14:35; 19:12; 20:2, 8, 26–27; 29:1, 4) and ‘the community’s response to leaders’ (24:21–22; 28:1–3, 12, 16, 28; 29:2, 16). In total, 76 verses will receive an in-depth analysis in this study.

2.6.5. Exegetical Principles

Exegesis as an investigation ‘is a process of asking questions of a text, questions that are often provoked by the text itself’ (Gorman, 2008: 11).87 The questions may be historical, literary or theological. The effort that is required for the exegesis of the biblical texts generally depends on the text’s nature. Some texts can be understood relatively easily; while others require more analysis.88 My goal in this study is to reach an informed understanding of Proverbs regarding leadership. In order to achieve this goal, my exegetical effort must rest on some theoretical foundations. Firstly, I will translate the selected texts in Proverbs and check the meanings of the words used by the original author. The translations are my own in consultation with some commentators and major Bible translations. The aim of my translation is to reflect the Hebrew in its literal form. Secondly, I take textual criticism seriously and I will draw attention to the relevant textual problems. I will use textual notes to highlight areas of scholarly disagreement. Thirdly, I will attempt to resolve some technical problems in my translation by consulting the

87 Gorman notes that it is about ‘asking the right questions’ and ‘not being afraid of difficult questions’. He suggests that this kind of engagement with the text must be carried out ‘carefully, critically, and creatively’ (Gorman, 2008: 11).
88 According to Hayes and Holladay ‘some use normal, everyday language, grammar, and sentence structure. Others use specialised vocabulary, involved grammatical and sentence structure and distinctive forms of expression. Some texts employ symbolic and metaphoric language. Others seek to employ language and words so as to limit severely the range of meaning and the potential to persuade. Others seek to merely inform. Some texts are produced to entertain. Others seek to produce some particular response and actions’ (Hayes, 2007: 7).
LXX (Greek Proverbs) where necessary. Fourthly, I will examine some texts contextually (both immediate and remote) and others in isolation in order to gain insights about leadership in Proverbs. Lastly, the theological implications of the text will also be explored, where necessary.89

2.6.6. Exegetical Outcomes

My exegetical analysis of selected texts leads to four possible outcomes: Firstly, it arrives at new interpretations of some verses in a way that is different from existing scholarship.90 Secondly, it finds new arguments for some existing interpretations. Thirdly, my thesis as a whole achieves something new in what it is trying to propose about leadership.91 Fourthly, my analysis offers new applications, conclusions and implications for some existing interpretations of Proverbs in the Nigerian context (which can also be adapted for other contexts).

2.7. The Prologue of Proverbs

There is a consensus among most scholars that Proverbs 1:2–792 serves as an introduction for the entire book, stating its purpose and intended audience (McKane, 1970: 262; Murphy, 1998: 3; Clifford, 1999: 32; Fox, 2000: 58). They maintain that the infinitive constructs in

89 Longman especially has urged us to appreciate the presence of Proverbs within the canon and acknowledge its theological contributions. According to Longman, ‘the conclusion that the book is not theological is wrong. Proverbs is not rightly understood if it is taken as a book of practical advice with an occasional nod of the head to Yahweh. The book is thoroughly and pervasively theological’ (Longman, 2006: 57).

90 For example, my interpretation of Proverbs 8:4–21 is a new contribution. See my discussion in chapter 5.

91 For example, it rigorously pursues the theme of leadership and applies it to a wide range of texts in the book of Proverbs. It calls the attention of scholars to the relevance of Proverbs for leadership.

92 ‘For learning about wisdom and instruction, for understanding words of insight, for gaining instruction in wise dealing, righteousness, justice, and equity; to teach shrewdness to the simple, knowledge and prudence to the young—let the wise also hear and gain in learning, and the discerning acquire skill, to understand a proverb and a figure, the words of the wise and their riddles. The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge; fools despise wisdom and instruction’ (Proverbs 1:2–7 NRSV).
verses 2a, 2b, 3a, 4a and 6a, in connection with verse 1, are well crafted together as statements of purpose (McKane, 1970: 263; Whybray, 1994: 33; Murphy, 1998: 3–4; Clifford, 1999: 32; Fox, 2000: 58). Murphy (1998: 4) and Fox (2000: 67) especially refer to the link between the infinitives in verses 2–6 and 7 as the ‘motto’ of the book. Perdue argues that the words מָשָׁן (simple) and יְנֵר (youth) in Proverbs are two groups of addressees. He finds evidence for the use of מָשָׁן elsewhere in Proverbs 14 (Perdue, 2000: 69).93 Waltke also suggests there is a difference between the teachable young who are willing to learn (יְנֵר) and the slightly older people (בֵּית נֵר) (2004: 177–178). However, there are still some questions to answer: Are the simple not the same as the youth? Are they not the same young people who will become wise once they imbibe the book? Is the benefit of Proverbs only for the young people willing to learn, or does it also extend to those who are already wise?

Timothy Sandoval has taken the discussion further by arguing that ‘the prologue of Proverbs serves not merely as the book’s introduction but as the hermeneutical key to the entire literary work’ (2007: 456). His main focus is on the final form of Proverbs and the ‘literary-aesthetic structure’ within the prologue. He finds the purpose of the book in 1:2–4. This includes offering ‘instruction in intellectual, practical, and especially social virtue’ (Sandoval, 2007: 462). He then classifies verses 4–6 as an invitation to the intended audience to participate in the purpose. Sandoval puts forward three fresh proposals. First, that the identity of the ‘imagined addressee is more subtly constructed than is usually realized’. Second, that ‘the book’s own articulation of its purpose is to promote certain types of values and virtues, preeminently the social values and virtues of justice, righteousness, and equity (1:3)’. Third,

93 Heim reaches a similar conclusion in his interpretation of 14:16–18 that ‘יָד is not the untutored novice but someone who deliberately rejected wise teaching’ (2001: 180). However, his focus is on 14:16–18 and not the prologue.
that the complexity of the literary situation in verse 6 is an indication that the entire book ‘requires a significant interpretive effort’ in order to gain better understanding. He concludes:

Rather than imagining two easily distinguished audiences – the simple youth (v. 4) and the sage (v. 5) – the text’s ideal addressee is more subtly constructed. The prologue’s imagined audience is anyone who is able simultaneously to assume the subject position of one who is in need of instruction and of one who is able to engage in the interpretive work that will be necessary to understand the book’s instruction (v. 6) (Sandoval, 2007: 472).

Sandoval has been able to show that Proverbs is for anyone who meets both person specifications in verse 4. His work focuses on wealth and poverty (Sandoval, 2005, Sandoval, 2008). In contrast to Sandoval, I am interested in leadership.

A righteous leader needs insight and wisdom to successfully function in various roles. The addressee (youth) will eventually become a future father, husband and leader of an extended family, a courtier, or even a king. Proverbs, like other ANE wisdom writings, has been conceived as pedagogical material for the training of royal bureaucrats and administrators (Davies, 1995: 199–211). If this is correct, then part of the book could foster leadership, or at least could be used as a resource manual.

2.8. Conclusion

The biblical poets used few words to convey complex meanings. It is necessary for interpreters to use productive methodologies in order to understand their message. I have explained the rationale behind the methods used for this present study. I have argued that poetical analysis proves to be an effective methodology. I have demonstrated in this chapter that the wisdom writers used different poetic techniques in their writings and poetical analysis
allows us to explore them. As I focus on the theme of leadership in Proverbs, I shall diligently
and attentively embark on an imaginative analysis of the poet’s use of parallelism, variant
repetitions, metaphors, imagery and other poetic devises. I shall return to apply this
methodology in my exegesis of selected texts in chapters 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.
CHAPTER 3
LEADERSHIP IN THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST AND EGYPT

3.1. Introduction

I now turn to briefly examine the idea of leadership in the ANE and ‘Israel’.\(^{94}\) An exploration of leadership in the writings of the ANE is a huge task. Therefore, I will mostly rely on the results of experts in this field. K.A. Kitchen’s observation in 1966 that ‘Old Testament scholarship has made only superficial use of ancient Near Eastern data’ (Kitchen, 1966: 24) is still relevant today. He remarks that:

Geographically and culturally, the ancient Near East is the world of the Old Testament, while humanly speaking the Old Testament is a part of the ancient Near Eastern literature, history, and culture. Therefore, what can be known about the history, literatures, linguistics, religion etc., of the ancient orient will have a direct bearing on the same aspect of the Old Testament (Kitchen 1966: 24).

While this may appear to be an overstatement, some elements in Kitchen’s observation are true. As will be seen later, there are some areas of connection and disconnection between the concept of leadership in ancient Israel and her wider neighbours.

Heim’s bibliographic summary shows that many monographs and articles have appeared since Kitchen’s reflection (Heim, 2015: 559–589),\(^ {95}\) but more work still needs to be done, particularly in the area of kingship and generally leadership in the ANE.\(^ {96}\) In this chapter, I

\(^{94}\) This refers to other biblical books and the wider culture.
\(^{95}\) Heim offers a survey of the wisdom literature in the context of ANE and biblical wisdom books.
\(^{96}\) Leadership is broader than kingship but very scanty material is available on leadership in the ancient world. A king in the ANE and Israel is the epitome of leadership. Therefore, kingship offers us the window to explore
propose that an exploration of the wider ANE contexts can help in the quest to understand leadership in the book of Proverbs. Scholars have long been fascinated with the discussion about leadership in the ANE (Heim, 2009: 610–623, Whitelam, 1992: 41–48). An exhaustive survey of the ANE would be impossible in a short section like this. This analysis, therefore, draws heavily on the articles in the one volume edited by John Day (1998), entitled *King and Messiah in Israel and the Ancient Near East*, the works of other distinguished scholars in this field and some primary ANE texts. I will examine ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, Ugarit, the Hittite Kingdom and ancient Israel, and also look closely at the relationship between leadership in the ANE and Israel. I will begin by exploring the duties of kings, the role of religion in ANE leadership, the role of wisdom, and women in leadership.

### 3.2. Leadership in Ancient Egypt

Kingship in ancient Egypt started in the fourth millennium BCE, around the same time that Egypt became a state. There is archaeological evidence for the development of leadership systems in ancient Egypt (O’Connor, 1974: 15–38). According to Baines, kingship was the ‘state’s central institution’ (Baines, 1995b: 2) and it lasted for more than 3000 years. He argues that royal ideology developed through the statements of the elite’s sponsored writings and works of art, which could be architectural, representational or verbal. Following the evidence of Dietrich Wildung and Ali Radwan (Wildung, 1973, Radwan, 1985), Baines concludes that, ‘kingship is so central to Egyptian culture, so complex and multifaceted’, that no singular treatment can thoroughly cover its significance (Baines, 1995b: 4).

leadership. This chapter focuses more on kings, with few references to royal women, royal servants and courtiers etc.

97 I deliberately included women in this investigation in order to test the different ANE cultures and their attitudes towards women leadership.

98 It started around 4,000 BCE and ended around 3,000 BCE.
David Silverman, relying on texts from the New Kingdom (1550–1070 BCE), argues that throughout all periods there existed a pluralism of views among the Egyptians regarding the nature of kingship (Silverman, 1995: 49–94). The king was conceived as a man, king and god. In other words, he was both mortal and immortal. He expressed his divinity through funerary rites, reference to his divine birth, choice of oracles and reference to the power and authority vested in him by the gods. Following the earlier work of Lanny Bell, Silverman suggests that the king received divinity retroactively after his installation as Pharaoh (Silverman, 1995: 71–72). Similarly, he observes that the ruling of the king through Maʿat\(^99\) strengthens the argument for his divinity. However, it must be pointed out that Silverman’s analysis is still open to dispute because there is no consensus among scholars regarding the exact time when the king was considered to have received a divine nature. As Brisch notes, the debate about divine kingship is still ongoing (Brisch, 2008: 1–11).\(^{100}\)

The Egyptian kings often used titles, which were expressions of their ideology and religion, to affirm their legitimacy (Baines, 1998: 17–24). These titles include ‘Horus Incarnate’; ‘Osiris Himself’; King of Upper and Lower Egypt’; ‘Lord of the Two Lands’; and ‘Son of Re’\(^{101}\) or Son of Amon-Re’ (Smith, 1982a: 29).\(^{102}\) The titles were sources of motivation for the king

\(^{99}\) Maʿat was the goddess of truth, law, balance and universal order in ancient Egypt (Redford, 2001: 319).

\(^{100}\) Brisch notes that ‘the recent anthropological discourse on kingship is strongly influenced by the findings in the area studied, in this case Africa. While these findings are important for the study of kingship, they are hardly universal or valid for all areas of the world and all periods of history’ (Brisch, 2008: 2).

\(^{101}\) Egyptologists often use the transliteration ‘Re’ or ‘Ra’ interchangeably to refer to the chief god of the Egyptian pantheon. Some of the scholars I have analysed used ‘Re’ while others used ‘Ra’.

\(^{102}\) Baines’ analysis of the titles of Shoshenq 1 (who reigned during the New Kingdom) shows that he was called ‘Horus: Mighty Bull, Beloved of Re, whom he caused to appear in order to unite the Two Lands; Two Ladies: Who Appears with the Double Crown like Horus Son of Isis, who propitiated the gods with maʿat (order); Golden Horus: Powerful of Strength, who smites the Nine Bows, great of victories in all lands; Dual King, Lord of the Two Lands, possessor of strength of arm: Hedjkheperre-satepnare (= The White One of the coming into being of Re, whom Re chose); Son of Re, of his body: Shoshenq, beloved of Amun’ (Baines, 1998: 20).
during times of peace and war. Apart from royal titles, the royal ideology in Egypt was expressed through inscriptions on royal artwork, royal tombs, victory monuments and other local iconographies (Wilkinson, 2000: 23–32).

Moreover, the Egyptian kings performed different duties. Rosalie David notes that the king was in charge of political and administrative matters in Egypt from the early dynasty (c. 3,100 BCE) to the late kingdom (712–332 BCE) period (David, 1998: 17–18). He was the head of state and commander-in-chief of the armed forces, but he was not expected to physically appear in most battles. Egyptian monumental inscriptions described him as the ‘king who is valorous like Montu, who captures but no one captures from his hand, who tramples all rebellious foreign lands…’ (COS, 2: 15 cf. ANET, 244). The king was in charge of law and order throughout the land. He was also responsible for relations with other nations (Frandsen, 2008: 47–48). He directed the construction of roads, mortuaries, temples and other important monuments. There were different levels of leadership in ancient Egypt, ranging from king Pharaoh to the senior officials, nobles, religious leaders and administrators. According to Baines, most Egyptian sources did not focus on the relationship between the king and his subjects. The knowledge of governance was restricted to a select few within the hierarchy (Baines, 1990: 1–23, Baines, 2007: 14–17).

103 The titularies served as a reminder for the king to discharge his royal responsibilities. They also served as a reminder for the people (subjects) not to undermine the king’s authority.

104 The heroics and military accomplishments of Thutmose III stated that ‘he is Horus, the strong-armed one, an excellent fortress for his armies, a refuge for the people, one who subdues all lands when they invade, one who rescues Egypt on the field of battle, a defender who is not afraid of ravenous ones’ (COS, 2: 15). The military success of Amenhotep II (1427–1400 BCE) the son of Thutmose III was also recorded: ‘His majesty arrived at Ugarit. He surrounded all those who defied him. He slew them like those who did not exist, being placed beside those who lay prostrate’ (COS, 2: 20). The poem on Ramesses II reported his exploits at battle of Qadesh. ‘His Majesty was a youthful lord, a hero without peer…Mighty in victories over all foreign countries, one never knows when he may begin to fight…Even a thousand men cannot withstand him, hundred thousands despair just at the sight of him…Rescuer of his infantry on the day of battle, great protector of his chariots. Bringing his followers (safe home), saving his troops, his heart (steady) as a mountain of copper’ (COS, 2: 33).
The influence of religion on leadership in ancient Egypt cannot be underestimated. Hoffmeier, quoting the Greek historian Herodotus, notes that the Egyptians were ‘beyond measure religious, more than any other nation’ (Hoffmeier, 1994: 283). In the Egyptian worldview the king stood as an intermediary between the gods and the people. The principal god of the Egyptians was Re (the Sun god) from whom the king derived his title ‘son of Re’. As Quirke notes, Pharaoh was at the centre of religion within the cult of Ra (Quirke, 2001: 17). Pharaoh used religion and the religious belief of the people to enhance his authority over his subjects. He was believed to be the incarnation of the gods with some divine powers to make physical and divine sanctions; he sponsored the activities of the temple and ensured its smooth running to please the gods; he was the ceremonial ritualist but he delegated the performance of rituals to the priests. Hence, the priests also served as cultic leaders. Robins observes that ‘in reality temple rituals throughout the land were carried out by priests, but temple decorations always showed the king and not priests interacting directly with deities’ (Robins, 1993: 21).

Training was an integral part of leadership in ancient Egypt. Those who were born into the royal family and those who would serve as leaders at different levels were expected to undergo training. They were expected to have a certain level of literacy to be able to function well in their positions. There is consensus among Egyptologists for the existence of schools in Egypt where prospective royals were taught wisdom for leadership. Ray especially notes that some schools were attached to the temple. He suggests that the content of the curriculum included writing systems and traditions as well as the ‘use of proverbs and rules for successful or ethical behaviour’ (Ray, 1995: 18). If this is correct, then there would have been a required level of literacy and hierarchical infrastructure or social system of stratification for those aspiring to be leaders. This form of preparation enabled them to function effectively in their royal duties. The Egyptians had many pieces of literature for the training of kings, queens and
administrators. They included the *Instruction of Merikare; Hardjedef; Amenemope; Advice to the Youthful; Ptahhotep; and Kagemni* (Ray, 1995: 18–29, Zulu, 2009: 7–63, Pritchard, 1969).105

Women also participated in economics and leadership in the life of ancient Egypt.106 According to Schomp, ‘Egyptian women did enjoy more rights than women in most other parts of the world’ (2008: 23). They had the freedom to inherit property, own or sell personal property, lend money and start their own businesses. Some of the educated among them were entrepreneurs. Others were offered official positions such as administrators, supervisors and advisers. Women were also allowed to fight their cases in the law courts. Uneducated women worked as hairdressers, dancers, farm labourers, mourners and housewives (Schomp, 2008: 23). At the leadership level, some women gained high status through their relationship with the king; some queens and queen mothers even rose to the position of Pharaoh through marriage; daughters of immediate past kings were allowed to rule in the absence of a male child; some of the powerful women who ruled in ancient Egypt participated in warfare and were accorded the status of a divinity (Robins, 1993: 23–27).107 In the light of this summary, we can see that women were an integral part of leadership in Egypt. As we shall see later, the fact that this was possible in other cognate cultures suggests the possibility of women in

---

105 For example, *Merikare* was the royal instruction of Khety III to his son Merikare who reigned during the tenth dynasty (2160 to 2025 BC). Hardjedef was a prince whose famous teachings and words of wisdom were preserved from the fifth dynasty (2494–2345 BCE). *Amenemope* was compiled around 1100 BCE as a guide for wise living. The thirty chapters contained important principles for good leadership at any level with topics on official procedure, responsibilities of courtiers, good speech and how to behave publicly. Ptahhotep was a wise man and a high-ranking official during the reign of King Izezi of the fifth dynasty. His writings and wise sayings were recorded to teach others who aspired to gain knowledge, power and influence (Zulu, 2009: 7–63, Pritchard, 1969).

106 Virginia Schomp arrived at this conclusion with sufficient evidence from the Egyptian temple inscriptions and funeral inscriptions in tombs etc.

107 For example, Queen Ahmose Merit Amun (wife and sister of Amenhotep 1) during the 18th dynasty (1545–1525 BCE).
leadership roles in the biblical texts, including Proverbs.

3.3. Leadership in Ancient Mesopotamia

There is an overlap in the history of Mesopotamia covering the early Sumerian history (3000 BCE–1900 BCE), the Babylonian Empire (1900 BCE–732 BCE), the Assyrian reign over Babylonia (732 BCE–625 BCE) and the Neo-Babylonian Empire (625 BCE–539 BCE) consecutively (Schneider, 2011: 17–33). This discussion of kingship in Mesopotamia will also cover ancient Sumer, Babylonia and Assyria. Eminent Assyriologist Wilfred Lambert has been an important voice in his analysis of events in Mesopotamia. Hence, it is important to analyse some of his writings. The Akkad Dynasty (2350 BCE–2150 BCE) and the Third Dynasty of Ur (2112 BCE–2004 BCE) in Sumer were in power for a long period. The Third Dynasty of Ur fell when armed nomadic Amorites invaded Mesopotamia and set up a new capital in a small town called Babylon. This affected the concept of the divinity of kings held by the Akkad Dynasty and the centralised economy at Ur, so giving rise to private ‘capitalism’ within the economy of the state (Lambert, 1998: 60–61). This eventually weakened the indigenous population and allowed the invaders to consolidate their position of authority.

Moreover, Lambert notes that the Assyrians were unusual, especially in their religion and organisation of the state. Akkadian was used as the official language of the administrators and rulers. Assyria became famous for its free international trade with other neighbouring cities in Mesopotamia. This trade produced many rich merchants and aristocrats who became more powerful than the king. According to Lambert, the people accepted the authority of the king as supreme when he ruled and acted in accordance with the ethos of the state. They could also
Olmstead suggests that this form of access to the throne may have influenced the Persians, Hellenistic rulers, Romans and some modern governments (Olmstead, 1918: 63–77). Some individuals seized power and made themselves kings over the land; among them was Sargon, who ruled around 2350 BCE. Lambert confirms that as early as 3200 BCE, writings existed in Mesopotamia but they were ‘restricted to administrative documents’ (Lambert, 1998: 54). He observes that much information about kingship may be unknown because scholars can only rely on the documents that survived destruction.

The king had a specific ‘job description’ in Mesopotamia. Smith notes that the words ‘lord’, ‘one who exercises lordship’, ‘kingship’, ‘the leader of the military forces’, ‘shepherd of the land’ and ‘dispenser of righteous judgment’ were used to describe the duties of the king (Smith, 1982a: 19–20). Mesopotamian kings classified construction projects as part of their achievements. For example, Nebuchadnezzar II (605–562), while commenting on his achievements, declared that ‘what no former kings had done (I achieved): I cut through steep mountains, I split rocks, opened passages and (thus) I constructed a straight road for the (transport of the) cedars’ (ANET, 307). Other duties of kings, according to Smith, were expressed through proverbs and wise sayings. In Babylonia, the ‘rulers ruled by the express authority of the gods, and were expected to create a prosperous, well-governed land’

---

108 In other words, the aristocrats were the kingmakers in Assyria.

109 The iconography and words highlighting the achievements of Mesopotamian kings are displayed on monumental inscriptions for the people to see. For example, ‘I am Shalmaneser, the legitimate king, the king of the world, the king without rival, ‘the Great Dragon’, the only power within the four rims (of the earth) overlord of all the princes, who has smashed all his enemies…the strong man, unsparing, who shows no mercy in battle, the son of Ashurnasirpal, king of the world of Assyria’ (ANET, 276). Sennacherib (704–681) said ‘I deprived Luli, king of Sidon, of his kingdom. I installed Ethba’al upon his throne and I imposed upon him the tribute (due to) me (as his) overlord’ (ANET, 288). Esarhaddon (680–669) boasted, ‘(I am Esarhaddon), the conqueror of Sidon, which lies (on island) amidst the sea, (he) who leveled all its urban buildings…’(ANET, 290). They serve well as propaganda against potential enemies and rebels.

110 Kings were expected to execute their projects with absolute reference to the gods.
Their responsibility was to ‘reign wisely, justly and effectively’ (Lambert, 1998: 61) under the supervision of the gods. The subjects also had a duty to the kings: they defended the state and paid taxes in the form of animals and farm produce. Therefore, ‘a bureaucracy was set up to gather and distribute animals as taxes from twelve major cities’ (Lambert, 1998: 60).

Religious belief also played a vital role in leadership in ancient Mesopotamia. The Mesopotamian kings were expected to take their spiritual duties seriously. One of the primary assignments of the kings was to please the gods by participating in the temple rites as stated in the ritual texts. This was the only way to avoid the anger of the gods, rebellion and downfall of the kingdom (Lambert, 1998: 61). Marduk was the chief god of the Babylonians; the ritual texts reveal that most of the religious activities took place at the temple of Marduk in Babylon. According to Lambert, the king was expected to subject himself to public humiliation once in a year ‘in return for which prosperity and success against enemies were assured’ (1998: 65). Similarly, the Sumerian kings maintained a close bond with the pantheon deities of the city. They were allowed to conquer other cities and control them without losing their allegiance to the gods. In Assyria, Ashur became an important place and became ‘deified as Ashur, the state god.’ The implication is that ‘the Assyrian state god was a king,

---

111 Lambert, quoting Parpola, summarised the role of an ideal Mesopotamian king with a letter by Adad-shumu-usur to king Ashurbanipal: ‘Ashur, [king of the gods], nominated [the king] my lord to kingship over Assyria, and Shamash and Adad by their reliable extispicy have confirmed the king my lord as king of the world. There is a fine reign: days of security, years of justice, very heavy rains, massive floods, low prices. The gods are propitious, religion abounds, temples are well provided for, the great gods of heaven and netherworld are exalted in the time of the king my lord. Old men dance, young men sing. Women and girls are happy and rejoice. Women are married and provided with (ear)-rings. Sons and daughters are born, procreation flourishes. The king my lord pardons him whose crimes condemned to death. You have released the prisoner sentenced to many years. Those who have been ill for many days have recovered. The hungry have been satisfied, parched ones have been anointed with oil, the naked have been clothed with garments’ (Lambert, 1995: 69–70).

112 This public humiliation was a form of ritual before Marduk (the chief god).

113 The pantheon deities of the Sumerians are the triad Anu, Enlil and Enki. Anu is god of the sky, Enlil is god of the wind and Enki is god of water.
and the human king was his regent’ (Lambert, 1998: 68).

Most Mesopotamian kings saw themselves as intermediaries between their subjects and the gods. As Cooper notes, ‘kingship in Mesopotamia was always sacred, but only rarely divine’ (Cooper, 2008: 261). The two exceptions, according to Cooper, were the kings Naram-Sin of Akkad and Shulgi of the Third Dynasty of Ur. Following Michalowski, Cooper suggests that Naram-Sin was deified after saving the city of Akkad from the confederacy of armies from the South and North of Babylonia. Shulgi, on the other hand, proclaimed himself as a god in order to protect himself from external threats (Cooper, 2008: 261–263). Lambert notes that the idea of kings adding divinity to their titles was not popular during the late Babylonian dynasty between 626–539 BCE (1998: 63–64). In addition, the majority of Mesopotamian kings had the tendency to associate themselves with wisdom and the sponsorship of wisdom writings. According to Lambert, the Babylonian wisdom literature includes, among others: the Epic of Gilgamesh; I will praise the Lord of Wisdom; the Theodicy; and the Dialogue of Pessimism (Lambert, 1995: 30–42).¹¹⁴ All these Mesopotamian proverbs, wisdom instructions, numerical sayings and fables were crafted together using different imagery and figurative expressions (Greenfield, 1995: 43–52).¹¹⁵

Sweet notes that Mesopotamian kings who possess ‘god given’ wisdom often manifested it through temple building and other activities that made the gods happy. They may not

¹¹⁴ The Epic of Gilgamesh focuses its attention on the futility of life. I will praise the Lord of Wisdom is similar to the biblical story of Job who lost everything. The Theodicy analyses the discussion between a ‘just sufferer’ and his orthodox friend. The Dialogue of Pessimism is similar to the book of Ecclesiastes with a focus on the futility of human endeavours (Lambert, 1995: 30–42). The Wisdom of Ahiqar is another text from Mesopotamia. It contains a list of reflections for a courtier who wants to be successful.

¹¹⁵ See the full text of these wisdom texts in W.G. Lambert’s Babylonian Wisdom Literature. I will refer to some of them in my exegetical analysis of Proverbs.
necessarily have been literate, yet they could lay claim to wisdom. She suggests that ‘reverence for the gods was the beginning of wisdom’ (Sweet, 1990: 57). Sweet also identifies other categories of wise people in Mesopotamia. They include the cult officials, exorcists, diviners, builders, craftsmen, soldiers, architects, scribes, teachers and counsellors (1990: 45–65). They were all professionals in their own right but were involved in some form of leadership.

Some scholars have written about the legal subordination of women by men in Mesopotamia, focusing on their roles as wives and child-bearers (Lerner, 1989). Others have argued for a more prominent role for women. Westenholz especially argues that women were given positions of authority within the temple economy in early Sumer and some women were used as religious icons. Following Lambert and Foster, she maintains that the symbolisation of Ishtar (as goddess of war) and other goddesses within the Sumerian pantheon is significant. She notes that Mesopotamian women were visible at religious centres functioning as priestesses or active worshippers. Westenholz questions the assumption that the legal and administrative texts allowed for full control over women. She maintains that, apart from housewifery and domestic duties, some women gained financial independence and economic status during the Third Dynasty of Ur. She concludes that some royal women influenced the leaders during struggles for succession (Westenholz, 1990: 510–521).

3.4. Leadership in Ancient Ugarit and the Hittite Kingdom

The idea of leadership in Ugarit is similar to what was found in Mesopotamia as a

116 She observes that ‘women are either totally powerless or totally deprived of rights, influence, and resources’ (Lerner 1989: 239).
117 Christine Roy Yoder has also done some work on the role of women. I shall refer to this in chapter 4.
consequence of the international cultural influence. According to Gurney, a Hittite or Ugaritic king ‘was at the same time supreme commander of the army, supreme judicial authority, and chief priest’ (Gurney, 1958: 105). He usually delegated his judicial responsibility to lower officials while he concentrated on military and religious matters that required his involvement. The neglect of his royal duties would have amounted to a serious sin, which may have attracted the wrath of the gods upon the nation (Gurney, 1990: 53). The king was also expected to love justice and righteousness (Day, 1998: 86–88). He had a responsibility to look after widows, orphans and the poor. Day observes that ‘the terminology “just king” and “righteous king” is more suggestive of a Semitic rather than an Egyptian background, and therefore reveals something about the ideals of the Canaanite royal ideology’ (Day, 1998: 86).

In terms of succession, it was the prerogative of the reigning king to nominate the one who would rule after him.

The king was not just a political leader; he was also a spiritual leader. He was the ‘chief priest and the central figure’ (Grabbe, 1991: 33) within the cult and was expected to lead during religious celebrations. The Great King Muršili II said: ‘I concerned myself with and performed the regular festivals of the Sungoddess of Arinna, my lady’ (COS, 2: 84). This is

---

118 He was a leader as well as a warrior. Šuppiluliuma gloated, ‘I, the sun Šuppiluliuma, the great king, the king of Hitti land, the valiant, the favourite of the stormgod, went to war…I crossed the Euphrates and invaded the country of Isuwa. The country of Isuwa I vanished for the second time and made them again my subject…The countries which I captured, I set free and they remained in their respective places, but all the people whom I set free, they returned to their people and the Hitti land took over their place’ (ANET, 318). Muršili II, the hero son of Šuppiluliuma also testified ‘then I went forth to Ishupitta. I attacked Palhuissa. The Pishuruan enemy stood behind Palhuissa for battle against me. I fought them. The Sungoddess of Arinna, my lady, the victorious Stormgod, my lord, Mezzulla and all the gods ran before me. I destroyed the Pishuruan enemy behind Palhuissa, then I burned down the town’ (COS, 2: 85).

119 King Muršili II stated further, ‘I held up my hand to the Sungoddess of Arinna, my lady, and said as follows: ‘O Sungoddess of Arinna, my lady! The enemy foreign lands who have called me a child and belittled me, have begun seeking to take away the borders of the Sungoddess of Arinna, my lady. Stand by me, O Sungoddess of Arinna, my lady. Destroy those enemies from foreign lands before me.’ The Sungoddess of Arinna heard my words and stood by me. After I sat down on my father’s throne, in ten years I vanquished these enemy foreign
evidence of a connection between the king and the gods during the ‘New kingdom’\textsuperscript{120} of the Hittite empire. Gurney notes that regular personal attendance at important cultic festivals was a royal duty (1990: 53). Similarly, the idea of divine kingship was popular in Ugarit. Adela and John Collins observe that the names of dead kings in Ugarit were ‘preceded by the word \textit{il’}, meaning ‘god’ (Collins and Collins, 2008: 9). ‘The statues of dead kings were placed in the temples and offerings were regularly made to them by the reigning monarch’ (Gurney, 1958: 120). This indicates that the kings were deified after death.

Day has suggested that it is natural to ‘look to Canaan/Syria/Transjordan’ as having the most influence on the Israelite monarchy. He finds parallels between Canaanite royal practice and the Hebrew Bible. For example, there are references to the king as a ‘priest after the order of Melchizedek’ and the ‘Jebusite cult of Elyon’. He also mentions the practice of ‘royal anointing’, the pronouncement of the king as ‘son of god and god’, and the king’s ‘alleged immortality’\textsuperscript{121} as well as the use of ‘court officials’. He concludes that the Canaanite position is the closest model for the origins of Israel’s monarchy (Day, 1998: 72–90).

Less is known about the wisdom writings of Ugarit and the Hittites. Marquez Rowe observes that there is no mention of sages like Solomon, the Mesopotamian \textit{Ea}, Egyptian Ma‘at and Israelite Lady Wisdom, who were known to be sources of wisdom in other contexts. He identifies some mythical poems which he claims deal with everyday life. He also identifies some educational texts and institutions in ancient Ugarit (Rowe, 2008: 95–108). Similarly,\textsuperscript{120} Great King Mušili II reigned during the ‘New kingdom’ of the Hittite Empire (1321–1295). \textsuperscript{121} As we shall see later in our comparative analysis, reference to kings as gods and their immortality is not practiced in the Hebrew Bible.
Heim, relying on the works of earlier scholars, identifies some texts that confirm the status of kings as ‘gods or sons of the god’. He also identifies two epic texts from Ugarit commanding the king to ‘uphold the rights of the poor and vulnerable’ (Heim, 2009: 612).

Women occupied important positions within the leadership roles of ancient Ugarit and the Hittites. As with other ANE nations, royal women (wives and mothers of the king) played advisory roles in decision-making processes. Trevor Bryce reports that Queen Pudehepa (1275–1250 BCE) of the Hittite kingdom was influential throughout her reign. She collected wisdom and religious writings. She also co-authored some prayer texts with her husband. He concludes that the death of her husband (Great King Hattuṣili III) ‘brought to an end one of the closest and most enduring constructive royal partnerships of the ancient world’ (Bryce, 2006: 319). Gurney also notes that the direction of kingship and queenship was from the Sun-goddess of Arinna (1958: 109). This is an indication of a woman offering spiritual leadership among the Hittites.

3.5. Leadership in Ancient Israel


---

consequences of not having a king in Israel (Block, 1998: 45–55). If this is correct, the implication of the book of Judges is that ‘a proper Israelite king would have done an immense amount of good for God’s people’ (Grabbe, 1995: 21). Leadership in ancient Israel was initially theocratic, before it was replaced with the monarchy.

According to the Deuteronomistic history, the rise of kingship in Israel can be traced to the injustice of Samuel’s sons and the need for a strong military leader ‘just like all the other nations’ (1 Sam 8:5). Samuel warned the people about the consequences of having a human king (1 Sam 8:11–18). Some of the consequences include rejecting God, forced military service, the introduction of forced labour and slavery, grabbing of their land and properties, heavy taxation, forced marriage, hereditary kingship and loss of identity as people of the covenant (Bandstra, 2008: 240–259). Saul (the first king of Israel) was a political leader and warrior, and also administered justice (1 Sam 9:1–11:13).

Royal appellations were indicative of the position and responsibilities of a king. For Brettler, the royal appellations in ancient Israel include ‘King’, ‘Divine Designee’, ‘Anointed or Messiah’, ‘The Chosen of the LORD’, ‘Shepherd’, ‘Exalted One’, ‘Head’, ‘Master’, ‘Judge’, ‘Lamp’, ‘Shield’, ‘Branch’ and ‘Ruler’ (Brettler, 1989: 29–49). Whitelam summarises the duties of a king as belonging to two areas: the first involves protecting his people ‘against the internal threat of rebellion or external threat of invasion’; and the second involves being able to ‘ensure the well-being of the nation through the establishment of justice’ (Whitelam, 1979: 17). On the one hand, the king is the leader of all, but on the other hand he is the ‘servant of the people’ (Weinfeld, 1982: 189). The royal Psalms also reveal some of the responsibilities
of an ideal king in ancient Israel (Eaton, 1986: 135–197). 123

Brettler’s analysis of Israelite society shows that kings used a series of objects that distinguished them from ordinary members of the public. He observes that the items included ‘a crown’, ‘special royal jewellery’, ‘royal clothing’, ‘sceptre’, ‘throne’ and ‘royal platform’. He notes that all these emblems of Israelite royalty could be ‘projected onto God’ (Brettler, 1989: 77–87). Salvesen refers to these items as part of the ‘trappings of royalty’ in ancient Israel (Salvesen, 1998: 119–141). 124

Like their ANE counterparts, Israelite kings lived in royal palaces. Though the royal court, officials had more access to the palace, while the kings were not completely detached from the people; they interacted with their subjects during judicial services and cultic rituals; they were given appellations such as judges, builders and custodians of royal resources (Brettler, 1989: 89–124). As judges, they had a duty to punish offenders; as builders, they were involved in construction projects; as custodians of royal resources, they were expected to be involved in the redistribution of wealth. 125

Moreover, an Israelite king was expected to have a good relationship with Yahweh (the national God). A king was called a ‘son of God’ (Psalm 2, 89 and 2 Sam 2) (Cundall, 1969: 123)

123 See Psalm 2, 18, 20, 21, 45, 72, 101, 110, 132, 144 etc. Moreover, Deuteronomy 17:14–20 portrayed the model of kingship that Yahweh wanted for Israel. First is the king whose power is limited under Yahweh. Second is the king who serves Yahweh with undivided allegiance. Third is the king who is a model in Israel. In my view, most of kings who ruled in Israel and Judah (including Saul, David and Solomon) struggled to match the standards articulated in Deuteronomy 17.
124 See Salvesen (1998) for an insightful analysis of the Hebrew words ‘nēzer / ‘etārā / keter (crown), ’es‘ādā (armlet), kissē (throne) ħdōm (footstool) and šēbēt / šarbīt (sceptre).
125 See Deut 17:1–20; 1 Sam 8:5; 1 Kgs 3:16–28; 1 Kgs 6:1–28; and 1 Kgs 7:1–12.
Some passages even appear to refer to the king as a divinity (Psalm 45 and 110). Some of the kings also served as priests (Ahlström, 1982: 44–74). The appointment of most of the kings was a spiritual exercise. In the words of De Vaux, ‘accession to the throne (of Judah) implies a divine choice: a man is king by the grace of God not only because God made a covenant with the dynasty of David, but because his choice was exercised at each ascension’ (De Vaux, 1961: 100). The Israelite kings also had officials, as did their ANE counterparts.

Wisdom contributes to successful kingship in Israel. ‘King Solomon’ was reported to be famous for possessing wisdom far beyond his contemporaries. He allegedly spoke 3,000 proverbs and composed 1,005 songs (1 Kgs 4:29–32). Following Brueggemann, it can be argued that ‘Solomon’ was the ‘patron’ of the wisdom tradition in Israel (Brueggemann, 1990: 117–132). Hezekiah was also reported as a sponsor of the collection and editing of earlier wisdom (Prov 25:1). It was a common belief that kings needed ‘wisdom’ in order to

---

126 For a comprehensive survey of scholarly literature on the Old Testament Background to sacral kingship, see (Cundall, 1969: 31–41).

127 Sacral kingship is the ‘religio-political concept by which a ruler is seen as an incarnation, manifestation, mediator, or agent of the sacred or holy (the transcendent or supernatural realm)’ (TNEB, 1031). The Uppsala School (of the Uppsala University, Sweden) argues this idea was common during the early part of most ANE cultures. There are three perspectives about the theory of sacral kingship. The first admires the king as god. This is a common practice in Egypt and some African countries. The second conceives the king as semi-divine. He is the mediator between the gods and the people. The third possible explanation is that the king is the human representative of God. He was even called the Son of God in 2 Sam 7:14 and Psalm 2:7. This idea is found in ancient Israel.

128 There are different views in terms of what the king does during worship. Whilst there are various roles for the king in the cult, it varies from one nation to another. For example, the king plays the role of a god during New Year’s festival in Egypt. On the other hand, Israel celebrated Yahweh’s enthronement as king during the New Year’s festival, but there were few instances when some kings (Saul, David, and Solomon) presumed that they had the right to offer sacrifices or carry out other priestly duties. For example, David was fully involved in the spiritual life of Israel; he offered sacrifices and organised the materials for the construction of the temple (Grabbe, 1995: 22–23). See Ahlström (1982) for a comprehensive discussion of royal priesthood in ancient Israel.

129 The Israelite wisdom writings include the canonical Proverbs, Job, and Qohelet as well as the apocryphal Sirach (Ecclesiasticus) and the Wisdom of Solomon. The question of why wisdom needs to be acquired will be addressed in chapter 5.
make good leadership decisions, as well as to fulfil their judicial functions. Dell argues that kingship, as enshrined in Israelite wisdom, was theologically driven by faith in Yahweh (1998: 163–186) who is the king above human kings. Hence, the fear of Yahweh is the beginning of wisdom.

Leaders (kings, priests, prophets, government officials etc.) were not untouchable in Israel. There are many examples of the indictment of kings for their personal sins, the oppression of the poor, or supporting idolatry in the Hebrew Bible. Samuel disowned King Saul when he failed to kill the Amalekites and their livestock (1 Sam 15:1–23). Nathan criticised King David for raping Bathsheba and killing Uriah (2 Sam 12:15). A man of God confronted Jeroboam I when he stood by the altar in Bethel (1 Kgs 13:1–10). Elijah condemned King Ahab for confiscating Naboth’s vineyard and executing him (1 Kgs 21:17–24). Hosea indicted the priests and the king for bad leadership (Hos 5:1–2). Isaiah was critical of the foolishness of the kings and their royal counsellors (Isa 1:10 cf. prophecy against Ahaz Isa 7:1–15). Jeremiah boldly rebuked the last wicked kings of Judah (especially Zedekiah and Jehoiakim) and the lying prophets (Jer 21:12, 22:18–19, 23:9–32). Ezekiel also pronounced judgment on the ‘shepherds’, which is a metaphor for kings or rulers of Israel and Judah (Ezek 34:1–10). The above examples imply that some kings failed in their duties to serve and protect the people as human representatives of Yahweh. As we shall see later, there are some proverbs indicting leaders in the book of Proverbs.130

At this juncture, it could be asked what, the role of women was in leadership in ancient Israel,

130 There are some passages in the Hebrew Bible that suggest that leadership could be a bad thing as they point to the danger of bad leadership. Some of the examples can be found in Jer 23:1–4; Ezek 34:1–8; Prov 29:2; Prov 16:12; Prov 29:12; 2 Chro 36:11–14; 1 Sam 15:23; Jer 14:14–16; Isa 1:23; Jer 37:1–10 and 2 Kgs 24:18–20.
If they had one at all. In an attempt to answer this question, Grace Emmerson argues that women were influential. She highlights a number of pieces of evidence throughout the Old Testament. She moves on specifically to argue for the communal contributions of women in the Israelite monarchy, prophecy and wisdom. In her analysis of gebîrâ (the title for the queen mother), Emmerson explores the influence of royal women such as Bathsheba, Jezebel, Nehushtah and Athaliah. She also alludes to the contributions of Miriam, Deborah and Huldah in Israelite prophecy. She argues that there is ‘no evidence that female gender was a disadvantage in the exercise of prophetic gifts’ (1989: 376) throughout the Old Testament. In terms of wisdom, she makes reference to the wisdom of the woman of Tekoa (2 Sam 14:2), the woman of Abel (2 Sam 20:16) and others mentioned in the Hebrew Bible. She concludes her study by analysing the importance of women within the Israelite family (Emmerson, 1989: 371–394). I concur with Emmerson that women played some leadership roles in ancient Israel.

Scholars have long debated how the term gebîrâ should be understood. Andreasen argues that ‘the queen mother was not merely treated with deference by the monarch, but she held a significant official position superseded only by that of the king himself’ (Andreasen, 1983: 179–194). He sees it as an important official advisory role especially during mediation and royal succession. He notes that this role was similar to the Hittite ‘Tawananna’, who was influential in the socio-political life of the nation. He concludes that this ideology does not have any cultic significance in Israel. Similarly, Ben-Barak argues that Bathsheba attained the

---

131 For example, the contribution of women during the rebuilding of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh 3:8); the rebellion of Israelite midwives against Pharaoh’s instruction (Exod 1: 16, 21); and female metaphors used to describe how God and Moses nurtured the Israelites to the Promised Land.
position of queen mother through her personal influence and quest for power. Her analysis of Bathsheba (1 Kgs 2:19), Maacah (1 Kgs 15:13), Hamutal (2 Kgs 23:31), and Nehushta (2 Kgs 24:8) leads her to conclude that ‘each of these queens was the mother of a younger son who was without right to the succession, which legitimately belonged to an older brother’ (Ben-Barak, 1991: 31). Therefore, the support of these queen mothers was necessary as the power behind the throne. They were ambitious women who used the ‘force of their personality and command of power and influence’ to gain recognition before and during the reigns of their sons. She also finds some evidence in ‘Ahatmilku, Puduhepa, Tm, Sammurama, Naqi’a-Zakfitu, Adad-Gupp and Atossa’ (Ben-Barak, 1991: 31–32), who provide similar examples from the wider ANE.

Ackerman (1993: 385–401), following Andreasen and Ben-Barak, but taking their works further, suggests that the queen mother in Israel also had a cultic role. She notes that the devotion of the queen mother to Asherah was ‘fundamental to the role accorded her in matters of succession’ (Ackerman, 1993: 388). She finds some evidence that Asherah may have been worshipped along with Yahweh within the Judean community. At the cultic level, the queen mother stands as a human representative of Asherah, with political and spiritual influence. She concludes that ‘such a divine legitimization would then allow the queen mother to function as the second most powerful figure in the royal court, superseded only by her son, the king’ (1993: 401).

However, Carol Smith has challenged this view. Smith thinks that some royal women in Israel publicly displayed some characteristics of kingship. In her analysis, she uses the definition of ‘queenship’ as her starting point. She identifies the meaning of the words malkâ
and *gēbirā*. For Smith, *malkā* is used to describe either the wife of the king or a woman who is herself a ruler. This was mostly used for non-Israelite women rulers. She notes that the word *gēbirā* has many meanings. Following the scholars before her, she agrees that the word can be used to describe royal women who are wives of a king or the mother of a reigning king (queen mother). She also suggests that *gēbirā* was a title given to women who were ‘already influential and powerful’ (1998: 145). In other words, the title was granted in recognition of their power and influence. Therefore, ‘a woman could be a *gēbirā* without being the mother of a king or even a member of a royal court’; or she could also be a ‘queen mother’ without being designated *gēbirā* (1998: 145). She concludes that, despite the negative picture presented by the Deuteronomistic narrator about the roles of Bathsheba, Jezebel and Athaliah, they all exercised their influence and wielded it very effectively when a ‘male power is absent or negligible’ (1998: 160) in leadership matters (Smith, 1998: 142–162).

Similarly, Shearing thinks that, while the term *gēbirā* was not used for Bathsheba, the way Solomon treated her in 1 Kings 2:19 by ‘rising, bowing and sitting her on a throne’, suggests that she was one (Shearing, 1997: 435). Following Smith and Shearing, it is reasonable to conclude that women contributed to successful leadership in ancient Israel in some ways. In spite of the nature of the male dominated society in which they lived at that time, they made use of their influence when it was possible. As we shall see later, some of the texts in Proverbs give at least the possibility of female leadership.

### 3.6. Conclusion

How can this exploration of leadership in the ANE shed light on leadership in ancient Israel, especially Proverbs? I shall answer this question by examining the relationship between
kingship in Israel and the ANE. Heim notes that leadership in Israel did not exist in isolation; it was significantly influenced by Egypt, Mesopotamia and Canaan. He alludes to the phrase ‘like all the other nations’ (1 Sam 8:5, 20), used by the Israelites to demand a king, as evidence (Heim, 2009: 610). Similarly, Day’s excellent analysis shows that there is a foreign Semitic influence on Israelite wisdom, in addition to the Egyptian influence. He argues that, while there is no consensus among scholars regarding the extent of this influence, the enriching evidence from the Semitic parallels cannot be ignored (Day, 1995: 62–70). If Day and Heim are correct, then some comparisons can be made between kingship in Israel and other ANE nations, and by implication, leadership in general.

This analysis shows that leadership through kingship of one form or another was seen throughout the nations of the ANE. Kings in Israel and the ANE were considered human representatives of the divine powers (Smith, 1982b: 18–38). They were instruments under the supervision of the deities. In addition, the use of the royal crown, clothing, sceptre and throne were common to all (Mckay, 1999: 95–100). Particularly noteworthy is the theocratic nature of most ANE monarchies, which has similarities to ancient Israel (Levinson, 2001: 512). Hence, the use of religion by the kings to prove their divine legitimisation and human assent to the throne was common to all. Most of the kings participated in enthronement rituals before the sovereign god of the city, in the presence of the wider public. The most

133 In the ANE there was a triangular relationship between the king, his subjects and the gods. The same relationship is found in ancient Israel.
134 For example, the king is the ‘adoptive son of the god’ (Levinson, 2001: 512). In ancient Israel, Yahweh was the king, but he had a human representative on the throne. The idea that the king acted as a surrogate of a higher divinity was common throughout the ANE. The gods had the prerogative to appoint kings and the kings had a responsibility to provide for their subjects.
135 These were the rites and celebrations surrounding their becoming rulers over the people. ‘Upon accession to the throne, the Babylonian monarch might proclaim a special remission of debts, free slaves, restore land to its owners, adjust prices, and ensure correct weights and measures’ (Levinson, 2001: 516).
surprising thing, as we shall see later in Proverbs, is that this legitimisation and assent do not just depend on the initial ritual but the king’s ongoing leadership practice.

Moreover, the ‘dual function of the king as both warrior and judge’ was known throughout the ANE (Whitelam, 1979: 17). The king was the military commander-in-chief and he was expected to lead the nation during times of both peace and war. The Israelite and ANE kings also offered judicial services to their subjects. ‘As judge, the Israelite king was supposed to judge justly and with equity; this would assure him a firm throne’ (Brettler, 1989: 114). Other ANE cultures had the same belief. As mentioned earlier, the kings had a duty to maintain law and order. They were to look after the poor and vulnerable within society. Weinfeld, especially, notes that the Mesopotamian kings were required to ‘relieve the burden of the poor through royal edicts’ (Weinfeld, 1995a: 48). Just as Yahweh gave righteousness and justice (mīšḥaṭ and šēḏāqāh) to the kings in Israel, Re gave Ma’at to the kings who ruled in Egypt, and Marduk gave kittu and mēšaru to the kings of Babylon (Epsztein, 1983: 105). In other words, the kings were patrons of social justice. Furthermore, the kings were involved in at least some building projects. These included the construction of cities, houses, temples, palaces, workshops, roads, walls, water conduits and cisterns. All the ANE nations examined represented their histories in royal inscriptions, chronicles, king lists or annals, monuments and other local iconographies (Hallo, 1997: xxvi–xxvi, Winter, 2008: 75–101).

---

136 The kings served as defenders and patrons of the cult with their ‘diligence in repairing and rebuilding temples’ (Levinson, 2001: 517). For an elaborate discussion of the building projects of the Assyrian kings and Solomon, see Ahlström, (1982: 1–6, 27–43). Solomon built representative buildings and he was praised for that (1 Kgs 6:1–28; 7:1–12). Nonetheless, when it comes to the book of Proverbs, this was not important. What Proverbs seems to be drawing attention to is not about status symbols, but virtues. Social justice was more important than representative buildings in Proverbs. For example, we see Lady Wisdom building her house with seven pillars (Prov 9:1–2) and the wise woman building her house (Prov 14:1; 31:10–31).

137 The kings in ANE and Israel celebrated their lifetime achievements with ‘monumental inscriptions but also in royal hymns, date formulas and statuary’ (Hallo, 1997: xxvi). In other words, there was an attempt to keep
Whitelam refers to all these as ‘royal propaganda’ (1992: 47).

A number of kings in the ANE and Israel were referred to as priests for their ‘provision and maintenance of sanctuaries’ (Collins, 2008: 15). The participation of the king in religious activities was also a common practice (Rooke, 1998: 187–208). In addition, most of the ANE nations had didactic and wisdom literature (ANET, 403–52). The expectation that a king should possess exceptional wisdom to rule wisely was a common phenomenon. Most ANE kings gained respect and acceptance through their displays of wisdom. Kings sponsored wisdom writings and they were attentive to them. They also had wise men as advisers and administrators.

However, there are some differences between Israel and the ANE kings. The affirmation of kings as divine appears to be more common in Egypt than other ANE nations. Walton captures this contrast in the following generalisation: ‘the Egyptian king is almost entirely in the divine realm, the Mesopotamian king is in the middle, the Israelite king is almost entirely in the human realm’ (Walton, 2007: 286). In contrast to Walton, I would argue that there are different traditions within the Hebrew Bible about the status of kings in Israel. Some biblical passages are sympathetic to the monarchy while others suggest that ‘the Deuteronomist was opposed to kingship’ (Gerbrandt, 1986: 38, McKenzie, 2000: 286–314). Some texts presented the Israelite kings in their human frailties, with restrictions on their royal powers, while others distinguished them as sons of Yahweh, with significant involvement in cultic records of royal achievements (accountability, heritage and infrastructure).

For the relationship between the high priesthood and the monarchy in Israel, see Rooke (1998: 187–208).

Some of the examples include Deut 17:14–20; Judg 8:22–23; 1 Sam 8:11–18 and 2 Kgs 18–23 etc. Gerbrandt especially suggests that ‘the correct question with which to confront the Deuteronomist...is not whether he was anti-kingship or pro-kingship. Rather, we need to ask what kind of kingship he saw as ideal for Israel, or what role kingship was expected to play for Israel’ (Gerbrandt, 1986: 41).

---

138 For the relationship between the high priesthood and the monarchy in Israel, see Rooke (1998: 187–208).
139 Some of the examples include Deut 17:14–20; Judg 8:22–23; 1 Sam 8:11–18 and 2 Kgs 18–23 etc. Gerbrandt especially suggests that ‘the correct question with which to confront the Deuteronomist...is not whether he was anti-kingship or pro-kingship. Rather, we need to ask what kind of kingship he saw as ideal for Israel, or what role kingship was expected to play for Israel’ (Gerbrandt, 1986: 41).
practices.\footnote{For example, Israelite kings did not claim to have divine origin, unlike their counterparts in ancient Egypt and a selected few in Mesopotamia; but they were called sons of God like the ANE kings.}

Scholarly opinion is divided concerning the relationship between the king and Yahweh as well as his role to the nation of Israel and the cult. They recognised the difficulty of a precise definition for sacral kingship, the form and nature of cultic ceremony, the place of ‘Royal’\footnote{See Psalm 2, 18, 20, 21, 45, 72, 101, 110 and 132.} and ‘Accession’\footnote{See Psalm 47, 93, 95, 96, 97, 98 and 99.} Psalms in ancient Israel (Johnson, 1955, Cundall, 1969: 31–41, Clines, 1998: 639–664, 687–700). The implication of the arguments of these scholars is that there are some passages in the Hebrew Bible that imply there might be sacral kingship in Israel; therefore, biblical interpreters should recognise the diversity. In the same vein, Sigmund Mowinckel observes that the idea of kingship in ancient Israel is fundamentally similar to the rest of the ANE ‘quite naturally, since Israel, according to the testimony of the Old Testament, had adopted the kingship in direct imitation of the Canaanite one’ (Mowinckel, 1959: 283). As we shall see later in the exegetical chapters, the same complexity and pluralism can be found in the book of Proverbs (cf. Prov 16:10–15; 25:1–2).

Another difference is that the Israelite monarchy lacked the ‘long royal titularies, which characterize Mesopotamian inscriptions’ (Brettler, 1989: 29).\footnote{In other words, the use of long ‘titularies’ that was common in some of the ANE was absent in Israel.} In addition, the worship of a dead king as a divinity was apparently not practised in Israel. As mentioned earlier, some of the ANE kings were worshipped as gods by their successors, especially in Egypt (Robins, 1993: 21). This is different from what we find in ancient Israel; Yahweh was the only god that was to be worshipped there. The final difference is that some royal women were sovereign
rulers in the ANE, especially in Egypt. This was not common practise in Israel, apart from the instances when ‘Athaliah’\textsuperscript{144} and Bathsheba used their own initiative or took advantage of their relationship with a reigning king to influence the succession (Heim, 2009: 610; Smith, 1998: 142–162).

From the preceding discussion, an analysis has been made of aspects of some communities within the ANE context. Common elements have been identified and the areas of differences between ancient Israel and their international neighbours discussed. This exploration of kingship in the ANE has served as a background to understanding leadership in the book of Proverbs,\textsuperscript{145} stating the specific points of overlap and areas of difference.\textsuperscript{146} The common themes identified in the ANE and Israel include ‘the king as divine representative,’ ‘the king and social justice,’ ‘the morality of the king,’ ‘the role of wisdom in leadership’ and ‘the role of women in leadership’. I will look out for these themes and interact with them in my exegetical chapters.

\textsuperscript{144} It must be pointed out that Athaliah was seen negatively as a wicked queen in the Bible.
\textsuperscript{145} Proverbs (in its present form) came to its final form after the exile. It nonetheless became almost a timeless piece that represents royal ideology in Israel over time.
\textsuperscript{146} Some of the differences include full involvement of the king in cult worship, long royal titularies, worship of dead kings as a divinities and polytheistic worship etc.
CHAPTER 4
SURVEY OF SCHOLARSHIP ON LEADERSHIP IN PROVERBS

4.1. Introduction
Many commentaries and scholarly works on the book of Proverbs have appeared over the past 25 years, but a less sizeable amount of material has specifically focused on leadership or other related themes. In spite of the increase in the scholarship of Proverbs, there is need for more work on its conception of leadership. In this chapter, I shall review existing studies on leadership in Proverbs and consider the main issues. I will summarise and critique the contributions of Bryce, Humphreys, Golka, Whybray, Weeks, Brown, Dell, Yoder, Hatton and Ansberry; then I will justify the focus of this investigation. The rationale for this arrangement is chronological in terms of the year of publication. It is a sequential historical approach, rather than a thematic one.\[147] In addition, these scholars have been selected because they give a context for the present discussion of leadership in Proverbs.

4.2. Individual Scholarly Contributions

4.2.1. Glendon E. Bryce
Bryce’s 1972 article entitled ‘Another Wisdom—“Book” in Proverbs’ has made an important contribution to the ongoing discussion of leadership in Proverbs. His study led him to make two proposals regarding Proverbs 25:2–27. Firstly, that the collection was used for the training of courtiers; and secondly, that the collection was carefully arranged and structured.

\[147] It is difficult to put the arguments of the scholars under specific thematic categories.
Bryce identifies the connection between the Egyptian wisdom of Sehetepibre (Lichtheim, 1973: 125–129)\(^{148}\) and the book of Proverbs. He argues that understanding the *Sitz im Leben* of Sehetepibre can help to determine the context of Proverbs 25:2–27 (Bryce, 1972: 147). Bryce suggests a specific structure for Sehetepibre. He notes that two exhortations or clauses within the book show the mutual reliance between the king and his subjects (1972: 146). Pharaoh needs his subjects as much as they need him; he should defend the people and the people ought to pledge their loyalty to him. The first section, according to Bryce, focuses on the duties of the subjects to the crown, while the second section focuses on the duties of a king to his subjects. Bryce suggests that the Pharaohs used the original ‘wisdom-book’ for their self-establishment and to ensure the continuity of their dynasty (1972: 147). He also identifies another Egyptian schoolbook called Kemyt (Foster, 2001: 34–35),\(^{149}\) which contains the educational curriculum for scribes who aspire to work within the royal court. This book exposes the students to the necessary information and skills that they need in order to function well as government officials. He maintains that both Sehetepibre and Kemyt serve the same purpose for the established government.

Bryce then turns his attention to the book of Proverbs, claiming that these two texts may be compared with the literary composition of Proverbs 25:2–27.\(^{150}\) He also finds similarity between this small collection and the Sayings of the Wise in Proverbs 22:17–24:22, despite their different structure and content. He claims that the Egyptian Sehetepibre and Kemyt ‘provide literary models’ (1972: 147) that can illuminate our understanding of the structure and *Sitz im Leben* of Proverbs 25:2–27. He argues that a link is possible because Proverbs


\(^{149}\) Kemyt is the introduction to writing during the Middle Kingdom in Ancient Egypt (2030–1640 BC).

\(^{150}\) My own text, translation and exegesis of Proverbs 25:1–7 can be found in chapter 6.
25:2–27 has a similar structure and a summary clause. He also finds a single theme, formal structure and a conceptual unity within the sub-structure of the text. Bryce identifies the ruler (6–15) and the wicked (16–26) as the main subjects of the two sections under one theme, which is leadership.\(^{151}\) He suggests that ‘a careful stylistic analysis of this composition not only establishes the number of units in each section but also strengthens the credibility of the notion that the composer was consciously employing catchwords and word-plays’ (1972: 151). He then moves on to offer a comprehensive analysis of the passage (1972: 151–153).

In his subsequent book, entitled *A Legacy of Wisdom* (1979), Bryce revisits familiar themes from his previous article. He continues to maintain that the Egyptian wisdom has made huge contributions to the wisdom of Israel (Bryce, 1979: 135–155). Bryce identifies the following parallels between *Sehetepibre* and Proverbs: First, they are ‘loyalist texts’ because they have the tendency to indoctrinate officials during the training process.\(^{152}\) Second, they show high regard for the king, placing him next to God (or a divinity) in his capacity for revelation. Third, the relationship between the king and his subjects is one of mutual support, because they need one another.\(^{153}\) Fourth, both the *Sehetepibre* and Proverbs guarantee rewards for courtiers who faithfully discharge their duties. Fifth, the variety of forms and styles displayed in both writings is beneficial to the student.

\(^{151}\) Bryce divides each section into six units (verses 6–7, 8–9a, 9b–10, 11–12, 13–14, and 15) and (verses 16–17, 18, 19–20, 21–22, 23–24, and 25–26). ‘Each verse is linked to its partner within the unit by similar subject-matter by pronominal references, by rhyme or assonance, or even by means of the use of similar words or the same roots employed with different meanings. Although the individual units in this section are not related to each other in a direct way, they do have a common subject. This part of the book deals with the relation of the courtier to his superiors’ (Bryce, 1972: 151). The second ‘section consists of six units also which deal with a series of wicked characters: the hateful friend, the false witness, the faithless man, the tormentor, the enemy, the backbiter, the contentious woman, and the wicked. As Proverbs 23:19–24:2 attests, this subject was a favorite one for such small wisdom-books’ (Bryce, 1972: 152).

\(^{152}\) In other words, they expect the courtiers to be diligent and loyal in their service to the crown.

\(^{153}\) I will discuss the mutual support between the leader and followers in my exegetical chapters.
Bryce’s analysis of Proverbs 25:2–27 highlights a number of issues on leadership. It shows the primary duties of a leader; it calls the attention of a leader to the idea that he is in office to protect the interests of his subjects; it also emphasises the importance of the education of courtiers for effective leadership. Bryce notes that the goal of the collection is to help young administrators to succeed in their official duties; hence, they have to undergo some training. He also suggests that the trainees may have copied and memorised Proverbs 25:2–27 as part of the process. In addition, the passage offers practical advice to courtiers on how to behave within the royal court: they should know how to relate to their superiors (which appears five times within the text), their friends and their political opponents (1979: 156).

It is not entirely unreasonable to contemplate the possibility that Bryce is correct in developing the theme of leadership in both Sehetepibre and Proverbs 25:2–27. In my view, his statements about the biblical and Egyptological texts are persuasive. Furthermore, I agree with Bryce that there is a possibility that the stylistic elements in this collection are not accidental but always deliberate. His important work has called attention again to the impact of Egyptian wisdom on Israel. He has also provided admirable backing for an appeal to be attentive to Proverbs 25:2–27 on the subject of leadership.

However, Bryce’s work has been criticised by the biblical scholar Stuart Weeks, whose work I shall examine in detail later. Weeks warns about the danger of finding Egyptian parallels in Proverbs. He particularly faults Bryce’s attempt to find a parallel between Kemyt and Proverbs 25:2–27, insisting there is no evidence for finding such a resemblance. For Weeks, ‘the resemblance to either work is not close, and one must question the validity of such analogies which depend on cross-breeding of two different works’ (Weeks, 1994: 36). In
contrast to Weeks’ critique of Bryce, Kenneth Kitchen has drawn attention to the sufficient connections between Proverbs and some wisdom books of the ANE (Kitchen, 1977: 69–114). Nonetheless, as Weeks notes, this calls for caution. Another limitation of Bryce’s study is his lack of recognition of the connection between Proverbs 25–27. If Bryce’s analysis that Proverbs 25:2–27 was used for the training of courtiers is correct, one wonders why this is not extended to other collections within Proverbs. An interesting study of the context and meaning of Proverbs 25–27, by van Leeuwen (1988), has shown that they are connected. Therefore, with van Leeuwen, it is possible to argue that there is a contextual interpretation for Proverbs 25–27.154

4.2.2. Lee. W. Humphreys

In his 1978 journal article ‘The Motif of the Wise Courtier in the Book of Proverbs’, one of the questions that Lee Humphreys155 addresses is whether or not the collections in Proverbs 10–29 were used for didactic purposes by the royal court to train future courtiers (Humphreys, 1978: 177). In his attempt to answer this question, Humphreys explores the content and form of Proverbs 10–29 and compares it with some Egyptian wisdom material. He proposes that if the motif of the ‘wise courtier’156 found in Egyptian wisdom material can be found in Proverbs 10–29, then the collections have a ‘courty-didactic Sitz im Leben’ (1978: 178).

154 Following Bryce and van Leeuwen, this present study will use contextual interpretation to analyse the ‘core leadership texts’ that I have selected.
155 The Motif of the Wise Courtier in the Book of Proverbs originally appeared as a chapter in Humphreys’ PhD dissertation presented to Union Theological Seminary New York in 1970, entitled The Motif of the Wise Courtier in the Old Testament. The same chapter was published as a journal article in 1978. For the purpose of this study, I shall focus our analysis on his later article because it represents a revision of his earlier thought.
156 He is ‘one whose life is devoted to the royal service, who would serve in the presence of kings’ (Humphreys, 1978: 178).
Humphreys first turns to the Old and New Kingdom Egyptian Instructions of Ptahhotep, Kagemni, Ani and Amenemope in order to explore their literary and theological proficiency. The Instructions encourage the wise courtiers to show humility before their superiors (Ani 29 and Amenemope 26–27). They must observe rules and protocols (Ptahhotep 38–42); behave wisely (Amenemope 9); listen carefully (Ptahhotep 17); use positive and effective speech (Kagemni 2.1); serve faithfully; maintain honesty (Ptahhotep 5); be a good example to others (Ptahhotep 18 and Ani 49); and be hard working in their duties. They must also avoid oppression and official corruption (Ptahhotep 20) (Humphreys, 1978: 178–180). Humphreys quickly points out the theological implication of this for the courtiers. It shows that there is a strong link between Pharaoh and the deities. ‘Pharaoh was the state, the god-king, son of the creator, establisher of Ma’at...it was upon Ma’at that the courtier founded his life, upon that which defined and informed the created universe itself’ (1978: 180). Therefore, serving the king amounted to serving the gods.

Humphreys then returns to Proverbs 10–29 to examine the development of the motif of ‘the wise courtier’ in Israelite wisdom. He begins by dividing Proverbs 10–29 into five collections. In Proverbs 10:1–15:33 he identified the motif in a few isolated units, but he finds more parallels in Proverbs 16:1–22:16. Humphreys then calls attention to the group of king sayings in chapters 16, 20 and 21. Following Brunner, (1958: 426–428), he notes that the imagery of the king’s wrath or favour and the establishment of his throne in righteousness are

---

157 The Old Kingdom was between 2686 and 2181 B.C.E while the New Kingdom was between 1550 and 1070 BC.
158 For an excellent discussion of King and Messiah as Son of God in ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, Canaan, and Judah see (Collins, 2008: 15–38).
160 For example, there are many instructions on effective speech (16:5, 18–19, 29, 32); self-control (20:1, 21:17); concern for the poor (19:17, 21:23, 22:9); and showing the value of a good wife (18:22; 19:14). All these are very common in the Egyptian materials.
strikingly similar to the Egyptian tradition (1978: 181–182). He also argues that the placement of the Yahweh and king sayings around the curriculum used for the training of future courtiers has a theological significance, similar to the one identified earlier in Egypt (1978: 183).

Humphreys agrees with the scholarly consensus that Proverbs 22:17–24:34 is similar to the Egyptian Amenemope. However, he could not find any material focusing on the motif of the wise courtier, apart from the few references to social justice and to the harlot as a deep pit. He also identified more sayings that are clearly addressed to the courtier in Proverbs 25–27. In this collection, the virtues expected of a courtier include self-mastery, clever speech, faithfulness, friendliness, loyalty and self-control. He agrees with Bryce’s proposal that 25:2–27 is a curriculum for the training of future courtiers and attempts to connect it with 16:1–22:16. According to Humphreys, the sayings in Proverbs 28–29, on the other hand, are addressed to the king, and not to the courtiers. The motif is rarely seen in this collection (1978: 185). He suggests that the motif of the wise courtier is ‘most fully developed as an overarching frame of reference’ only in 16:1–22:16 and 25:2–27 (1978: 185).

Humphreys concludes that ‘the role of the royal court has been greatly exaggerated’ (1978: 187) in Proverbs 10–29 for three reasons. Firstly, the proportion of 30 sayings about the courtier within Proverbs 10–29 out of the entire 538 is relatively small. Secondly, the royal court was no longer relevant during the post-exilic period when Proverbs achieved its final form. Thirdly, the motif has limited theological and ethical implications in Israel. Unlike the Egyptians, who saw no difference between the king and the gods, a king was under the authority of Yahweh in Israel (1978: 187).
Humphreys’ argument about the motif of the wise courtier in the Egyptian *Instructions* and the book of Proverbs is impressive. In my opinion, his work is one of the largest expanded surveys of Proverbs focusing in many chapters on the question relating to leadership. His examination of 10–29 shows that there is more material about the motif in 16:1–22:16 and 25:2–27 than elsewhere. His comparative analysis of the Egyptian and Israelite writings reminds his readers once again of the international nature of the ANE. In my view, Humphreys’ examination shows that courtiers were also leaders within their own jurisdictions.

However, Humphreys’ work has limitations in seven different areas. Firstly, his assertion that ‘the role of the royal court has been greatly exaggerated’ is questionable. As will be seen later, there are many proverbial clusters from different contexts that can be connected directly or indirectly to leadership in Proverbs. Secondly, his argument that the royal court was no longer relevant during the post-exilic period when Proverbs achieved its final form is also questionable. A contrary position was expressed by Weeks. According to Weeks, the Israelite wisdom literature (both the early and the late, post-exilic) are interested in the king and the royal court in spite of their scant mentions of it (Weeks, 1994: 55).\(^\text{161}\)

Thirdly, following Dell, I would disagree that the motif of the wise courtier has limited theological and ethical implications in Israel. For Dell, the mention of Yahweh in Proverbs is significant (Dell, 2006a: 90–124) and the book contains different theological and sociological

\(^{161}\) While I agree with Weeks’ point on this, his comment that the wisdom writers did not devote much space to the king and royal court is less obvious than he suggests, as I will show in chapters 5–8. I will use proverbs on wise courtiers as part of my criteria for selection of texts.
contexts (2006a: 125–154). The theology of the Israelites is expressed in their sacred books, including the wisdom literature (Waltke, 2004: 63–132). Fourthly, Humphreys seems to have underestimated the difficulty of using Egyptian wisdom to explain Israelite wisdom. He is right that we can find some links, but the difficulty of knowing the extent of borrowing is huge. With Weeks, it is possible to argue that Humphreys’ oversimplification of the link between the Egyptian and Israelite material is misleading (Weeks, 1994: 53–55).

Fifthly, Humphreys’ analysis is not well rooted in the exegetical analysis of 10–29. Taking a superficial look at the text is not sufficient; there is a need to be attentive to the details within the text.\(^{162}\) Sixthly, he fails to explore the royal elements in other parts of Proverbs (1–9; 30–31).\(^{163}\) Lastly, he ignores the fact that seeking a thematic unity in a larger collection is rather difficult, if not impossible.\(^{164}\) This present study disagrees with Humphreys’ conclusion that there is nothing relevant to wise courtiers in Proverbs 22–24. As we shall see in our treatment of 23:1–3 and 24:21–22, leadership is also an important theme in this section.\(^{165}\)

### 4.2.3. Friedemann W. Golka

In his 1983 article ‘Die Israelitische Weisheitsschule oder “Des Kaisers neue Kleider”’, Golka argues against the existence of schools during the pre-exilic monarchy. He maintains that ‘family tradition’ was the medium of training for scribes and courtiers in Israel (Golka, 1983: 257–270). Ten years later, in his book *The Leopard’s Spots*, Golka refuted the royal court

---

\(^{162}\) For example, Sandoval analysed the book of Proverbs with respect to poverty and wealth (Sandoval, 2005) and prosperity (Sandoval, 2008). I will use a similar approach for leadership in this study.

\(^{163}\) This was outside the scope of his interest at the time when he wrote his article.

\(^{164}\) This study demonstrates that leadership is an important theme in significant sections of Proverbs (perhaps not in a unifying way).

\(^{165}\) I will treat these verses below in chapter 8 where I will present a more developed argument in favour of the relevance of wise courtiers. Another important proverb can be found in Proverbs 22:29 ‘Do you see those who are skilful in their work? They will serve kings; they will not serve common people.’
hypothesis as argued by H.J. Hemisson, Skladny and others. He insisted that ‘if we continue to regard Israel’s wisdom through Egyptian spectacles, its indigenous features are unlikely to become much clearer’ (Golka, 1993: 16).

The discussion of the royal court sayings occupies a whole chapter in Golka’s book. He sets out his task by exploring the origins of royal sayings in African proverbs and Proverbs 10–29. He divides the African proverbs into four categories: The first are ‘proverbs critical of the King or Chief’. They focus on the equality of all men, the temporality of life and power, the limitation of the chief’s authority, the ability of subjects to remove a tyrant leader, and the need of every leader to depend on the loyalty of his people (1993: 17–21). The second are the ‘proverbs critical of the court’. They summarise the people’s verdict on courtiers. They are mere servants who can never become king; they are limited, replaceable and unpopular with the people (1993: 22–23). The third are the ‘proverbs sympathetic to the chief’. These include sayings about the authority, justice, knowledge, wisdom and glory of a king, as well as his maintenance of order and mediation of blessing for the people (1993: 23–26). The fourth are the ‘unclear proverbs’. These are the sayings that are neither sympathetic to nor critical of the court (1993: 26–27). His exploration leads him to conclude that African royal and court sayings originated from ordinary people. They are ‘coined by circles which are socially distant from the king or chief’ (1993: 16).

Golka then turns his attention to Proverbs 10–29 in order to explore the origin of the royal sayings within the collections. He divides them into four sections. The first he calls collection A (Prov 10–15). These are proverbs ‘critical of the king’. They remind the reader about the mutual dependence between the king and his subjects. Following McKane, he argues that the
sayings are from ordinary people within the agrarian society, ‘the family, clan, tribe, and work’ (1993: 28). The second he calls collection B (Prov 16:1–22:16). Against Skladny’s position that the collection is used to train ‘diplomats and civil servants’, he maintains that the socio-economic background of the sayings belongs to the common people (1993: 31). The third group is collection C (Prov 25–27), which he claims are folk wisdom for farmers and craftsmen (1993: 32). The fourth group is collection D (Prov 28–29). Despite the various references to rulers in this collection, Golka suggests that these are sayings from ordinary people. He conceives them as ‘secondary usage of original folk wisdom’ (1993: 34). He warns his readers to be ‘wary of ideologically based hypotheses, such as ‘royal court’, ‘schools’, and ‘a professional class of wise men’ (1993: 35). Following the earlier work of his teacher (Claus Westermann), Golka finds more parallels between the biblical and African (central and West Africa) proverbs covering topics such as the rich and poor, law, crime and justice, family and kinship, creation and wisdom (1993: 36–122). In my view, Golka’s main contribution is that there are both positive and negative sayings about kings in Proverbs and Africa.

However, I would like to challenge some of Golka’s viewpoints. He admits that some royal sayings may have been collected or redacted at the court, but argues that they did not originate from the court. The limitation of this argument is that it does not give any room for the possibility that some proverbs were produced at the royal court (Perdue, 2000: xxix). Golka’s classification of proverbs that are critical of kings has been under attack by Fox (2000), who contends that they are not necessarily critical of kingship. For Fox, they only recognise the magnitude of the kings’ ‘power and the damage that they can do, and in any case people close to kings can see them with critical eyes’ (Fox, 2000: 10).
Moreover, many kings in the ANE, as well as in Africa, were known for their wisdom and philosophy. They composed their own proverbs and used the existing ones for speeches (Orwenjo, 2009b: 122–146). They also used proverbs to convey knowledge and settle disputes. Another difficulty with Golka’s proposal is that African proverbs are different from one place to another, unlike the Israelite proverbial wisdom. In other words, Israel is a society, while Africa is a group of societies.¹⁶⁶ Coming from an African background, I can argue that some of his arguments about the setting of African proverbs are based on assumptions. His claim about the origin of African proverbs is conjectural, no less than the other alternative views that he condemned.

Furthermore, Golka’s comparative studies oversimplify the literary genius behind the writing (literary style) of Israelite wisdom. For example, how many African proverbs have been written down? How many of them have survived until today? How reliable are the oral sayings that have been passed on from one generation to another? How can we be sure that they have not undergone errors of omission or transmission? While it is hard to doubt the similarities between African and Israelite wisdom, it is difficult to accept all of Golka’s analysis. Fox has warned us to be ‘wary about drawing conclusions from African parallels’ (Fox, 1996: 239). In addition, ANE cultures are closer to one another than to the African cultures that Golka uses, because of their Semitic background. Therefore, if the link with Egypt is questionable, then the links with the central and West African proverbs are even more questionable.

¹⁶⁶ Cultures within the African continent differ so widely that no generalisation can be made from just one culture, tribe or language. For example, Nigeria is a combination of many different cultural societies within one country.
Contrary to Golka, Graham Davies has been able to provide a strong argument that the family was not the only training institution in Israel. He relies on the evidence of schools for courtiers and administrators in other ANE nations to argue for the possibility of a similar institution in Israel. He also notes that Israel had the same need for trained administrators as its neighbours. Moreover, Davies finds some connections between the book of Proverbs and the wisdom writings from Egypt and Mesopotamia. He argues that Proverbs may have functioned as an instructional textbook, like other wisdom instructions in the ANE. He concludes that the lack of overwhelming evidence for schools in Israel is due to the perishable writing materials that were used by the Palestinian scribes (Davies, 1995: 199–211). The final limitation that we observe in Golka is that he only offers a basic analysis of Proverbs 10–29, without a deep exegesis. As will be seen later, a closer look at some selected texts in Proverbs will uncover a deeper meaning for leadership in different settings such as family, tribal, royal, school and even among ordinary folk.

4.2.4. Bruce V. Malchow

Following the earlier work of Skladny on wisdom in Israel (Skladny, 1962: 58–62), Malchow argues that the materials in Proverbs 28–29 were collected as a ‘manual for future monarchs’. He also builds on the methodological model of Bryce’s analysis of Proverbs 25:2–27, and proposes that ‘a similar, careful plan of editing’ (Malchow, 1985: 238) can be found in chapters 28 and 29.

\[167\] For a comprehensive treatment of the contributions of Richter, Nel, Volz, Hermisson, Shupak, Lang, Lemaire, Davies, Weeks and Fox to the debate on schools, see Waltke (2004: 60–62).
Malchow’s examination of the form of Proverbs 28–29 leads him to make two important proposals. The first is that Proverbs 28–29 is a unified collection. He observes that most of the verses are ‘individual two-line proverbs’ with antithetic couplets. His second point is that most of the proverbs revolve around two keywords, saddîq (righteous) and rāšā’ (wicked).

The two words were used together at the beginning (28:1) and the end (29:27) of the collection to connect the unit. For Malchow, the two words are deliberately placed within four proverbs (28:12, 28; 29:2, 16) and they ‘occur at intervals’ throughout the collection. He argues that ‘these four are integrally related to each other and form a symmetrical pattern. Thus, the first and third couplets have rather similar first lines’ (1985: 239).¹⁶⁸ Then he moves on to show the evidence of the connection of the two words in the four proverbs.

On leadership, Malchow notes that the four couplets uncover the consequences of having a wicked ruler. The reign of the wicked makes the righteous groan when transgression increases. The couplets also express the importance of having a righteous ruler in a position of authority. When the righteous come to power, the people rejoice because the wicked are destroyed. According to Malchow, the aim of this exhortation is to educate future rulers. He suggests that the structure of the ‘four proverbs as a unity point out the responsibility of a sovereign to reign righteously’ (1985: 239).

He then divides the collection into four units (28:2–11, 13–27; 29:1, 3–15, 17–26) identifying their internal connections. Malchow observes that Proverbs 28:2–11 is about the duty of a future monarch to administer ‘law and justice to the poor’. He should judge and defend the weak, poor and needy (1985: 240). Elsewhere, he suggests that the wise are advocates of

¹⁶⁸ See Heim (2013: 592–607) for detailed analysis of the variant repetition in 28:12, 28; 29:2, 16.
social justice through their teachings (Malchow, 1982: 120–124). He also finds unity in the 
content of 28:13–27. He identifies ‘wicked people’ as the main theme of the section. He 
suggests that the long description of the wicked in this section ‘is a caution to the future 
monarch against becoming such a person or an instruction on dealing with such people when 
they are encountered’ (1985: 241). He also points out other keywords that make the section fit 
a royal and judicial setting.169

Malchow observes that 29:3–15 continue to outline the characteristics of a wicked ruler. 
These include relations with prostitutes; demanding bribes or gifts; accepting flattery; 
participating in wicked deeds; promoting injustice; oppressing the poor; and expressing anger 
or ideas without caution (1985: 242). He admits that there is no unity in the content of 29:17– 
26, but he finds a link between the various topics and the previous sections. He thinks the 
section offers relevant advice to a future monarch to know that a lack of vision could lead to 
anarchy. Hence, he should observe the instruction of the wise, express his ideas and anger 
wisely, serve with humility, rely on Yahweh for wisdom, and understand that consistent 

Malchow sums up his argument by affirming the previous suggestion, by Bryce (1979) that 
25:1–27:22 is directed at future rulers. He also proposes that 27:23–27 serves as an 
introduction to chapters 28–29, after exploring the shepherd imagery and applying it to 
leadership. Malchow concludes that ‘Proverbs 27:23–29:27 is a unified collection addressed 
to future monarchs’ (1985: 242–246). The power of Malchow’s proposal lies in his competent

169 The royal and judicial settings are not the same. However, there are instances when the king can function as a 
leader as well as a judge.
use of assonance, repetition, sound and other poetic devices to link most of the units together. What is particularly helpful about his analysis is the fact that it allows the evidence to be seen within the text itself. This is illuminating for the present investigation. If Malchow’s proposal is correct, then most of Proverbs 25–29 could be about leadership.

However, there are some aspects of Malchow’s interpretation that are open to objections. His exploration of the shepherd imagery in 27:23–27 and its application to leadership does not fit the Israelites’ belief about the continuity of David’s dynasty. The Davidic covenant states that Yahweh gave David and his descendants the throne forever. Malchow’s analysis suggests that the covenant is not applicable to the whole dynasty. It is a warning for kings who neglect their people that their reign will be cut short.170 Many scholars, especially Whybray, are not convinced by his findings on the thematic unity within 28–29 (Whybray, 1994b: 379). The fact that he wants to connect every section to leadership can lead to over-interpretation. There are also a number of questions that Malchow needs to answer: Is it the thematic unity or the theme of the content that makes chapters 28–29 a manual for future monarchs? Are there not sufficient clues in other parts of Proverbs to inform our thinking on leadership? In other words, is there any possibility that other chapters of Proverbs were used to train future monarchs and courtiers? This present study seeks to make a case for leadership in Proverbs, looking beyond chapters 28–29.

---

170 There is a difference between dynasty and individual rule. Proverbs suggests that unjust rulers undermine the stability of their kingdom. It is striking to see that in the real world and Israelite politics, unjust rulers did not last for long (1 Kings 15:34; 16:2, 19, 26). The proverb is not making an absolute claim but is pointing out the ideal.
4.2.5. Norman R. Whybray

Whybray was a distinguished scholar, whose works cover different areas of the OT. Whybray’s 1989 article argues that the sages in Proverbs expressed a variety of attitudes towards poverty and riches (Whybray, 1989a: 332–336). His book entitled *Wealth and Poverty in the Book of Proverbs*, which appeared a year later, pursued the same agenda. His analysis of the vocabulary used for both wealth and poverty shows that there is more emphasis on wealth than poverty in Proverbs (1990a: 11–25). He suggests that the authors were educated, middle-class people who enjoyed relative prosperity but needed to work hard in order to maintain their position. He thinks this is why the society that produced Proverbs appears to be ‘uncritical of the status quo’ (1990a: 10) between the rich and the poor. As shall be seen, this conclusion is not as self-evident as Whybray has suggested. There are many proverbs on leadership that are critical of the unjust in positions of authority.

Moreover, Whybray attacks the theory that the royal court is the context for the royal as well as other proverbs. He opines that there is no evidence that individual proverbs in the book of Proverbs were composed at the court (1990a: 45–59). He then offers word studies of ‘melek’ (king); ‘šar’ (official or nobleman); ‘nādīb’ (prince or nobleman); ‘qāšīn’ (ruler or prince); ‘nāgīd’ (ruler); ‘mōšēl/ mōšēl’ (ruler); ‘gōdōlim’ (the great or nobles)

---

171 Whybray wrote significantly in 1966, 1974, 1989, 1990, 1994 and 1995. For the purpose of this discussion, I shall focus only on the ones that relate to the question of leadership in Proverbs.
172 Whybray is right that there are different attitudes towards poverty and riches in Proverbs. In the same vein, there is no singular teaching about leadership in Proverbs. Some proverbs tend to support the status quo while others tend to challenge it.
174 Prov 19:10; 28:2.
176 Prov 25:15.
177 Prov 28:16.
‘yô’eš’ (counsellor);\textsuperscript{180} and ‘mélākim’ (courtier or royal official)\textsuperscript{181} (1990a: 13).\textsuperscript{182} He also argues that the appearance of melek or mélākim 21 times within Proverbs 10:1–22:16 and 25–29, as well as other proverbs addressing those in authority, is not sufficient to prove their ‘courtly origin’. For Whybray, they are ‘comments and reflections of ordinary citizens on the supreme authority by which they are ruled and by whom their lives are in some measure affected’ (1990a: 47). Surprisingly, he concludes that they are naïve people ‘who had no first-hand knowledge of the reality of Israelite kingship’ (1990a: 47). As will be seen from the evidence, it is not obvious that Whybray is right; he is imprecise in his use of ‘courtly origin’. What does a courtly origin mean? Does it mean the courtiers wrote it, selected it, edited it or used it? Many modern scholars have made similar mistakes, thinking that the kings in ancient agrarian societies lived in isolation from their subjects, like modern monarchs. In fact, in many places in Africa and the ANE, people were able to see the king personally on a regular basis.

Whybray classifies the royal proverbs into four types:

1) Proverbs that attribute absolute power to kings or rulers. 2) Proverbs that uncritically attribute righteousness and justice to kings. 3) Proverbs that regard the power or success of rulers as limited in various ways and/or condemn those rulers who do not recognize or who exceed these limits. 4) A few remaining proverbs have been seen as addressed to persons close to kings or rulers (Whybray, 1990a: 48).

Despite the sages’ references to kingship, political power and social status in some passages, Whybray maintains that ‘none of them implies that its speaker was closely associated with the king or with other ruling authorities’ (1990a: 48). He argues that Israelite wisdom originated

\textsuperscript{180} Prov 11:14; 15:22.
\textsuperscript{181} Prov 29:12.
\textsuperscript{182} Most of these verses are part of the leadership texts selected for close examination in this study.
in the family, and not in the court, as in other ANE cultures. He states that, even in some ANE literature, there is evidence that some royal proverbs do not have court connections. He calls attention especially to the Egyptian instructions such as ‘Papyrus Insinger’ and the ‘Instruction of Anksheshonqy’ whose addressees are not members of the ruling class (1990a: 58–59). Whybray acknowledges the link between the ANE materials, but he urges caution with uncritical scholarly presuppositions (Whybray, 1974: 33–43, Whybray, 1990a: 48, Whybray, 1995: 6–13, Whybray, 1989b: 227–250).

Whybray’s thesis that Proverbs uncovers different attitudes to wealth and poverty remains undisputed. His calls for caution on direct application of ANE material to ancient Israel and the need to focus on the internal evidence within the text are valid. His originality of thought, willingness to challenge established opinions, careful attention to detail and clarity of exposition of Proverbs makes his work valuable. In addition, his methodology in studying related words on wealth and poverty convincingly shows that they are among the major themes in Proverbs. His arguments, suggestions and conclusions represent both profound and provocative thought.

However, there are some aspects of Whybray’s analysis that I disagree with. His assertion that none of the royal proverbs ‘implies that its speaker was closely associated with the king or with other ruling authorities’ is debatable, raising some questions. Why would the common people comment on the royal authority without having a basic knowledge about how it

\[183\] For example, Whybray argues that the fact that schools existed in Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Ugarit does not automatically suggest that Israel had similar institutions. He does not dismiss the possibility of the existence of schools of wisdom in ancient Israel, but he does not attribute all the material to them. In his 1989 article, Whybray also shows that there is no agreement among scholars concerning the social worlds of the sages in Proverbs (1989b: 227–250).
functioned? Is there no possibility that some of the biblical proverbs were produced within the royal court? How do we account for some proverbs that the biblical narrator claimed were spoken (1 Kgs 4:29–34) or sponsored (Prov 25:1) by the court?

Furthermore, Whybray’s analysis of how the social origins of the sages in Proverbs led to different attitudes to wealth and poverty is correct, but one is left wondering why the influential royal court was the only institution that was not involved? Decisive action by a leader is needed for the redistribution of wealth among their subjects. The fact that the gap between the rich and poor in society cannot be successfully addressed without an established authority supports my argument that leadership is an important theme in Proverbs. Whybray’s method of using word studies helps with understanding the different attitudes to poverty and riches in Proverbs. The same approach can be used to explore the theme of leadership within Proverbs.¹⁸⁴

Following Fox, this present study will argue that Proverbs is a product of different social groups and that it is possible that a fair number of proverbs emerged from the royal court. Fox writes: ‘Since we cannot imagine courtly proverbs seeping down to be collected by the “folk” we must presume an upward movement. Everything we have was channelled to the court and through it. The flow cannot be supposed to move in the other direction’ (Fox, 2000: 10). I want to quickly comment that Fox’s statement, as categorical as it sounds, is broadly justified, even though his absolute exclusion of the possibility of moving in the other direction seems to have been overly confident.

¹⁸⁴ For example, there are 915 verses in Proverbs. Whybray himself conceded to the fact that there are more than 120 verses which directly refer to ‘wealth, a comfortable existence, or positions of power and influence’ (1990a: 13) in Proverbs.
4.2.6. Stuart D.E. Weeks

One of the questions that Stuart Weeks\textsuperscript{185} investigates is whether the ‘contents or presentation of material in any part of Proverbs suggest an origin or redaction within the royal court or bureaucracy’ (Weeks, 1994: 41). In his attempt to answer the question, Weeks calls for caution on the superscriptions in Proverbs 1:1, 10:1 and 25:1, because they involve Solomon. Following Toy (1899) and Baumgartner (1951) he casts doubt on Solomon’s composition of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, the Song of Songs, the Wisdom of Solomon, and Psalms 72 and 127. He notes that the pseudonymous ascription of important ‘literature to a famously wise personage’ is a common practice (1994: 42). For Weeks, the arrangement of the titles in Proverbs 1:1; 10:1, 22:17, 24:23; 25:1; 30:1 and 31:1 ‘suggests an artificial classification’ (1994: 43).

Weeks then turns his attention to the question of the relationship between the royal court and the king sayings in Proverbs. He observes the need to challenge the presumptions that the sayings originated in a royal court and that they belong to the Israelite royal court specifically. He identifies 32 sayings that focus on kings and rulers. Weeks is not convinced for two reasons: First, the sayings express different attitudes towards kings and rulers (both positive and negative). Second, most of the sayings are concentrated within specific sections (16:1–22:16 and 25–29). Drawing on the earlier works of Skladny (1962), McKane (1970) and Golka (1986), he suggests that the ‘king sayings may arise readily among the general population’ outside the royal court (1994: 48).

\textsuperscript{185} Weeks’ Early Israelite Wisdom is his revised PhD thesis under the supervision of Dr. John Day.
Regarding whether the proverbial sayings originated in the Israelite royal court, Weeks does not think so. He argues that king sayings are found in other post–exilic writings. He also calls attention to other ANE writings such as *Ahikar*, *Merikare*, *Amenemope*, *Kagemni* and *Ptahhotep*. He notes that kingship is a prominent theme in most Egyptian instructions. He also maintains that what is seen in Proverbs is an imitation of ‘conventions, motifs, and actual sayings from other, non-Israelite sources,’ which is not necessarily new (1994: 52). Therefore, there is no need to assume another level of composition within the royal court in order to explain the inclusion of the sayings in Proverbs. Similarly, the location of those sayings outside the beginning and the end of the collection casts more doubt on whether they are of interest to the collector (1994: 53–54).

Contrary to Bryce and Humphreys, Weeks argues that it is difficult to find a thematic structure of king sayings in Proverbs. He suggests that ‘neither the ascriptions nor the court and king sayings in Proverbs are significant evidence for the composition or redaction of wisdom literature in and for the royal court’ (1994: 55). He admits that the Israelite wisdom literature shows interest in the king and the royal court, but he is quick to dismiss the notion that such interest is the province of the courtiers alone. In his book *An Introduction to the Study of Wisdom Literature* (2010), Weeks continues to maintain his position but seems to have softened his tone on the origin of wisdom (Weeks, 2010: 127–144). He concludes that ‘attempts to connect wisdom with royal administrators and education are based on a lot of speculation and a certain amount of misunderstanding’ (2010: 131).

Weeks’ comprehensive analysis of Israelite and ANE material makes his work outstanding. However, some areas need further clarification. After challenging the previous scholarship on
the international nature of Israelite wisdom, he fails to propose an alternative approach that will help in understanding the relationship between Israel and other ANE nations. His inability to offer any alternative approach also leaves him open to criticism. Moreover, he appears to be appealing to the same international parallels that he had earlier questioned. He acknowledges the mutual influence within the Egyptian material, but he fails to clarify how this should be understood.

As mentioned earlier, following Fox but not to the same extent, it is difficult to dismiss the possibility that some sayings may have originated from the royal court. While I agree with Weeks that some proverbs about kings may not have been produced in the royal court, I object to any attempt to leave the royal court out completely. If wisdom is found among the illiterates and farmers, can it not also be found in the royal court? Lastly, Weeks’ negative verdict on the differences in contextual studies is unnecessary. According to Heim, the interest and method that each scholar brings to the text is different. There is a need for scholars to explain the high number of linked sayings and so contextual studies may provide the answer (Heim, 2001: 15–19). As will be seen later, there are some contexts to be found in the book of Proverbs on leadership. On the whole, Weeks should be commended for reopening the debate on finding ANE parallels with Israelite wisdom and calling attention to the fact that more work needs to be done.

4.2.7. William P. Brown

In his earlier work titled *Character in Crisis* (1996), William Brown discerns character as the overarching theme that reveals the ethics and ethos of Old Testament wisdom literature. It is the link between the human view and God’s view of wisdom. He notes that the descriptive
and prescriptive nature of character in the wisdom writings suggests that there is no single, normative character in the wisdom corpus. For Brown, the descriptive characters include the parental instructions and their communal affirmation in Proverbs. The prescriptive characters, on the other hand, are found in Job and Qoheleth, where the writers challenged the traditional wisdom (Proverbs) with their reformed characters (Brown, 1996: 1–21).

Brown suggests that the book of Proverbs offers the starting point for character. He identifies the virtues of ‘righteousness, justice and equity’ (1996: 25) in Proverbs 1:2–7. These moral virtues, and many more, were highlighted through the admonitions, commands and warnings of the father, mother and Lady Wisdom in Proverbs 1–9 and 31. He maintains that the writers of Proverbs were concerned about the intellectual and moral values within the community (Brown, 1996: 22–49). Brown’s analysis of the book of Job shows that chapters 1–31 are about ‘deformation of character’ and 32–42 are about ‘reformation of character’. Job’s character was reshaped as the narrative developed through the prologue, dialogues with his friends, confrontation with God, Yahweh’s discourse and the restoration of Job (Brown, 1996: 50–119).

Brown argues further that Qoheleth focuses on ‘reconstruction of character’ because he questions the principles of traditional wisdom about the static cosmos, youth, the family, success, time and death. He notes that Qoheleth radically detached himself from character and became an independent observer of trends and events in real life situations. Qoheleth expressed scepticism, but it was mitigated with joy and perseverance (Brown, 1996: 120–147). Brown concludes that the different presentation of character in Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes could be a source of wisdom for individuals and the Church today. The tension
helps to confront, as well broaden, the horizons of traditional wisdom (Brown, 1996: 148–164).

Brown, in his 2002 article ‘The Pedagogy of Proverbs 10:1–31:9’, continues to see other parts of Proverbs through the lens of character formation. He observes that the primary aim of education in the ANE and Israel is about ‘moral formation’ or ‘the building of character’ (Brown, 2002a: 150). He builds on his previous efforts that Proverbs 1–9 and 31:10–31 ‘have been deliberately placed to exemplify the formation of moral character’ (2002a: 153). His main point is that ‘it would be reasonable, then, to expect a compatible development within the intervening material’ (10:1–31:9) (2002a: 153). He goes further to find ‘pedagogical movement’ of character formation in each collection. According to Brown, ‘the progression of various themes suggests a curricular advancement in such areas as human relations, communication, ethics, money, governance and theology’ (2002a: 158). He argues that the thematic progression can be seen between the first and second half of the Solomonic collections, from family to friendship, character to concept, silence to elocution (2002a: 158–165). He also identifies character formation in the remaining sections through the discussion of wealth and poverty, avoiding wickedness, proper etiquette at the royal table, kingship and God. He concludes that the context gradually moved from the household to the community.

I agree with Brown’s conclusion that character formation is central to the wisdom instruction. I concur that this is a good perspective for analysing the biblical wisdom literature. Brown’s attempt to apply his findings on character in wisdom literature to the Church today is also

---

186 Proverbs of Solomon (10:1–22:16), the words of the wise (22:17–24:22), additional saying of the wise (24:23–34), other proverbs of Solomon that were copied by the men of Hezekiah (25:1-29–27), the words of Agur (30:1–33) and the words of Lemuel (30:1–9).
commendable. However, there are some limitations in Brown’s analysis. First, he did not elaborate on how the formation of character in Proverbs relates to leadership. In this study, I will argue that the formation of character in Proverbs as expressed by Brown is for the purpose of leadership. Second, he mentioned ‘righteousness, justice and equity’ as the three main components of character. As we shall see later, these are the virtues needed for successful leadership. Third, his failure to back up his claims with exegetical analysis of the text is not helpful. I shall attempt to offer deep analysis of some of the texts in Proverbs. Fourth, Brown notes that ‘the book of Proverbs began with a silent son, instructed in the responsibilities of communal life and family fidelity, and ends with an adult male who has successfully fulfilled them’ (1996: 48). I will argue that this is leadership.

4.2.8. Katherine J. Dell

In her book Get Wisdom, Get Insight (2000), Katherine Dell argues that Proverbs can be understood through its form, themes, context, social context, literary-critical concerns and theological character. She suggests that the prominent themes in Proverbs include ‘order in the world’; ‘ambiguity in events’; ‘punishment and reward’; ‘life as the supreme good’; ‘confidence in wisdom’; and the ‘personification of wisdom’ (Dell, 2000: 18–23). I would argue, therefore, that a leader is needed to maintain ‘order in the world’ and administer ‘punishment and reward’; therefore, leadership is implied.

In Seeking a Life that Matters, Dell extends the themes to work; money; planning for good or ill; emotive issues; communication and the power of words; family relationships; husbands

---

187 It informs my plan to apply my learning on leadership in Proverbs to Christian leadership in Nigeria.
188 Katherine J. Dell is another creative scholar whose contribution to the discussion of leadership in Proverbs deserves some comment.
and wives; and friends and neighbours. On leadership, she observes that the ‘wisdom writers were concerned to link authority and wisdom’ (Dell, 2002: 88). Drawing on a number of proverbs on kingship, Dell notes that they can be applied to the contemporary world of politicians and presidents ruling our society. Therefore, the keys to successful leadership in Proverbs would include good treatment of citizens, good communication, wise decisions, justice, honesty and self-discipline (2002: 88–96).

In her book The Book of Proverbs in Social and Theological Context, Dell addresses the question of the origin of Proverbs. Her aim is to explore ‘wisdom’s social context, its theological identity and its relationship to other Old Testament books’ (Dell, 2006a: 2). Following Whybray (1994a), she argues that Proverbs is a product of several social contexts. She divides the book into three sections: 1–9, 10:1–22:16, and 22:17–31:31. In dialogue with scholarly suggestions, Dell proposes that the social context of 1–9 is an educational context, either at the level of family or school. She claims that this has ethical and religious elements, but she is quick to acknowledge that it is open to other options (2006: 18–50). She supports the argument that Proverbs 10:1–22:16 belongs to the family/folk/tribal setting, especially in their oral form. This is also open to legal and cultic contexts (2006: 51–63). Contrary to Humphreys (1978), she rules out the possibility of a royal court setting for this section. She reaches the same conclusion as Whybray (1994a) and Weeks (1994): that mentioning a king in a proverb does not make it belong to a royal court. Her survey of the material in 22:17–31:31 shows that there are different settings, ranging from the educational and royal court to the family/folk/tribal setting (2006: 65–89).

Dell’s exploration of the Yahweh proverbs, and the role of Yahweh in Proverbs, motivates her
to think that the theological context of Proverbs is enormous. She urges her readers to integrate this wisdom theology inherent in Proverbs with other parts of the Old Testament. Dell’s analysis of the different contexts in Proverbs is also illuminating; she has shown that it is hard to support any evidence for a single setting in Proverbs. The strength of her analysis lies in her modern application of Proverbs. However, Dell did not analyse the text to justify her claim, as this was not her interest when she wrote. As will be shown in this study, a closer look at some selected passages in Proverbs will provide a deeper understanding of leadership in different contexts.

4.2.9. Christine R. Yoder

Yoder argues that ‘wisdom origin lies not in putative mythological antecedent or abstract literary constructs, but in women’s concrete, everyday realities’ (Yoder, 2001: 111). She pursues this argument further in her 2003 article, but focuses her attention on Proverbs 31:10–31. Yoder identifies leadership in Proverbs 31:10–31. She sets the time of the editorial work of Proverbs within the post-exilic Persian period. She also connects Proverbs 1–9 and 31:10–31 in order to explore the situation of women during the Persian period. Her socio-economic and historical reading of the text leads her to conclude that the woman of substance is a businesswoman and a leader (Yoder, 2003: 436–437). ‘She is a typical Persian period bride’ (2003: 432), who brings social, political and economic opportunities to her husband. She is a high-ranking woman within her society and a model for younger women (2003:442–443). She is also an investor (2003: 444–445).

---

189 I shall return to this in final chapter 10 of this investigation.
Yoder concludes that ‘Proverbs 31:10–31 remains a portrait of the most desirable woman, an image of the ideal wife intended for a predominantly male audience’ (2003: 446). She challenges the scholarly opinion on the origin of wisdom personified as a woman in Proverbs 1–9 and calls for a rethink. She thinks that the wisdom origin lies within the ‘activities of and perceptions about real women in the Persian period’ (2003: 447). Yoder challenges the hypothesis that the woman in Proverbs 1–9 and 31:10–31 is a personification of wisdom, not a real woman. If Yoder’s analysis is correct, one can make a case for the role of women in leadership during the Persian period. This situation is not completely new in ancient Israel. 191

Yoder continues to develop a case that helps the present study on leadership in her 2009 article ‘On the Threshold of Kingship: A Study of Agur’. One of her aims is to examine ‘the placement of the sayings of Agur (Proverbs 30) between instructions for an implied reader who is poised to assume leadership (Proverbs 28–29) and instructions to the implied reader as king (Proverbs 31:1–9)’ (Yoder, 2009: 254). The question that she seeks to answer is whether there is any evidence of maturity in this implied reader. 192 The article raises a number of issues that are outside the scope of this investigation, 193 which is limited to the role of leadership.

Following Bryce, she acknowledges the sages’ use of metaphors from the natural world and human craft to ‘plunge readers into a complex world of kings and nobles, bosses and

---

191 For example, Deborah was a judge in Israel (Judges 4:4–5); Athaliah ruled for six years (2 Kings 11:1–3; 2 Chr. 22:10–12); and Bathsheba became the power behind the throne when David was very old (1 Kings 1:15–40). I will pay attention to the role of women in the texts analysed in chapters 5–8. I shall return to the role of women in modern leadership in chapter 10.


193 One of them is the question about the character of Agur, which has prompted scholars to ask whether Agur is a ‘sceptic’, ‘an agnostic’, ‘a doubting sage’, or ‘an astute fearer of YHWH’ (Yoder, 2009: 254).
neighbours, enemies and friends’ (2009: 256). She maintains that the frequent use of the terms ‘ruler’ and ‘official’ within Proverbs 28–29 calls for reflection on ‘authority and government’ and ‘exercise and abuse of power’ (2009: 256). She offers a detailed analysis of Proverbs 28–29 and discovers that it contains a number of proverbs about leadership. According to Yoder, the main challenge for a leader is to fight against ‘economic injustice.’ He is expected to protect the interests of his subjects and stand on behalf of the poor and vulnerable.

In the final section of her work, Yoder focuses her attention on Agur in Proverbs 30. She identifies Agur as a non–Israelite who is familiar with Israelite traditions; a fearer of Yahweh and a king who sees God as the only source of wisdom (2009: 259–262). She sums up the implications of Proverbs 30 for leadership in the following words:

    Particularly noteworthy for those on the threshold of kingship is Agur's comparison of a king to creatures that are stately in their stride (the lion, rooster, and he-goat, 30:29–31)—which Agur follows immediately with a warning against self-exaltation (30:32–33)—and Agur's description of the royal office as vulnerable to unprepared leaders (30:22) and stealthy infiltrators (i.e., the lizard, 30:28) (2009: 261).

She thinks that the implied reader is King Lemuel in Proverbs 31:1–9. She concludes that the ‘juxtaposition of Proverbs 28–29 and Proverbs 30 reinforces tensions and complexities inherent to wisdom’ (2009: 255) for anyone at the threshold of power.

Yoder’s work is useful for this present study. She is correct that issues of leadership can be found in Proverbs 30; she has also made a strong case for the significance of Proverbs 30, standing in between 28–29 and 30:1–9. She has shown that one can deal successfully with the issues of leadership in Proverbs 30 without being drawn into the question of origin. With
Yoder, it is possible to argue that Proverbs 25–31 offers meaningful instructions about leadership. This gives me confidence that we might find some aspects of leadership in other sections of Proverbs.

4.2.10. Peter T.H. Hatton

Peter Hatton (2008) makes a unique contribution to this discussion in his monograph when he suggests reading Proverbs as a ‘work composed with a subtle didactic purpose’. Following the theoretical frameworks of Shklovsky and Bakhtin, he uses the term ‘heteroglossia’ to describe the approach of the wisdom writers with the aim of ‘teaching for responsibility’. He suggests that the inclusion of ‘complex sayings was part of the book’s didactic strategy’ (Hatton, 2008: 1–4). The aim is to motivate the readers to reflect on the paradoxes and not to confuse them. According to Hatton, ‘Proverbs achieves its goal of awakening its readers to wisdom by introducing contradictions into the flow of its sayings’ (2008: 13). He identifies three important examples of provocative contradictions in Proverbs (The Act–Consequence ‘Construct’, The Powerful in Qohelet and Proverbs, and Gifts and Bribes in Proverbs). Hatton questions the previous scholarly consensus that Proverbs is a supporter of the status quo. He urges us to accept Proverbs as a piece of work carefully crafted together to encourage readers to look beyond the traditional wisdom and develop their critical faculties. He also suggests that the editors of Proverbs deliberately included some contradictory sayings in order to stimulate the readers to think critically, like the sages. Loader shares a similar view with Hatton that the contradictions in Proverbs ‘are no accident or liability, but intrinsic to it’

194 Peter Hatton’s monograph is entitled Contradictions in the Book of Proverbs: The Deep Waters of Counsel.
195 For Hatton, the final form of Proverbs ‘was written at a time of crisis and breakdown in the social order, perhaps occasioned by exile’ (2008:82). It was ‘carefully composed and crafted’ to deliberately ‘encourage readers to question traditional wisdom and to develop their critical faculties’ (2008:3).
196 For example, Hatton puts Proverbs on the same level with Qoheleth in terms of its critical assessment of kingship. He claims this will help readers to acquire the type of wisdom described in Proverbs 1:2–7.
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In his chapter entitled *The powerful in Qohelet and Proverbs*, Hatton agrees that kingship is ‘an important and sensitive theme’ in Proverbs. His analysis of the derivatives of the root מֶלֶךְ and other related words suggests that ‘75 verses, about 7 per cent of the total number of Proverbs, deal with issues connected with governance’ (Hatton, 2008: 117). Hatton argues that 6:6–8 and 30:24–31 served as opening and closing frame for the discussion of leadership in Proverbs. In the middle of these frames are proverbs that support royal ideology as well as ones that are critical of kings. For Hatton, ‘Proverbs handles this theme in a dialogic fashion facilitating a clash between contrasting views about those who wield power’ (2008: 117). He notes that ‘Proverbs is not a monologic text propounding a settled view of king and those in authority’ (2008: 117).

Moreover, Hatton lists some verses that mention the theme of kingship in Proverbs and how they appear to contradict one another. He also compares them with some selected passages in the *Qohelet* (8:2–9; 10:16–17) and explains how the Greek Proverbs resolves some of the tensions. He agrees with Fox that ‘the most important repository of textual variants for Proverbs is the LXX’ (Fox, 2006: 2) despite the occasional difficulties. Hatton suggests that the contradictions in Proverbs require some deep reflections. He concludes that

---

197 Loader views the composition of Proverbs 1–9 from the post-modern perspective of paradox and tension. I would argue that the same could be extended to Proverbs 10:1–31:31.
198 They include Proverbs 6:6–8; 14:28; 16:10, 14–15; 17:26, 19:10, 12; 20:2, 8–9; 29:4, 12, 14, 26 and 30:24–31 etc. Some of these proverbs will be analysed later in this study. In my view, this is not a full list in comparison to the verses that will be treated in chapters 5–10 of this thesis.
199 Fox states further that ‘in principle, since the LXX descended from the same ancestor as the MT at some stage, the LXX can be expected to witness to the shared ancestral text from which the MT diverged’ (Fox, 2006: 2).
the book is a ‘politically engaged text’ (2008: 135) because of its criticism of the status quo.

By attending to the complex dialogue in the book; by refusing to jump to premature conclusions; by reading sensitively and holding contradictions together rather than seeking to harmonize them away, the reader can become one of those who are able to act wisely, responsibly, in a complex world (Hatton, 2008: 170).

Hatton’s valuable contribution lies in his attempt to convincingly demonstrate that there is a duality in the book of Proverbs, which he calls ‘provocative contradictions’. He has also been able to explain the connection between Proverbs and other wisdom writings (especially Job and Ecclesiastes). I concur with Hatton that it is necessary for readers to appreciate the dynamism and diversity of wisdom thought in the book of Proverbs. The deliberate ambiguities in Proverbs are evocative and they invite the interpreter to engage carefully with the text. I also agree with him that kingship is an important theme in the book of Proverbs and that there is a need for more effort to uncover the deeper meaning behind the sayings. Following Hatton, but moving beyond his synthesis, this study proposes that Proverbs should be read with nuance in order to understand its contradictory teachings on leadership. It applies different criteria to the selection of leadership texts in Proverbs. It offers exegetical analysis of more verses, in chapters 5–10 of this thesis. It also consults the LXX (where necessary) to investigate some keywords in the exegetical section.

4.2.11. Christopher B. Ansberry

Christopher Ansberry’s primary aim was to investigate the nature and function of the book of Proverbs. He notes that there is no consensus among scholars about the social setting of the

---

Ansberry’s work entitled Be Wise, My Son, and Make my Heart Glad: An Exploration of the Courtly Nature of the Book of Proverbs was initially presented as a doctoral dissertation in 2009.
whole book and suggests a thorough exploration of the ‘performance setting’ of Proverbs as a whole: that is, ‘in a particular social or dialogical situation that creates a framework through which to identify the function and significance of the discourse’ (Ansberry, 2009: viii). His approach is to ‘examine the discursive, thematic, and conceptual features of ancient oriental instructional texts’ and then to return to investigate ‘the formal features, thematic emphases, and aristocratic elements of the individual collections within the book of Proverbs’ (2009: 12).

Ansberry bases his assumption on the general agreement of the body of scholars that OT wisdom emerged out of the broader international ANE wisdom tradition. He sets the scene by investigating the Egyptian, as well as Mesopotamian and Syrian, instructional literature. His exploration of The Instructions of Hardjedef, Kagemni, Ptahhotep Merikare, Dua-Khety, The Words of Ahiqar and Akkadian Advice to a Prince (2009: 17–52) shows that they are all courtly literature produced within courtly contexts. He suggests that ‘the speaker is either a king or an eminent member of the ruling elite, who transfers advice either to a member of the royal family or to the next generation of bureaucratic officials’ (2009: 20). He also calls attention to common features of the ‘speaker, addressee, and context of the work’ (2009: 18) as well as to the father and son discourses found in most literature. He maintains that the above literature represents the worldview or moral vision of the people in the ANE.

For Ansberry, the courtly or royal contexts of the ancient oriental instructional literature

---

201 Performance criticism is an emerging discipline in biblical studies, especially Proverbs (Heim, 2001: 21–25).
202 For example, ‘Egyptian society was dependent upon a set of ethical guidelines that would ensure the continual reciprocation of social life. These guidelines were grounded in the concept of Ma’at (truth, justice), which constituted the veritable foundation of Egyptian ethics’ (Ansberry, 2009: 35).
inform his analysis of Proverbs, because ‘they provide a generic framework through which to read and assess the materials in the work’ (2009: 52). In other words, there is at least a possibility that the biblical proverbial material comes from courtly or royal contexts. He then moves on to investigate the formal, discursive, and thematic features of the various collections and sub–collections within Proverbs. He divides the whole of Proverbs into four sections. He calls chapters 1–9 ‘the value of wisdom,’ 10–24 ‘rudimentary wisdom,’ 25–29 ‘advanced wisdom’ and 30–31 ‘applied wisdom’.

In his analysis of the discourse setting of Proverbs 1–9, he identifies the father-son relationship as the ‘chief literary device’ (2009: 61) throughout that section. Following Nel (1977), he posits that it was a general phenomenon in ANE instructions to use a father to describe any blood relationship or the connection between a teacher and student (2009: 61). Although the document covers various topics, Ansberry identifies the implied Solomon as the principal speaker. He opines that chapters 1–9 offer a hermeneutical framework for how the whole book of Proverbs should be read. They are a ‘series of instructions delivered by a royal figure to a young, noble addressee within a domestic context’ (2009: 119).

He also divides the ‘rudimentary wisdom’ section into ‘elementary wisdom (10:1–15:33)’, ‘intermediate wisdom (16:1–22:16)’, and ‘vocational wisdom (22:17–24:34)’. He finds a

---

203 He suggests that this idiom can be found in Prov 1:8, 10, 15; 2:1; 3:1, 11, 21; 4:1, 10, 20; 5:1, 20; 6:1, 3, 20; 7:1, 24.

204 He finds connections in the use of the words wise, fool, righteous and wicked.

205 He calls attention to the reference to the royal institution (16:10–15; 19:12; 20:2, 8, 26, 28), the judiciary (17:15, 23, 26; 18:5; 19:28; 21:7, 15), and to public speaking (16:21, 23, 24). For Ansberry, ‘it assumes an addressee familiar with the court, liable to judicial exploitation’ (2009: 322).

206 These are practical matters for those who are in royal service as courtiers, diplomats and ambassadors etc. ‘On the whole, the admonitions assume an addressee who has access to the court (22:29; 24:5–6), judicial
progression within the sub-collections and makes a case for their courtly elements. Moreover, Ansberry refers to 25:1–29:27 as ‘advanced wisdom’ and 30–31 as ‘applied wisdom’, highlighting how the courtly nature of each section contributes to the moral vision inherent in the book. He concludes that ‘the discursive, thematic, and conceptual features of the book of Proverbs suggest the work is a courtly piece, intended to produce a view of the world necessary for those in positions of leadership’ (2009: 329). In other words, ‘the moral vision of Proverbs seeks to reinforce the Deuteronomic paradigm of leadership’ (Ansberry, 2011: 188).

Ansberry’s work is valuable for this present study in many ways. Firstly, his astute investigation of the courtly context behind Proverbs as a whole is novel. Ansberry’s efforts here seem to compensate for what is missing in the works of scholars who wrote before him. Unlike Bryce, Whybray, Humphreys, Malchow, Golka, Dell, Yoder and Hatton, who found leadership in some of the isolated collections, he argues with evidence for a courtly context for the whole book. Following Ansberry, a good case can in fact be made to support the idea of reading Proverbs as a whole from the perspective of leadership; his observation that the courtly language can be seen throughout the book is illuminating.  

Furthermore, his argument that there is a progression of thought from ‘the value for wisdom’ in chapters 1–9, to ‘rudimentary wisdom’ in 10–24, to ‘advanced wisdom’ in 25–29, and to ‘applied wisdom’ in 30–31 is intriguing. Some of the literary devices (e.g. parallelism, variant authority (22:22–23, 28; 23:10–11; 24:10–12; 24:23b–25), sufficient social standing to dine at a ruler’s table (23:1–3), and the means to consume luxurious commodities (23:20–21, 29–35).

207 As will be seen later in chapters 5–10, there are some verses that focus directly on leadership in Proverbs, there are some indirect verses, and there are some unrelated verses that can be used as resources for a leader.
repetition, ellipsis and figurative language) that he uses to identify the courtly elements in these sections are also worthy of recognition. In my view, this makes a significant contribution and breaks new ground for the study of Proverbs.

While I generally agree with much of Ansberry’s analysis, his work is limited in a few areas. Ansberry identifies the basic connections within the sections in Proverbs, but he does not examine the details within the texts or show how they add to an understanding of leadership. Moreover, it is difficult to classify the whole of Proverbs into a courtly setting. Whybray (1989b: 227–250), Golka (1993: 22–23), Waltke (2004: 58–62), Fox (2000: 10) and Dell (2006a: 2) have already shown that Proverbs is not a product of a single setting. Lastly, the allusion to ANE instructional literature is not without its own limitations. As We eks pointed out, it is impossible to find connections between the royal proverbs in Proverbs and all ANE texts (1994: 52–54; 2010: 127–144). This calls for caution in the analysis of biblical Proverbs.

4.3. Conclusion

At this point it will be helpful to summarise the arguments and observations contained in this chapter, and lay out clearly their consequences for the study of leadership in Proverbs. Bryce’s intention is to demonstrate the arrangement and structure of Proverbs 25:2–27 and make a case for its use for the training of courtiers; Humphreys focuses on the motif of the wise courtier in Proverbs and offers conclusions that the motif is clear only in 16:1–22:16 and 25:2–27; Golka, on the other hand, finds a link between Israelite wisdom and the pre-literate African proverbs; Malchow accepts Proverbs 28–29 as a manual for future monarchs; Whybray shows the need to put the royal proverbs in the right perspective; Weeks warns his readers to be sceptical about using Egyptian records to explain Israelite wisdom; Brown
identifies character as the overarching theme in wisdom literature; he calls attention to the relevance of character in biblical wisdom literature; Dell uncovers a fresh approach to the social and theological settings of Proverbs; Yoder concentrates on the significance of Proverbs 30 and 31 for leadership; Hatton finds some leadership texts in Proverbs; while, for Ansberry, the royal court argument is still relevant.

From the above analysis, it has been shown that scholarly opinions about leadership in Proverbs stand in tension against one another. There is denial as well as affirmation. There is common ground between Bryce, Humphreys, Malchow, Brown, Yoder, Hatton and Ansberry. They all acknowledge the contribution of ANE materials to biblical wisdom; they all agree that at least a section of Proverbs was used to train courtiers and future leaders; hence, it is important to be attentive to Proverbs on the theme of leadership. Furthermore, they all offer a close analysis of the text in its original language and also subscribe to the use of poetic devices, in order to bring out the meaning of the text. In my opinion, all the scholars make their points well about leadership in Proverbs. Weeks and Golka, however, raise some objections; they do not completely deny the theme of leadership in Proverbs, but their concern is whether the proverbs originated from within the royal court, the school or from other contexts. It seems to me that their denial of the royal court is insufficiently substantiated; nevertheless, they have successfully challenged the scholarly overreliance on parallels from the ANE.

Various conclusions can be drawn from combining the thoughts of the above scholars. The analyses of Bryce, Humphreys, Malchow, Yoder and Hatton are full of insight, but they are limited in scope to specific passages. Brown and Ansberry covered the entire book of
Proverbs, but their emphasis is on character and royal courts, respectively. I concur with Whybray’s findings on the different attitudes expressed in Proverbs towards poverty and riches, but he fails to discuss the role of leaders in the redistribution of wealth. In my view, Golka’s appeal to African proverbs is unconvincing, as are the alternative views that he rejected without cause.

The key findings in this chapter show that: 1) There is sufficient scholarly opinion that supports the idea of leadership in some significant sections of Proverbs. 2) There is evidence to suggest that other parts of Proverbs need to be investigated. 3) There is a need for another study that would examine Proverbs with respect to leadership. 4) In my own view, scholars have concentrated for too long on the contexts that produced Proverbs, with less emphasis on the valuable lessons that we can learn about leadership. This present inquiry will now look closely at some representative leadership texts in Proverbs, in the next six chapters.
CHAPTER 5

THE STATUS OF LEADERS IN PROVERBS

Chapters 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 offer exegetical analysis of some leadership texts in the book of Proverbs. As mentioned in my chapter on methodology, scholars such as Crawford Toy (1977: 197), William McKane (1970: 413–414), Gerhard von Rad (1972: 6), Claus Westermann (1995: 123) and Tremper Longman III (2006: 40) have argued that the individual sayings in Proverbs 10–29 should be interpreted independently. According to McKane, ‘the individual wisdom sentence is a complete entity … there is, for the most part, no context in the sentence literature’. He accepts that ‘there are editorial principles of different kinds according to which sentences are grouped’ (1970: 10), but he maintains that they only serve secondary purposes. Where there is evidence of clusters, Westermann suggests that it is only a ‘redactive procedure’, revealing the intention of the compiler. ‘It has nothing to do with the original development of individual proverbs; nothing alters the fact that…each saying is an independent unit in and of itself’ (1995: 123).

In contrast, scholars such as Whybray (1990), Waltke (2004; 2005), Heim (2001; 2013) and others have argued for clusters with the intention of finding subtle structure in the text. As mentioned earlier, the debate between scholars who interpret Proverbs as clusters and those who analyse it as individual haphazard poetry is not conclusive. My aim in the following chapters is to interpret some selected proverbs individually, but I will take account of some

———

208 Fox interprets most of Proverbs 10–29 as individual proverbs apart from some thematic clusters of ‘at least two sayings that speak on the same topic or share catchwords’ that appear occasionally in the collections (2009: 478).
potential clusters where there is reason to suspect that interpreting a passage as a cluster might impact the meaning of individual proverbs and offer additional insight into leadership.

Biblical interpreter Nancy Vynmeister notes that the tasks of exegesis usually includes determining the canonical context, the original text, translation, meaning, the historical and geographical context, original theological meaning and the application for today (Vynmeister, 2001: 117–125). My methodology for the exegesis of leadership texts in Proverbs is similar. Certain portions of Proverbs are filled with textual, grammatical and syntactic difficulties. The problems that are relevant to my investigation on leadership will be dealt with in the textual notes, in combination with the LXX (Tov, 1999: 203–218, Rahlfs, 1979).209 Others will only be mentioned and the reader will be directed to relevant treatments of them. My tasks in chapters 5–10 will be as follows: I will translate the texts, make relevant remarks on their unity and form (if any), offer an exegetical interpretation using poetical analysis and reflect on what we can learn about leadership through a nuanced reading of the text. I will probe beneath the surface of the text to ask critical questions and challenge the assumptions of commentators. Since I acknowledge that there are various counter traditions and diverse perspectives in Proverbs, I will cite at least two examples of counterpoints or contradictions at the end of each chapter.210 In accordance with the aspects of leadership theory that I briefly introduced in Chapter 1, I have selected themes relating to the status of leaders, code of conduct for leaders, personality of leaders, skills of leaders, actions of leaders and the community’s response to leaders for examination, because they offer a thematic

209 As Emmanuel Tov rightly notes, the Septuagint can impact our understanding of the MT (1999: 203–218). I used Alfred Rahlfs’ version of the LXX to analyse the way the translator(s) rendered the parent text.
210 The term ‘contradiction’ in chapters 5–10 refers to implicit or explicit inconsistency discovered within the leadership texts in Proverbs whether it is read as clusters or individual poetry.
understanding of leadership in Proverbs. Of course, this structure is somewhat artificial and there are some passages that could be reclassified elsewhere. In my view, though, this way is also helpful. This chapter focuses on the status of leaders in Proverbs.

5.1. The King as a Representative of Yahweh (16:10–15)

5.1.1. Introduction

There is a close association between the ‘Yahweh-sayings’ (16:1–9) and the ‘royal sayings’ (16:10, 12–15). As Heim notes, ‘the intervening royal saying in verse 10 is placed deliberately to link’ the two clusters together (Heim, 2001: 207). The first cluster is about the Lord, while the second is about the king. This is because the Lord appears in every sentence in 16:1–9, apart from verse 8. The king also appears in every sentence in 16:10–15, apart from verse 11. Interpreting this passage as part of a cluster in the light of this background will elucidate how it adds to our understanding of leadership.

5.1.2. Text and Translation of Proverbs 16:10–15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Inspired decision on the lips of a king, in judgment his mouth does not sin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Balance and just scales are from the Lord, his work are all the weights of the bag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>An abomination to kings is doing evil, for through righteousness a throne is established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Favour of kings to righteous lips, and the man who speaks rightly they love.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>The anger of a king is a messenger of death; but a wise man appeases him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>In the light of a king's face there is life, and his favour is like the cloud of the spring rain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.1.3. Textual Notes

Verse 12. The Peshitta translates יָרֵע as referring to the wickedness of the king, while the LXX, Targum and Vulgate use the same word to describe the wickedness of others, which the king must respond to (Waltke, 2005: 5). As we shall see later, it can be both.

Verse 13. The LXX translate מִלְמַר (kings) as βασιλεῖ in the first line as singular instead of plural in order to link it together with βασίλει (he loves) on the second line. The Vulgate, on the other hand, rightly retains the plural form. In this translation, I have rendered βασίλει as plural.

Verse 14. I follow Fox’s idea in verse 14 by translating מִלַּר as singular (Fox, 2009:616–617). This is also in line with βασιλέως (king) in the LXX.

5.1.4. Literary Structure

Waltke recognises 16:10–15 as a cluster with the title ‘the mediatorial king’. He also divides it into three sub-topics, which he calls the authority (10–11), moral sensibility (12–13) and power (14–15) of the king. For Waltke, it centres on how God mediates his justice on Earth through a wise and godly ruler (2005: 16–22). Heim, on the other hand, puts 16:10–11 and 16:12–15 under different sub-units following his own delimitation and border markers. He also suggests that the proverbs in 16:12–15 are directed to the courtiers, rather than the king.

---

211 The LXX renders ‘βδέλλημα βασιλεί ὁ ποιόν κακά’ (verse 12a) as ‘an evil-doer is an abomination to the king.’
212 Fox confirms that this congruence between singular and plural is regular in Proverbs. It seems to be a normal feature of the way grammar is being used. ‘Shifts in number happen frequently in Hebrew and were presumably not felt to be awkward’ (Fox, 2009:616).
(2001: 210–215). Following Waltke, I have put 16:10–15 together because the theme of kingship runs through the six verses. I follow Waltke by dividing this text into three subunits and each deserves a closer analysis with respect to leadership.

5.1.5. Exegetical Analysis

A. The Authority of a Leader (16:10–11)

ומרות means ‘prediction,’ ‘divination,’ and ‘decision (by means of an oracle)’ (HALOT, 3:1115–1116). It can also mean ‘inspired decision,’ ‘God’s verdict’ or ‘divine saying.’ This may include the king’s use of lot casting and other forms of divination in order to get to the root of a legal matter before he passes judgment (Davies, 1980: 555–556, Heim, 2001: 211). Apart from this verse, the use of ומרות is prohibited elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, because it is associated with false gods. What is allowed within the context of Yahwism is the use of Urim and Thummim (Exod 28:30) as well as lot casting (Josh 18:8, 10; 1 Sam 14:42; 1 Chr 24:31; Neh 11:1). Thus, the use of ומרות in verse 10 is difficult to understand if taken literally. Here, it figuratively ‘points to the belief that a righteous decision uttered by the king is divinely inspired’ (Oesterley, 1929: 130).

יִתְבַּרְכֵּה (lips) is a common feminine dual construct form of יִבְרָכֵה. According to Merrill, it refers to the ‘human lip or lips as synonymous with mouth or as the organ of speech.’ He also notes that the word occurs 45 times in Proverbs; it is a ‘metonymy for verbal communication’ in majority of cases (Merrill, 1996: 1266–1267). יָמ (his mouth) here is a common masculine singular construct with a third person suffix referring to the king. This word ‘is used in a

general sense for the mouth of humans and animals’ (Thompson and Martens, 1996: 583). In this case, the king’s mouth that is based on מִן is a divine communication. In my view, this might be understood as hinting at the teaching of sacral kingship in the book of Proverbs. Moreover, מֵדֶת (judgment) occurs 19 times in Proverbs and in most cases it has ‘judicial connotations.’ This word appears frequently in the prophetical books, especially to challenge corrupt kings and leaders who did not administer proper justice to their people (Isa 1:17, 21; 5:7; 10:2; 59:8–9; Hab 1:4). The consequence, of course, is God’s judgment on the kings (Enns, 1996: 1142–1144).

It is hard to determine whether this proverb is directed to the king or his subjects. On one hand, it ‘glorifies the king’s wisdom and enjoins obedience to his dictates’ if it addresses the subjects. On the other hand, it advises the king to ‘take care in judgment, because his word holds great power’ (Fox, 2009: 615) if it addresses the king. The latter option appears to fit well with the context of this text. It is probably a challenge for leaders to speak positively and justly. Their speech must be full of words of wisdom. They should thoroughly investigate and settle legal disputes relying on available evidence. They should not disappoint their subjects on judicial matters.

In verse 11, we see an example of the normal scales used for economic transaction in the market place. They are ‘two plates or pans suspended from each end of a bar or beam that was either handheld or mounted on a specially built support’ (Shepherd, 1996: 829). This proverb emphasises the need for ‘just commercial transactions’ (Longman, 2006: 332). This shows that, in ancient Israel as in all countries everywhere, the sellers tended to tamper with scales
for their own benefit. According to Garrett, this imagery of scales and weights ‘teaches that the principle of justice is derived from God. Equity is not a human invention, and thus kings do not have authority to suspend or violate the laws of fairness’ (Garrett, 1993: 156).

Although the king is not specifically mentioned in verse 11, which could be an argument against reading this text as part of a cluster, there is, however, a sense of there being a duty for leaders to represent God in the world through the administration of justice. Heim notes that ‘the repetition of מֶשֶׁחָה shows that the Lord is the source of the king’s justice in verse 10.’ He concludes that the use of measuring instruments ‘forms a causal link between the king’s legal activity and his divine source of guidance’ (Heim, 2001: 211). What we learn about leadership is that leaders should take pragmatic action against those who cheat through paying less taxes; those who overcharge for services but deliver less; and those who hike prices and hoard goods.

B. The Moral Sensibility of a Leader (16:12–13)

The appearance of מֶשֶׁחָה in the plural form connects verses 12 and 13 together as one pair.

The word מֶשֶׁחָה (abomination) in verse 12 occurs 21 times in Proverbs. It is used to describe

---

214 God consistently warns against this fraudulent act of deception within the Torah, Prophets and Writings (Lev 19:35–36; Deut 25:13–16; Amos 8:5; Prov 11:1; 20:10, 23).

215 As Waltke notes, ‘if pagan kings had the competence to display justice (cf. 31:4–9), how much more the anointed of Israel (cf. 2 Sam 12:1–14)’ who are meant to represent Yahweh (Waltke, 2005: 17).
what is detestable to God, kings and other humans (Grisanti, 1996: 314–318). This word constitutes a minor ambiguity within the verse; it is not clear whether the detestable actions mentioned here refer to the king or to his subjects. In my view, this proverb may be open to three possible interpretations. The first option is to view the wicked deeds as those of the king, so that the king causes the abomination. This interpretation forms a close parallelism with the second line (McKane, 1970: 492). It then makes the proverb stand out as an advice to the king to do what is right if he wants his throne to be sustained.

The second option is to view the subjects as doing the detestable actions (Waltke, 2005: 19; Clifford, 1999: 159; Murphy, 1987: 122). In this case, the subjects have transgressed against the king’s sense of justice and equity. Longman, especially, makes a case for this approach in his analysis of the phrase הַשְׂפַתַּת יָּרֵה (abomination to Yahweh) in Proverbs 3:32; 6:16; 11:1, 20; 12:22; 15:8, 9, 26; 16:5; 17:15. He concludes that the use of מְנֵי (favour) in verse 13 is ‘often used in conjunction with abomination’ (11:20; 12:22) to describe what the king likes, and is further evidence for this interpretation (Longman, 2006: 332). The strength of this approach is that it allows for interlinear parallelism between verses 12 and 13 with the repetition of the words מִלְכֵי (kings) and צְדִיק (righteous). The problem that arises with this option is how to connect the first line with the second line. The answer to this is that it may be a deliberate ambiguity or that it may be further evidence of complexity in Proverbs. The third option is to interpret the proverb with nuance from both perspectives (Fox, 2009: 615). I lean towards the third option because it means the proverb constitutes advice for the king in both

216 Heim offers an excursus on whether or not Proverbs 16:12 is an address to the king? He suggests that it depends on whether the phrase מִלְכֵי is understood as objective genitive or subjective genitive. His summary of commentators on the verse shows that there is no consensus (Heim, 2001: 213–215).
ways. The second line of verse 12 reminds the king that his throne will be established in righteousness if he walks righteously.\footnote{The same assurance is repeated in Proverbs 20:8; 25:5; 29:14 (cf. Psalm 72, 101 etc).}

Verse 13 appears to be more straightforward, with a description of what the king favours and loves. It helps to resolve the ambiguity of the previous verse. The second half-line also helps to illuminate the first. Hence, the catchwords here deserve some comments. \[\text{לָשׁוֹנ} (favour)\] means ‘goodwill’ or ‘what is pleasing to someone’ (HALOT, 3: 1282). The word is used in this verse in connection with \[\text{מלכים} (kings)\] as the subject to describe the pleasure that the rulers take in their subjects through different forms of kindness.\footnote{The favour of a king may come in form of promotion and appointment (cf. Psalm 101).} \[\text{שְׁפֵחַ} (lips)\] can mean ‘verbal expressions’ and ‘manner of speech’ (HALOT, 3: 1347–1348). Unlike verse 10, which focuses on the king, the lips being described here are those of the subjects. There is a trans-linear parallelism between verses 10 and 13. As the king will not sin through his mouth in judgment, he favours the just and upright who speak what is right. Therefore, as the king attempts to do what is right, he expects his subjects to do likewise.

Els (1996) notes that the root \[\text{לֶובָשׁ}\] can mean love for ‘fellow human beings,’ ‘places or things’ ‘certain actions or behavioural patterns’ as well as ‘abstract qualities or abilities.’ He demonstrates that the majority of the occurrences of \[\text{לֶובָשׁ}\] in Proverbs are associated with right or wrong characters. Furthermore, he argues that, in a theological sense, \[\text{לֶובָשׁ}\] can also describe ‘God’s love for his people’ (Els, 1996: 277–299). \[\text{לֶובָשׁ}\], in this verse, describes the affection of a leader towards the subject who demonstrates good conduct. There is intra-linear parallelism between the first and second line. \[\text{לָשׁוֹנ} (favour)\] is parallel to \[\text{לֶובָשׁ} (love), while
(lips) is parallel to רְבּוֹד (speaks). In the context of this intra-linear parallelism, good leaders take genuine satisfaction from surrounding themselves with honest people.

This couplet is relevant for leadership as it reminds leaders to be careful with what constitutes an abomination before God and their subjects. They need assurance that those who give evidence in court will not distort the truth. They also need those who speak with virtue for the successful execution of their policies. They should demonstrate moral sensibility, as representatives of Yahweh.


This unit concentrates on the power of a leader. This proverb pair shows the contrast between the king’s wrath (14) and the favour (15) that he bestows on his courtiers. בּוֹרֵד appears in the singular form in both verses. Verse 14 focuses on the unpredictability of the king’s anger. It can go out of control when it is ignited. The reader is warned to watch out for the king's anger and devise ways to avoid it. ANE kings were powerful and they could make all sorts of decisions (including over life and death). מְלֶאך could mean messengers or angels (HALOT, 2: 585); but following Fox, the latter is most unlikely (2009: 616). Elsewhere, the anger of the king is associated with the growling of a lion as he seeks to maintain law and order (Forti, 2008: 58–62). The phrase ‘messenger of death’ is a metaphor to describe the king’s power.

There are two crucial words in the second half-line. מַכֵּה (Greek σοφὸς) means wise, skilful, clever, experienced, acting wisely or being pious (HALOT, 1: 314) and מִ緩ֵבְּל (*êξιλάσεται*) in piel form (Greek ἔξιλάσεται) means to appease, make amends, atone or avert (HALOT, 2: 494). Heim observes that מַ緩ֵבְּל (appeases it) has a ‘different connotation restricted to human relations’
The wise person would appease the king’s anger through humility, repentance, confession, loyalty and gentle answers (Waltke, 2005: 21).

According to Fox, this proverb can be interpreted in two ways. It ‘extols the efficacy of wisdom’ through wise speech ‘to calm even an irate ruler’; it also suggests that ‘assuaging anger’ is a wise action to take (2009: 616). This proverb offers cautionary advice to those who have regular contact with the king, not to take him for granted. A wise servant will use the right speech and actions to avoid bringing wrath upon himself. This proverb is not a Fürstenspiegel for leaders, as Toy (1977: 325) suggests, but I would argue that it contains an important lesson for leaders. As McKane notes, ‘even temper and complete self-control are cardinal political virtues’ (1970: 488). A leader should be able to know when and how to use them effectively. He must avoid making rash decisions in anger, without thoughtful reflection.

Verse 15 is the final proverb in the king sayings. It forms a contrast with the preceding aphorism. It describes the king as the source of life. רָוָא metaphorically means the benevolence of a king (HALOT, 1: 24) while מִיָּדוֹ could mean lifespan, being alive or living well (HALOT, 1: 308). Waltke understands the phrase יְנַנְבָּיִרְוָא (in the light of his face) as a metaphor in most ANE cultures ‘to signify the ruler’s beneficent favour towards someone’ (Waltke, 2005: 21). For Longman, the phrase is a reflection of the king’s ‘inner happiness’

---

219 Fürstenspiegel (mirrors for princes) was a political writing during the Early Middle Ages and the Renaissance period. It was used for the purpose of educating administrators, officials and kings about their roles and responsibilities.
and it ‘implies something more than existence’ (2006: 333). I agree with Longman that it covers all the ways that the servants can benefit from the ruler.

The second half-line sheds further light on the first with the word יָדָהוּ (favour). The writer reuses יָדָהוּ (from verse 13) in a non-religious context to describe what is pleasing to the king (HALOT, 3: 1282). McKane’s analysis of verse 15 shows that ‘death’ in verse 14 may be metaphorical. He notes that ‘the king is a fountain-head of preferment; when he smiles on an official it is life for him, and when he frowns it is death. Success is life for the ambitious politician and failure death’ (1970: 488). Clifford, on the other hand, offers a literal interpretation. He notes that a royal favour includes being spared the death sentence and the ‘bestowal of position and wealth’ (1999: 159). In my view, it could have both meanings (literal and metaphorical). Therefore, the servant should make every necessary effort to gain the approval of the king and enhance his own career.

The poet links this kind of royal favour with a powerful phenomenon that is beyond human control when the cloud brings the spring rains. ‘These rains are late in the agricultural cycle, coming in March and April and causing a growth spurt of the crops before harvest’ (Longman, 2006: 333). They usually bring refreshment, relief and joy for everyone. There is a similar meteorological imagery for a smile in Job 29:23–24. Following Waltke, this metaphor that is being used for God to signify ‘favour, prosperity, security, victory, and peace’ (2005: 21) also applies to the king. The king’s approval brings fruition to those who win it. As the fertilising showers of spring rain are vital for a successful summer harvest, so too is the king’s approval for the successful career progression of a servant. No one is sure about the specific time when the rains will appear, but the refreshing showers are expected. In the same way, courtiers can expect their reward for acts of dedication and obedience to the king; but no one
knows when the king will make his decision. As Yahweh bestows his favour and blessing on those who fear him, the king should also shower his favour on his deserving servants.

5.1.6. Conclusion

The root יָלַךְ appears in every verse, with the exception of verse 11. It takes the singular form in verses 10, 14 and 15 and the plural in verses 12 and 13. Moreover, the construction of the phrases in the first half-lines of verses 12 and 14 has negative connotations but the ones in the first half-lines of verses 13 and 15 are positive. There are some aesthetic elements in this passage. The evocative use of the metaphor ‘messenger of death’ (14a) and the simile ‘cloud of the spring rain’ (15b) to describe the king’s anger and favour is an expression of poetic imagination. Heim suggests that the antonyms מְנַחָה (death) and נְחִי (life) indicate coherence (2001: 212). Alonso Schökel also lays emphasis on the wordplay of the root מַלֶךְ – מֶלֶךְ and מָלַךְ – מַלֶךְ in verses 14 and 15 respectively (Alonso Schökel, 1984: 350).

As mentioned earlier, the preceding sayings about the Lord in 16:1–9 are closely related to 16:10–15. According to Whybray, ‘the joining of these two groups serves as a double purpose: it teaches, on the one hand, that kings rule by divine permission and are Yahweh’s representatives on earth, but, on the other, that as human beings they have this authority only if they acknowledge their subordinate status and rule righteously’ (Whybray, 1994a: 88–89). Heim also argues that the rest of the chapter can be incorporated into this passage. His contextual approach leads him to suggest that 16:16–30 answers the question on how the courtiers can deal wisely with the king. They must use the ‘wise approach’ (16), follow the ‘right way’ (17–24), display ‘propriety’ (18–19), learn with ‘piety and tenacity’ (20–24) and avoid the ‘corrupt way’ (25, 27–30) when they serve (2001: 215).
Proverbs 16:10–15 captures some essential responsibilities of a ruler. It emphasises the king’s judicial authority (10–11), moral character (12–13) and absolute power (14–15). Ansberry sums it up nicely: ‘The king is YHWH’s official representative, who mediates his judicial authority, regulates his economic standards, emulates his character, and dispenses his just rewards and punishments’ (2009: 179). Every ideal and wise leader is expected to be able to do all of these. Furthermore, this text serves as a reminder for those who are close to leaders to watch their actions and act wisely and righteously.

5.2. There is a Ruler Above Human Rulers (21:1; 29:25–26)

5.2.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 21:1; 29:25–26

1 Stream of water is the heart of a king in the hands of the Lord, he directs it, wherever he wills.

25 The fear of man lays a snare, but he who trust in the Lord will be safe.

26 Many seek the face of a ruler, but a man’s justice comes from the Lord.

5.2.2. Textual Note

Proverbs 29:26b. Waltke suggests that ‘a verb of motion is implied’ (Waltke, 2005: 403) by the appearance of the preposition מִ just before יְהוֹ ה. This is also reflected in my translation.

5.2.3. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 21:1; 29:25–26

Proverbs 21:1 gives credence to the influential power of Yahweh over the king. The original sense that the phrase ὁρµὴ ὀδιατος (Greek ὁρµὴ ὀδιατος) carries is that of ‘streams of water in a
dry place’ (HALOT, 3: 929). It connotes ‘productivity rather than flooding and danger’ (Fox, 2009: 679). Toy observes that this imagery can only be literally found in Egypt and Mesopotamia, but not in Palestine (1977: 398). However, Murphy and Waltke have been able to show that similar imagery could be found in Palestine. According to Murphy, its primary aim is to contribute to the ‘fertility of the difficult soil’ (1998: 158). Similarly, Waltke notes that Egyptian and Mesopotamian farmers erected dams and other water obstruction devices to divert water into their gardens and fields. On the other hand, their counterparts in Palestine relied on rain but they had to channel it to where it was needed. He suggests that ‘natural streams are not meant, because their direction is fixed’. Therefore, a metaphorical meaning should be sought. He concludes that, ‘the Lord is the farmer; the king’s heart is the flexible channel; and his well-watered garden is the pious and ethical needy’ (2005: 168).

I agree with Murphy and Waltke that the imagery of streams of water could match landscapes to be found in Palestine. The wisdom writer would not have used this image if it did not exist at that time. However, Waltke’s interpretation of the well-watered garden as ‘the pious and ethical needy’ is unclear. יִתְנְט (hand) metaphorically expresses possession or control. Kings were known to be powerful in ancient Israel and throughout the ANE, but the conceptions and thoughts on their minds are all in the hands of God. The heart is seen as the seat of human feelings and emotions. It is the centre for both positive and negative reactions, yet, it is within the control of Yahweh.

---

220 This is about canals and artificial waterways that are put in place for the purpose of irrigation and smooth passage of boats to inland regions.
221 For Europeans, the heart is the seat of the emotions, but in Hebrew it is also the location of thought (HALOT, 2: 514–515).
The second half-line continues the idea in the first. The Lord not only controls the heart of the king; he directs it, wherever he wills. יְהֹוָה, is the main subject for the first and second half-line, while הן is the object. The appearance of רָפָא (delight or will) as qal imperfect third person masculine singular implies a present and continuous action. In other words, the Lord’s exercise of control is a continuous activity. According to Fox, this proverb can be directed to the king and his subjects. It challenges the king to avoid pride and ‘make God’s will (presumably as taught by the sages and other authorities) his own’. He should be conscious of divine authority over human affairs. The proverb also flatters the king before his subjects ‘by equating his intentions with God’s’ (Fox, 2009: 679). In my opinion, this verse is more applicable to the subjects than to the king. This is because the emphasis lies in the second half-line. As I mentioned earlier, the emphasis is on the Lord who is performing the action, over the king. The aim of this proverb is to glorify the Lord and not the king. Proverbs 21:1 contributes to our discussion of leadership. It is a warning for the king that there is a higher power controlling human affairs.

Moreover, there is a connection between Proverbs 29:25 and 26 with the use of the catchword יְהֹוָה (Lord). Verse 25 introduces us to another element of leadership. The word יִרְאָה (fear) in the first half-line connotes the panic expressed by an individual as a result of human threat. Fox offers one of the best translations of this verse: ‘the fear of man sets a snare, but he who trusts in the Lord will be safe’ (2009: 846). Leaders who panic as a result of fear of humans will lose their self-confidence and follow the selfish dictates of others. As McKane notes,

222 In other words, ‘what the king wants must be what God wants’ (Fox, 2009: 679). However, this proverb may not be true in a real life situation where a wicked person is in a position of leadership.

223 For example, King Saul twice followed the suggestions of the people around him and disobeyed Yahweh in
trust in Yahweh, ‘if it is thoroughgoing and comprehensive, is incompatible with fearfulness, because whoever relies for safety on Yahweh knows he is safe indeed’ (1970: 639). This looks like an ideal situation, but this is not always the case. The real life consequence is that people should have the courage to intervene even when standing up for justice is dangerous. The parallelism between the ‘fear of man’ and the ‘trust in Yahweh’ allows the reader to see the difference.

In the same vein, those who seek the attention of the ruler through different forms of manipulation should remember that ultimate justice comes from God (verse 26). מָיָס in this context means to ‘search for, call on, or consult with’ (HALOT, 2: 154). Any attempt to call on the ruler to favourably intervene in legal proceedings may not yield the desired result. In my view, this proverb is about dignity, tenacity and patience. It encourages the righteous not to give up hope when their appeal to the ruler fails. Here, the readers are expected to seek ‘audience with the Lord, presumably through reverential prayer’ (Waltke, 2005: 453). Therefore, Yahweh should be the subject of one’s fear, instead of mortal humans. There is interlinear parallelism between verses 25 and 26, as they both focus on the supremacy of Yahweh over human rulers. He can overrule their decisions, especially on matters of justice.

5.2.4. What Can We Learn?

The above verses can be read, therefore, as implying that the king (on the basis of his status) an attempt to save his position (1 Sam 13:8–14, 15:10–29). He eventually lost the position because he was ensnared by human fear. In contrast, the proverb admonishes the son to put his trust in Yahweh.

224 Timothy Sandoval has a good discussion on the differences between the ideal and reality on the discourse of wealth and poverty explaining how scholars have spun out reality from the ideal in the book of Proverbs (Sandoval, 2005: 31–39).

225 The person who wants something from the ruler may be ensnared to compromise and become corrupt. A better way of going about it is to trust in the Lord in the long term.

226 Such as influential rulers, magistrates and rich people.
is saddled with the responsibility of rewarding and punishing justly on behalf of Yahweh. They serve as reminders for leaders that God is the ruler above human rulers, in contrast to some proverbs that attribute absolute powers to the king (cf. 16:14).

5.3. Great Leaders have Many Followers (14:28)

5.3.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 14:28

In a multitude of people is the king’s majesty, but in end of the people ruins the prince.

5.3.2. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 14:28

Verse 28 focuses on what can increase or decrease the dignity of a leader. It reflects the positive impact of population in leadership. In the context of monarchy, a greater population would attract more taxes for the king; he would then be rich enough to embark on various projects. He would also have enough men to defend his city during times of war. There are four important parallels between the first and second half-lines. The first is בֹּם (multitude) and בֶּקֶם (end). The second is נֵשָׁם (people). Elsewhere, נֵשָׁם refers to courtiers and soldiers fighting for the king (Judg 20:10; 2 Kgs 13:7 and 18:26). The appearance of נֵשָׁם, however, suggests that it is probably a reference to the same people. The third is נָוהֵר (majesty) and נָוהֵר (ruin). נָוהֵר generally means dignity, glory, beauty and majesty, but the sense that it carries here is about ‘royal majesty’ (HALOT, 1: 241). It is the prestige that is attached to the position of a king. The fourth parallel is הִלָּל (king) and הִלָּל (prince or dignitary). According to Waltke, הִלָּל is ‘the poetic equivalent’ of הִלָּל (2004: 604).

227 For a general discussion of the various usages of the word נָוהֵר, see Waltke (2004: 581).
McKane understands this individual proverb to mean that the rule of a king is based on a ‘wide measure of public support’ (1970: 469). Murphy suggests that verse 28 appears to be ‘a basic observation’ about kingship and kingdoms, if interpreted separately (Murphy, 1998: 107). In other words, a king without subjects does not have a kingdom. Toy observes that this proverb has a timeless application. It ‘refers to industrial activity and international wars, and declares that wealth and military strength are the decisive factors in national political life’ (1977: 298). In the same vein, Fox suggests that ‘a large population redounds to the glory of its ruler, for it attests to his success in securing peace (or victory) and prosperity’ (2009: 583).²²⁸ A ruler who results to brutally killing his subjects out of insecurity would destroy his own kingdom over a period of time.

### 5.3.3. What Can We Learn?

What this proverb is saying is that the more people leaders get to lead, the more important they become. The antithetic parallelism in Proverbs 14:28 suggests that an increase in population is an indication of successful leadership, while a gross reduction in population can make the influence of a leader to erode. Therefore, it is the responsibility of leaders to empower their subjects and seek the common good of the people by implementing ‘life promoting measures’ (Longman, 2008: 306). They should make the necessary effort to win the support of the people.

---

²²⁸ The Egyptian instruction of Merikare echoes a similar idea. ‘Powerful is the king who possesses an entourage. Noble is he who is rich in officials’ (XV).
5.4. **Counterpoint and Conclusion**

It is worth stating explicitly, however, that there is not one single consistent account of the status of leaders in the book of Proverbs, but some diverse and contrasting perspectives are evident. Some proverbs emphasise the importance of kings and rulers as representatives of Yahweh (16:10–15; 21:1; 29:25–26), while others imply that they are unnecessary (6:6–8; 30:24–28). For example, Proverbs 6:6–11 draws an analogy from the animal kingdom to offer wisdom on human behaviour (Whybray, 1994b: 93). Waltke finds the theme of self-inflicted poverty in this cluster and suggests its topic is a ‘warning to the sluggard’. He notes that verses 6–8 are an admonition for the son to learn wisdom from the activities of an ant and that verses 9–11 show the consequences of being a sluggard, who falls into the state of destitution unless he gets up to find work (2004: 335–341).

In contrast to Waltke’s perspective, however, the context of this text suggests otherwise. A brief look at the context of Proverbs 6 shows that verses 6–11 are illustrations and motivation for the action recommended in verses 3–5, to get oneself out of a dangerous obligation. The repetition of the phrase ‘sleep and slumber’ in verses 4 and 10 makes it even clearer. As Heim argues, this is further evidence of variant repetition in Proverbs (2013:162–165). Verses 6–8 present an ant as a model for hard work. The summary description of the beneficial outcome of an ant’s behaviour is a compressed result of what can be learnt by observation over time. An ant is effective and diligent without a נַחֲלָה (chief) or a נְאָב (officer). The use of these words is helpful for the purpose of our discussion. If ants can do all these things without oversight, then humans are expected to do better. The power of observation that is being

---

229 Some proverbs present the king as sacred, while others present the king in his human frailty.
displayed in this section is meant to enforce learning and expresses contradictions to leadership status.\(^{230}\)

Moreover, in Proverbs 30:24–28, Agur recognises four weak but wise creatures that achieve extraordinary things. Ants are small, but they provide food for themselves throughout the seasons. Rock badgers are weak, but they find shelter in the rock. Locusts are without a king, yet they march out in unity to cause ‘devastation of a scale almost beyond imagination’ (Waltke, 2005: 497). Lizards can be captured easily, yet they find their way to the luxurious king’s palace. This subunit is about the importance of wisdom\(^{231}\) but it may apply to leadership because of the reference to the king. Verse 27, especially, suggests that unity can be achieved without a ruler. Therefore, everyone has responsibility for building a better world, and not just the leader.

In my view, the idea that kings are essential is the dominant narrative in Proverbs because of the regular appearance of sayings about leadership and kingship. However, it is interesting to note that it was not universally agreed in ancient Israel. We could certainly argue that Proverbs 6:6–8 and 30:24–28 express some scepticism about the role of kings.\(^{232}\)

In addition, Proverbs 10:10–15 suggest that the decisions, powers and judgments of the king

---

\(^{230}\) In my view, the sluggard mentioned in this text is a metaphor for the son. The father uses three things to impact the son. We can see the conceptual metaphors of wisdom in verse 6, proactive actions and teamwork in verse 7 and effective planning in verse 8. The idea of working effectively without supervision and oversight of leaders is evidence of an ant exhibiting self-leadership. In the real world, there is division of labour in the ant colony. There are soldiers, harvesters and other specialised groups. The ant shows herself as a responsible follower because she does her work without anyone telling her.

\(^{231}\) Paradoxically, the addressee of the proverbs in this subunit may be vulnerable to royal officials who could betray trust; but reliance on wisdom will guarantee victory.

\(^{232}\) Apart from the most prominent narrative about leadership, it is interesting that there are a few texts that hint at the opposite direction. For example, it is good to have a king who makes good decisions, but the ants are without a king. There is a little counterpoint that leaders do not matter at all.
are absolute, but 21:1 and 29:25–26 recognise the authority of Yahweh over human rulers. Observation led the poets in Proverbs to conclude that having many followers is evidence of majesty or great leadership (14:28). In contrast elsewhere, the size of the population and the number of weapons cannot save the king when disaster strikes (Psalm 33:16). In real life situations, a president with a small population or entourage could be more influential than a president with a huge population. For example, Israel is considered a tiny nation (with 8.5 million inhabitants) in the midst of other nations; yet it is very influential. In contrast, the president of Nigeria, with over 180 million people, arguably does not command quite the same respect or popularity as the Israeli Prime Minister on the world stage.

How do we resolve these and many other contradictions in the book of Proverbs? Michael Fox, writing on the contradictions in Ecclesiastes, suggests that the biblical writer paired some contradictory statements together to make the reader think deeply on his polemic approach. He may be affirming pluralistic viewpoints or quoting someone else’s thought to support his opinion. Another possibility for Fox is that Qoheleth only reported his frustrating observations without attacking the wisdom movement or undermining his teachings: ‘He is at a dead-end. He does not even try to solve the problem, but teaches how to live with it’ (Fox, 1989: 145). If this is correct, it may be the same situation for the writers of Proverbs. Moreover, Van Leeuwen observes that some of the contradictions in Proverbs may imply that 1) ‘all rules have their exceptions’, 2) the situation of individuals would determine their actions in specific cases and 3) ‘contradictory sayings may reveal basic conflicts within a

---

233 Fox focuses on the contradictions in Qoheleth that relate to toil, pleasure, wisdom, and justice.
234 Fox writes, ‘Qohelet is stating the problem, not solving it. Rather than adjudicating between rival propositions, Qohelet makes them clash, then despairs of rational resolution…two viewpoints confront without invalidating each other’ (1989: 22).
worldview’ (1992: 25). In the same vein, Hatton urges us to think about the contradictions in Proverbs in the light of its redaction history. He suggests that allowing the proverbs to interact with one another and consulting the LXX when it is helpful can resolve some of the contradictions (2008:150–160). It certainly seems to be the case that Proverbs allows some room for recognition of contrasting perspectives to at least qualify the dominant narrative.
CHAPTER 6
THE CODE OF CONDUCT FOR LEADERS IN PROVERBS

A code of conduct is a collection of rules and regulations highlighting acceptable and unacceptable behaviours, practices and responsibilities that are expected from an individual, group or organisation. In this chapter, we shall discuss two key texts on the code of conduct for leaders in Proverbs.

6.1. Proverbial Instructions to Budding Court Officials (25:1–7)

6.1.1. Introduction

There is a consensus among scholars that there are many ‘royal proverbs’ within Proverbs 25:1–29:27. Bryce and van Leeuwen, especially, have done excellent analyses of the structural unity of this section (Bryce, 1972: 145–157, van Leeuwen, 1988). Similarly, Waltke notes that Proverbs 25:1–7 falls within the proverbial clusters that ‘were originally addressed to budding court officials’ (2005: 302). If this is correct, it is relevant to my discussion of leadership in Proverbs.

6.1.2. Text and Translation of Proverbs 25:1–7

1:1 These also are proverbs of Solomon,
1:2 which the men of Hezekiah King of Judah copied and collected.
2:1 The glory of God is to conceal a matter,

---

235 This chapter examines various interrelated proverbs that are best considered together in the context where they appear.
236 The Hebrew הַנָּצָה is only one word, but I have paraphrased it in my translation as ‘copied and collected’, in order to catch its nuance.
but the glory of kings is to search out a matter.

Heaven is high and earth is deep,
and the heart of a king is unsearchable.

Remove the dross from the silver,
and a vessel comes to the refiner;\(^\text{237}\)

Remove the wicked in the presence of a king,
and his throne will be established in righteousness.

Do not honour yourself in the presence of a king
and do not stand in the place of the great ones;

For it is better that he says to you, ‘Come up here,’
than to humble you in the presence of a noble whom your eyes have seen.

6.1.3. Textual Notes

Verse 1. The LXX and the Peshitta replaced the ‘men of Hezekiah’ with οἱ φίλοι Εζεκιου ‘friends of Hezekiah.’ The reason behind this is not clear, but it shows they are associates of Hezekiah.

Verse 3. I follow the LXX division of the first line into two nominal clauses because it allows for easy understanding.\(^\text{238}\) I have translated מֲלֵכִים on the second half-line as singular for the purpose of harmony in the verse.

Verse 7. The last line of verse 7 is difficult to translate.\(^\text{239}\)

\(^{237}\) It should be noted that ב (to) was used to describe the ‘refiner’ instead of ב (from).

\(^{238}\) οὐρανὸς ὑψηλός, γῆ δὲ βαθεῖα, καρδία δὲ βασιλέως ἀνεξέλεγκτος.’

\(^{239}\) The MT connected everything together and Fox’s translation seems to follow it (Fox, 2009: 778). On the other hand, the LXX, Syriac, Vulgate, NIV, NRSV, REB and NJPS opted for connecting verse 7b and 8a together. Scott and Murphy follow this translation (Scott, 1965: 155; Murphy, 1998: 187). However, Clifford and Waltke maintain that the line could stand-alone (Clifford, 1999: 220; Waltke, 2005: 303). Waltke, especially, argues that the relative clause in 7b ‘can function as an object before the predicate’ (Waltke, 2005: 303; Waltke, 1990: 34). My translation is in agreement with Fox because I think separating 7b to stand on its own or connecting it with 8a does not make sense. It will make it difficult to see the contribution of the relative clause here to the proverb. The only problem with this approach is the fact that it disregards the athnach under בְּ, which naturally divides the verse into two lines.
6.1.4. Literary Structure

This section can be structured into four parts. The first part is the introduction (25:1), which is the general discussion of verse 1 against its wider historical background. The second part is about the supremacy of God over the leaders (25:2–3). The third part concerns the leader and wicked courtiers (25:4–5). The fourth part is about the behaviour of courtiers before the leader (25:6–7).

6.1.5. Exegetical Analysis

A. Introduction (25:1)

The superscription here has puzzled scholars. Who are the men of Hezekiah? Are these men scribes or counsellors? Michael Carasik’s 1994 article has attempted to answer the first question. He describes Hezekiah as the ‘second royal possessor and patron of wisdom’ after Solomon in Israel (Carasik, 1994: 295). For Carasik, the reference to the ‘men of Hezekiah’ is exegetical as well as historical (Carasik, 1994: 289–300). He maintains that the superscription here can be compared with ‘the historical superscriptions to certain psalms’. He concludes that this text connects well with the siege of Jerusalem in 2 Kings 18 and 19. While I agree with some of Carasik’s analysis, it is difficult to accept his historical connections. Following McKane, Whybray, Blenkinsopp and Fox, I conclude that the precise identity of ‘Hezekiah’s men’ is unknown. They could be court scribes, courtiers, literate individuals, sages, a private scribal group being supported by the king, administrators, priests or other king’s officials serving in various capacities within the royal court (McKane, 1970: 557, Whybray, 1990b: 137–138, Blenkinsopp, 1995: 32–33). A key issue of relevance for our

---

240 For example, there is no evidence to support his reference to Eliakim the steward, Shebna the scribe and the senior priests as the men of Hezekiah. Fox’s comment here is more tenable. He suggests that ‘Hezekiah’s men were men in the employ of the royal court’ (Fox, 2009: 778).
purposes is the employment on behalf of a leader of a group of literate educated people to transmit literary works, to put in place administrative infrastructures and to facilitate the education of leaders and administrators for the good of the community.

The use of the particle מָג (also) at the beginning of verse 1 is important. The word appears about 700 times in the Hebrew Bible. The particle can be used to ‘associate,’ ‘emphasise,’ ‘intensify,’ ‘repeat,’ as well as ‘negate’ words (HALOT, 1: 195). In this context, the use of the particle conjunction מָג with the adjective הֲרָא is to create association. It calls attention to the current compilation as an addition to the previous collection with titles mentioning Solomon in Proverbs 1:1 and 10:1 (Weeks, 1994: 42–43). It may also mean that the origin of the proverbs belongs to King Solomon; or that the proverbs were composed during his reign, but the work of collecting and transcribing was undertaken by the men of Hezekiah. In an attempt to maintain the Solomonic tradition, they ensured that the voice of the wise monarch was heard, just as in the previous sections. In my view, this suggests an attempt by a leader to promote wisdom and sustain its legacy.241

The meaning of נַטַּתִּים is difficult because it is rare. The word in the qal stem means to ‘move away, grow old or become old’. However, in the hiphil it means to ‘move further, copy or transcribe sayings’ (HALOT, 2: 905).242 There is no consensus among commentators on how נַטַּתִּים should be understood. Whybray conceives it as ‘editing’ (Whybray, 1990b: 138). Longman suggests ‘transpose’, because the verb connotes the movement of the proverbs

241 This includes songs, artefacts, wisdom sayings and other things to preserve their cultural and religious heritage.

242 The appearance of this word in the hiphil form can also be found elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible (Gen 12:8; 26:22; Job 9:5; 32:15). I will explain later why ‘copy’ or ‘transcribe’ fits best in this verse.
from one source to another (Longman, 2006: 450). Waltke translates it as ‘copied and collected,’ while Fox opts for ‘transcribed.’ Waltke notes that נָתַתּוֹ הָנָּר means ‘to cause to advance or move’ (Waltke, 2005: 301). Fox notes that the ‘etymology’ of the word ‘suggests the gathering of proverbs from a variety of sources, whether written or oral’ (Fox, 2009: 777). Another reason he gives to support his argument is the appearance of נָן (men) in plural to denote their collective rigorous efforts working on the small collection. In my judgment, these scholars appear to be saying the same thing in different ways. Fox’s translation too would assume that the material was collected before it was transcribed. His use of the word ‘transcribe’ can cover many areas of the literary process. I prefer Waltke’s translation, however, because it is less ambiguous. It spells out the process of copying and collecting, which supports the view that the material was copied. The fact that the word appears in the causative hiphil stem also strengthens my preference for Waltke’s approach. In addition, Scott, writing earlier than Waltke and Fox, points out that Proverbs 25:1 is an example of ‘a school or scribal establishment under royal patronage, where literary records of the past were assembled and new literature was produced’ (Scott, 1965: 155).

Apart from the identity of the men of Hezekiah, there are still many things that we do not know about them: for example, the nature, scope and extent of their scribal work are not clear. According to Schmoldt, the word נָתַתּוֹ הָנָּר, from the root verb נָתַתּוֹ הָנָּר implies ‘moved from one place to another’ (Schmoldt, 2001: 456). For Waltke, נָתַתּוֹ הָנָּר ‘entails transmitting and arranging a select number of Solomon’s 3,000 proverbs, which were in written and/or oral form, as part of a unified appendix to his original collection’ (2005: 301). The notion it appears to convey here has to do with development or advancement, but the extent to which
this is done remains uncertain.

The reference to two influential kings in Israel (Solomon and Hezekiah) in the superscription of verse 1 calls for a careful analysis for our discussion of leadership. It must be pointed out that commentators and scholars doubted the historicity of the historical details and the chronology of the kings, as narrated in 1 and 2 Kings as well as 1 and 2 Chronicles (Japhet, 1993: 1–49, Barr, 2005: 64, Finkelstein et al., 2007: 155). Thiele, especially, argues that some of the historical events about Hezekiah’s reforms in Kings and Chronicles are questionable (Thiele, 1983: 174–176). Steven McKenzie also suggests that Chronicles should be seen as a ‘theological rewriting of Bible history for instructional purposes’ (McKenzie, 2004: 28). He notes that the Chronicler was ‘selective omitting material that does not fit his agenda’ (2004: 37) and concludes that there were omissions, rearrangements, additions and changes in 1 and 2 Chronicles (2004: 37–41). However, working from a canonical perspective, I would like to deal with the final form of Chronicles, focusing on how the leadership of an effective king such as Hezekiah was envisaged in the period shortly after his reign.

Another important question to be asked is the significance of the collection for Hezekiah. In other words, why did King Hezekiah embark on this wisdom project? There are three possible reasons: firstly, it may be evidence of Hezekiah’s quest for wisdom. Scott’s presentation of some parallels between Solomon and Hezekiah may strengthen the historical credibility of Proverbs 25:1b (Scott, 1955: 272–279). Similarly, Crenshaw observes that the wisdom of

---

243 There a consensus in Chronicles’ scholarship that it is difficult to determine the historical accuracy of Chronicles.

244 Solomon and Hezekiah were both mentioned as emblematic and idealised leaders to be emulated by others. The Chronicler wrote 2 Chronicles many years after the events it described, with an agenda in mind. The presentation of Hezekiah’s ‘practical leadership’ was probably part of it.
Solomon, as mentioned in 1 Kings 4:30–32, may have appealed to Hezekiah (Crenshaw, 1998: 40–46). He suggests that it would be odd to connect Hezekiah with wisdom in ancient Israel if there were no historical evidence to back it up. He concludes that a group of professional sages existed in ancient Israel from the time of David. Elsewhere, Murphy comes to a similar conclusion about the historical basis for the wisdom of Hezekiah (Murphy, 1996: 5, 22). I also share the same view with these scholars. Hezekiah’s emphasis on wisdom connects well with the ANE motif of referring to the king as a ‘sage’.

Secondly, it may be evidence of Hezekiah’s commitment to the social and religious reforms that he is said to have championed during his reign (2 Chr 29:3–36; 30:13–27; 31:20–21). Thirdly, I would argue that the collection was useful as instruction for governance and leadership. It became a ‘manual for future monarchs’ (Malchow, 1985: 238–245) during the reign of Hezekiah and afterwards. The material calls attention to the basic responsibilities of a king and those who work for him. It makes it possible for them to examine themselves in the light of this manual. It also allows those outside the royal court to evaluate the character of their king and his courtiers.

Apart from engaging in building projects and making royal laws, Hezekiah, as presented in biblical records, exercised practical leadership in seven specific areas: 1) Hezekiah exercised...
good communication (2 Chr 29:5). He communicated his royal decision with the priests before he addressed the people of Judah. 2) He led positive reforms in order to rectify the errors of previous kings (2 Chr 29:6–9). 3) Hezekiah led the people by example. He was concerned about his own spirituality and the spirituality of his people; he led the people of Judah in the worship of Yahweh (2Chr 29:20–29). 4) He sponsored the collecting, selecting, copying and editing of the wisdom material (Proverbs 25:1b). The wisdom literature that Hezekiah put together was about educating the class of leadership.²⁴⁸ Hubbard notes that most of the great kings in the ANE, including Israel, were sponsors of wisdom (Hubbard, 1966: 3–33). 5) He employed other people to work on the wisdom material (Proverbs 25:1b).²⁴⁹ 6). He chose material from King Solomon, one of his predecessors. Kitchen suggests that the ‘Solomonic material’ was ‘copied out 250 years later as an entity in Hezekiah's reign’, around 700 BC (Kitchen, 1977: 70). This demonstrates Hezekiah’s resolution to pass on the wisdom tradition from the previous generation. 7). Hezekiah’s actions may have created more jobs during his reign over Israel (Davies, 1995: 199–211).²⁵⁰ As demonstrated by Hezekiah in the above discussion, leadership is therefore about good communication, positive reforms, education, passing on of the wisdom tradition, sponsoring writing and training a class of future leaders. All these are instructive for contemporary leadership.

B. The Supremacy of God over Leaders (25:2–3)

This section focuses on the supremacy of God over kings and leaders. It begins with what is perfectly seen in God and partially revealed in humans. Generally, דָּוִד means ‘dignity’ or

²⁴⁸ Hezekiah’s educational programme was targeted on education for leadership in order to establish a high standard of professionalism.
²⁴⁹ Hezekiah employed professional educators to carry out the assignment on his behalf.
²⁵⁰ The end result of all these achievements for Hezekiah was the fact that ‘there was great joy in Jerusalem, for since the time of Solomon son of King David of Israel there had been nothing like this in Jerusalem’ (2 Chr 30:26). The things that were referred to include building projects, job creation, sponsoring wisdom collections etc.
‘high position’ (Collins, 1996a: 580). Theologically, δυναμεις (Greek δυναμεις) describes the ‘power, authority and honour of God’ (HALOT, 2: 457). It is the ‘essence and power reserved only for God’ in its theological sense (HALOT, 2: 458). God extends this glory to humans through the invitation to rule over creation (NIDOTTE, 2: 574). In addition, it is suggested from a non-theological point of view that ρεβερια could mean ‘reputation, importance, splendour, distinction and testimonial’ (HALOT, 2: 457).

Another word that requires closer analysis is רבד (matter). According to Gerleman, ‘a convincing etymology for דבăr has not yet been found’ (Gerleman, 1997: 326). He notes that the basic meaning of דבăr suggests the activity of speaking, the production of words and phrases. It is open to a considerable range of meanings (Gerleman, 1997: 330–336). There seems to be an ambiguity in verse 2, as it is not clear what the דבăr (word or matter) constitutes. In addition, it is not clear whether it is the same matter for God and the king. Clifford and Longman think it is the same דבăr (Clifford, 1999: 222–223; Longman, 2006: 450–451). Clifford, especially, notes that, ‘God’s world is full of conundrums and puzzles beyond the capacity of ordinary people, but the king is there to unravel them and lead people to serve the gods’ (1999: 222). God derives his glory or dignity by concealing a matter (Deut 29:29). The king derives his own honour by searching it out. In other words, the king should be able to search out the same matter that was concealed by God and therefore ought to do so in the conduct of his government. Perdue reaches the same conclusion as Clifford and

---

251 For example, it can also mean a thing (Prov 25:2) or event (Gen 1:20). The LXX renders it as λόγον, which means ‘something said (including the thought); by implication, a topic (subject of discourse), also reasoning (the mental faculty) or motive.’ It can also mean ‘account, cause, communication, intent, matter, tidings, treatise, utterance and word’ etc (Strong, 1997: 286).
Longman. He notes that God reveals himself clearly in the Pentateuch, Historical and Prophetic books but ‘in Proverbs, the Deity is more secretive. Yahweh’s nature and divine activity are capable of being known by the cultivation of wisdom and the teachings of sapiential tradition’ (Perdue, 2000: 247).

Waltke and Fox, on the other hand, think that the רָבִּין (matter) is not the same. For Waltke, the רָבִּין that God hides refers to ‘God’s act of creation’ and the רָבִּין that the king hides refers to ‘statecraft’ (Waltke, 2005: 310). Fox also maintains that the antithesis between ‘conceal a matter’ and ‘examine a matter’ is not precise. He concludes that ‘esoteric investigation is nowhere a royal duty or prerogative’ (Fox, 2009: 778). The hiphil infinitive construct רֵין ‘to hide’, in the first half-line, means to cover or protect a ‘secret conversation’ (HALOT, 2: 771). רֵין in the second half-line means to explore or search out. This has to do with ‘clever investigation’ (HALOT, 1: 348). There is no connection between what God conceals and what the king investigates. It only shows the paradox between the first and second lines of verse two. It ‘catches the antithesis of God and king, of religion and statecraft, of residual mystery and exhaustive investigation’ (McKane, 1970: 579). Ansberry puts it well: ‘God obtains glory by concealing his complex, mysterious activity within the cosmos (25:2a). On the other hand, kings obtain glory by executing their royal prerogatives, searching out and investigating human motives and actions in judicial matters (25:2b)’ (Ansberry, 2009: 224–225). In other words, God gets his glory by not revealing everything to us regarding his creation. The king, by contrast, gets his glory through his exceptional investigation of the things happening within his kingdom.
There is intra-linear parallelism between the first and second lines of verse 2. כְּלָל is parallel to כְּלַל. The repetition of the words כְּלָל (glory) and כְּלַל (matter) in the first and second half-line of verse 2 is significant for two reasons. First, it reinforces the link between the two lines of the poetry. According to Alter, repetition in poetry usually enhances ‘a focusing, a heightening, a concretization, a development of meaning’ (Alter, 1985: 59). Following Alter, I would argue that there is an element of heightening or intensification between the first and second lines of verse 2, as well as between verses 2 and 3. For example, verse 3a intensifies the idea that God is above the king, as stated in 2a and 3b, and intensifies the idea that the king is above his subjects, as stated in 2b. Secondly, the repetition of כְּלָל (glory) and כְּלַל (matter) emphasises the relationship between God and the king, who are both rulers in their own realms. The relationship between God and the king is not pertinent to ancient Israel alone; it was very common in other ANE nations. Weinfeld observes that ‘gods and kings were described as being surrounded with glory’ (Weinfeld, 1995b: 29). He notes that the decoration of their thrones and crowns reflect glory, power and majesty.

The appearance of מִלְכֵּים and מִלְכַּי (search out) in verses 2 and 3 show that there is a connection between the two verses. Verse 3 begins with a nominal clause emphasising the supremacy of God over the king. מִלְכּוֹ (heaven or sky) points to ‘the higher atmosphere below the firmament’ (HALOT, 4: 1560). The word מִלְכָּה (high), on the other hand, is a ‘symbol of strength and triumph’ (HALOT, 3: 1202). The description of the gap between the sky and the depth serves two purposes here. First, it shows that God is above the king in terms of hierarchy. There is a comparison of contrast between the heavenly king and human kings

---

252 It brings God and the king closer.
because the gap between them is wide. Second, it suggests that it is far too difficult for anyone to understand the heart, will, or intention of the king. There is interlinear parallelism between verses 2 and 3. God in 2a is parallel to heaven in 3a and the king in 2b is parallel to earth. The contrast between God and the king in verse 2 is recalled in verse 3 as the difference between the heaven and the earth in terms of human searching.\(^{253}\)

The relevance of this unit for leadership is huge. As the gap between the heavens and the earth or height and depth is unfathomable, so the king ought to maintain his inscrutability. He should command the respect of his subjects by selecting what to reveal. He must thoroughly investigate the affairs of the state and evaluate the sources of his information before making a major decision. He should not reveal his security strategies or divulge sensitive information to his opponents.\(^{254}\) Moreover, it is clear from verses 2 and 3 that a king or leader is expected to be skilled in wisdom. He ought to ensure that his wisdom is ahead of the people over whom he rules. He should be able to use wisdom to discover things. Similarly, the reference to Solomon and Hezekiah, who were influential kings in ancient Israel, is also interesting. Solomon is regarded as the ‘grand patron of wisdom’ (Brueggemann, 1990: 117–132) and Hezekiah represents a new generation of royal wisdom seekers (Carasik, 1994: 290).

C. The Leader and ‘Wicked’\(^{255}\) Courtiers (25:4–5)

Verses 4 and 5 are closely related. The appearance of the word כָּזִּיר (to expel, remove or

\(^{253}\) The king was the one searching in verse 2, but he is being searched in verse 3.
\(^{254}\) How might a leader know what to discuss and what to keep secret? In modern society leaders usually make such decisions in consultation with their advisers and in the interest of the nation or organisation. In my view, there should be appropriate secrecy but the leader should also be accountable.
\(^{255}\) The ‘wicked’ are those who are genuinely dangerous for the entire enterprise of government.
break down) at the beginning of each verse is crucial. The infinitive absolute here intensifies or affirms the action, despite the absence of a cognate finite verb in the nominal clause. Waltke and O’Connor state that, ‘the infinitive absolute may occur syntactically where a noun is expected, namely, as a subject in the nominative or as a genitive, or in an accusative role’ (1990: 584). Similarly, they note that ‘the infinitive absolute without waw may serve in place of a finite verb in making emphatic expressions and indignant questions’ (Waltke and O’Connor, 1990a: 595). On this occasion, לְָּחַל functions as a subject as well as a verb. Longman puts it well: ‘it is an infinitive absolute that has the force of an imperative’ (Longman, 2006: 447).

The imagery of the dross coming out of silver and the vessel for the refiner is striking. The dross is that which is being removed from silver or metal and the vessel is the finished product. These are the impurities being removed from metal during refining (van Leeuwen, 1986c: 112–113). This conveys the idea of purification, refining or sifting (HALOT, 3: 1057). Van Leeuwen’s comment on verse 4 is instructive; he maintains that ‘the process of refining and the metalworker’s craft are stock metaphors for impure social situations which need purification through judgment. The wicked are dross and judgment is the refiner’s fire’ (van Leeuwen, 1988: 77). One of the responsibilities of leaders is to access and evaluate the ethical behaviour of the people who contribute to their government. They should remove those who have been discovered to be abusing their office from positions of authority and

---

256 The verb τύπτε in the LXX denotes a ‘blow with the hand or any instrument.’ It figuratively implies ‘to punish, beat, smite, strike, wound’ etc (Strong, 1997: 491).
257 The removal of the dross from the silver does not necessarily produce a vessel. It is implied that the materials will be used to create a vessel.
258 A similar idea was expressed in Isaiah 27: 9 to describe God sending Judah into captivity.
influence.

I will now address the question of how the king removes the wicked from the court. Commentators have tried to suggest how the first half-lines of verses 4 and 5 are to be understood. Three possible solutions have been put forward. The first approach is to understand them as imperative; that is, they are commands for the king to remove the wicked from his presence. Clifford (1999: 223) and Fox (2009: 779) support this view. The second approach is to understand them as conditional clauses. If you remove the wicked from the presence of the king, then the consequence is that his throne will be established. Waltke and O’Connor advocate this view. They state that a ‘waw conjunctive + prefix conjugation after an imperative signifies purpose’ (Waltke, 1990: 262–263). The problem with this approach is that the conditional clause may slightly change its emphasis. This may imply that another senior official does the removal on behalf of the king, or in the presence of the king. The third approach is to understand them as a ‘motivative clause’ (Nel, 1982: 85) either for the king or his high officials to do the removal. My analysis of this couplet favours the first and second approach. The context of verses 4 and 5 suggests that it is the prerogative of the king to ensure that unrighteous officials are removed from his service.²⁵⁹ It also suggests the seriousness of this admonition. The word יָֽסָר implies that it is a senior courtier who removes another courtier in the presence of the king. He does it in a way that is transparent and accountable.²⁶⁰

²⁵⁹ In the real world of courtiers, how can the wicked be identified and who makes the decision? In modern society people would only be labeled as criminal or wicked after being tried and convicted by a law court. The things that constitute wickedness would include treason, rebellion, paedophilia, fraud etc.

²⁶⁰ He gives good reasons for the removal. He does not do it secretly and fraudulently.
Verse 5 continues the thought expressed in verse 4. The word רחש (wicked) is used to describe a criminal or guilty person who deserves punishment. An interlinear parallelism exists between verses 4 and verse 5. The ומש (dross) is parallel to רחש (wicked), which refers to whoever must be removed. The כלא (vessel) is also parallel to כלא (his throne). The durability of a vessel depends on the process of production. The durability of the reign of a leader also depends on his action or inaction. כלא (his throne) is the direct object of כלא (established in righteousness). Waltke observes that כלא (his throne) is a reference to ‘the king’s chair that signified his superiority, honour, and power and symbolised his rule over the realm.’ He also notes that the use of chair to describe his establishment ‘functions as a metonymy for his dynasty’ (Waltke, 2005: 315). A similar notion is conveyed in 1 Kings 2:24, 33; 8:25; 9:5; 2 Kings 11:19; 2 Chr 23:20; and Proverbs 16:2; 29:14. Therefore, the continuity of his reign as a monarch is assured through his descendants. In other words, his influence will last for generations. In a metaphorical way, ‘to be established’ could also mean that the leader is admired, loved and copied. Even in a democratic process, where there is no direct succession, the impact and policies of the leader will not be forgotten. This could also guarantee re-election for the political party.

The metallurgical imagery expressed in verse 4 is a figurative expression of the king’s responsibility to remove wicked officials in his service in verse 5. My analysis of this couplet shows that the ‘refiner’ is the king and the ‘dross’ is the wicked being removed in the process of purification. The conflict between good and evil has persisted in our world and it will

---

261 The LXX renders verse 5 as κτείνε ἁσεβείς ἐκ προσώπου βασιλέως, καὶ κατορθώσει ἐν δικαιοσύνῃ ὁ θρόνος αὐτοῦ (see my translation).
continue unless leaders act. Van Leeuwen calls attention to the fact that the tension between מָרָע (wicked) and מְשָׁר (righteous), which is very common in Proverbs, especially chapters 10–15, only occurs twice within Proverbs 25–27. It appears in 25:5 and 25:26 (van Leeuwen, 1988: 71). Nevertheless, I would argue that its appearance here is relevant for leadership. A leader should be wary of bad advisers, whose evil advice may endanger his government.262

Oesterley suggests that this proverb pair may be a possible reference to Shebna in Isaiah 22:15–25 (Oesterley, 1929: 221). This view is not entirely convincing. This is because the proverbs may have been in existence before that historical event in Hezekiah’s time and the prophecy in Isaiah. However, taking the proverbs from their original contexts, they can be applied to other contexts to describe the duties of a king. As Aitken notes: ‘The king has a duty to be well on top of the affairs of state, to keep a close eye on how his ministers are carrying out their duties, and to keep himself well–informed about the circumstances of the common people’ (Aitken, 1986: 216). Similarly, Konkel shows that the process of removing the dross from silver is done in stages (Konkel, 1996a: 244–245). I would argue that the process may be harsh and difficult;263 but a leader must be courageous enough to carry out the exercise. In addition, a leader should be careful when making decisions and appointments. An insecure and unjust ruler has a tendency to surround himself with sycophants. A king who administers justice does not have any reason to be afraid; he is in power because God wants him to be there. There is a promise that, as long as he discharges his duties in righteousness, God will sustain him (Durant, 2010: 109–122).264

262 This idea is parallel to the Babylonian Advice to the Prince, which states that ‘if (a king) heeds a rogue, the status quo in his land will change’ (Lambert, 1960: 113).
263 It is complex because it calls for accountability, power relations and mutual obligation.
264 The king should represent God on earth in diligent administration of justice. Durant makes a good case for
D. The Behaviour of Courtiers Before a Leader (25:6–7)

This section is an admonition for courtiers who are serving in the presence of the king. They are expected to display humility and modesty. The first half-line can be translated as ‘do not honour or adorn yourself in the presence of the king.’ חuffed, in its hitpael imperfect form, means ‘to boast’ (HALOT, 1: 240). For Fox, ‘this refers to any type of self-promotion and manoeuvring to reach above one’s station’ (2009: 780). The boastful servant here is the one doing the action. It shows that he has a personal ambition to move beyond his superiors.

There is an intra-linear parallelism between the first and second half-line of verse 6. For example, חuded (honour yourself) and חמד (take a stand) describe the action of the servant, while חמד (?presence of a king) and חמד (place of the great ones) describe the place of the action. This setting suggests a public place where the king and nobles are gathered, either for a meeting or banquet. The repetition of ח (do not) with a direct object marker in the first and second half-lines also emphasises the seriousness of this prohibition. This is because the self-aggrandisement of the courtier will not only irritate the king; it will displease other courtiers.265

The ‘better saying’ that follows in verse 7 links well with verse 6. It is better to be called up

this in her analysis of Psalm 72 and 101 (Durant, 2010: 109–122). As the king purifies his government by removing wicked officials, God also purifies by enthroning and removing kings. For example, concerning Hezekiah’s reign, the Chronicler recorded that ‘…he did what was good and right and faithful before the LORD his God and every work that he undertook in the service of the house of God, and in accordance with the law and the commandments, to seek his God, he did with all his heart; and he prospered (2 Chr 31:20–21).

265 This will lead to envy and other people feeling threatened. This will eventually cause disunity within the court.
than to be asked to go down. Although the verb ḫaḇ means to ‘mention’, ‘utter’ or ‘say something,’ it can also imply ‘to give an order’ with the infinitive construct (HALOT, 1: 66). Moreover, ‘with accusative of a person’, ḫeḇ could mean ‘humiliate or put someone in a low position’ (HALOT, 4: 1632) before an audience or at a banquet. The one who does the action here is the king. This idea is similar to Jesus’ statement in Luke 14:7–11. As Beardslee suggests, this is one of the examples of Jesus reusing the Old Testament material as a background to his teaching (Beardslee, 1970: 65). It shows that this kind of behaviour is so important that Jesus referred to it in his earthly ministry. The public humiliation mentioned here is for the arrogant official who exalts himself above his rank.

Scholars such as Garrett, Clifford, Murphy and Waltke want us to read verse 7c as part of verse 8. Waltke, especially, argues that 7c presents the object for the subject and predicate in 8a. He also emphasises the need to allow the parallelism to flow (2005: 317). Fox, on the other hand, cleverly connects the whole of verse 7 together with the phrase ‘whom your eyes have seen’. He suggests that the relative clause may be describing a noble, or the colleague who is being bypassed, or a fragment from a different proverb (2009: 780). I agree with Fox that connecting 7c with 8a is unnecessary. However, it is not clear whether the noble who saw the self–elevation of the servant was the same one who witnessed his humiliation. There are similar instructions to this advice in the Egyptian wisdom literature (Lichtheim, 1973: 67, Lichtheim, 1976: 142). In other words, servants should wait until they are elevated as a

The LXX did not connect the last part of verse 7 (ὁ εἴδον οἱ ὁφραλμοὶ σου, λέγε) with verse 8. I therefore stand with the MT and LXX.

For example, Ptahhotep counsels servants: ‘If you are in the antechamber, stand and sit according to your rank that was assigned you on the first day. Do not trespass or you will meet with opposition’ (Lichtheim, 1973: 67). Anii also elaborates on this idea when he says: ‘Keep your eye on your position, be it low or high. It is not good to push forward. Proceed in accordance with your rank’ (Lichtheim, 1976: 142). Ben Sira, writing much
result of good service and recommendation, rather than promote themselves.²⁶⁸

The proverb pair shows that the character of those in close association with the king is vital for good leadership. This admonition encourages humility and the recognition of protocol among lower officials. There is nothing wrong in being honoured by others, but honouring oneself through self-aggrandisement is condemned. It is possible for an official to be promoted as a result of his hard work and bravery; but exhibitionist behaviour would result in public humiliation, with the loss of respect and position.

6.1.6. Conclusion

The results so far have shown that this text can mean many things for leadership. The appearance of הָרִים (king) in each section of my analysis (verses 1, 2, 3, 5, 6) shows its relevance for leadership. In other words, the king is the central focus of this text. Oesterley notes that verses 2–7 all have the king ‘as their subject’ (Oesterley, 1929: 220). Similarly, in verse 1, I identified seven things that distinguished Hezekiah as a paradigmatic leader. Most of them are still relevant for contemporary leadership. Verse 2 shows that it is difficult for the people to understand the mind of a king. This is probably because he has a larger frame of thinking. He focuses on the higher things in heaven and the deeper things in the depths. These may be things that other people do not understand. The king may take advice from many sources, but he will not go around telling people about his leadership strategies or future plans. He must recognise the importance of wisdom for leadership. He also needs to connect himself with God.

²⁶⁸ This is recommended elsewhere in Proverbs (Prov 22:29).
Moreover, verses 2, 3 and 5 answer the question about the identity of the one who establishes the king’s throne in righteousness. It is God’s responsibility. The king’s responsibility is to demonstrate God’s glory by ruling effectively over the people. He has supreme authority over his subjects, but God has supreme authority over him. As God’s earthly representative, he should maintain justice, law and order within his jurisdiction. He should remove bad administrators and advisers within the royal court, in order to successfully administer justice to his people. Then his government will be sustained. McKane observes that:

> Success in politics requires a determination to get to the bottom of every affair of state on which a decision has to be taken. Every piece of evidence which is available must be produced and examined, so that every decision taken will be the best possible decision and the king will never be seen to be ignorant or badly informed or unwilling to take the trouble to get at the truth, however complicated or vexatious the process of discovery. A king like this will earn respect and no man will presume to take him for a fool (McKane, 1970: 579).

This is an excellent sentiment, and one with which it is easy to agree. However, in view of this investigation, which has focused on leadership from a broader perspective in other parts of Proverbs, we can now go beyond McKane. Righteousness and justice (which are often the criteria in Proverbs) are rarely talked about in real life in the context of government. The main focus of leaders should be to help the people and protect them.

In addition, verses 6 and 7 also constitute a code of conduct for lower leaders. They instruct courtiers to be careful of boasting in the presence of the king. Every ‘strong central government needs an educated class of administrators’ (Carasik, 1994: 289) who can competently discharge their duties. Therefore, it is necessary for junior administrators to be professional and conduct themselves well before their superiors. They should work in unity,
embrace teamwork and be trustworthy. From the above discussion, it is reasonable to conclude that leadership is about wisdom and discernment, passing on important traditions, sponsoring wisdom literature, good communication, the maintenance of protocol, administering justice, having concern for the people, working with good advisers who also have the good of the people in mind, maintaining confidentiality and not talking too much about governmental affairs.

6.2. Admonition to Leaders (31:1–9)

6.2.1. Introduction

Proverbs 31: 1–9 is my last core text in this investigation. In it, the queen mother gives advice to the crown prince on his royal responsibilities (verses 1–9). It is also possible that she is the speaker of the poem about the capable woman (verses 10–31). This leads to the question of whether there is a link between 31:1–9 and 10–31. Some scholars argue for a separate author on the basis of its separation in the LXX and its different form and structure (McKane, 1970: 665–666; Longman, 2006: 539–542; Fox, 2009: 889–890). Others ascribe Proverbs 31 to Lemuel on the grounds that the superscription in verse 1 covers the whole chapter. Kitchen, especially, argues that both sections are from the same origin (Lemuel’s mother). He suggests that:

If verses 10–31 be excluded from Lemuel, then (i) the resulting first ‘work’ of only 9 verses becomes ludicrously brief, and (ii) the supposed second ‘work’ of 10–31 becomes an isolated poem with no title and falls outside the instructional literary genre altogether. It would then be an anomalously foreign body in Proverbs (1977: 101).

269 This may include philosophical and educational literature as well as translations from other cultures etc.
Camp also supports this argument. She suggests that the placement of these two units in sequence does not appear to have been coincidental (1985: 317). They both have feminine elements as they are deliberately put together in the form of a mother’s teaching.\textsuperscript{270} In the same vein, Waltke notes, ‘if Lemuel is not the author of “The Valiant Wife”, it is a unique orphan in Proverbs’ (Waltke, 2005: 502). He concludes by pointing to some evidence in the Bible and Ancient Egypt, where different forms do not negate a singular authorship. There is a need for further investigation on the reasons why the LXX separated the two sections. This is, however, outside the scope of my study (Koptak, 2003: 674–675).

In this section, I shall concentrate on 31:1–9. Hatton links 31:1–9 with 6:20–7:27, on the basis of the word nokriyah (foreign or strange woman). He suggests that both passages constitute warnings against adulterous women. He also notes that the son is the addressee in both passages and they are the clearest examples of maternal instructions in Proverbs. He concludes that, ‘the speaker in Proverbs 31:1–9 is not called a nokriyah but her foreignness is clearly flagged up by a number of verbal clues’ within the text (2008: 73–75).\textsuperscript{271} While I support Hatton’s argument, I would take it one step further by arguing that 31:1–9 is a code of conduct for leaders.\textsuperscript{272}

\textsuperscript{270} It is quite possible that the two units were originally independent. The queen mother may have incorporated verses 10–31 as part of her instruction in a similar way to the wisdom interludes in Proverbs 1–9. Because they are now connected with the lectures, they are part of the larger teaching of Proverbs.

\textsuperscript{271} I will discuss some of the clues later in the discussion.

\textsuperscript{272} Proverbs 31:10–31 is also relevant for our discussion of leadership. The woman who possesses the quality expressed in the text is considered to be a leader in the community. However, I did not treat verses 10–31 in this study for two reasons: First, I have already discussed the substantial contribution of Christine Roy Yoder (Yoder, 2003: 427–447) on the role of the woman of substance 31:10–31 and how that resonates with leadership in the book of Proverbs in chapter 4 of this thesis. Second, there is not sufficient space to deal with it in this PhD thesis.
6.2.2. Text and Translation of Proverbs 31:1–9

The words of King Lemuel, an oracle that his mother taught him.

What, my son? What, son of my womb? and what, the son of my vows?

Do not give your strength to women, and your ways to those who destroy kings.

It is not for kings, O Lemuel, it is not for kings to drink wine, and for rulers to desire strong drink; or else they will drink and forget what has been decreed, and will pervert the rights of all the afflicted.

Give strong drink to one who is perishing, and wine to those in bitter distress; let them drink and forget their poverty, and remember their misery no more.

Open your mouth for those who cannot speak, for the rights of all the destitute.

Open your mouth to judge righteously, and defend the rights of the poor and needy.

6.2.3. Textual Notes

Verse 1a. Lemuel: The LXX did not translate לְמַעַל as a personal name. Hence it was understood as words ‘from God’ (ὕπο θεοῦ).²⁷³

Verse 1b. Delitzsch interprets it as ‘king of Massa’ (Delitzsch, 1983: 315), but there is no need for such an interpretation. Many contemporary scholars, including Fox, Murphy and Clifford, have followed the same direction. They disregard the athnach under כֶּלֶל in the MT

²⁷³ ‘The lamed before Lemuel can be interpreted either as possessive (of), or as the indirect object of the teaching of the queen mother’ (Murphy, 1998: 239). Some of the earliest translations rendered the name Lemuel differently.
(Fox, 2009: 882; Murphy, 1998: 239; Clifford, 1999: 268). However, this translation follows the traditional interpretation of the MT.\textsuperscript{274} This is because אַלֹּם here ‘lacks a definite article and is not followed by a parallel phrase’ (Lucas, 2015: 193). It also offers a good parallelism, by dividing the poetic line into two.

Verse 2a. Commentators are divided on how הָלַם should be translated. Fox translates it as the negative particle ‘no’ (Fox, 2009: 882), Murphy renders it as ‘what’ (Murphy, 1998: 239), while Waltke opts for ‘listen’ (Waltke, 2005: 503). This translation follows Clifford’s interpretation, and he suggests that הָלַם functions as a ‘call for attention, after which an admonition is given’ (Clifford, 1999: 269).

Verse 3b. There is evidence of ellipsis between the first and second half-line. Another translation for יָשֹׁר could be ‘your strength’, ‘power’, ‘manner or custom’, or ‘business enterprise’ for easy flow of the parallelism (HALOT, 2: 232).

Verse 4a. The appearance of וּרְכֵי in the first half-line as an infinitive construct, instead of an infinitive absolute, is unusual. Driver suggests that it should be conceived as an example of defective spelling (Driver, 1951: 194).

Verse 4b. This translation follows the Kethib, and not the Qere, which means ‘where?’\textsuperscript{275}

\textsuperscript{274} ‘The oracle or inspired teaching that his mother taught him.’
\textsuperscript{275} The Peshitta translates verse 4 as ‘Beware of kings, Muel, of kings who drink wine, and of rulers who drink beer.’ The Vulgate renders it as ‘Give not to kings, O Lemuel, give not wine to kings, because there is no secret where drunkenness reigns.’
Verse 6a. I will discuss the significance of the plural imperative ἔχο (give) later, in the body of my analysis. κράμα refers to intoxicating drink, wine, beer or fermented wine. It is similar to the Greek σίκερα (HALOT, 4: 1501).

Verse 8. The meaning of the phrase קְצֵי תָּלָה (sons of passing away or sons of death) is awkward. Oesterley translates it as ‘left desolate or sons of sickness or suffering’ (Oesterley, 1929: 283). Fox, on the other hand, understands it as ‘people on the verge of death whether from starvation or from persecution’ (2009: 888).

6.2.4. Literary Structure and Exegetical Analysis

Waltke identifies verse 1 as the superscription, and then divides 31:2–9 into four sections under the title of ‘the noble king’ (31:2–9). He conceives verse 2 as the introduction to the admonition. This is followed by an admonition for the son to show restraint regarding women (verse 3) and intoxicants (verses 4–7). Verses 8–9 conclude the section with an ‘admonition to give new edicts for the poor’ (2005: 506). Following Waltke, but with a slight amendment to his structure, I would argue that the coherence of the passage is evident from an examination of its place in the chapter as a whole. The following structural arrangement is observable: verse 1 is the superscription; verse 2 is an admonition to listen and be attentive; then we find an admonition regarding women (verse 3), alcohol (verses 4–7) and the poor (verses 8–9).

276 The LXX translates verse 8 as ‘ἀνοίγε σὸν στόμα λόγῳ θεοῦ καὶ κρίνε πάντας ὑγίος’ (open your mouth with the word of God and judge all soundly).’ The Peshitta renders the same verse as ‘open your mouth in a word of truth and judge all wicked sons.’
6.2.5. Exegetical Analysis

A. Introduction and Superscription (31:1)

Instructions for kings and princes were common in the ANE. Good examples of wisdom texts are the Egyptian *Merikare* and *Amenemope* (Pritchard, 1969: 414–420) as well as the Babylonian *Advice to a Prince* (Lambert, 1960: 110–115). The mode of address is usually father to son or father and mother advising the son to listen. This instruction to the king by the queen mother is unique (McKane, 1970: 407).

Verse 1 sets the tone for the section under investigation. Scott refers to the first line of this verse as ‘a solemn injunction’ (Scott, 1965: 184). He translates דבורה להמואל פָּעָל as ‘words (of advice) to a king acting foolishly’ (Scott, 1965: 184).277 He does not recognise the form ‘Lemuel’ as a proper name. He concludes that a contextual analysis of this form in verse 4 depicts the person described by the word as a fool. I disagree with Scott that Lemuel is less significant for interpretation; our understanding about Lemuel can inform our thinking on the royal instruction. Scholars such as Whybray, McKane, Waltke, Fox and others use the name Lemuel to argue for the foreign element of wisdom in Israelite wisdom. The implication of this is that Israelite wisdom had something to learn from the international wisdom of her ANE neighbours. These foreign proverbs emphasise the roles of kings and administrators, which were also relevant for Israelite leaders.

The sayings in this passage were ascribed to King Lemuel, but he credits them to his mother

---

277 Scott may have been influenced by the translation of verse 13:1 in the LXX (Οἱ ἐμοὶ λόγοι εἴρηται ἕπο θεοῦ, βασιλέως χρηματισμός, ὃν ἐπαιδεύσεν ἡ μήτηρ αὐτοῦ).
and the wise counsel she gave him as king. As Branson notes, the primary aim of this instruction is ‘to communicate knowledge in order to shape specific conduct’ (Branson, 1990: 129). Most scholars agree that the mother of a king in the ANE world played a major role in the palace.278 Andreasen, especially, notes that the queen mother in the ANE held a significant official position, only superseded by that of the king (Andreasen, 1983: 180). McKane and Crenshaw note that this is the only place in Scripture that refers directly to a mother as the primary source of vocation education (McKane, 1970: 407–412, Crenshaw, 1995: 385–395). Camp has built on this clue, and many others, to argue extensively for the feminine aspect of wisdom in ancient Israel (Camp, 1985).

The identity of Lemuel and his mother is unknown. This has led to many imaginative rabbinic traditions that have attempted to fill the gaps by linking the queen mother with Bathsheba and Lemuel with King Solomon (Davis, 2000: 149–150).279 There is, however, insufficient evidence to support this proposal, especially in the Old Testament. It is not based on actual evidence from the Hebrew Bible, but rabbinic imagination. The word נֶשֶׁב, in verse 1, is also difficult. It could mean a load or burden (Exod 23:5, 2 Kgs 5:17) or ‘pronouncement’ (HALOT, 2: 639). It can also refer to the north Arabian tribe of Massa.280 Some scholars translate נֶשֶׁב as a location, associating it with Massa, a territory in northern Arabia (Fox, 2009: 884; Longman, 2006: 534). They argue that this location is known for its peculiar wisdom (1 Kgs 4:30; Jer 49:7). In contrast, Whybray and Waltke understand it as an ‘oracle’, or ‘inspired utterance’, in line with 30:1, intentionally ‘disguising the foreign origin of the

278 This is probably ‘because of her longevity, knowledge of palace politics, and undoubted loyalty to her son’ (Clifford, 1999: 270). She therefore was in a good position to offer reliable counsel.
279 There is an imaginative story about when Solomon dedicated the temple and also married Pharaoh’s daughter; he was thought to be celebrating all night, drinking and sleeping late. See Fox (2009: 885).
280 See Gen 25:14, 1 Chr 1:30 and Ps 120:5.
instruction’ (Whybray, 1994b: 422). Against Whybray, I would argue that it is not disguising the foreign origin of the instruction, but elevating it. In my view, the author acknowledged that it was foreign, but elevated the instruction to be a quasi-prophetic pronouncement, with authority similar to that of a prophet. Waltke, especially, notes that emphasisises what is being said by the queen mother with the verb (2005: 502–503). Following Whybray and Waltke, the implication of translating as ‘oracle’ is that the emendation proposed by scholars would become unnecessary and the parallelism would rhyme. Both translations still portray a royal instruction and evidence of how non-Israelite wisdom is reused for Yahwistic purposes in Proverbs.

B. Admonition to Listen and be Attentive (31:2)

Let us now look at the first advice. The word (Greek τί) in verse 2 is grammatically inappropriate, and it continues to generate varying interpretations among scholars. Some have translated it as ‘what,’ ‘why,’ ‘how’ and ‘how much’ (HALOT, 2: 550–555). Others, especially Fox, translate it as a negative particle, ‘no’ (Fox, 2009: 884) because it is rhetorical. For Kidner, the exclamations here are ‘affectionately reproachful’ (Kidner, 1964: 182). Scott opts for ‘how now or now then’ (Scott, 1965: 184). Garrett conceives of it as ‘what should I tell you’ or ‘what will you do as king?’ (Garrett, 1993: 246). I would argue that the repetition of ‘what’ three times shows the importance of the message. Waltke, however, disagrees with the above options on the grounds that they do not fit the expression of this verse. He maintains that, ‘the interrogative has a negative connotation in questions that

281 The author would have removed the name of King Lemuel if there had been an attempt to disguise the foreign origin of the instruction.
demand a negative answer’ (Waltke, 2005: 503). He writes:

In Proverbs a parent/teacher does not ask the son/student what to say, and this suggestion does not match the certitude of the admonitions that follow. Probably mah here is a cognate of Arabic equivalent ‘take heed’/‘listen.’ This felicitous meaning matches the typical introductory calls in wisdom literature to give concentrated attention and receptivity to the teaching (Waltke, 2005: 504).

In my opinion, הָמַס offers enforcement of the speech of the queen mother. No consensus so far has been reached on how הָמַס should be understood. Its interpretation still remains open to other possibilities. Waltke’s position may be valid where the admonitions are only used for preventative purposes. However, wisdom teachings can be preventative as well as corrective. My use of ‘what’ is most likely a rhetorical question that calls for attention.

The word רַב (son) in verse 2 is Aramaic, and this is its only appearance in Proverbs. Waard conceives of רַב as ‘a pun of the translator’ (Waard, 2008: 56). This is very unlikely.

In my own opinion, the introduction of this Aramaic word and others in the subsequent verses supports the argument for the foreignness of this wisdom. The choice of ‘my son’ in Proverbs 1:8 and 31:2 is remarkable. The son in 1:8 appears to be a prospective future leader who will occupy a leadership position either at the family, clan, town or national level. The son in 31:2 is a monarch already occupying a leadership position. Thematically, these two verses connect well, especially with reference to the wisdom gained from the mothers. Camp observes; ‘it becomes hard to ignore the possibility that these texts were chosen to begin and

---

282 However, it does not bring any significant change to the meaning of the text and our topic of study.
283 The second instance where the word is used in the Hebrew Bible is Psalm 2:12 (HALOT, 1:153).
284 What makes it remarkable is that when my son was used in 1:8 and 31:2, they are connected with the teaching of the mother.
end the book of Proverbs by the virtue of this imagery' (Camp, 1985: 188). In other words, these proverbs were carefully and deliberately chosen to serve this purpose. The use of the Aramaic term three times in this verse is also considerable. The repetition is an emphasis and part of the poetry, just like הֶבֶל. It is a provocative way of communication. The repetition of מַה-כֶּרֶן (what my son) in the first half-line is evidence of semi-linear parallelism. It also offers a hint as to the intra-linear parallelism between the first and second half-lines of this verse. The phrase ‘son of my vow’ suggests that she made some promises to God before she gave birth to her son. This appears to be an over-interpretation, but it makes a good point.

is a term of endearment, which shows that the son was special.

C. Admonition Regarding Women (31:3)

The general use of בָּלָה is for negation, request, rejection and prohibition. It can be translated as no, not or nothing, depending on the context. If the word is used with a verb, as we have it here in verse 3, it is a prohibition (HALOT, 1: 48). תַּן is a first nun verb and it offers thirteen different possible meanings, including give and surrender (HALOT, 2: 733–735). Lemuel was instructed not to give his בְּלָל to women. בְּלָל here could mean physical strength, efficiency, sexual power or virility and dignity. Another option is to follow Bauer’s interpretation of בְּלָל, as quoted by Whybray. ‘Bauer interpreted MT in a political sense as referring to ‘power’ and ‘dominion’’ (Whybray, 1994b: 423). Another meaning of בְּלָל is

---

285 This is similar to the story of Hannah, who made a vow to Yahweh before the birth of Samuel (1 Sam 1:11). Davis suggests that the queen mother’s reminder to Lemuel about her vow implies that ‘his mistake or behaviour might even cast a shadow over her integrity in the eyes of God’ (2000: 149).

286 It includes to give, present, offer, set before, hand down, allow, surrender, set, place, or lay something or someone.
‘property’ or ‘wealth’ (HALOT, 1: 311). This probably refers to the financial implications of keeping many women, suggesting that it is a waste of resources. We also find an ellipsis at the beginning of the second half-line (do not give).

Historical and archaeological evidence shows that women contributed immensely to life and society in the ANE. They were involved in domestic duties, the production of bread, the brewing of beer, child bearing and rearing (Nakhai, 2008). However, the women mentioned here have negative connotations. In the imagination of the queen mother, they are too influential and powerful. She is afraid that the young king may lose his sense of judgement as a result of his passion for them. Waltke notes that:

Obsession with such women corrupts the king’s sovereign power, including wasting his money. Gratification of lust distracts his attention from serving his people, blunts his wit, undermines his good judgment, exposes him to palace intrigues, and squanders the national wealth better spent to promote the national good (Waltke, 2005: 507).

This observation by the writer of Proverbs may have been correct at that time, but there is evidence of a gender stereotype against women at work. It is one of the examples of Bible verses that modern readers should be critical of because it may not make sense in real life situations where women are leaders. Similarly, I would like to distance myself from Waltke’s quotation because it expresses prejudicial and misogynistic views. In my view, though, leaders who lust after other people’s partners (male or female) run the risk of losing their integrity.

---

287 The LXX used πλοῦτος, which literally means ‘money, wealth or possessions’ and it figuratively refers to ‘abundance, richness, and valuable bestowment’ (Strong, 1997: 385).

288 Focusing on ellipsis in biblical poetry, Berlin notes that, ‘the words which are gapped or left unparalleled are those which the verse wants to deemphasize; the emphasis is on the words that are repeated or paralleled’ (2008: 96).
One more question needs to be asked about this instruction: is the queen mother advocating celibacy for the king? The answer is no. The practice of celibacy was unknown among kings in the ANE and Israel. In fact, the credibility of a king was judged by his ability to rule his own family (Launderville, 2010: 261). He was expected to lead by example, through his words and actions. Like הב (son) in verse 2, the ending of verse 3 with ועלים (kings) is typically Aramaic. This suggests that the queen mother probably speaks Aramaic. It is another deliberate hint that this is a foreign queen mother speaking. 289 This verse is not arguing against women in authority; it is a warning against misusing ones’ position of authority as a leader. There is interplay between י”ל (strength), in the first half-line and א”יו (ways), in the second half-line. A leader should not lose or give away both of them. י”ג is a common word in Proverbs. It can literally mean way, journey and distance. It can figuratively mean enterprise, manner, behaviour or action and strength or power (HALOT, 1: 231–232). 290 The emphasis of this verse is that leaders should not give away all the things that make them strong, such as honour, reputation, self-respect and respect of others.

D. Admonition Regarding Alcohol (31:4–7)

Verses 4–5 continue with another set of warnings. The queen mother warns about the dangers of the excessive use of alcohol for a king. She challenges her son not to numb his intelligence with alcohol. As McKane observes, ‘a king whose vitality is sapped by alcohol and whose mind is never clear will be inconsistent, unpredictable and irresponsible’ (McKane, 1970: 289).

---

289 The contemporary application of this verse will be discussed later, in chapter 10.
290 It also includes conducting oneself in terms of how one pursues relationships towards women members of the opposite sex.
The repetition of the phrase אֵל לֹא כְּלָבוֹת (not for kings) in verse 4 is awkward. Oesterley suggests that ‘these words should be deleted’ because ‘they overload the line.’ He concludes that ‘this is a case of dittography’ (Oesterley, 1929: 282). Toy and Whybray independently reached a similar conclusion by proposing that the repetition was a ‘scribal error’ (Toy, 1977: 540; Whybray, 1994b: 423). Against the general consensus, I would argue along with Heim that it is deliberate ambiguity and not a scribal error (2013: 6). The phrase is an emphasis to draw the attention of Lemuel to what was being said. The variant repetition is intentional to help the readers know that it is of high importance. There is an ellipsis for יִתָּת (drink) in the second half-line of verse 4. That is why I use the word desire in my translation. Similarly, there is intra-linear parallelism between יִתָּת (drink wine) and שִׁפְח (strong drink). שִׁפְח emphasizes the kind of drink that is being consumed.292

There is interlinear parallelism between verses 4 and 5. Verse 5 amplifies the implications of not following the preceding warning. It will affect the execution of the king’s leadership duties. There is consensus among scholars that this instruction is not an absolute prohibition against drinking wine. McKane notes that what is condemned here is addiction to wine (1970: 410). Whybray’s contextual interpretation leads him to conclude that the instruction is a warning to avoid excessive drinking (1994b: 423). In the same vein, Fox suggests that though the formulation of the instruction appears to be a total prohibition, ‘an absolute abstinence’

291 There were quite a few notable instances in the Old Testament when strong drink resulted in the neglect of the poor (Isa 28:1; Amos 6:6).
292 As we mentioned earlier in the textual note, שִׁפְח refers to intoxicating drink, wine, beer or fermented wine.
was not expected. He maintains that, while senseless use of alcohol (drunkenness) is prohibited in Proverbs, moderate drinking is not. He concludes that wine was a ‘staple of diet’, and was used during festivities and ‘royal banquets’ throughout the ANE (Fox, 2009: 886).

The use of wine or alcohol was common throughout the ANE. It was used for the purposes of medicine, celebration, remuneration, nutrition, pleasure, ritual and funerary rites (Cherrington, 1925: 405). The Sumerians even recognised Ninkasi as the goddess of beer and they had a hymn in her praise (Katz and Maytag, 1991: 24–27). Following this analysis of the use of wine in the ANE, I would argue that the queen mother herself must have drunk wine during festive meals and royal banquets on several occasions. Therefore, a total prohibition would not make sense in this context. What the queen mother is warning against is ‘drinking to the point of inebriation’ (Waltke, 2005: 507).

The phrase ‘give strong drink to one who is perishing’ in verse 6 has been a point of scholarly debate. Oesterley refers to this proverb as ‘a cynical piece of advice wholly out of harmony with the ideals of the wisdom writers in general’ (1929: 282). McKane understands this phrase as an instruction for the king to give wine as an opiate to the people. He notes that the king offers the wine ‘so that in sweet oblivion they may have respite from intolerable poverty or from the grind of unbearable toil’ (1970: 410). Fox takes the same position when he interprets the phrase as ‘an anodyne to dull the pain’ of those who are distressed and afflicted to the point of death. He supports his argument by alluding to Psalm 104:15a, Judges 9:13a, Ecclesiastes 10:19a and Sirach 31:36. He also makes reference to the Hellenistic Egyptian book of Phibis and the positive things it has to say about the value of wine. Fox concludes
that ‘its main power is causing forgetfulness, for better and worse’ (2009: 887). This could be further evidence of contradictions regarding the use of alcohol in Proverbs, if this correct.

However, there is a need to allow for dialogue between the two proverbs. Following Garret and Waltke, the queen mother is not prescribing a reckless drinking regime for the poor masses or justifying wine as an opiate to calm them down (Garrett, 1993: 246). Her main aim is to encourage her son to be conscious of the responsibilities attached to his leadership position. He must concentrate on delivering social justice to the poor rather than drunkenness. Waltke, on the other hand, argues that ‘the sarcastic command aims to debunk intoxicants as useless’ (Waltke, 2005: 509). In my view, she only used sarcasm as a rhetorical and literary device to mock the ironic situation of the poor being drunk to suppress their sorrow. 293

The limitations of McKane and Fox’s argument lie in four specific areas. First, giving strong drink to the poor and afflicted will not solve or alleviate their suffering. In fact, it will eventually degenerate into addiction and add more to their woes. To offer strong wine to the afflicted without offering material support would be cynical. Second, a contextual reading of verses 8 and 9 on social justice favours Waltke’s position that the queen mother made use of that negative example to make her point clear. A king turning his subjects into alcoholics would amount to a greater injustice. Third, the use of a plural form for the imperative suggests that the command was not addressed solely to Lemuel. The queen mother may have quoted or reused an already existing proverb in that plural form. A fourth argument against McKane and Fox is that the number of poor people is much higher than the rich in any

293 Nonetheless, we can see humour here without necessarily undermining the seriousness of her speech.
kingdom. Therefore, giving wine to every poor person would be extremely expensive and practically impossible. The most important thing that the queen mother wanted to achieve was for her son to live up to his royal responsibility by staying sober. The repetition of the word הָדַק (drink) shows the deliberate antithetical elements between verses 4–5 and 6–7. Like verses 4 and 5, interlinear parallelism also exists between verses 6 and 7.

E. Admonition for a Leader Regarding the Poor (31:8–9)

The identity of the group of people designated as בָּלַע לֵאָל ‘those who cannot speak’ in verse 8 is not clear. McKane argues for a literal interpretation of the word. He maintains that בָּלַע is a literal reference to those who have specific physical impediments (namely deafness and dumbness). As a result, they ‘are obviously grievously handicapped in any legal proceedings in which they may be involved’ (1970: 411). In my view, this interpretation is not plausible.

Against McKane, I would argue for a figurative understanding of בָּלַע. Whybray represents the majority of commentators when he refers to the dumb as those who cannot defend themselves at the law court because of the intimidation strategies of their powerful opponents (Whybray, 1994b: 424). They are not literally dumb, but they are forced to keep quiet. In addition, Waltke observes that ‘they are socially and economically too weak to defend themselves against the rich.’ They may also be dumb because ‘they are too ignorant’ to face the opposition, ‘too inarticulate to state their case convincingly, too poor to produce proper evidence, and too lowly to command respect’ (Waltke, 2005: 509). Another possibility is that the powerful people in society may render the poor dumb by bribing the judge and witnesses, in order to escape justice. Those who are in this class include the poor, widows, orphans,
strangers, less privileged people within society, and all who have been ‘deprived of political and social power’ (Fox, 2009: 888). They ‘lack an effective voice in obtaining justice’ (Fox, 2009: 888) and therefore need someone to fight for their rights.\textsuperscript{294} To judge the poor is to ‘become their champion’ (Clifford, 1999: 271) and act against their oppression. The real life implications of this verse are much wider. They involve taking care of the poor, widows and orphans, feeding the hungry, releasing innocent prisoners and clothing the naked.

The queen mother concludes her instructions to the young king with a positive admonition to speak out on behalf of the unheard voices of the destitute, poor and needy (verse 9). As Weinfeld notes, the principal duty of kings in ancient Israel, and throughout the Ancient Near East was to ensure justice (Weinfeld, 1995a: 45–56). This is among the ‘legal rights’ of the poor (Whybray, 1990a: 108). The king must judge impartially and defend the rights of the weak whenever the rich and powerful classes of society want to oppress the poor. What the queen mother is saying here reflects the ideals of kings in the ANE. The fact that she presents a unique piece of teaching to her son makes it more powerful. It goes beyond the general ideals of kings, into the very value system of a royal family which probably became a royal principle from one generation to another.

There is an ingenious connection between verses 4–5 and 8–9. Verses 4–5 idiomatically imply that the queen mother instructs the king ‘not to open’ his mouth to drink strong drink. But in verses 8–9, she challenges the king ‘to open’ his mouth to speak for the voiceless and poor. The repetition of \textit{הֵחֵלֵל} (open your mouth) in the first half-line of verse 8 and 9 is

\textsuperscript{294} In my view, it is impossible for the physically dumb to rely on the king because he cannot understand their situation. They would rather rely on their family members, nearest friends or a legal representative.
noteworthy. It is a deliberate poetic device being used for emphasis and a call to take the instruction seriously.

6.2.6. Conclusion

The instructions of the queen mother in 31:1–9 highlight key aspects of what may be generally accepted as the code of conduct for this particular family of rulers.295 Whybray notes that ‘the instruction, probably placed here at the end of the book as summing up the teaching of earlier chapters, presents a picture of a model ruler’ (1994b: 422). This is similar to Sandoval’s argument that the prologue of Proverbs sums up its message (2007: 455–473). The double frame found in the prologue and epilogue, in my view, is a signal that a number of sayings in Proverbs are about leadership.

It is a matter of duty for leaders to live a life worthy of the prestige attached to their office. They should avoid illicit sexual involvements, reckless use of alcohol, drugs and other things that can impair his sense of judgement. They should exercise self-control. They should understand that a lack of self-control will subvert the basis of their ‘personal authority and the principles of sound government’ (McKane, 1970: 409) thereby causing them to lose public respect. They should recognise that their self-indulgence can harm the whole community. They should be aware of the huge expectations and responsibilities attached to their office. They should not ignore the plight of the poor and the oppressed. They should maintain the legal rights of the poor and be their defender (31:8–9).296

295 What we see in this text is a number of examples of key values, behaviours and patterns that have been passed on from one generation to another. This may be a summary of the wider code of conduct which we do not know in ancient Israel and the ANE. However, a larger section of the book of Proverbs (especially those areas that are relevant to leadership) can form indirectly as a code of conduct for leaders.

296 I shall revisit the implications of these proverbs for contemporary leadership in the final chapter of this study.
6.3. **Counterpoint and Conclusion**

Our exploration in this chapter shows that it is part of the code of conduct for leaders in Proverbs to recognise God’s supremacy (25:2–3), remove the wicked from their presence (25:4–5) and behave appropriately before a higher leader (25:6–7). In addition, it is part of the code of conduct for leaders to get the right advice (31:1–2), avoid immorality (31:3), restrain themselves from intoxicants (31:4–7), maintain justice and defend the poor (31:8–9).

However, there are some alternative perspectives about the code of conduct for leaders in Proverbs. Proverbs 25:3 expects the king to maintain his inscrutability, as it helps him to successfully function in his leadership role. Elsewhere, however, Proverbs recommends reliance on wise advisers for success (11:14; 15:22; 24:6). Similarly, Proverbs 31: 4–5 admonishes the king not to drink beer, but 31: 6–7 encourages him to give it to those who are in anguish. In addition, the proverbs about the positive use of bribes (17:8; 21:14; 18:16; 19:6) also contradict the code of conduct on the ruler’s maintenance of justice (31:8–9).

Following Hatton, there is a need to allow the proverbs on alcohol and justice to interact with one another, in order to understand the message of the Queen Mother. Understanding the nuances of these proverbs will help the reader to know that the instructions are not absolute prohibitions. Of course, ‘these contradictions are real and striking, but they do not submerge the message that rises to the surface’ (Fox, 1989: 9) over the identified variability.
CHAPTER 7
THE PERSONALITY OF LEADERS IN PROVERBS

We now turn our attention to the proverbs that teach us about the personality of leaders in the book of Proverbs.

7.1. The Relationship Between Leaders and Followers (20:28)

7.1.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 20:28

Kindness and truth preserve the king, and he sustains his throne with kindness.

7.1.2. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 20:28

Proverbs 20:28 states the relationship between the king and his subjects. It expresses confidence in the daily conduct of a wise king and the expected outcome. It indirectly commands future and existing leaders to develop their personalities in order to become wise and effective. The pairing of רַמֶּנֹּד and תָּמָּנוּד in this verse is very important. This can be found elsewhere in the book of Proverbs (cf. Prov 3:3, 14:22, 16:6, 20:6). The first half-line may be open to different interpretations because of the scholarly understanding of the word רַמֶּנֹּד as loyalty, goodness, friendship and kindness. Following Fox’s analysis, רַמֶּנֹּד means

---

297 It can also be an indirect command to the king expressing Yahweh’s promise to protect him.
298 In the LXX ἐλεημοσύνη (pity) is a reference to ‘compassionateness as exercised towards the poor’ (Strong, 1997: 154) and ἀλήθεια means truth or verity (Strong, 1997: 22).
299 For example, Toy translates it as friendship (1977: 384). For Clifford, it is loyalty (1999: 180). Waltke translates it as ‘unfailing kindness’ (2005: 119) while McKane, Longman and Fox opt for a kind (man). Michael Fox offers a good excursion that solves the problem of רַמֶּנֹּד in his analysis of Proverbs 3:3a. He convincingly argues that it means ‘kindness’. He has been able to show that Nelson Glueck (1927) and all the scholars who
kindness. נצר, on the other hand, means firmness, trustworthiness and consistency. It can also be used to describe God’s faithfulness and continuous favour (HALOT, 1: 68–69).

The possible application of דרש and תמך to both God and humans has opened the verse to different interpretations. McKane, following Gemser, argues that דרש and תמך are the ‘personified guardian angels of the king’ (1970: 546). He finds a number of passages in the Old Testament where this is the case (Ps 61:8; 89:34; 2 Sam 7:12, 15). Hence, the king is expected to express the same kindness to his subjects. Toy, on the other hand, thinks these two terms are combined to express ‘high and attractive moral character’ (1977: 395). He stands by this argument on the basis of Isaiah 16:5. He concludes that kindness and truth are the ideal virtues of a true king. Scholars such as Clifford, Longman, Waltke and Fox all agree that it can be both. דרש and תמך can be a reference to Yahweh and the king. God protects the king in the execution of his royal duties. As ‘God’s loyalty and fidelity guard the king’…His own conduct also stabilises the throne’ (Clifford, 1999: 186). God’s covenant is guaranteed as long as the king continues to faithfully discharge his duty.300 As Longman notes, ‘productive governance’ takes place when all the parties involved have fulfilled their obligations and the ‘king himself can avoid usurpation or even assassination’ (Longman, 2006: 385). Waltke succinctly sums up the idea in verse 28 when he writes: ‘the LORD sustains his king, an exemplar for leaders, by empowering the king to support, uphold, and maintain his throne by helping the deserving helpless in their need’ (2005:158).

understand דרש as ‘covenantal loyalty’ are wrong (Fox, 2000:144–145). According to Fox, דרש in Proverbs 20:6 and some other places is not an allusion to the covenant at Sinai as McKane suggests or the new covenant in Jeremiah 31:33 (2000:145).

300 In other words, the fulfilment of the covenant between Yahweh and the king depends on the fulfilment of the covenant between the king and his subjects.
The repetition of דְָרֶש (kindness) in the first and second half-line of verse 28 is significant. The king who is guided by lasting loyalty and faithfulness would have his reign sustained by דְָרֶש. Fox suggests that the king is the subject of the second half-line and the disappearance of חַיָּם does not mean it is not implied (2009: 678). The second half-line is a variant repetition of 16:2b. It shows that the king has a responsibility to protect the righteous with his actions and that guarantees the continuity of his reign (Loader, 1999: 230). Wise leaders, who treat their subjects with respect, will avoid the risk of rebellion. They will continue to rule for a long time. This verse shows that leaders can be role models to others by displaying their דְָרֶש before the people.

7.2. The Behaviours of Lower Leaders (23:1–3)

7.2.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 23:1–3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hebrew</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. לְכַפֵּר בִּגְלָתָהּ לְךָ וְאֶמֶּר מָזוֹן:</td>
<td>When you sit to eat with a ruler, discern carefully what is before you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. בְּגֵלָתָהּ לְךָ וְאֶמֶּר מָזוֹן;</td>
<td>And set a knife at your throat, if you are greedy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. לְכַפֵּר בִּגְלָתָהּ לְךָ וְאֶמֶּר מָזוֹן:</td>
<td>Do not desire his delicacies, for they are deceptive food.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2.2. Textual Notes

Verse 1b. Translating נָשָּׁר as ‘who’ or ‘that which’ is also possible.

---

301 Loader thinks that this proverb probably influenced the older courtiers who advised Jeroboam to treat the people from the North nicely in 1 Kings 12:7 (Loader, 1999: 230).

302 It seems to me that verse 28 reinterprets Proverbs 20:2–8. The throne is sustained if the leader avoids anger and lawsuits, consults widely, shows kindness, pursues righteousness and removes evil from his presence.
Verse 2a. The LXX translates verse 2 as ‘καὶ ἐπίβαλλε τὴν χεῖρά σου εἰδὼς ὅτι τοιαύτα σε ἀρέσκειυόσαι’ (and extend your hand since you know that you will have to prepare such things). For details of how the LXX and Syriac misunderstood this metaphor, see Fox (2009: 1033).

Verse 2b. The second half-line can also be translated as ‘if you have a big appetite’ or ‘if you are a possessor of appetite’.

Verse 3: The pronominal suffix ἡ, is a reference to the ruler.

**7.2.3. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 23:1–3**

Verse 1 is about table manners before the king (Toy, 1977: 428). It begins with the particle ἐὰν (Greek ἐὰν) which can be translated as ‘if’, ‘when’ or ‘each time’ (HALOT, 2: 471). It offers a casuistic usage to the rest of the poetic line. The particle is followed by an invitation to eat with a superior in the first half-line. δυνάστης (Greek δυνάστης) means an official, ruler, king, ‘a vizier or governor,’ or ‘an administrator of a lower rank’ (Fox, 2009: 720). It can also be translated as ‘important ruler’ (HALOT, 2: 647). It is clear that he has some degree of power over the invitee (who is probably a junior staff or an officer). The invitee, on the other hand, is not an ordinary individual. He has the opportunity to be invited to have a meal with the ruler, either regularly or occasionally.

The appearance of ἔπξει and ἔπξει in the second half-line is there for the sake of emphasis. It is believed that, whenever an infinitive absolute of the same verb is used, it is to emphasise the
meaning of this same verb (Waltke and O’Connor, 1990: 585). It is probably a deliberate wordplay. The phrase יִשְׁמַר יִתְן (understand carefully) is therefore intended to call the attention of those hearing the proverb to take the situation seriously. Scholars have debated what it is that the junior servant is to consider. Toy and McKane think it is a reference to the ruler (Toy, 1977: 428; McKane, 1970: 381). Fox argues that it is a reference to the food items being presented at the table (2009: 720). Murphy and Clifford maintain a middle ground, and suggest that it is a reference to both (Murphy, 1998: 174; Clifford, 1999: 209). According to Clifford, the Hebrew idiom יִשְׁמַר יִתְן ‘is inappropriate for food alone’ (1999: 209). Although there is no conclusive evidence within the text, Clifford’s analysis appears better, because it offers a broader perspective.

This proverb offers advice to those who have access to the ruler not to take this opportunity for granted. They should understand table manners and be able to exercise self-control. Self-control is one of the distinctive features of a wise person. It is also a requirement for successful leadership. A courtier must be able to control his ‘emotional expression’, ‘the frequency and content’ of his speech, as well as his appetite (Longman, 2006: 422). His behaviour during the meal may be a revelation of other areas of his life.

Verse 2 instructs the greedy individual to set a knife on his own throat. לִשֵּׂך literally means throat or gullet and metaphorically means to control oneself (HALOT, 2: 532). לִשֵּׂך has varieties of meaning, but the sense that it carries here is associated with greed (HALOT, 1: 143). Another word that carries the same idea is שֶׁבֶן (appetite). If one’s appetite for

303 It is possible to also look at food from a practical perspective. For example, food can be a symbol for pledges, things that people want, for indirect bribery and so on. The delicacies may also include alcohol.
something is huge, it can easily lead to greed. Fox thinks it indicates regular practice rather than occasional behaviour (2009: 720).

Longman takes this proverb literally, to mean it is ‘better to slice one’s throat than to fall into the trap of overeating in the presence of the ruler’ (2006: 423). Contrary to Longman’s view, the imagery of placing a knife on one’s throat in the first half-line is metaphorical. With Murphy, Clifford and Waltke, we are able to ascertain the metaphorical element in this proverb. Murphy accepts that this verse is a metaphor and suggests that it has two interpretations: ‘curb the appetite, or endanger’ your life (Murphy, 1988: 174). Clifford understands it as ‘an idiom for threatening someone with death’ (1999: 209). He also argues that the Hebrew לַחֲמָה ‘is a table knife, not a dagger’. He agrees that this is the only place where the word is mentioned in the Hebrew Bible, but following the evidence from Aramaic and Mishnaic Hebrew, ‘it is a knife for cutting meat and vegetables’ (Clifford, 1999: 209). For Waltke, the metaphorical sense means to ‘abstain altogether’ from the meal (2005: 238). I agree with the metaphorical interpretations of Murphy, Clifford and Waltke, because they are logical.

Verse 3 offers a word of caution for those who crave such food. הָאָנָה (desire), in its hitpael form, means to crave something, especially in an unfavourable sense (HALOT, 1: 20). The first half-line expresses a command or strong wish. Scott, Toy and Murphy think this verse is ambiguous because it does not flow with the preceding verses. Scott understands it as ‘pretentious food’ or ‘false hospitality’ (1965:142). For Toy, the verse does not imply ‘treachery or insincerity on the part of the king’ (1977: 428). His concern is with the question of why the food is deceptive. Toy suggests that it means the food was served with a ‘deceitful
purpose’ (1977:429). In the same vein, Murphy offers two additional proposals: The deceptiveness of the food ‘could be the unpleasant effects of eating too much or a sign that the food is not conducive to good health.’ His second proposal is similar to Toy’s. It is a reference to the ‘character of the host, who is testing the character of the guest’ (Murphy, 1988: 174).

Moreover, Longman opines that the food is deceitful because it provides a forum for the ruler to observe and scrutinise the behaviour of everyone present at the table. ‘It is a potential trap that would cause the prospective courtier to lose an opportunity’ (Longman, 2006: 423). In addition, Fox states that ‘the official’s food is “deceitful” because the pleasure it gives is fleeting, and it may leave a bitter aftertaste.’ For example, the servant’s hunger may be construed ‘as a symptom of greed and the lack of self-control’ (2009: 720). Rabbi Malbim understands the deceptiveness of the meal differently. It is not for the benefit and enjoyment of the invitee, ‘but as a preliminary to the business he has in mind’ (1973: 236). It is all about the ruler’s agenda and what he wants from the invitee. Clifford offers two interpretations that must be taken seriously: it means ‘the meal that cannot be eaten because of the need to restrain oneself and the meal that cannot further one’s career’ (1999: 209). In other words, the opportunity to eat with the powerful ruler could end up with either success or failure. This admonition is parallel to the Egyptian *Instruction of Amenemope*.\(^{304}\)

\(^{304}\) The admonitions in Proverbs 23:1–3 are parallel to some ANE wisdom writings such as the Instruction of Kagemeni 119–125 (Lichtheim, 1973: 60), Ptahhotep 119ff. (Lichtheim, 1973: 65) and Amenemope 23:13–20 (Lichtheim, 1976: 60). In ancient Egypt the observance of table manners was taken seriously. The ‘host would signal his favour by the amount of food he distributed to each guest’. If it was within the royal court, the seating arrangements and the size of the meal were usually according to the rank or seniority of each member of staff (Fox, 2009: 720).
7.2.4. What Can We Learn?

Proverbs 23:1–3 gives advice to the courtier to maximise his opportunities before the ruler by putting forward ‘well-proportioned behaviour and self-control’ (McKane, 1970: 381). Verse 1 contributes to our discussion of leadership, with or without the consideration of its context. The invitation to eat with a ruler can be positive, as well as dangerous. This situation requires a demonstration of sound reasoning. Verse 1 is about dining etiquette and verse 2 naturally continues with the advice from verse 1. The line of discussion in verses 1 and 2 then progresses into verse 3 with a continuous reference to the מַזְמַר in verse 1 with the use of a pronominal suffix. In verse 2, food and appetite became symbols for people’s desires. It has rich metaphorical connotations for desires, life goals and career goals. Therefore, it can be argued that verses 1–3 provide practical social training for young, aspiring leaders.

7.3. The Attitude of the Righteous and Wicked Leaders to the Law (28:4–5)

7.3.1. Introduction

There have been huge scholarly debates on the significance of Proverbs 28–29. Some have suggested a royal setting (Skladny, 1962; Malchow, 1985; Meinhold, 1991; Finkbeiner, 1995) while others have denied it (Fox, 2009; Longman, 2006). As reported by Fox, Skladny was the first to propose that Proverbs 28–29 is a collection of instructions to a prince, before Malchow later referred to it as a manual for monarchs (Fox, 2009: 817). For Skladny, the proverbs ‘are not about the ruler but for the ruler’ (Fox, 2009: 818). As I mentioned in chapter 4, Malchow identifies a ‘thematic unity’ between Proverbs 28–29, and maintains that they

---

305 In my view, there is a need to look at the double act situation (the invitation and the food offered). We do not know why the ruler invited the servant and what the ruler wanted from him. There is a need to reflect critically on the power dynamics of this situation.

306 For a summary of the scholarly discussions about the structure of chapter 28 and 29, see Heim, (2013: 600–191)
were used to train future leaders. Douglas Finkbeiner also supports this idea, suggesting that the two chapters ‘are addressed to kingly prospects within the court setting’. In addition, he argues that they are ‘skilfully arranged around themes pertinent to royalty’ (Finkbeiner, 1995: 1). He then puts forward some evidence to prove that the addressee of the proverbs is a prospective ruler:

First, the direct instruction to rulers is seen in each section (28:2, 3, 15, 16; 29:2, 4, 12, 14, 26 – princes, oppressor, ruler, king, leader). Secondly, there are numerous verses referring to the results of ruling the nation as a whole (28:2, 12, 15, 28; 29:2, 16, 18) and deprived groups (28:3, 5, 21; 29:7, 14). Thirdly, the only two imperatives (28:17; 29:17) in these chapters appear to be addressed to a ruler. Although 29:17 is not very conclusive, 28:17 is. The only one who has judicial authority over people’s response to a murder is a ruler. Fourthly, the recurring themes of impartial social justice and charity for the poor were common in the Ancient Near Eastern setting (Finkbeiner, 1995: 5).

However, Fox has rejected this overarching position on Proverbs 28–29. He accepts that some royal proverbs were addressed to the king or prince (28:2, 15–16a; 29:2, 4; 14) but they ‘constitute only a small part of the two chapters’ (Fox, 2009: 817). Therefore, the argument that Proverbs 28–29 are royal instruction is weak. Longman, in his attack on Malchow’s position, also reaches a similar conclusion. His analysis of Proverbs 28:1–10 shows that ‘most of the proverbs have nothing to do with leadership (verses 2, 4, 7, 9, 10), and even those proverbs that have to do with the poor are not addressed to the king (verse 3)’ (Longman, 2006: 486). He observes that, while the wisdom expressed in these proverbs can be useful for kings, it is not directly written to them.

---

307 Finkbeiner’s fourth point is not clear because he did not relate his discussion of social justice in ANE to kings and rulers. An example that could shed more light to the point is the codex of Hammurabi where the king boasted about the laws that he produced.
This present study supports the view that Proverbs 28–29 may have served as instructions for future leaders, kings and administrators\textsuperscript{308} but it is difficult to put everything in the two chapters under the theme of leadership. Following Waltke, I would argue that the ‘royal colouring is strong enough in this collection’ (2005: 405). There is evidence of many direct and indirect references to leadership in the two chapters. Most of the four-fold evidence put forward by Finkbeiner appears to be convincing. Van Leeuwen, in his excellent commentary, also confirms these chapters as ‘penetrating gaze at the interaction of government, money, justice, and poverty’ (van Leeuwen, 1997: 245–46).

Whybray’s study offers important evidence to support my view when he concedes that Proverbs 28–29 ‘show awareness of the existence of bad and cruel rulers’ (Whybray, 1994a: 127). Going beyond Whybray, I could say that it also reveals the existence of good leaders in contrast to bad ones. Similarly, Heim notes that the use of different words for rulers in both chapters is notable. He suggests that the poet used the words שָׁוָא (28:2), מָשָׁא (28:15), הניכר (28:16), מָשָׁא (29:4) מָשָׁא (29:12) and מָשָׁא (29:14) to address issues of leadership and politics in chapters 28–29 (Heim, 2013: 601).

7.3.2. Text and Translation of Proverbs 28:4–5

4 Those who ignore the teaching praise the wicked man, but those who keep the teaching contend with them.

5 Evil men do not understand what is just, but those who seek the Lord understand everything.

\textsuperscript{308} This includes various kinds of leaders (royal administrators, local leaders and people of importance).
7.3.3. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 28:4–5

The role of הָדַרְרֹת for leadership can be seen in verse 4. The leader who ignores teaching will encourage oppression in the land. Following Wagner, ‘torah is probably best understood here in its wider sense of “teaching”, “instruction”, rather than in a narrow sense of “legal stipulations” or even “the Pentateuch”’ (Wagner, 1999: 254). Toy thinks the word ‘transgressed’ would have been used instead of ‘forsake’ if it were a specific reference to the Pentateuch (Toy, 1977: 497). I agree with Waltke that it is better understood as ‘the sages’ divine instruction’ (2005: 409). When a leader abandons this instruction, he will praise and promote wickedness.\(^{309}\) In contrast, a leader who abides by the torah will contend against wickedness. The word נְתַנְתֵּו (contend), in its hitpael form, expresses the excitement associated with the strife (HALOT, 1: 202). If this verse is applied to the king and higher officials, they are expected to carefully investigate and remove corrupt officials in their government.\(^{310}\) In modern society, leaders are expected to follow the constitution and abide by the rule of law. The interpretation of רָמַדְב (abide) is crucial. It means to keep, watch over, protect, take care, retain and observe. It can also mean to observe carefully (HALOT, 4: 1581–1584). In this case, it is the torah that must be observed. The implication is that those who study the teaching carefully would tend to contend against the wicked because their character has been transformed.\(^{311}\)

\(^{309}\) The nuance of this verse is that those who abandon the torah tend to praise the wicked.

\(^{310}\) This can also include actively opposing corrupt officials.

\(^{311}\) A careful study of instruction informs the values of people, shapes their character and therefore guides their actions.
There is a relationship between verses 4 and 5. An evil ruler who forsakes the torah will not understand justice. The use of הָרֶעַ (evil) to describe the ruler suggests that his action is ‘of little worth, not beneficial, contemptible, morally depraved and reprobate’ (HALOT, 3: 1250). But a leader who seeks after Yahweh will pay attention to the torah. יִהְיֶה (understand) appears in both the first and second half-lines. It was used negatively to describe the attitude of the wicked and positively in the second half-line for the righteous.

Verse 5 emphasises the importance of the spirituality of a leader. Von Rad captures the nuances of this verse by connecting it with understanding the fear of Yahweh. He notes that there is a link between the intellect and commitment to Yahweh (the foundation of existence) in Israel. Hence, ‘evil men do not know what is right but those who seek Yahweh understand all things’ (von Rad, 1972: 68). Their understanding of Yahweh helps them to differentiate between what is right and wrong. In the same vein Clifford writes:

People bent on evil are not wise; they do not know judgment in the sense that they do not see the divine justice that eventually will catch up with them. On the other hand, those seeking Yahweh understand ‘all things,’ including Yahweh’s rewarding them and punishing the wicked (Clifford, 1999: 244).

If we interpret verse 5 in the context of verses 1–4, then we can say that it is about a godly leader.
7.4. The Importance of Integrity in Leadership (28:6–7)\(^{312}\)

7.4.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 28:6–7

Better a poor man who walks in his integrity, than a man of crooked ways; and he is rich.

The perceptive son keeps the teaching, but he who consorts with gluttons shames his father.

7.4.2. Textual Note

Verse 6. רָפִים (paths or ways) has been vocalised by the Masoretes as dual. As Daniel Bricker notes, the word can also be used as a metaphor for conduct or lifestyle, (Bricker, 1995: 501, 511).\(^{313}\)

7.4.3. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 28:6–7)

This text focuses on the significance of integrity in leadership. Verse 6 is divided into two poetic lines by בַּל and נַחֲלִים, which I have translated as ‘better than’. It is better for a leader to walk in integrity and remain destitute than to amass wealth through crooked means. As Tova Forti notes, ‘the combination of the initial טוב, which functions as a predicative, and the mem of comparison prefixed to the second noun creates the analogical relations between the two terms’ (Forti, 2008: 17). The word מלאך is connected to being ‘complete, perfect, well-behaved, guiltless and without sin’ (HALOT, 4: 1742–1743). The idea of walking on a crooked path (שם פעמים) is a metaphorical expression of the behaviour of the wicked ruler. This suggests that there are two ways (good and bad, honest and dishonest) and he should make a

\(^{312}\) Proverbs 28:6–7 can also be classified under the proverbs that address the actions of leaders. For example, describing someone as a person of integrity is about personality, but acting in integrity is about action.

\(^{313}\) According to Bricker, it was part of the convention of the wisdom writers to communicate concepts in concrete terms that people could easily understand.
choice concerning the one to follow. In my view, the person who has מַס ה has achieved his integrity through character formation as a result of verses 4b and 5b. As Brown notes, it is not just a simple metaphor for how one behaves; it is a reference to a consistent lifestyle (Brown, 2002a: 174).

In verse 7, the poet praises the son who keeps the torah, in contrast to those who reject it. It also revisits the idea of understanding in verse 2, reusing the word מַס ה. A discerning ruler will make his father happy, unlike the one who befriends gluttons. The words רְשֵׁה and מִיִּלְוָז are pivotal. The participle רְשֵׁה (companion) derives from the root רְשֵׁה, which means to get oneself involved or mixed up with something (HALOT, 3: 1262). It carries the sense of keeping company with certain types of people. מִיִּלְוָז (gluttons) connotes being ‘thoughtless or rash’ (HALOT, 1: 272). The word can also mean a ‘pursuit of various appetites and dissolute behaviour’ (Fox, 2009: 822). The gluttons have a tendency to oppress the poor in order to maintain their extravagant lifestyle. Therefore, when a leader consults with them, he will end up doing things that are contrary to the Torah.

7.5. The Attitude of Wicked Leaders Towards the Poor (28:8, 15)

7.5.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 28:8, 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hebrew</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 Holezeh hoon meshesh veyemertzeh (חרים)</td>
<td>He who amasses his wealth by interest and usury, gathers it for him who is kind to the lowly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 MESHULAM RAV BE SHIKK</td>
<td>Like a roaring lion and charging bear, is the wicked ruling over the poor.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

314 The individual has a deep fellowship with them. He exposes himself to being influenced by their company and values.
Verse 8 identifies loans and charging excessive interest as the tools being used by the rich to oppress the poor. רע לה (usury) refers to ‘the additional charge which is supplement to loan’ (HALOT, 4: 1787) or extra interest. The rich may be a reference to the leader, or to the aristocrats and officials who benefit under his wicked reign. The proverb emphasises that the illegitimate wealth that has been gathered will be taken away. Whybray argues that the money extorted from the poor through usury will be returned by the children of the wicked through generous gifts to the poor (Whybray, 1994b: 391). In contrast, Sandoval suggests that a literalistic meaning should not be sought. The ‘act-consequence rhetoric’ in the verse ‘highlight the importance of particular social virtues’ and the ‘notion that justice be shown the poor and that it be embodied in economic practices’ (Sandoval, 2005: 200). For Sandoval, ‘Proverbs 28:8 is obviously a paradoxical statement.’ We may not find real-life examples of when and how the situation described will happen. ‘Rather we should consider how the moral thrust of the verse fits into the broader moral system the sages develop throughout Proverbs’ (Sandoval, 2008: 104). I agree with Sandoval that verse 8 states an ideal principle that should guide human actions, but it is not an absolute prediction.

Verse 15 reveals another attitude of a wicked ruler. The word מְחַנְנָה (roar) in this verse should not be ignored, because it contributes immensely to the meaning. מְחַנְנָה is a qal participle singular absolute, signifying the extent or swiftness involved in the rush towards the poor. It literally expresses the noise that a lion makes whenever it seizes its prey. It can also

---

315 ‘The unspoken motivation is that the Lord will act, and will prevent the unjust dealer from enjoying his ill-gotten profits. Instead, they will be returned to a generous person’ (Murphy, 1998: 215).
316 ‘The sages here suggest that the effort to gain an economic advantage from others’ need-in this case the need for loan-does not profit; it has no value and thus belongs to the way of folly. By contrast, generosity to the poor does profit, it does have value and hence, belongs to wisdom’s path’ (Sandoval, 2008: 104).
figuratively mean the anger of a king. As David Thomson notes, ‘the lion’s roar provides the image for the terror and havoc produced by a wicked ruler’ (Thomson, 1996: 45). The people hide themselves ‘to avoid harm from wicked authorities’ (Murphy, 1998: 219), but they come out when the righteous are in a position of power.

According to Waltke, the imagery of a lion was common in the ANE: ‘Rulers likened themselves to lions and used their images to adorn their gates, temples, palaces and thrones’ (Waltke, 2005: 420). It usually reminded the subjects about the strength, bravery, ferocity and ravaging destruction of the king. The use of בָּשָׂר (bear) along with lion in the verse was deliberate. The two other appearances of both words within a verse in the Old Testament (1 Sam 17:34, 37 and Amos 5:19) indicate danger. This verse conveys the same sense. ‘Ironically, the defender of justice and protector against enemies turns on them, a vicious beast who greedily mauls and devours his people’ (Waltke, 2005: 420).

7.6. Counterpoint and Conclusion

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this chapter for our discussion of leadership. First, there is a direct contrast between the attitude of the wicked and the righteous in leadership positions. A righteous leader observes the torah and seeks after Yahweh, keeps the teaching of his father, looks after the poor and allows righteousness to prevail. On the other hand, a wicked leader causes their followers to live in fear; a wicked leader encourages wickedness by supporting those who oppress the poor, rejects the torah and befriends gluttons. Secondly, a majority of the proverbs point out the responsibility of leaders to ‘reign

---

317 This animal imagery suggests that verse 15 may be opened to more imaginative interpretations if it is related to the wider context of Proverbs 19:12, 20:2, 22:13, 26:13 and 30:30 (Forti, 2008: 90).
righteously’ (Malchow, 1985: 239). Thirdly, it is necessary for leaders to take their spirituality seriously. This can be achieved through the fear of Yahweh and obedience to teaching.

Fourthly, leaders should lead by example, especially regarding their attitude to the poor. Murphy, citing Alonso Schökel, notes that some of the verses examined in chapter 28 ‘deal with the correct exercise, or abuse, of power, either political or economic. It is as if the instruction were directed expressly to youths destined for positions of power and influence in society’ (Murphy, 1998: 212).

We have identified desired personality traits such as kindness and truth (20:28), humility and self-control (23:1–3), keeping the torah and seeking after justice (28:4–5), integrity (28:6–7), and positive attitude towards the poor (28:8, 15). However, there is a multiplicity of views on the personality of leaders in Proverbs. There is an indication of a strong king with a strong personality for leadership in Proverbs 23:1–3 and 28:15; but, elsewhere, the king is just a regent, who can be installed or removed by Yahweh (21:1; 29:25–26). Another contradiction relates to the personality of courtiers or lower leaders. Humble, honest and skilful servants may be ignored or deprived promotion by wicked kings, and so their personality counts for nothing without the favour of the king (19:12). One of the ways to nuance this proverb is to argue that Proverbs is probably stating the problem and not solving it. Therefore, Proverbs is presenting the tension to make the reader think deeply. In modern, real life situations (especially perhaps in cultures such as that of Nigeria) administrators or lower leaders who exhibit humility, self-control, spirituality and positive attitudes to the poor may be classified as weak because they may not be ruthless in the execution of assignments.
CHAPTER 8
THE SKILLS OF LEADERS IN PROVERBS

This chapter focuses on the skills of leaders, with a closer interpretation of Proverbs 17:7; 29:8–12; 8:10–21 and 29:13–14.

8.1. The Necessity of Effective Communication in Leadership (17:7; 29:8–12)

8.1.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 17:7; 29:8–12

Proverbs 17:7
7 Not fitting for a fool is excessive speech, how much more lying lips for a nobleman.

Proverbs 29:8–12
8 Scoffers set a city aflame, but the wise turn away wrath.
9 A wise man disputer with a fool, ranting and ridicule, and there is no quiet.
10 Bloodthirsty men hate the blameless, but the upright seek his life.
11 A fool expresses all his rage, but the wise will hold it back.
12 A ruler who listens to a false speech, all his officials are wicked.

8.1.2. Textual Note

Proverbs 29:11. Toy suggests the emendation of מַכְשֶׁבֶתָה, so that it would mean ‘self-control’ (Toy, 1977: 512). McKane, on the other hand, thinks the emendation is unnecessary as he translates it as ‘restrain his temper’. I agree with McKane that no emendation is required.
8.1.3. Exegetical Analysis Proverbs 17:7; 29:8–12

Proverbs 17:7 begins with the description of what is not suitable for a fool. לְבֵּן traditionally refers to a foolish or senseless person (either intellectually, morally or socially). In various contexts, it is used to describe a person who ‘counts for nothing, has nothing to offer, gives no help, commands no respect’ and has no influence (HALOT, 2: 663).318 Excessive speech is not suitable for a person who has no perception of ethical and religious matters. Scholars have been uncertain about the meaning of the phrase תִּפְקַד אֵל. Murphy translates it as ‘honest lips’ suggesting that it serves as an antithesis for the phrase רָמַע רַצָּה (deceitful lips) in the second half-line (1998: 127). The RSV translators understand it as ‘fine speech’. Toy, following Gemser and Fichtner, (BHS) supports the emendation of תִּפְקַד to יְכַש and opts for ‘honest words’ (1977: 338–339). The emendation proposed by Toy is unnecessary because the MT still makes sense. This is part of the attempt to follow the Lowthian categories of parallelismus membrorum, which I have criticised as not answering the entire question on Hebrew poetry in chapter 2 of this thesis. A fool will not be capable of honest or upright speech (Waltke, 2005: 43).

My translation follows Nahum Waldman, Fox and HALOT by rendering the phrase תִּפְקַד as ‘excessive speech’ or too much speaking. Fox suggests that הֲדָנָא (not fitting) was used

---

318 According to Strong, the Greek ἄφθωγον is used to describe someone who is mindless, unwise and stupid, ‘(by implication) ignorant, (specially) egotistic, (practically) rash, or (morally) unbelieving’ (Strong, 1997: 82).
as an aesthetic term to express the idea that excessive talk is not appropriate (2009: 627). Waldman was the first to note that the phrase in Akkadian means arrogant speech with some elements of falsehood (Waldman, 1976–77: 143–145). Fox takes this view further, by suggesting that the phrase is similar to the Akkadian ša atrāti, which means ‘one who exaggerates’ or ‘one who lies.’ According to Fox, ‘a person who exaggerates necessarily distorts the truth’. He notes that the speech being condemned in 17:7 is ‘excessive in quantity rather than hyperbolic’ (2009: 627). Fox is correct for two reasons: רהנ is used to describe anything that is too much or excessive (HALOT, 2: 404) and the second half-line gives us a good hint with the comparison.

The second half-line states that, just as excessive speech is not suitable for a fool, lying lips are also unfit for a nobleman. A fool is thought to be wise when he keeps quiet and a nobleman commands respect through honesty. רָאָשׁ (lie) appears 20 times in Proverbs and is mostly associated with false words or deceitful statements (HALOT, 4: 1649). The use of בג (also or indeed) is further evidence that the emphasis of this proverb lies in the second half-line. A leader is expected to be a man of his words in order to be fit to occupy a position of authority. In democratic societies, he should fulfil his election campaign promises. It is noteworthy that the repetition of רָאָשׁ in both lines is deliberate. It is a challenge for leaders to be mindful in their speech.

There is a connection between Proverbs 29:8 and 9. The two verses clearly state the difference between the wise and the fool with emphasis on how they express their anger.

---

319 For a comprehensive treatment of the coherence theory and how it informs the formation of unparalleled sayings in Proverbs, see (Fox, 2009: 967–976).
Words are powerful. In Verse 8, the poet cautions on the use and misuse of language, especially by those in positions of authority. As McKane notes, ‘words are a political instrument’ (1970: 635) and they can easily make a positive or negative impact on the hearers. The good and positive speeches are an expression of wisdom, while arrogant and inflamed speeches are an expression of folly. Van Leeuwen observes that this proverb is a ‘political observation’ (1997: 243) revealing what is happening around the corridors of power. Clifford notes that in six occurrences of the verb יָרַק (inflame) in Proverbs, it has lies as its object: ‘As the scoffers exhale their lies, they are actually fanning the flame of popular anger’ (Clifford, 1999: 251). It has long been popular among scholars to connect יָנִינָה (mockers) with Isaiah 28:14.320 Among those who make this proposal are Murphy, Clifford, Waltke and Fox. Murphy, especially, suggests that it is used for ‘arrogant politicians’ (1998: 221). If this is correct, then those who are in positions of authority should be mindful of what they say so that people are not wounded by their words.321

Another imaginative interpretation that could link well with the real world of leadership is to understand the proverb as a public dispute between the scoffers and the wise people, who both exercise leadership in the community. The scoffers use inflammatory language by gossiping, giving false information and exaggeration, accusing other people falsely and heating up the population against the minority.322 The wise then step in and engage in a public response to the scoffers. Hence, they are able to turn away the wrath of the general population against the minority group. This is a total departure from the interpretation of previous scholars, but it is plausible.

320 ‘Therefore hear the word of the Lord, you scoffers who rule this people in Jerusalem’ (Isa 28:14).
321 A similar idea can also be found in the Wisdom of Ben Sira 28:8–14.
322 The mockers are talking about other people and upsetting many people.
The idea of public dispute between the wise and the fool continues in verse 9. Toy, McKane and Waltke understand נִשְׁפָּת as a reference to legal dispute. Waltke particularly argues that the wise express calmness, hoping to be vindicated on account of the evidence, only to realise that the fool is laughing because he knows that the court is corrupt (2005: 437). In contrast, Clifford and Fox think that it refers to a private debate, drawing examples from 1 Samuel 12:7, Jeremiah 2:35, Ezekiel 17:20 and 20:35–36 (Fox, 2009: 837). I agree with Clifford and Fox that there is nothing in the verse to suggest it is a reference to a legal dispute. In my view, the wise in verse 9 are directly and productively opposing the mockers, if our imaginative interpretation of verse 8 is accepted. Therefore, this proverb is encouraging the son to argue with the fool and oppose him, in order to save wrongfully accused people. Furthermore, the second half-line expresses a deliberate ambiguity, as it is difficult to tell whether the wise person, the fool, or both are the subject. Fox thinks it is the fool because such behaviour is typical of a fool (2009: 837).

Toy proposes a number of emendations in verse 10. He thinks that ‘upright’ may be changed to ‘wicked’ and ‘seek’ to ‘seek out’ (Toy, 1977: 510). Following Waltke, I think Toy’s proposal is unnecessary (Waltke, 2005: 400). The bloodthirsty men hate the men of integrity because they share different worldviews. Another reason is the fear that they might expose their activities. The phrase והָבוּבָת in the second half-line is very burdensome. It literally means to seek to kill someone, as expressed in Exodus 4:19, 1 Samuel 20:1 and

323 Wise leaders should not be intimidated by the antics of the fools (especially about policies and ethical issues).
Jeremiah 19:7. Waltke argues that ‘a broken hendiadys’\(^{324}\) may have happened between the words ‘blameless and upright’. Hence, the bloodthirsty men are the subjects of the two clauses. They are the ones seeking to kill and destroy (Waltke, 2005: 438). Fox, on the other hand, following Sa‘adia and Rashi, suggests that the phrase ‘must be understood (uniquely) as seeking a life so as to preserve it’ and it is ‘probably a deliberate paradoxical use of the phrase’ (Fox, 2009: 837). Fox’s argument is commendable, as it offers another fresh way of looking at the verse. The people who are setting the city aflame in verse 8 are the same people who hate the blameless in verse 10. The wise who turn away wrath are the righteous who seek to save the life of the blameless.\(^{325}\) On leadership, the character of a ruler will be reflected by his approval or disapproval of the activities of bloodthirsty men.

There is another contrast between the wise man and the fool in verse 11 on anger management. The fool expresses all his מִשְׁפַּט (anger) at once through his words and actions, but the wise man has the wisdom to calm or control it.\(^{326}\) The implication of this proverb for a leader is that he should learn to calm emotion. He should be reflective regarding his actions and words in times of crisis. Similarly, no decision should be made out of anger. The first half-line of verse 12 describes a negative action of a ruler and its consequence in the second half-line. It shows that the character of a leader will be reflected through the conduct of his officials.\(^{327}\) As Clifford notes, ‘when rulers heed bad advice, it affects their court. Wicked administrators rise to the top, while the honest and wise are shut out’ (1999: 251). The

\(^{324}\) I have already argued in chapter 5 of this thesis that hendiadys is a modern scholarly invention.

\(^{325}\) If we interpret verse 10 in the context of verses 8 and 9, the wise begins to argue with the fool and there is ranting. Nonetheless, the wise should confront the fool because what he is doing is saving the lives of the innocent.

\(^{326}\) There are parallel instructions in Proverbs 12:16, 23, 16:32, 25:28.

\(^{327}\) A similar statement can be found in 25:5 and the Wisdom of Ben Sira 10:1–3.
implication of this proverb in real world is that the leader functions as a role model for his officials because they will become like him.\textsuperscript{328} Therefore, a good leader should not tolerate falsehood or any form of corruption among the servants.

8.2. The Connection between Wisdom and Leadership (8:10–21)

8.2.1. Introduction

The voices of Lady Wisdom and Lady Folly can be heard in Proverbs 1–9. The character of Lady Wisdom is often presented in contrast to Lady Folly (Yee, 1989: 53–68). The voice of Lady Wisdom in Proverbs 8 is similar to the one in 1:20–33 and 9:1–6. Who is Lady Wisdom and what is the origin of this personification of wisdom? An understanding of the female voice (personified wisdom), as expressed in this chapter, is crucial. This has been hugely debated among scholars. The major views range from the idea that she was a real woman, to the suggestion that she was divine or mythological, or a literary construct (Fox, 2000: 331–345).

Some scholars have attempted to understand Lady Wisdom in Proverbs 8 as a goddess in the light of the ANE background (Camp, 1985: 23–34).\textsuperscript{329} For example, Bernhard Lang suggests that Lady Wisdom was one of the goddesses in ancient Israel (Lang, 1986: 57–70) along with Astarte (Queen of Heaven). She has a link with ‘Athirat’, the Canaanite mother goddess. For Lang, she was ‘the divine patroness of the Israelite school system’ (1986: 7) who ‘while remaining on one level as a teacher … is also a goddess who judges the rulers and dwells in the presence of the creator god’ (1986: 55). Judith Mckinley supports this view when she

\textsuperscript{328} A ruler who associates himself with fraudulent schemes (bribery, theft etc.), will cause all his officials to become wicked. When the officials see what the ruler is doing, they will become like him.

\textsuperscript{329} This includes the Canaanite wisdom goddess, the Egyptian goddess Ma’at and the Hellenistic Isis.
argues that the metaphorical use of Lady Wisdom in Proverbs reflects an awareness of a female deity (Asherah) in ancient Israel (McKinley, 1996: 32–44). However, this view has not received wide acceptance. Fox especially notes that there is no information about any Canaanite wisdom goddess outside the Bible. He concludes that ‘Lang is explaining the obscure by the unknown’ (2000: 335).

Kayatz notably sees *Ma’at* as a prototype of Lady Wisdom in Proverbs 8 (Kayatz, 1966: 93–119). Similarly, Nili Shupak suggests that the background of the female imagery found in Proverbs 1–9 connects well with some Egyptian wisdom literature (Shupak, 2011: 310–323). This view too has come under serious attack. In contrast, Fox argues that *Ma’at* is not known for making speeches like Lady Wisdom; ‘in fact she never seems to speak at all’ (2000: 335). Other scholars suggest that personified wisdom emerged in ancient Israel as a result of the ‘reflective mythology’ from the goddesses of the neighbouring nations (Conzelmann, 1971: 230–243, Fiorenza, 1975: 17–41). This has been criticised by Alice Sinnott, who argues that personified Wisdom is not a myth. It was a reinterpretation and transformation of the Jewish tradition, in response to the absence of Davidic monarchy after the Babylonian captivity (Sinnott, 2005: 14–21). She suggests that despite the arguments of scholars for Egyptian and Mesopotamian prototypes such as Ma’at, Isis, Ishtar, Inanna, Gula, Asherah and Astarte for the analysis of Proverbs 8, most of the conclusions still stand as a matter of conjecture without consensus (Sinnott, 2005: 7).

Moreover, Philip Nel prefers to use ‘hypostasis’ to describe personified wisdom in Proverbs (Nel, 1982: 107) but the use of this word is very controversial. The New Standard

---

330 For example, there have been huge controversies regarding the definition of the word hypostasis itself.
Dictionary defines hypostasis as ‘the mode of being by which any substantial existence is given an independent distinct individuality’. For Mowinkel, it is ‘a personification of qualities, functions, limbs, of a higher god’ (Mowinkel, 1928: 2065). It can even mean something more. As Heim warns, the use of hypostasis to discuss Lady Wisdom is unclear and controversial. In his reflection on personified wisdom in early Judaism, he notes that Proverbs 8 and other related passages offer an important background. He notes that the idea of personifying wisdom was part of the rabbinic thinking. This explains wisdom’s reification into the Torah and other things. He concludes that Ben Sira, Baruch and the Wisdom of Solomon eventually took up this concept (Heim, 2013: 56–71). A similar way of thinking has been found in Sinnott’s analysis, who suggests that hypostasis is ‘an exilic creation’ as well as ‘reinterpretation of prophetic teaching’ (Sinnott, 2005: 7) during that period.

Thomas McCreesh represents another group of scholars, who argue that personified wisdom is not a real woman or wife but a herald, teacher and prophetical voice. His analysis of the outstanding qualities of the virtuous woman in Proverbs 31:10–31 leads him to conclude that she personifies the wisdom in Proverbs 1–9 (McCreesh, 1985). She is a symbolic figure, representing an abstract world. Hence, Proverbs 31:10–31 is a summary of the entire book of Proverbs. Kathleen O’Connor supports this view, claiming that no real woman in ancient Israel ‘held such a high place in the family, society or economy as the poem imagines’ (O’Connor, 1988: 77). She argues that no real woman matches the virtues described in the passage. It is, rather, a summary of the behaviour of personified wisdom to her disciples (1988: 77–79).

because it has varieties of meaning for those working in the fields of medicine, philosophy and theology etc.
In contrast to McCreesh’s view, Christine Roy Yoder, Roy Zuck and Bruce Waltke argue that the woman in Proverbs 31 is a real person. Zuck notes that the virtuous woman in Proverbs 31 is not personified wisdom because it makes no sense for Lady Wisdom to rely on wisdom before she speaks (verse 26). He therefore concludes that the virtuous woman in Proverbs 31 is a ‘wise’ woman, but not personified wisdom (Zuck, 1999: 237). In the same vein, Waltke argues that the description of the activities of the virtuous woman in Proverbs 31 does not suggest that she is fictitious. He also observes that every occurrence of הַשְׂדָּא in Proverbs is with reference to a real woman. He concludes that McCreesh has undermined his own argument by finding a parallel between Proverbs 31:10–31 and Ruth 3:11, with the use of the words בֶּן הָאָדָם (Waltke: 518–519).

Camp, on the other hand, finds an internal origin for Lady Wisdom in Israel. Writing from a sociological perspective, she suggests that personified wisdom was a social construct of the post-exilic period. For Camp, Proverbs in principle reflects the didactic role of women during the absence of the monarchy (1985: 262–265). It was a ‘kingless sociological configuration of the post-exilic era’ (1985: 290), which emerged as a result of the efforts of human role models at that time. She insists that Lady Wisdom is an abstraction from female role models, counsellors, influential women and sages of the post-exilic period (Camp, 1987: 45–76). She concludes that the contrast between the בָּנְת הָאָדָם (good wife or virtuous woman) and the הָנָּה הָנָּה (strange woman) was eventually recreated in a literary form to express the contrast between Lady Wisdom and Lady Folly in Proverbs 1–9 (Camp, 1990: 185–203).

---

331 We have discussed the position of Christine Roy Yoder in chapter 4.
332 Ruth who had the same title was a real life woman (Ruth 3:11).
Others have identified her as a literary figure or poetic personification. According to Scott, ‘the personification of wisdom in chapter viii is indeed poetic and not ontological’ (Scott, 1965: 71). Murphy also thinks that it is better to conceive of the personification in a literary sense and avoid the complications of other views (Murphy, 1996: 133).

The above summary of the various arguments on personified Wisdom does not purport to offer an exhaustive discussion. All these scholarly efforts may have failed to produce a consensus, but they have yielded exciting results for our study of Proverbs. In my view, Camp has put forward the most persuasive argument so far for personified Wisdom. Following her evidence, it is better to conclude that personified Wisdom is both literary and real. In other words, the historical background of a post-exilic real woman gave rise to the eventual literary construct about Lady Wisdom. Camp interprets the female imagery as the unique symbol that unifies the entire book of Proverbs (1985: 283–291). If she is correct, we can also propose in this study that the poet adopted the metaphor to emphasise the importance of wisdom for leadership, especially in 8:10–21.

Loader refers to Proverbs 8:1–36 as ‘Wisdom’s Eulogy’ (Loader, 2014: 316). The interpretation of this chapter has a long history, beginning with the early Jewish interpretations, through the New Testament, the Ante-Nicene fathers and up to the nineteenth century (Davidson, 2006: 34–37). However, most of the recent studies on Proverbs 8 have focused on the wisdom and creation section, in verses 22–31 (Weeks, 2006, Lenzi, 2006, Brown, 2009, Widdicombe, 2011, DelCogliano, 2008). I wonder why the claims of Lady Wisdom in verses 1–21 have attracted limited scholarly attention.

333 For example, Weeks’ analysis focuses on the context and meaning of Proverbs 30a (Weeks, 2006). Alan Lenzi, on the other hand, explores three different proposals for the composition of 8:22–31 (Lenzi, 2006). Others have focused on how interpreters (Brown, 2009), theologians (Widdicombe, 2011) and church fathers (DelCogliano, 2008) have understood this passage. However, one wonders why the claims of Lady Wisdom in verses 1–21 have attracted limited scholarly attention.
Wisdom in verses 1–21 have attracted limited scholarly attention. As far as I know, nothing has been specifically written on Proverbs 8:1–21, apart from what we see in commentaries (Fox, 2000: 265–279). There is a need for more work in this area; this present study attempts to make some contribution, especially with regard to leadership.

Fox (2000) divides chapter 8 into five sections following the natural breaks: 1–3, 4–11, 12–21, 22–31 and 32–36. Waltke follows almost the same structure under the main headings of introduction, body/lesson and conclusion. The first part of this chapter presents the imagery of the location of Lady Wisdom where she is making her appeal in a high place very close to the city gate (1–3). She is a ‘public figure’ operating in a ‘public place’. Generally, Proverbs 1–7 echo the voice of the father talking to his son. The father (who himself is a leader and a member of the high class population) is talking to the son (who is a future leader). However, Lady Wisdom is the one talking in Proverbs 8–9. She has not gone to the palace, temple and houses of the rich and important people. She is found on the street talking to members of the public and the simple (including the fools). This is relevant for our present discussion of leadership. The implication is that everybody who acquires wisdom can become a leader. This negates the view of some modern commentators who argue that Proverbs was written by the elite and for the elite to protect their interest (von Rad, 1962: 418–421, Pleins, 2001: 452–483).

---

334 I am not aware of the existence of any study devoted exclusively to the study of Proverbs 8:1–21 or 4–21.
335 In my view, she is in the public place exercising leadership role. The designation ‘gates’ represents ‘the heart of commerce, judicial activity and social exchange’ while the ‘heights’ would suggest ‘the top of the city walls’ (Murphy, 1998: 49).
The second section (4–11) begins with an appeal, in verse 4, by Lady Wisdom, inviting everybody to pay attention to her instruction. She introduces her speech by mentioning her addressees, who are men. The wisdom speech in this chapter begins in verse 6 with the imperative (listen) followed by clauses in verses 6 and 7. The repetition of (lips) in 6 and 7 informs us about the style of the instruction. She conveys the same idea in verse 8, with the phrase (speech of my mouth). She then motivates her hearers to be attentive to her right and positive instructions (verses 8–9).

I shall start my text and translation from verse 10. I agree with the natural breaks, but I have added verses 10 and 11 because of the connection that I found with verse 19, as we shall see later.

8.2.2. Text and Translation of Proverbs 8:10–21

10 Take my instruction and not silver, and knowledge rather than choice gold.

11 For wisdom is better than jewels, and nothing desirable compares with her.

12 I, wisdom, dwell with craftiness, and I find knowledge and discretions.

13 The fear of the Lord is hating evil, pride and arrogance and evil way and mouth of perversity I hate.

14 Mine are counsel and success, I am understanding, mine is might.

---

336 I shall begin my analysis from verse 4 but I will lay particular emphasis on verses 10–21 because they answer some of my questions on leadership in Proverbs.

337 is an unusual plural form of . It is only found in Isaiah 53:3, Psalm 141:4 and Proverbs 8:4. All other instances in the Hebrew Bible use . It refers to humankind from ‘all nations and classes and demonstrates the universality of Wisdom’ (Fox, 2000: 267).
Through me kings reign, and rulers decree righteousness.

Through me princes rule, and the nobles, all righteous judges.

I love those who love me and those who seek me will find me.

Riches and honour are with me, enduring wealth and righteousness.

Better my fruit than gold, than pure gold, and my produce than choice silver.

I walk in the path of righteousness, in the midst of the paths of judgment.

to grant inheritance to those who love me, and to fill their treasuries.

8.2.3. Textual Notes

Verse 10. Waltke reports that the words אֲנִי and יִהְיֶה establish the comparison on the most important thing that must be acquired, which is wisdom (Waltke, 2004: 338).

Verse 12. The Masoretes’ use of maqqeph for הַכּוּבָּה suggests ‘an indivisible action or feeling’ (Waltke, 1990: 64).

Verse 16b. Toy, following the LXX and BHS, suggests rendering בְּרֵאשׁ as ‘of the earth’ rather than ‘just or righteousness’ (1977: 167–168). Waltke and Fox also agree with Toy in an attempt to achieve strict parallelism. However, Murphy (1998: 46) and Clifford (1999: 91) followed the MT. Our translation also stands by the MT because it makes sense without any emendation.

The LXX translates 16b as 'καὶ τύραννοι δι’ ἐμοὶ κρατοῦσι γῆς' (and tyrants through me rule the earth).
Verse 17. This translation agrees with the LXX, Peshitta and modern commentators who follow the Qere reading of בָּנָיָּה (those who love me) instead of the Ketib בָּנָיָּה (those who love her) because it agrees with the rest of the verse.

Verse 18a. Fox (2000) treats נְשֵׁרָה-ַבֵּיתָד as hendiadys. However, the frequency of hendiadys as a literary device is disputable (Baldick, 2001: 111). We shall discuss this further in our treatment of verse 18.

Verse 18b. Toy (1977: 170) and Waltke’s (2004: 390) translations of הַיְּדוּעַ as prosperity instead of righteousness are inaccurate. הַיְּדוּעַ in Hebrew normally means righteousness. There should be a good reason before it can be translated as prosperity. It is part of scholars attempt to arrive at strict parallelism. Our translation is in agreement with Longman (2008: 201), Fox (2000: 264) and Sandoval (2006: 92–95).

Verse 19. Toy thinks that the precise meaning of the phrase מְתַשֶּׁרֶדְבּ as than gold and than gold. He suggests that ‘their combination may be represented by finest gold’ (Toy, 1977: 170). Many English translations including Fox translate מְתַשֶּׁרֶדְבּ as ‘than finest gold.’

Verse 21. In Hebrew, the infinitive construct with לֶא suggests that despite the appearance of the sof pasuk (ו) at the end of verse 20, the syntax and grammar continues in verse 21.

339 In contrast to Toy and Waltke, the LXX translates מְתַשֶּׁרֶדְבּ in 16b as ‘δικαιοσύνη’ (righteousness).
8.2.4. Literary Structure

Waltke divides this section into two: ‘Wisdom’s role in civil order’ (12–16) and ‘Wisdom’s gifts of material glory for her lovers’ (17–21). However, with our topic in mind, I can detect the presence of a subtle structure. This passage can be divided into five sub-sections. Verses 10–11 focus on the value of wisdom and 12–13 summarise the characteristics of wisdom. Verses 14–16 address the role of wisdom in leadership and verse 17 emphasises the emotional aspects of learning for leaders. Finally, verses 18–21 point to wisdom as the source of wealth for leaders and potential leaders.

8.2.5. Exegetical Analysis

A. The Value of Wisdom (8:10–11)

Verse 10 constitutes an invitation for the hearers to receive wisdom on the basis of her intrinsic value. Then, verse 11 explains why, because she is more valuable than money or jewels. Verse 10 begins with an imperative statement, similar to the one found in verse 6. The son is being instructed to take יְחָד (instruction or teaching) instead of silver because of its corrective nature. He should also treasure knowledge above gold. זָכָר (take) in the first half-line elliptically functions in the second half-line. The intra-linear parallelism in this verse shows that ‘instruction’ is parallel to ‘knowledge’ and ‘silver’ is parallel to ‘gold’. The kind of comparison expressed here, according to Waltke and O’Connor, refers to a ‘comparison of exclusion’. This is because ‘the subject alone possesses the quality connoted by the adjective or stative verb, to the exclusion of the thing compared’ (Waltke and O’Connor, 1990b: 265). It is easy for Waltke and O’Connor to think that this constitutes a comparison of exclusion, but it does not. This verse does not teach that the reader should totally reject gold or silver. The aim of the proverb is to emphasise motivation for the imperative that wisdom is more
valuable than things that we consider most valuable (earthly treasures). Silver and gold are durable because they do not rust like other metals. More importantly, they do not lose lustre, shape or weight. Metaphorically, gold and silver can also mean other things that are valuable to us. This invitation from Lady Wisdom offers ‘a great opportunity for learning and personal growth’ (Heim, 2013: 634).

Verse 11 continues the idea from the previous verse. Waltke thinks that it is a gloss from 3:15 (2004: 388). In contrast, I agree with Fox that the verse ‘works well as a proverb cited to support the preceding advice’ (2000: 271). It is also a good conclusion for that section of the wisdom speech. Similarly, Heim identifies the parallelism and variant repetition between Proverbs 3:15 and 8:11. He notes that ‘both half-lines … are repeated, with three dissimilar words’ (2013: 121). He concludes that this is ‘a deliberate variation of the so–called ‘better’ proverb’ (2013: 122). The point that is being made is that the worth of wisdom is incomparably more valuable than silver, gold and other desired items. Therefore, those who aspire to be leaders should recognise the worth of wisdom.

The sudden change from the first person singular personal pronoun by Lady Wisdom to the third person singular has puzzled scholars. While commentators such as Murphy and Waltke say it is unclear or it is a gloss (Murphy, 1998: 50; Waltke, 2004: 251, 388), Heim argues that the change is obvious. Following Heim, Proverbs 8:11 is a variant repetition of 3:15 and it is deliberate. It is the same Wisdom that is still speaking (Heim, 2013: 121–126) to future leaders.

_____________________

340 In other words, wisdom is more valuable than the temporary and perishable riches as well as the durable things that humans usually seek after.
341 This is another example of the frequent use of variant repetitions in the book of Proverbs.
B. The Characteristics of Wisdom (8:12–13)

Lady Wisdom’s personal introduction of herself, in verse 12, is intriguing. She changes the mode of her speech with the use of a first person singular suffix. The phrase ἡ σοφία κατεσκήνωσα (Greek ἐγὼ ἡ σοφία κατεσκήνωσα) connotes some emphasis. It can also be translated as ‘I wisdom, I dwell’. Wisdom describes herself as dwelling with δήμος (shrewdness or craftiness). δῆμος (dwell) connotes settlement, closeness or association (HALOT, 4: 1497). With the root νική, δῆμος can also mean ‘shrewdness is my neighbour’. This does not imply that wisdom is shrewd. The message she is trying to convey is that there is a connection, as well as a distinction, between her and shrewdness. In other words, ‘she has an abiding connection to it but is not precisely equated with it’ (Fox, 2000: 271). The second half-line introduces two additional qualities of wisdom, which are γνῶσις (knowledge) and δικτύωσις (discretion). McKane interprets them as ‘knowledge of procedural devices or knowledge of expediencies’ (1970: 347). Generally, knowledge is the accumulation of skills, facts, information and experience. Prudence, on the other hand, is the ‘ability to devise plans’ (Waltke 2004: 400). These characteristics connect well with ‘mental agility, versatility and adroitness’ (McKane, 1970: 347). In the light of our discussion, these qualities are needed for successful leadership.

Scholars such as Toy and Meinhold have been puzzled by the appearance of verse 13 as an obstruction to the flow between verses 12 and 14. Toy, for example, opts to remove it because it does not contribute to the flow of thought (Toy, 1977: 167). On the contrary, Delitzsch thinks there is a connection (Delitzsch, 1984: 178). I would argue that it is part of the deliberate ambiguity in the book of Proverbs. Hence, casting doubt on its originality is
unnecessary, if it is interpreted within the context of this passage. Following Waltke, the
different wording of this verse and the logical progression of evil from pride to perverse
speech shows that it is not a gloss from Job 28:28, Proverbs 3:19 or 16:6. For Waltke, Lady
Wisdom climactically uses יָאֵמָה (I hate) ‘to signify that these vices cannot attend her
virtues’ (Waltke 2004: 401). Verse 13 may be difficult to divide into two poetic lines, but I
agree with Murphy that the second and third lines are explanations of the first (1998: 48).
They help the son (the addressee) to know the evils that must be avoided. Verse 13 identifies
hatred of evil as identical with הָרְאָה (the fear of the Lord). However the implication and
interpretation of this statement is probably its consequence. יָאֵמָה (hate), in its strongest sense,
underscores the idea of becoming an enemy of something. It is often associated with the
enemies of God or the things that Yahweh dislikes (HALOT, 3: 1254–1256). The second half-
line sheds more light on the verse by highlighting three ways by which עֶבֶר (evil) manifests
itself: the first is through arrogance and pride; the second is through an evil way or action; and
the third is through the mouth of perversity. In the context of our discussion, these are three
important areas that those who aspire to be leaders should be careful about. They should avoid
every form of pride and arrogance. This also suggests attitudes and actions (either by words or
deeds). This verse is also relevant to those who are already leaders, because following its
advice would help them to become better leaders.

C. The Role of Wisdom in Leadership (8:14–16)

Lady Wisdom continues to make additional claims about her attributes in connection with
royalty in verses 14–16. It should be noted that the self–praise approach she adopts is not
unique to ancient Israel. It is similar to the speeches that are found in some ANE texts (Davis,
Lady Wisdom makes some interesting claims in verse 14, which require closer analysis. In the first half-line of verse 14, she possesses 

is a first yod noun, from עניין, and can be translated as planning, decision and consultation (HALOT, 2: 422).  

, on the other hand, is difficult to translate because it is rare and it has multiple meanings. It has been difficult for scholars to find an equivalent word for it in modern languages. It appears to be another way of describing wisdom in the book of Proverbs. The most acceptable definition that has been put forward so far is the one by Gemser. For Gemser,  

means ‘the promotion of being, encouraging something to exist, allowing the successful outcome of an enquiry; as such it means help as much as cleverness, or skill’ (HALOT, 4: 1714). Hence, I have translated it as success. Drawing on examples from 1 Kings 1:12 and Proverbs 20:18, Waltke suggests that  may refer to ‘political and military advice given to a king’ (2004: 401). If this is correct, it justifies my argument about the unique role of wisdom in leadership. Similarly, Fox writes, ‘counsel, competence, and power are the faculties of statecraft, wielded by effective rulers to achieve their goals. They are not inherently ethical attributes, though they may and should be employed justly’ (Fox, 2000: 273) as implied in the context. 

In the second half-line of verse 14, wisdom is  and she possesses  

appears 22 times in Proverbs, and it is commonly used to express ‘understanding’ (NIDOTTE, 1: 642).  

derives its root from יברח, which means to be superior, excel, prevail, rise and strong (NIDOTTE, 1: 792). Anyone who seeks after wisdom will benefit from these characteristics.

---

342 The LXX translates it as ἀποφθέγματα ‘advise, counsel or will’ (Strong, 1997: 94).
343 This is contrary to McKane who argues that statecraft has nothing to do with morals. It is all about success (1970: 348).
This verse is parallel to the characteristics of the ideal king mentioned in Isaiah 11:2. He possesses the spirit of the Lord, wisdom and understanding, counsel and power, knowledge and the fear of the Lord. The imaginative interpretation of this verse is that leaders need the mental strength and moral will to be able to successfully execute their policies, especially during difficult times (e.g. economic recession and war). They also need courage to tackle their opponents as well as a good strategy for success.

Wisdom presents herself as the source of leadership influence by highlighting her pragmatic importance in verses 15–16. בწ preceding the verb ימלוע emphasises wisdom as an instrument of leadership at different levels: kings, rulers, princes, nobles and judges. In other words, ‘all rulers are the visible tools of her hidden work and the paradigmatic illustration of her activity’ (Waltke, 2004: 402). There is intra-linear parallelism between ימלוע (reign) and ימק (decree) in verse 15. These two verbs indicate what wisdom does for those who are in positions of authority, in an ideal situation. Kings and rulers rely on her for effective governance. מֶלֶךְ (kings) in the first half-line is also parallel to רֹאשִׁים (dignitaries, rulers or governors) in the second half-line. This suggests that there is an association between the two. The implication of verse 15 is that leaders who lack wisdom would encounter difficulties throughout their reign (even when they are good leaders).

There is interlinear parallelism between verses 15 and 16. The repetition of בწ at the beginning of both verses is an important poetic device used for the connection. Following the Akkadian word for king (šarru), Waltke finds syntactic and semantic matches between the first half-line of verses 15 and 16. He suggests that רֹאשִׁים links well with מֶלֶךְ because they are officials working at the king’s palace (Waltke, 2004: 403). רֹאשִׁים (prince or chief) can also
be translated as a captain or as someone with royal connections. In verse 16 appears to refer to lower rulers because they are mentioned in association with the (nobles) and (judges). In my view, verse 16 offers textual evidence with the presentation of the hierarchy: princes, nobles and judges. Therefore, those who aspire to be leaders among the general public can learn from this.

On the whole, verses 15–16 constitute a rhetorical appeal to ambition. They imply that it is impossible to rule well, either as higher or lower leaders, without wisdom. Wisdom is usually associated with kingship and leadership in ANE and ancient Israel. The vocabularies of royalty and high officials in these two verses help to focus our discussion on leadership. The last couplet of this section shows that wisdom was an important tool for leadership in ancient Israel. Drawing from the exegesis of this text, we may now draw implications from the wider contexts. The leaders need wisdom to be able to govern effectively; they need wisdom to test the reaction of the people towards their government; they need wisdom to put in place infrastructure (such as the judicial system) and for diplomatic relations with other nations and fellow leaders; and they need wisdom to make wise decisions throughout their reign.

D. The Availability of Wisdom to Leaders and Aspiring Leaders (8:17)

How then can wisdom be found, if she has this leadership value? Verse 17 answers this question. Wisdom is universally available to those who seek a relationship with her, whether

---

344 See my discussion in chapter 4 of this dissertation.
345 In other words, these higher leaders were used as paradigm for lower leadership.
as a leader or as followers who aspire to be leaders. The use of the personal pronoun יִנָּה by Lady Wisdom is for the sake of emphasis. יְהוּדָּה means to love or like. It expresses affection, which may be between God and humans, humans and humans, humans and objects or abstract realities. Generally, it is used to describe friendship or ‘feelings of love’ (HALOT, 1: 18). The יְהוּדָּה expressed by Lady Wisdom here is reciprocal. Furthermore, דַּעַשׁ means ‘to search for, to turn towards, go around’ something. The word ‘always has a clearly defined object’ (HALOT, 4: 1465) whenever it appears in the Piel form. In this verse, wisdom is the object that is being sought.

דַּעַשׁ expresses the outcome of the search. Lady Wisdom is only available to those who seek her. The mutuality between seeking and finding can be found in Deuteronomy 4:29; 2 Chronicles 15:4, 15; Jeremiah 29:13; and Isaiah 55:6; 65:1. The theological dimension is that those who seek Yahweh will find him. Earlier scholars such as Kayatz (1966) and others have argued that this reciprocal love has a striking parallel with Ma‘at in ancient Egypt. However, Fox suggests that this claim is unconvincing and is probably a scholarly assumption. He warns us to be careful of this comparison and concludes that the reciprocity may also be found in Mesopotamian and Hellenistic346 gods (Fox, 1995: 44–47).

There is intra-linear parallelism between the two poetic half-lines with the use of יְהוּדָּה (love) and דַּעַשׁ (seek).347 The language of loving and searching here is an expression of emotional

---

346 For example, ‘khonsu loves him who loves him’ and ‘Isis loves the one who loves her’ (Fox, 2000: 276).
347 This is an instance of precise parallelism. Scholars such as Heim have argued that most of the precise parallelisms do not introduce new innovations within the text (2013: 32). However, the power of this parallelism is not in its new information or imagination that it inspires, as Heim would suggest. The precision of this parallelism serves a strong rhetorical purpose.
commitment, effort and motivation. In other words, it is only those who love wisdom who will create the time to seek for her. In his 1988 article, Murphy argues that the ‘erotic’ presentation of Lady Wisdom in Proverbs 1–9 is evidence of the relationship between wisdom and eros. He suggests that the description of her value, the need for her to be embraced, loved and found shows that ‘the pursuit of wisdom is clearly erotic’ (Murphy, 1988b: 602). He maintains that the speech was deliberately presented to show the youth the difference between the strange woman and Lady Wisdom. He concludes that it is another way of showing the son that sexual fidelity is a symbol of attachment to Lady Wisdom. This analysis has not received significant acceptance among scholars.

In contrast to Murphy, I agree with Fox that, ‘to love wisdom means to crave knowledge and draw deep satisfaction from attaining it’ (Fox, 2000: 276). The metaphor expresses deep longing, strong motivation and emotional development. Verse 17\(^\text{348}\) emphasises that learning is an emotional as well as intellectual activity.\(^\text{349}\) Thus, the son is expected to listen carefully to the wisdom speech and reflect on the proverbs, in order to gain wisdom. A similar idea can be found in Egyptian wisdom literature (Lichtheim, 1976: 140) and Ben Sira.\(^\text{350}\) However, in reality, not all kings, governors, princes and nobles are making use of this opportunity. Proverbs 8:15–16 implies that leaders who do not decree righteous laws or judge justly lack wisdom. Therefore, leaders and prospective leaders should have a desire for learning.

E. Wisdom as a Source of Wealth for Leaders (8:18–21)

\(^{348}\) There is evidence of trans-linear parallelism between verse 17 and 36 in terms of the reciprocal love or hatred for wisdom.  
\(^{347}\) In other words, there is something genuinely exciting and desirable about learning and development.  
\(^{350}\) In the Egyptian wisdom literature, Anii urges his audience to ‘penetrate the writings, put them in your heart. Then all that you say will be effective’ (Lichtheim, 1976: 140). Ben Sira later sheds more light on how wisdom can be found through the desire to listen and individual effort (Sirach 6:32–37, 14:20–15:10, 24:1–24).  
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Verses 18–21 highlight some of the material benefits that wisdom attracts to those who find her. Timothy Sandoval has categorised this section among the proverbs that deal with wealth in Proverbs (Sandoval, 2008: 47–52). Lady Wisdom emphasises that she is ‘fundamental for economic affairs, matters of public justice, and government rule’ (Melchert, 1998: 183). All these areas are covered within the spheres of leadership. Hence, it is necessary for those who aspire to be leaders to listen to her instruction.

Lady Wisdom presents herself as the source of wealth in verse 18. The phrase צְרֵיָה יְהוָה (Greek πλοῦτος καὶ δόξα), in the first half-line, expresses the association between riches and glory with the use of a maqqeph.351 Fox understands this phrase as a pair of hendiadys and suggests that it could mean ‘honourable wealth’ (Fox, 2000: 277). I disagree that the two nouns convey the same idea. The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms defines hendiadys as ‘the expression of a single idea by means of two nouns joined by the conjunction “and” rather than by a noun qualified by an adjective’ (Baldick, 2001: 111). In this case, there is a conjunction joining the two nouns together, but that does not make it a hendiadys. This is because the status of hendiadys is uncertain. Rosmari Lillas, in her PhD thesis, has shown that there is no agreement on the definition, function and application of the term ‘hendiadys’ (Lillas, 2012). Her close investigation of about 1,700 examples of so-called hendiadys in the Hebrew Bible shows that it is not specific enough to sufficiently explain the combinations of words. According to Lillas, we do not know how the ancient Semitic people spoke when the text was written. Therefore, it may be wrong to analyse it in the light of the construction of European languages.

351 πλοῦτος καὶ δόξα is another example where the LXX resolves the ambiguity in the MT of Proverbs.
Toy argues that אָנָן in verse 18 should be translated as prosperity, instead of justice or righteousness. Drawing on examples from 1 Samuel 26:23 and Joel 2:23, he concludes that אָנָן carries the idea of a ‘just measure of fortune’ (Toy, 1977: 169). Waltke is also in support of this translation (2004: 390). Following Lowth’s parallelistmus membrorum, he wants גֵל (riches) to be synonymous with עִנִי (wealth) and כֵּן (honour) to be synonymous with אָנָן (righteousness). For Waltke, כֵּן, which can also mean importance through wealth, would allow for understanding אָנָן as prosperity.

However, following McKane and Fox, I have translated אָנָן as righteousness. McKane warns that to translate אָנָן as ‘success’ or ‘prosperity’ is to ‘over-simplify the relation of rightness to wealth’. For McKane, ‘the paradox is that when wealth is the chief end of life it corrupts, whereas when it is subordinated to wisdom it may be enjoyed as an aspect of welfare and honour’ (1970: 350). Fox also puts forward the argument that some wealth may be acquired through unrighteous ways. He concludes that there is no compelling evidence for translating אָנָן as success or prosperity in the light of Isaiah 54:17b, Psalms 112:3, 111:3 and other suggested passages (Fox, 2000: 278). In my opinion, there is nothing in the verse to suggest that אָנָן should be rendered as prosperity instead of righteousness. This idea is based on the attempt of previous scholarship to search for ‘better’ parallelism as a ‘methodological fix—all’ (Heim, 2013: 642). With Heim, we are able to argue that there is no real synonymous parallelism. What we have here instead is evidence of variant repetition at a micro level (2013: 24). Another important factor is that there is no other example within Proverbs where אָנָן carries the sense of prosperity. Therefore, I disagree with Toy and
Waltke’s translations on the basis of this evidence.

The arrangement of verse 18 has a pragmatic impact. הָרֶשֶׁת (riches) in the first half-line is parallel to עֶרֶץ (wealth) in the second half-line. Similarly, כְּבוֹד (honour) in the first half-line is also parallel to חָסְדָּא (righteousness) in the second half-line. The pairing of the material with the non–material is significant. חָסְדָּא echoes the idea of social standing with that of social justice. The use of the language of wealth to address the son, as expressed in verse 18, is also common in some Egyptian wisdom literature (Sandoval, 2005: 96). However, it must be noted that this verse is not a guarantee that everyone who seeks wisdom will have material wealth. Garret, for example, understands the wealth being lavished on the lovers of wisdom as being literal rather than metaphorical, but he agrees that not all wisdom benefits ‘are material in nature’ (1993: 104). Whybray also supports this view. He notes that the wealth in this verse should not be ‘understood in the figurative sense but it is quite literally material wealth which, because it is gained through wisdom rather than directly as an end in itself, is more worthwhile than gold and silver obtained in a usual way without regard to her’ (Whybray, 1994b: 126). Therefore, this implies that those who seek after wisdom have what is priceless. This may in turn bring them some material wealth and also help them to sustain whatever they have acquired through righteousness.

Lady Wisdom takes up her earlier idea, from verse 10, that she is better than silver and gold in verse 19, which is a reverse chiasm of Proverbs 3:14 (Fox, 2000: 278). This repetition is part of the devices used by the poets for the sake of emphasis. Murphy does not see the need to express the ‘better than’ element in this verse (Murphy, 1998: 51). In contrast, I think
translating רוח and ונ poate clearly conveys the main message of Lady Wisdom. רוח literally means fruit from a tree, offspring and produce. It also describes ‘the result of an action or behaviour’ (HALOT, 3: 967). הבנה can be translated as product, yield, income or revenue.

Figuratively, it is the ‘gain and profit’ (Delitzsch, 1984: 181) that Lady Wisdom yields to her followers. In this comparative saying, Lady Wisdom presents herself to be ‘qualitatively superior’ (Forti, 2008: 17) to gold and silver. The emphasis is that, although wealth is desirable, it is still inferior to the produce of wisdom, which is ‘intellectual and ethical, not only material’ (Fox, 2000: 278).

Fox observes that this verse ‘weakens the promise of affluence in the next verse’ (Fox, 2000: 278). I do not think that this is necessarily so. Interpreting verse 19 in the wider context of chapter 8, it is better to see it as a reminder for the son (a prospective leader) to recognise that wisdom is more valuable than the accumulation of wealth. רוח (fruit) is the positive outcome of yielding to the instruction of Lady Wisdom. Leaders must pursue the intellectual and ethical aspects of their role with less emphasis on financial gratification. Following the precepts of wisdom will eventually help them to gain everything, including wealth.

Righteousness is one of the major topics in the book of Proverbs, and verse 20 supports this claim (Lyu, 2012: 76). Lady Wisdom guides those who follow her on the path of righteousness and judgment according to this verse. דרך (path) in the first half-line and דרךנה (path) in the second half-line are synonyms and they are closely related to הדרך (way). דרך can refer to a way of life, God’s way or human life as a whole. It especially ‘speaks more of one’s condition or state than of action’ (NIDOTTE, 1: 505). דרךנה, on the other
hand, is used as a ‘metaphor for lifestyle, pattern of behaviour, or course of life’ (NIDOTTE, 3: 202). The use of the word `נַחֲלָה (I walk) is significant. As Delitzsch notes, this form of Piel expresses a ‘firm, constant action’ (1984: 182). For Delitzsch, `נַחֲלָה also means that the line of conduct that wisdom turns to is only one way (1984: 182). In a similar vein, Waltke suggests that with the use of `נַחֲלָה (what is being done) is frequentative (Waltke, 1990: 414–415). For Fox, it refers to a constant or habitual mode of behaviour (Fox, 2000: 278). The parallelism between `נַחֲלָה (righteousness) and `מִשְׁפָּת (judgment) is particularly noteworthy. These actions are associated with each other and they point in the same direction. As Longman succinctly notes, ‘a successful ruler is an ethical ruler, one who is characterised by justice and righteousness’ (206: 202). Therefore, as Lady Wisdom walks in the path of righteousness and justice, leaders are expected to follow the same way; they must choose the path of honesty in their quest for power, wealth and prosperity.

There is a greater reward for those who follow the path of wisdom in verse 21. The language of love in verse 17 is repeated in verse 21. The inclusio (love) was used as a poetic device. There is another link between verse 17 and the second half-line of verse 21. Lady Wisdom will fill the storehouse of her lovers with ‘monetary earnings’ (Yoder, 2001: 99). This is an instance of trans-linear parallelism. Here, wisdom showers wealth and honour on those who love her. The sense `ירָבָּה (inheritance) carries here suggests a permanent transfer of ownership ‘so that it may be passed on in inheritance’ (Fox, 2000: 278). 352 How does she honour those who love her? One of the possible ways is that the possessor of wisdom will catch the

352 Toy sees a strong connection between the first and second half-line of verse 21. He argues that the ‘initial particle in verse 21 expresses purpose (in order that I may),’ and the second half-line is ‘equivalent to result (so that I do)’. Toy paraphrases this verse as; ‘since I am just, my friends will be properly rewarded’ (1977: 170).
attention of others and be considered for higher leadership responsibilities. Another question that needs to be asked is how we should understand wisdom as a source of wealth in modern day terms. As mentioned earlier, the wealth here is not necessarily financial. Wealth for leaders may be in the areas of peaceful governance, good investments and high quality decisions that are beneficial to the people.

8.2.6. What Can We Learn?

We have gained some insights from the preceding analysis of Proverbs 8:10–21. First, we learnt that the role of wisdom in leadership should not be underestimated. Leaders need wisdom to be able to function well in their roles. Wisdom is the ‘majestic patron and benefactor’ (Fox, 2000: 278) of those in the corridors of power. Second, when leaders rigorously pursue wisdom, additional benefits, such as power, cleverness, riches, dominion and glory, will follow. Third, leadership is not just about being successful; it is about being a leader in a moral and ethical sense. Justice and moral values are clearly emphasised as necessary tools for leadership in verses 15, 18 and 20. Fourth, wisdom is not just for people who are already leaders; it is for all who aspire to be leaders. In my view, this is the main motivation behind the speech of Lady Wisdom.

It should be noted that the repetition of יְשָׁרֵי in verses 12, 14 and 17 by Lady Wisdom is for the purpose of emphasis, to draw attention to herself. Her invitation is a generous one, without

---

353 For example, this is well illustrated by the wisdom King Solomon displayed. It was followed by abundant wealth, power and added skills (1 Kgs 3:1–15).
354 Lady Wisdom is using her value to motivate ordinary people so that they can move up in the hierarchy of society. It is not about how the elites can become better elites; it is also about how ordinary people can join the elites.
any plan of exploitation. It is filled with passion, but is optional to those who willingly seek her. According to Clifford, the relationship between Lady Wisdom and her followers is expressed in the ‘traditional biblical language of love: seeking and finding’ (Clifford, 1999: 95). She is self-sufficient and not in need of anything. She is the one who lavishes wealth and substance on her followers, in contrast to the manipulative actions of Lady Folly in chapters 5 and 7, who makes heavy demands. The principle of seeking and finding wisdom is relevant for anyone who wants to lead. Leaders who seek wisdom diligently will find her. This implies that wisdom is not only intellectual; she is also attractive.

8.3. The Responsibility of Good Leaders Towards the Poor (29:13–14)

8.3.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 29:13–14

13 A poor and oppressor meet,
the Lord gives light to the eyes of both.

14 A king who judges the poor with truth,
his throne will be established forever.

8.3.2. Textual Note

Verse 13. The LXX translates the phrase רַשֵׁה אֱלִישָׁתָה חֲכֶמָא as (δανιστοῦ καὶ χρεοφειλέτου) which means ‘creditors and debtors’. My translation stands by the MT, ‘a poor and oppressor’ because it explains the nuances of this proverb. In my view, the LXX may be misleading, because not all creditors are oppressors.

8.3.3. Exegetical Analysis of 29:13–14

There is interlinear parallelism between verses 13 and 14, with the use of רָשים and רַשֵׁה,
respectively. The proverbs are not critical of the status quo as they recognise social classes. The contrast between the poor and the oppressor in the first line of verse 13 is significant. It implies that not all the people who are rich and influential are oppressive. The proverb warns any prospective oppressor that God creates all humans. He ‘permits them to exist and controls them’ (Toy, 1977: 511). There is an implicit warning in the information given by the proverb that Yahweh has created all human beings (rich and poor). They are all created in the image of God.\(^{355}\) יָרֵא מָן (to give light) in hiphil carries the idea of illumination (HALOT, 1: 24)\(^{356}\) and it also means physical life. As Waltke notes, it is ‘a metonymy of ‘to give life’ in contrast to death’ (2005: 441).

Verse 14 introduces the king as God’s representative on Earth, with the responsibility of maintaining law and order. He must take action against those who oppress the poor and the powerless in society. לָשׁוֹם is a qal participle masculine singular absolute. It means to judge or give justice to the poor ‘defending their rights and securing their mishpāt, their due, what is justly theirs’ (Fox, 2009: 839).\(^{357}\) He may not be able to attend to individual cases, but he must be an instrument of regulation. The aim of this proverb is to remind the king that part of his royal duties is to protect the rights of the poor and the consequence is that his throne will be established forever.\(^{358}\) What is new in my interpretation of this couplet is my understanding of 13a. Most scholars translate בָּרָא as ‘meet together’, to mean that the poor

\(^{355}\) It implicitly warns that Yahweh will not tolerate any form of injustice against the poor. A similar idea can be found in Proverbs 22:2.

\(^{356}\) This verse could mean that the rich observe the poor when they meet and observe their vulnerability. The rich person feels sorry for the poor because the Lord has opened his eyes. It can also mean the poor see the oppressor as a powerful and untrustworthy person. They defend themselves to ensure they are not being exploited.

\(^{357}\) The direct object of מָשֵׁל is not the wicked people, but the poor. Therefore, judging the poor is not in a sense of condemnation but in the sense of treating them fairly before the courts. Similarly, the idea of taking action against those who oppress the poor and powerless is only implicit.

\(^{358}\) For a discussion of how a king’s throne is established forever, see my interpretation of 25:5.
and oppressor are the same or have something in common. Following the MT, it could also mean the poor and oppressor meet or have interaction, but they should remember that God created all. There is trans-linear parallelism between verses 12 and 14. The negative imagery of a ruler who listens to falsehood (12) is taken up again, with the use of positive imagery for the ruler who judges the poor fairly and faithfully (14).

8.4. Counterpoint and Conclusion

In the light of the above analysis, I can conclude that the proverbs analysed in this chapter are instructive for leadership from the perspective of a ruler, as well as for the officials working under him. A leader is expected to exhibit the skills of good communication; to have the ability to know when to speak or be silent;\(^359\) to consult widely; to display wisdom for leadership; to connect well with the people and to discharge responsibility to the poor by defending their rights.

However, there are tensions concerning the skills of leaders in Proverbs. For example, Proverbs 22:29 claims that diligence (hard work) is what courtiers need to succeed in the presence of the king, but 16:15 seems to suggest that it still depends on the king’s discretion.\(^360\) Some proverbs suggest that skills alone are not enough for successful leadership progression. There is a need for the exhibition of character and leadership action (28:6–7). In addition, Proverbs 29:8–12 emphasises the necessity of effective communication in

---

\(^359\) A wise leader knows when it is necessary or unnecessary to answer a fool according to his foolishness (Prov 26:4–5).

\(^360\) In real life situations, some skilful and humble staff fail to get the promotions they deserve; instead, lazy but pragmatic people are preferred.
leadership, but 17:7 warns against the use of excessive speech. The clearest contradiction about communication can be found in 26:4–5: ‘Do not answer a fool according to his folly, lest you yourself become like him; but rather answer a fool according to his folly, lest he appear wise in his own sight.’ Following Hatton’s dialogue theory and analysis of the LXX, these two verses offer ‘two strategies for dealing with the one fool – one that will fail and one that will be successful’ (2008: 156). Finally, Lady Wisdom boasts about her ability to support those in positions of authority (8:10–21), but she does not clearly state how, apart from the fact that ‘the fear of Yahweh is the beginning of wisdom’ (9:10). As discussed in chapter 2, some of the variations in Proverbs may be attributed to the fact that some of the sayings were written by later editors, rather than the original authors.
CHAPTER 9
THE ACTIONS OF LEADERS IN PROVERBS

This chapter focuses on the sayings that relate to leadership actions in the book of Proverbs.

9.1. Leadership and Bribery (17:8; 23)

9.1.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 17:8, 23

8 Precious stone of favour is a bribe in the eyes of the master, wherever he turns, he prospers.

23 A wicked takes bribe from the secret,\(^{361}\) to pervert the path of justice.

9.1.2. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 17:8, 23

Verse 8 shows that a bribe can yield a positive effect. It can help the giver to achieve his goal. חסר (bribe) has a number of usages in the Bible. It may refer to a gift that is given to express love or allegiance. It can also be used to describe a gift that is ‘intended to secure favour’ (HALOT, 4: 1457). A bribe is said to be like a magic stone, and the phrase ניצון יושב is used figuratively to express the result that it can produce. The noun קסום indicates the owner of the object or the giver of the bribe and למסים (to achieve success) explains its capability.

Scholars are divided on the interpretation of this verse. Farmer thinks ‘the speaker does not

\(^{361}\) There is an enjambment with one part of the first half-line running into the second.
ask us to believe that the giving of bribes will guarantee anyone’s prosperity,’ but from personal observation and experience, that may be the case (Farmer, 1991: 88). He argues further that another way of reading this verse is to conceive of it as irony. A bribe appears to be a precious stone, but in reality it is not. Hence, the intention of this proverb is not to recommend the act of bribery, but to express its irony. In the same vein, David Montgomery argues that to say a ‘bribe is a charm’ is a statement of observation and not affirmation of the practice. He identifies villains as the subjects of most of the sayings on bribes in Proverbs (Montgomery, 2000: 134–149). Waltke supports this view with his understanding of יִשְׂרָאֵל (in the eyes of) as a ‘fool’s state of self-delusion and reliance on his own opinion’ (2005: 49).362

Robert Alden and John Lange understand יִשְׂרָאֵל as a ‘gift’ and not a bribe. According to Alden, this proverb stresses the positive perspective of a bribe because it promises success. It is used to induce others to support one’s effort to achieve success. The gift only becomes a bribe when it becomes a source of temptation for the receiver to engage in illegal activities (Alden, 1983: 133–134). Similarly, Lange argues that יִשְׂרָאֵל in this verse is a lawful present or gift (Lange, 1960: 161). Hence, there is no reason for the giver and the receiver to feel uncomfortable about it. It neither condemns nor affirms bribery; it only highlights its effectiveness for those who use it.363

In contrast, Spence, McKane and Hatton maintain that יִשְׂרָאֵל is a bribe. According to Spence, 362 A further ambiguity can be found in verse 23. 363 A positive picture of a bribe can also be found in Proverbs 18:16 and 21:14. It enhances favour and helps the giver to gain friendship and recognition in high places. It also has the tendency to smooth anger.
the giving of a bribe was part of the customs of the ancient people. It was common to offer attractive gifts to those in authority, in order to seek their attention (Spence, 1974: 351). McKane argues further that wise and pragmatic people would know when ‘it is wisdom to employ a bribe’ (1970: 485). The intention here is not to harm anyone; it is an expression of pragmatism on the part of the giver; the action is informed by practical wisdom without any evil intention against others. Hatton observes that Proverbs 17:8 ‘offers an enthusiastic endorsement of bribery’ (Hatton, 2008: 144) contrary to the high-toned condemnations that are available elsewhere. He notes that the Greek translator captures the nuance of the proverb well with ‘μισθὸς χαρίτων ἡ παιδεία τοῖς χρωμένοις, οὐ δὲ ἄν ἐπιστρέψῃ, εὐοδωθῆσεται.’ For Hatton, this is one of the instances where the LXX helps us to understand the MT better.

A similar positive view is expressed in Proverbs 21:14: ‘a gift in secret subdues anger, and a bribe in the bosom, strong wrath’ (cf. 18:16; 19:6). In my view, any attempt to use linguistics to conceive ἡμάρτωμα as gift and not bribe is fraught with weaknesses, because it fails to account for the way the word is used elsewhere in Proverbs.

Verse 23 continues the discussion of bribery with a specific focus on the one who receives it. The repetition of ἡμάρτωμα reflects a trans-linear parallelism with verse 8, as the poet returns to the previous discussion about bribes. He expresses a different attitude towards it, however. The bribe in verse 23 is associated with the wicked people, for the purpose of wickedness. It describes the receiver of the bribe as ὅρρης (wicked) because he understands the expectation of the giver (to stretch the way of justice). A similar negative view of bribery can also be found in Proverbs 15:27: ‘those who are greedy for unjust gain make trouble for their households,

364 For example, the aim may be to secure one’s success or foster a budding relationship.
but those who hate bribes will live’ (15:27).

There are three vital elements in this verse. The first is the timing of the bribe; הָקַב (receive) appearing in the third person qal imperfect implies a present or continuous action. The second is the location of the bribe; the fact that the action takes place in secret place (קִרְיָה) makes the bribery suspicious. The context of this bribe (a secret place) suggests the illegality of the action. The third is the purpose of the bribe; the use of the word חָפָץ (to turn aside) suggests the bribe is being used to ‘twist’ (HALOT, 2: 693) things around.365 The appearance of מַשְׁפָץ (justice) in the second half-line suggests that the act of bribery took place in a judicial or legal setting (Murphy, 19998: 131; Longman, 2008: 350). דַּעַה (path) is a metaphorical description of the ‘process of judgment’ (HALOT, 1: 87) and מַשָּׁט is a ‘metonymy’ describing the official in charge of the ‘judicial procedure’ (Waltke, 2005: 61). מַשָּׁט is the subject performing the actions in both the first and second half-lines. This verse condemns the use of bribes for perverting justice. It lays emphasis on the moral implications of a bribe and exposes the bribe as a tool that is being used by wicked people for their personal gains. Fox points it out that what is wrong in this verse is the idea of giving or receiving a ‘gift for corrupt purposes’ (2009: 635).

9.1.3. What Can We Learn?

In view of our discussion, the one who receives the bribe is a leader. The one who gives the bribe may be a lower leader or a member of the public. Elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, the

---

365 For example, using it to get unmerited favour or justice.
giving and receiving of bribes by administrators to pervert judgment is condemned. A similar idea can also be found throughout the ANE (Noonan, 1984: 5). The book of Proverbs expresses both positive and negative attitudes towards bribes (15:27; 17:8, 23; 18:16; 21:14). Proverbs 17:8 and 17:23, especially, express both ‘enthusiasm and doubt about bribery’ (Hatton, 2008: 144). It is even intriguing for me to note that there are more positive sayings about רעה than the negatives in the book of Proverbs. Following Hatton, the tension and complexity regarding the giving and receiving of bribes were deliberately mixed together ‘to goad the wise to reflect on the merits and demerits of this practice’ (Hatton, 2008: 137). For Hatton, the wisdom writers used this contradictory attitude towards gifts and bribes to provoke their readers to think carefully about the prospects and problems of the practice. His synchronic reading of Proverbs leads him to conclude that the book ‘attempted to promote a dialogue between elements of wisdom which saw bribes as useful and others that believe them to be ineffective’ (2008: 148).

Verses 8 and 23 express different attitudes to bribery. As McKane notes, ‘if this is not evidence for interpretation, it is at least irreconcilable with the view that all the material in Proverbs can be accommodated within a single theological structure or unitary ethos’ (1970: 18). On one hand, the act of giving out a bribe to pervert justice is as bad as receiving it.

---

366 See Deut 27:25; 1 Sam 8:3; Job 15:34; Ps 15:5; 26:9–10; Prov 29:4; Eccl 7:7; Isa 1:23; 5:23; 33:15; Ezek 13:19; 22:12; Amos 5:12; Mic 3:10–11.
367 For example, King Hammurabi was known to have issued a penalty against corrupt judges who abused their positions of authority to encourage injustice (Pritchard, 1969: 166).
368 Unlike other books of the Hebrew Bible, the book of Proverbs has more positive verses about רעה than the negatives.
369 As mentioned earlier, in chapter 4, the tension between gifts and bribes is one of the examples of provocative contradictions that Hatton finds in Proverbs. He has been able to show that Proverbs is indeed a ‘unified text, pervaded by contradictions’ (2008: 10).
370 It must be stated that God detests bribery and oppression of the poor. It was one of the reasons for the
motivates the giver to violate the law and pushes the receiver to break the rules; both the giver and receiver become corrupt and the chain of corruption continues. On the other hand, there is nothing wrong with giving or receiving a gift. It is right if the aim is to build a relationship and it does not affect others. In real political situations, such as in Great Britain, there is a code of conduct for Members of Parliament (MP) to publicly declare individual or corporate donations over a threshold.

9.2. Leadership and Anger Management (14:35; 19:12; 20:2)

9.2.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 14:35; 19:12; 20:2

Proverbs 14:35

The favour of a king is to a prudent servant, but his wrath is for a shameful one.

Proverbs 19:10, 12

Not fitting for a fool is luxury, also for a slave to rule over princes.

Like the roaring of a lion is the rage of the king, but like a dew over the grass is his favour.

Proverbs 20:2

Like the roaring of a lion is the anger of a king, whoever angers him forfeits his life.

Babylonian captivity (Ezek 22:12).

371 The threshold for reporting individual or corporate donations from a ‘permissible source’ is £1,500 in a calendar year. ‘When accepting benefits worth more than £500 but below the registration threshold of £1,500, Members should bear in mind the need to ensure they are from permissible donors and keep records as they may be reportable when combined with other donations from the same source in a calendar year. Donations over £500 that are from an unidentifiable or impermissible source should be returned and reported to the Commission within 30 days’.

9.2.2. Textual Notes


Proverbs 19:12a. The LXX renders it as ‘βασιλέως ἀπειλή ὁµοῖα βρυγµῷ λέοντος’ the threat of a king is like a bite of a lion’.

Proverbs 20:2a. Clifford’s suggestion that ἄµια (anger) requires emendation before it can conform to 19:12 is unnecessary (1999: 181). As we shall see later, it is another example of variant repetition.

9.2.3. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 14:35; 19:12; 20:2

The saying in Proverbs 14:35 focuses on the behaviour of the king towards his servants. It shows that there are prospects and problems in serving at the royal court (McKane, 1970: 470). Honest and competent courtiers are rewarded but the incompetent and unfruitful ones will face the king’s anger. דַרְבּוֹן can be used to describe a slave, a servant, a military subordinate, a political subject, a dependant or anyone who subjects themselves to the lordship of Yahweh. The noun appears about 800 times in the Hebrew Bible. It is the equivalent of παις and δοῦλος in the LXX (HALOT, 2: 775–776). It could be a reference to ‘an actual slave or a freeborn man’ (Fox, 2009: 578). Of course the meaning of דַרְבּוֹן could be extended to cover all the king’s subjects throughout the kingdom. Its appearance here in
the singular, however, makes this unlikely.\textsuperscript{372}

There are a few issues of poetics in this verse. First, the hiphil masculine participle מָשָׁל (prudent) modifies דָּבָר (slave) to describe the servant as wise, insightful and acceptable to the king. In other words, the goodwill of a king is reserved for the wise. Secondly, קֶרֶם (his wrath) implies judgment. This also ‘implies a righteous king’ (Longmann, 2006: 309) overseeing the affairs of the nation. The third issue is the hiphil participle masculine construct מָכֵשׁ in the second half-line. It clearly shows that the servant is acting shamefully or bringing shame on himself through his actions. This proverb can be applied to the king and his courtiers. It could be a warning for the servants to watch their actions. It could also be an instruction for the king to appoint the right people. Its significance for leadership can still be conveyed in both ways.

Proverbs 19:10 begins with the phrase לֹא נָאְהָה (not fitting).\textsuperscript{373} This phrase negates the nominal clauses in the first and second half-line. It is also elliptical in the second half-line. This verse is a statement of fact: it is not fitting for a fool to live in luxury or pleasure. חֵשֶׁל (fool) is used to describe those who are stupid in practical things or insolent in terms of spiritual matters. It appears 40 times in between Proverbs 1:22 and 29:22 (HALOT, 2: 489). Another thing that is not fitting is for a slave to rule over princes. מַרְיוֹם (prince) has its root from the Akkadian ‘śarrum’, meaning king, prince or governor. In ancient Israel מַרְיוֹם was used for a person of note, an overseer, a chief administrator in charge of royal goods, or other

\textsuperscript{372} In my view, the servant mentioned here has regular contact with the king (possibly a courier).
\textsuperscript{373} I have discussed the significance of this phrase in my analysis of 17:7.
important person in a position of authority (HALOT, 3: 1352). דָּבָר (slave), on the other hand, is a servant who is subject to subordination. He has no self-worth because he is a possession of his master. לֶסֶף (to rule) is a qal infinitive construct verb and it indicates the one exercising leadership. Ironically, it is דָּבָר (slave) who is the infinitive subject here.

In terms of parallelism, the relationship between a fool and a slave in this verse is unclear. What is clear is the unfitting situation of both. It is a serious situation when a fool can afford to live in luxury, but the intelligent and hard working people cannot. The implication is that the fool would think that ‘it is an approval of his (false) way of life’ (Murphy, 1998: 143). Similarly, the situation is a provocation for those who acquired their wealth through intelligence or hard work, when faced with those who did not (Fox, 2009: 652).

The emphasis of this proverb lies in the second half-line, as it presents an even more serious and disastrous situation. If it is not proper for a fool to live in pleasure, ‘it is unthinkable that a slave, who is not even fully a member of the community, should ever leap the formidable and social and constitutional barriers which block his path to advancement and power’ (McKane, 1970: 528). In other words, it is a tragedy to see a slave ruling over the princes and governors. If Hatton’s proposal that Proverbs was ‘written at a time of crisis and breakdown in the social order, perhaps occasioned by exile’ (2008: 82) is correct, then this proverb may be an example of such a situation. Agur shares a similar conservative view within the numerical sayings of Proverbs 30:21–22, that it is not suitable for a slave to become king or for a fool to
have enough food to eat. Qohelet offers a similar sentiment regarding Ecclesiastes 10: 5–7.\(^{374}\)

How, then, should we understand the second half of this poetic line? Van Leeuwen thinks that this proverb has ‘anti-revolutionary thrust’ (1997: 179) if it is placed within a royal context. He thinks the agenda of the writer is to maintain the usual status quo and promote a royal, hierarchical view of society. He finds a connection between Proverbs 19:10 and 30:21–22. Viewing this proverb from a royal perspective, he describes the situation as a ‘chaotic world upside down’ (van Leeuwen, 1986a : 602). He concludes that the images used are examples of real-life situations in the ANE.

Contrary to van Leeuwen, Waltke and Fox argue that the notion of social revolution in this verse is not accurate. Waltke’s analysis of different passages in the Hebrew Bible (especially the book of Proverbs) shows that the proverb does not envision revolution on the part of ‘the competent royal servant’ or ‘the prudent household slave’ (2005: 104). Similarly, Fox notes that such revolution was rare in the ANE. He observes that ‘armed bands of disaffected and marginalized men’ did embark on looting and achieved ‘occasional power’. For Fox, ‘what this proverb envisions is the case of a slave gaining power for himself, rather than a shift in class structure’ (Fox, 2009: 653). Following Waltke and Fox, I would conclude that the proverb describes the situation of an incompetent slave who was given the responsibility to oversee some assignments on behalf of his master (the king). Since the slave is incompetent ‘by disposition and training’ the outcome for the community would be ‘mismanagement,

\(^{374}\) There is a consensus among scholars that Job and Qohelet express radical wisdom, in contrast to the traditional wisdom enshrined in Proverbs. Yet the radicalism of Qohelet does not extend to leadership. Qohelet writes: ‘There is an evil that I have seen under the sun, as great an error as if it proceeded from the ruler: folly is set in many high places, and the rich sit in a low place. I have seen slaves on horseback, and princes walking on foot like slaves’ (Eccl 10: 5–7).
abuse of power, corruption, and injustice; in brief, social chaos’ (Waltke, 2005: 105).

The implication of this proverb for leadership suggests that delegation of authority is one of the things expected of a great leader. However, it is the responsibility of the leader to supervise the delegates and ensure that they are competent for the assignment. Leaders can achieve this practically if they base the selection or appointment of their staff on merit (qualifications, experience, person and communication skills etc.) and not sentiment.\(^{375}\) There is evidence of people being selected or appointed, rather than elected, for leadership positions in the Ancient Near East (Clark, 2013: 169, Bang, 2013: 437).\(^{376}\) By implication, in the light of what has been identified in this verse, it is important that people receive training for modern leadership, both before and after selection (continuing professional development).

Verse 12 is about the ‘wrath and favour of royalty’ (Murphy, 1998: 143). \(\text{ἄπειλὴ} \) (Greek \(\text{ἀπειλὴ} \)) is an emotional expression through rage or anger. It refers to the state of being furious. The wisdom writer used a simile to liken the rage of the king to the roaring of a lion in the first half-line. A similar idea is expressed in Proverbs 16:14, 20:2 and 28:15. The emphasis is on how \(\text{乐视} \) (lion or young lion) looks for food with his distinguished mane (HALOT, 2: 493). The use of \(\text{ חנ} \) (growl) rather than \(\text{ קף} \) (roar) is significant. According to Fox, \(\text{ חנ} \) offers a quieter sound. It is like a reference to the ordinary murmuring of the sea, in contrast to a storm. Therefore, the king merely needs to growl in order to be menacing. He should not be allowed to roar in fury (2009: 654). This is a warning for potential rebels, offenders and

\(^{375}\) They should not put people forward because they are members of their families or because they have received a bribe.

\(^{376}\) This is an interesting topic but there is need for further research in ANE studies.
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lawbreakers. They should not be seen offending whenever the king looks around. Toy thinks the description of the king’s anger here can be fully understood in the light of the time when the Jews were under the control of foreign rulers (1977: 372).

In contrast to the king’s anger, his favour is like dew or light rain. ‘The dew in dry, arid Palestine brought life to vegetation’ (Longman, 2006: 368). רָצוֹן (favour) here is a non-religious expression of the king’s pleasure or goodwill. Furthermore, רָצוֹן literally means grass or plant. It is a metaphor in this verse, as it presents an image of abundant growth (HALOT, 2: 889). As the dew refreshes the grass, the king’s favour is refreshing for those who receive it. This may come in terms of promotion within the royal court or a public recognition of service, for example.

There is intra-linear parallelism of contrast between רַע (rage) and רָצוֹן (favour). The imagery of a growling lion and dew for the king shows that he holds the power to punish and reward. It expresses the two sides of leadership. This proverb is a reminder for those dealing with people in positions of authority to act wisely. They must remember that their actions will lead to a positive or negative reaction from the ruler. This proverb, if interpreted on its own, addresses issues of leadership for courtiers and administrators.377

The king’s רַע (wrath) in Proverbs 20:2 is compared with the roaring of a lion in the first half-line. רַע, in my view, is a strong word because it describes the terror that the king

---

377 It also helps those who are not in leadership to know how to behave when they interact with those who are in positions of authority over them.
inspires in others when he is angry. The simile illustrates the power of the king as well as his ability to exercise judgment. This lion imagery was very common in the ANE, as it expresses ‘a king’s majesty and danger to ordinary mortals’ (Clifford, 1999: 182). The fact that he would not just make empty threats often ‘inspires awe and dread’ (McKane, 1970: 543). The second half-line elucidates the idea of the first. The hitpael participle (מָחַד) implies that he was caused to be angry. The root מָחַד means to sin, miss a target or do what is morally wrong (HALOT 1: 306).\footnote{\textit{It can also mean to forfeit ones’ life when it is followed by בָּנָה as direct object.\textsuperscript{378}}} Waltke suggests that the roaring of a lion in the context of Proverbs may include the removal of courtiers from their positions, or even death (2005: 128).

In my view, this proverb is clearly a variant repetition of 19:12 with a few minor changes. In the real world of courtiers, officials should be able to know when a leader is angry through verbal expression (words), volume and body language. This verse emphasises the development of leadership skills in Proverbs, with special reference to self-management and anger management.

\textbf{9.2.4. What Can We Learn?}

In my view, Proverbs 14:35 can help to build and develop leadership skills for lower leaders serving under the king. A wise courtier would avoid anger while relating with others and restrain himself in the presence of the king (Prov 19:10). Heim’s analysis of the context of Proverbs 19:11 and 12 leads him to conclude that the royal saying in verse 12 is ‘directed at the king himself’. For Heim, verse 11 focuses on forbearance as a virtue that can enhance one’s social status. It is therefore an indirect encouragement for the king to let his ‘social interactions be guided by benevolence (approval) rather than vitriol’ (2013: 459). In the same
vein, Fox notes that reading verse 11 together with 12 ‘puts courtiers on guard but also encourages a king to be patient and forgiving’ (2009: 654) irrespective of whatever justification he has for his wrath. Fox may not be too keen to find deep contexts in Proverbs, but he agrees to short connections such as this. In contrast, Proverbs 20:2 appears to justify the anger of the king, rather than condemn it, in order to nuance the other proverbs. Hence, effective leaders should know when to use a gentle tongue as well as anger effectively.

9.3. A Wise Leader Judges the Wicked (20:8, 26)

9.3.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 20:8, 26

8 A king sits upon the throne of judgment, to scatter all evil with his eyes.

26 A wise king scatters the wicked, and returns a wheel over them.

9.3.2. Textual Notes

Verse 8. The LXX renders 8a as ‘ὅταν βασιλεὺς δίκαιος καθίσῃ ἐπὶ θρόνον’. It adds the adjective ‘wise’ to describe the king, but it is already implied within the context in the MT.

Verse 26. The emendation of מַעֲפַת (wheel) to מַעֲפָתָן (their iniquity) by the BHS because of Psalm 94:23 is unnecessary. Moreover, there is no textual evidence for the change among the earlier versions. According to David Freedman, ‘conjectural emendation, whatever their basis or source, are inevitably suspect, and few have survived critical scrutiny’ (Freedman, 1980: 49). For Freedman, emendation is an expression of the state of scholarship at that time.

379 One of the reasons why scholars want to emend here is because of the strength and boldness of the metaphor.
(in the past) and there is now a need to seek fresh ways of approaching the text. One of the reasons why scholars want to emend here is because the metaphor is so strong.

9.3.3. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 20:8, 26

Verse 8 ends the partial subunit. It reiterates the point that was made in verse 2 about the king’s ability to root out evil when he sits on his throne to judge. It ‘constitutes a warning’ (Heim, 2001: 274) as it emphasises the judicial function of a king. The proverb also implies the hope that a wise king is capable of delivering justice effectively and impartially (Whybray, 1994b: 291). As mentioned earlier, this probably informed the addition of the adjective ‘wise’ to the king in the LXX (cf. 20:28). The word הָרָפָא literally means to scatter or winnow. Its appearance as piel participle masculine absolute expresses the intensification of the action. הָרָפָא can also be used as a metaphor to express the process of chastisement or purification. It involves the act of ‘separating the good from the bad’ (Clifford, 1999: 180) or to ‘separate and drive off in various directions’ (Waltke, 2005: 134). As we shall see later, the word הָרָפָא (scatter) is also used to describe the action of the king in verse 26. Another significant point to note is that the king is so powerful and effective that he can spot and remove evil with his eyes. How can this be possible since הָעֵד (eye) refers to whatever he can see or perceive around him? Fox thinks this is psychologically possible through the king’s ‘penetrating and fear inspiring glance’ or through the special application of wisdom (2009: 666). In addition, Heim argues, ‘the expression “with his eyes” suggests that his discernment is based solely on observation rather than more aggressive means of interrogation’ (2013: 478).
In contrast, Waltke suggests that this is possible with the help of Yahweh, who installed the king as his ‘vice regent’. Therefore, his ability to quickly and keenly discern things is a special gift from God (2005: 133–134). I think it is a combination of both. This verse describes how the king scatters the evil ones. What we have here are two mixed metaphors referring to two separate actions. One is about detection and the other is about dispersion. The leader identifies evil (people and activities) with his eyes. Then, he disperses them from his presence.

I now turn my attention to the role of the king in exercising judgment over the wicked in verse 26. (a wise king) is the subject of the first and second half-line. He is the one performing both actions. He scatters the wicked and rolls a wheel over them. The repetition of the word (scatter) in the first half-line of verse 26 in connection with the king and what he does to the wicked is crucial. It shows that verse 26 is a variant repetition of verse 8. There is also trans-linear parallelism between verses 8 and 26, as we see the poet taking up his earlier point. In addition, ‘there is a metaphorical, idiomatic, and conceptual connection between ‘winnowing’ and driving a wheel’ (Heim, 2013: 479). Unlike what we encountered in verse 8, the use of the adjective (wise) to describe the king suggests that it is only a foolish king who would allow wicked people to spread in his kingdom. The evocative use of the metaphor (wheel) on the second half-line has been the subject of different scholarly

---

380 A parallel of Proverbs 20:8 can be found in 25:5. It is hard to find a literal parallelism in this verse (20:8). But as Heim notes, there are some metaphorical connections: The first half-line is partly metaphorical...While it describes quite literally where the king is – he is sitting on the ‘seat of judgment’– his location and posture are symbolic of the activity he is engaged in: he is adjudicating a legal matter. The second half-line then reinforces the first half-line in a grave warning to would-be criminals. The king has the instruments and methods that will enable him to find them out (Heim, 2013: 478).

381 This may imply the removal of power structures that support evil from the seat of power.

382 For the variations and similarities between verses 8 and 26, see (Heim, 2013: 480–482).
interpretations. Commentators such as Toy (1977: 395), McKane (1970: 544–545), Alonso Schökel (1984: 392–393) and a host of others in the past, have applied this imagery of a wheel to an agricultural setting. They maintain that the rolling of a wheel breaks the husks, while the wind separates the grain from the chaff.

However, Daniel Snell has challenged this consensus in his 1989 article. He identifies some parallels in three Hittite legal texts, where the imagery of a wheel represents judgment or is an instrument of punishment. According to Snell, ‘the wheel appears to be somehow an instrument of execution or perhaps merely a symbol of authority’ (Snell, 1989: 505). He suggests that there is no connection between Isaiah 28:27 and Proverbs 20:26 on the grounds that the wheel in Proverbs is only used for threshing. He concludes that his interpretation is probable if the Israelite kings also functioned like their Hittite counterparts on judicial matters. Similar to Snell’s analysis is Rabbi Malbim’s view: that the wheel was an instrument of torture to force offenders to confessions (1973: 207). This interpretation has not gained much acceptance among scholars.

Over and against Snell, Majella Franzmann has put forward further evidence supporting the agricultural imagery. Her study of the Ode of Solomon383 23:11–16 leads her to suggest that the agricultural setting is more probable than the wheel being an instrument of torture. She cites examples such as the reference to the kingdom, to mowing or reaping and uprooting as the imagery relating to the wheel within the text (Franzmann, 1991: 121–123). Whybray also suggests that it is necessary to go back to the text for clues after surveying the various scholarly proposals. He argues that the verbs and keywords in the verse have connections

---

383 The Ode of Solomon is one of the pseudo-epigraphal texts. It was written around AD 100.
with an agricultural setting (1994b: 302–303). Following Whybray, it is safe to conclude that the imagery of the second half-line is a continuation of the first. With this, he has added some insight to our understanding of the wheel.

Clifford, Waltke, Fox and Heim have contributed to the debate sustaining the agricultural imagery. Heim, especially, identifies two metaphors in this verse. He interprets the wheel as a ‘threshing wheel’ and the items being threshed as the ‘entourage of the royal court’. Drawing from a similar metaphorical comparison of humans with different agricultural produce in Isaiah 28:23–29, he maintains that the ‘royal court is envisaged as grain that is firmly encapsulated in the husk in which it grows’ (2013: 479). He concludes:

This image contains two metaphorical equations: grain = positive members of the court and husk = wicked people (sycophants, opportunists, cheaters, etc.). To separate the two, a robust method is needed—namely, the heavy threshing wheel, which is repeatedly rolled over the wheat until the exerted pressure separates the kernel from the husk. Once they are separated, the winnowing process proper can begin and the wicked can be removed from the court (Heim, 2013: 479).384

Of course, Snell has made a valuable contribution to the study of Proverbs 20:26 with his exploration of an alternative way to understand ולֶשֶׁת. His analysis, however, suffers from the following weaknesses: Firstly, most versions and translations to date still render ולֶשֶׁת as a wheel being used for agricultural purposes. Secondly, contrary to Snell’s view, Franzmann’s evidence from the Ode of Solomon 23:11–16 makes the agricultural imagery more plausible. Thirdly, the fact that Snell himself is unclear about the extent of the influence of Hittite texts makes his analysis even more questionable. As Fox notes, the Hittite texts ‘are completely

384 Heim suggests that discernment is envisaged and not punishment. In the knowledge of verse 8 ‘winnowing with eyes’, the king is expected to engage in a repeated action of constant vigilance in verse 26.
obscure’ (2009: 676). Fourthly, Heim has been able to demonstrate that the metaphorical use of agricultural imagery is consistent with Isaiah 28:27–28 (2013: 479). Fifthly, Oded Borowski’s insightful description of the practices and methods of farming in Iron Age Israel also support the agricultural imagery; according to Borowski, the cracking of the husk takes place as the animal draws the two heavy wheels with the frame over the grain (Borowski, 1987: 65). Therefore, we agree with Waltke that the wheel ‘depicts the sharp and vigorous separation of the godless, not torture’ (2005: 157). As Fox notes, ‘there is no evidence for judicial torture in Israel’ (Fox, 2009: 676); neither is the wheel used for a similar purpose elsewhere.

I support the view that פִּיס (wheel) figuratively refers to the process of separating the good servants from the evildoers by the king. It is not ‘a metaphor for punishment and destruction’ (Fox, 2009: 676). This proverb is applicable to courtiers serving at the royal court as well as the larger population because it constitutes a warning on what the king can do. It also challenges wise and righteous leaders to remove sycophants and corrupt officials before they destroy their administration. In a modern democracy, this can happen through cabinet reshuffle or the dismissal and appointment of staff.

**9.3.4. What Can We Learn?**

The verses under investigation state that the intervention of the king is required for the removal of all evil people (verse 8b). They encourage leaders to see themselves as agents of justice who have been ‘commissioned and equipped by divine decree’ (Heim, 2013: 481) to root out all evil. Therefore, they should develop the skills of discernment to identify those officials who are negative influence around the seat of power. They should also demonstrate
their wisdom and righteousness by boldly removing wicked officials from their presence.\textsuperscript{385}

9.4. The Consequence of Disobedience in Leadership (29:1)

9.4.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 29:1

A man who is reproved yet stiff-necked,
suddenly will be broken and without remedy.

9.4.2. Textual Note

Verse 1a. The translation of the first half-line as a better than proverb in the LXX is not necessary because the MT does not have בָּבֲלַח and מִשְׁנָה.\textsuperscript{386}

9.4.3. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 29:1

Proverbs 29: 1 is about the consequences of disobedience. רְפֵהוֹ (reproof)\textsuperscript{387} is essential to the meaning of the first half-line of verse 1. The root of this word is connected to wisdom instruction and legal settings. It appears 26 times in Proverbs out of a total of 87 occurrences in the Hebrew Bible. In some contexts, רְפֵהוֹ means to call someone to account. Its use has been broadened to mean correct, reprove and rebuke. What it means in this verse is ‘a reproved man’ or ‘someone who has experienced reproof’ (HALOT, 4: 1699). The interpretation of the phrase רְפֵהוֹ כֹּהֵן (man of reproof) is difficult. It may be used to describe the one doing the action (subject) or receiving the action (object). However, the

\textsuperscript{385} In other words, competent leaders will remove the wicked before being influenced by them; they will not allow wickedness to spread.

\textsuperscript{386} It reads, ‘κρίσσαν σύνηρ ἐλέγχον ἄνδρος σκληροτραχήλου’ (better a man who reproves than a stiff-necked man.)

\textsuperscript{387} A similar idea can be found in Proverbs 12:1 and 15:10.
phrase מַקְשֶׁתָּהּ-טְרָח (stiff-neck) allows me to interpret it as objective genitive. The hiphil participle masculine singular absolute also shows that he is doing the action on himself. According to Longman, מַקְשֶׁתָּהּ-טְרָח is an idiomatic expression that means ‘extremely stubborn’ (Longman, 2006: 499). The Targum captures the nuances of the clause when it renders it as ‘a man who does not accept chastisement’. It shows the ‘figure of one who defies authority’ (Waltke, 2005: 430).

The verb רָפָה (broken), in the second half-line, carries the sense of a grain being ‘threshed’ or someone being ‘shattered’ or ‘destroyed’ (HALOT, 4: 1403). Waltke thinks the phrase אִמָּר טְרָח (without remedy)³⁸⁸ implies that there is no solution ‘when the door of opportunity to repent finally shuts, probably at death’ (2005: 430). It will be impossible to consider a reversal.³⁸⁹ A more plausible way to understand this proverb in the context of leadership is that when a leader is removed he cannot return to the position. This verse focuses on the consequences of not listening to constructive criticism. It cautions a wise leader to listen attentively and work on the excesses of his government before any situation gets out of control.³⁹⁰ A case can be made that this saying is about leadership within the wider aim of Proverbs (which is to teach the youth).

9.4.4. What Can We Learn?

We have seen that the failure of leaders to listen to advice will lead to their destruction

³⁸⁸ The positive use of אִמָּר טְרָח is medicinal (HALOT, 2: 638).
³⁸⁹ The man who is stiff-necked will have his neck broken by other people or by circumstances surrounding his stupidity. A similar proverb can be found in Proverbs 6:15b.
³⁹⁰ Leaders should not make themselves stiff-necked. They should remain open to correction and develop the attitude to learn.
without remedy. Tolerance or involvement in corruption will pave the way for their downfall. The proverb teaches leaders to surround themselves with wise advisers and to be willing to ask for help.

9.5. The Effect of Corruption on Leadership (29:4)

9.5.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 29:4

מֶלֶךְ הָיָה עִבְרֵי אֲדֹנָי
A king with justice builds the land,
but someone who makes heavy demands ruins it.

9.5.2. Textual Note

Verse 4b. תרומת literally means a cultic offering or contribution. The use of this word in Proverbs has puzzled scholars and various proposals have been put forward for it, as will be seen later.

9.5.3. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 29:4,

The meaning of תרומת in Proverbs 29:4 has been hugely debated by scholars. The word is from תרומת and is generally used to describe cultic contribution and offerings in Leviticus 10:12–13 and Numbers 18:8–19 (HALOT, 4: 1789–1790). It is, however, difficult to follow a cultic idea in this verse, because the context is about leadership. Apart from Fox and a few scholars who have translated the word תרומת as ‘man of deceit’, most commentators relate it to taxes. Fox, especially, insists that there is no evidence within the text to suggest it refers to taxes. He argues for the possibility of a scribal corruption in the verse. Instead, he proposes an emendation so that it could mean ‘man of deceit’. He concludes that ‘in parallel to the
king’ in the first–half line, ‘the deceitful man is a deceitful ruler’ because he is the only one who can ‘undermine the realm of his corruption’ (Fox, 2009: 835). The difficulty with this interpretation is that תֹּורְמָתוֹ has to be emended before a parallelism can be possible.

In contrast, I would argue that the emendation is unnecessary. Longman suggests that the phrase אֵלֶּשׁ תֹּורְמָתוֹ (man of tribute) ‘is a person whose influence and motivation are defined by taxes’ (Longman, 2006: 502). Clifford refers to it as ‘confiscatory taxes’. He maintains that ‘the metaphor of high and low for prosperity and decline is employed to differentiate between good and bad governance’ (Clifford, 1999: 250). This may include heavy and unjust taxation on the citizens. In addition, Waltke posits that ‘the cultic term is probably a metaphor for bribes, blackmail, and all sorts of ill-gotten money’ (Waltke, 2005: 433). Van Leeuwen even opts for a middle ground when he argues that תֹּורְמָתוֹ refers to ‘the government’s misuse of income (perhaps intended for the sanctuary) in a way that compromises its responsibility to do justice’ (1997: 242).

I agree with the interpretations of Longman, Clifford, Waltke and van Leeuwen because they reveal the strategies of corrupt leaders who love to enrich themselves and impoverish their subjects. In other words, the problem is not tax collection, but its use for corruption. Fox is correct that there is no evidence of a cultic contribution in the text but there is also no evidence of scribal corruption within the text. My translation of תֹּורְמָתוֹ as ‘heavy demands’ offers a more plausible alternative. The parallelism in this verse reveals the contrast. קְצָמַם (justice) is parallel to תֹּורְמָתוֹ (heavy demands), while יִשְׂמְרוּ (stability) is parallel to נְבָעֹת (ruins).
9.5.4. What Can We Learn?

One of the easiest ways by which many leaders around the world enrich themselves is through corruption. They should discharge their responsibility to the poor by defending their rights. They should ensure a fair tax system and avoid heavy demands.

9.6. Counterpoint and Conclusion

On the basis of our analysis of leadership actions in Proverbs, the profile of a good leader includes the avoidance of anger, recognition of the positive and negative use of bribes, avoidance of corruption, confidence, maturity, showing kindness, pursuing righteousness and removing evil from one’s presence.

However, there is a plurality of ideas about the actions of leaders in Proverbs. Some proverbs recommend the pragmatic use of bribery (17:8 18:16; 19:6; 21:14) while others condemn it as detestable to Yahweh (15:27; 17:23). Proverbs teaches that leaders should be people of integrity (28:6–7), but it is interesting that it also affirms bribery.\(^{391}\) This may mean that sometimes pragmatism overrules integrity and sometimes it is a way to make things work. Following Hatton, we can respond to the complexity by allowing a dialogue between the proverbs that express positive and negative views of bribes (2008:144–148).

\(^{391}\) I observed earlier that there are more verses that justify bribery in the book of Proverbs (only two verses are against it). This leads to the question of what it is about the ethics of the book of Proverbs that makes bribery acceptable. Our analysis shows that bribery is justified on one occasion but is not justified on another. It is a pragmatic book that says if there is an obstacle in your way that is very important, it is acceptable to use bribery if really necessary.
Another tension that can be seen about leadership actions in Proverbs is about anger management. Some proverbs describe the anger of a king as uncontrollable (16:14; 20:2) while others analyse the contrast between the anger and favour of a leader (14:35; 19:12). Proverbs 23:1–3 states that the actions of kings are unpredictable, but 14:35 predicts positive action towards the wise and humble courtiers (cf. 22:11). Proverbs 20:8 and 26 instruct leaders to remove the wicked from their presence. In contrast, 24:21–22 states that no one knows when the king will act and, by implication, the wicked may be tolerated for a while. When these proverbs are read together with nuance, they may point to the use of anger and favour as instruments of effective leadership.³⁹²

³⁹²' A fool expresses all his rage, but the wise will hold it back' (Prov 29:11).
We now turn our attention to the proverbs that address the community’s response to leaders in the book of Proverbs.

10.1. The Danger of Plotting Against Leaders (Proverbs 24:21–22)


21 My son, fear the Lord and the king, with those who change do not join.

22 For suddenly shall arise their disasters, and who knows the ruin both can bring?

10.1.2. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 24:21–22

In Hebrew, the most important thing often comes first. Verse 21 begins with אָרְנָה (fear). The qal imperative masculine singular verb means ‘to tremble for’ or ‘to honour’ (HALOT, 2:433). בֵּן (son) is the subject and the one doing the action. The direct object marker אֶזְכָּר shows that the Lord and the king are to receive the action. The first half-line amplifies the close relationship between the Lord and the king but it displays the line of hierarchy being followed: God comes first and then the king (a human leader).

393 Longman thinks that this ‘proverb presumes a godly king who would reflect God’s kingship’. (Longman, 2009: 441).

394 For a comprehensive analysis of the different emendations that have been proposed for this by previous scholarship, see (McKane, 1970: 406).
The second half-line is difficult. The meaning of the word שָׁמְנַיָּא especially has been the subject of scholarly debate. The verb qal participle masculine plural absolute means to change or ‘to be different from’. It can also mean ‘those who think differently’ (HALOT, 4:1598). From a broader perspective, שָׁמְנַיָּא may include detractors, political agitators, discontents and those who have a different mind against Yahweh and the king (Toy, 1977: 450). Most scholars think that שָׁמְנַיָּא is from the root שָׁמַנְתָּא. However, Ryan Stokes, in his analysis of Malachi 3:6, proposes that ‘if one merely reads the ש in שָׁמְנַיָּא as a sin rather than as a shin, the word becomes the qal perfect שָׁמַנְתָּא “to hate”’ (Stokes, 2008: 268). For Stokes, it is a matter of שָׁמַנְתָּא being mistaken for שָׁמַנְתָּא. He suggests that if this is accepted as a solution to the difficulty in Malachi 3:6, it could shed some light on the interpretation of Lamentations 4:1 and Proverbs 24:21–22. On Proverbs 24:21–22, he identifies the translation of שָׁמְנַיָּא as the major problem of this verse. He asks, ‘who are these “changers” and what do they have to do with fearing Yhwh and the king?’ He notes that the translations put forward by the LXX, KJV, NIV, NASB, NAB, RSV and NRSV ‘have no lexical basis’ (2008: 272). He concludes that שָׁמְנַיָּא is a qal participle of שָׁמַנְתָּא meaning ‘one who hates’ or an ‘enemy’.

Stokes translates Proverbs 24:21–22 as ‘Fear Yahweh, my son, and the king; with enemies do not associate. For their disaster will rise suddenly, and who knows the ruin of their enemies?’ This translation is not without its problems. The fact that a third person masculine plural pronominal suffix is missing raises more questions for Stokes. Another problem is that his translation does not link well with שָׁמְנַיָּא (both of them) in the next verse. Above all, Stokes’ interpretation has not gained acceptance among scholars.
Another word that influences the second half-line is נְחַפֵּשׁ. In its hitpael form it means to ‘join’, ‘to get involved with someone’, ‘to be mixed up with’, ‘to combine with’ or ‘to interfere’ (HALOT, 2: 877). Commentators differ in their translation of verse 21b. Fox, following the LXX ‘καὶ μηθέτέρῳ αὐτῶν ἀπειθήσῃς’, translates it as ‘do not anger either of them’ (2009: 751). Toy, following the MT, renders it as ‘and with those who change have naught to do’ (1977: 449). Waltke, on the basis of the difficulty of שׁוֹנֵים, opts for ‘with (intriguing) officials do not get involved’ (2005:279). Longman translates it as ‘don’t associate with those who rebel’ (2006: 440). Murphy agrees that this translation is possible, but he quickly concedes that ‘there are uncertainties’ (1988: 180) concerning how שׁוֹנֵים should be understood. Longman and Murphy’s translations help our discussion of leadership but require some caution due to the uncertainty surrounding the use of שׁוֹנֵים.

My translation stands by the MT. It makes sense in its final form without emendation or reading too much into it.\(^395\) This proverb is an instruction for the son to always be on the side of Yahweh and the king. Its main point is that he must recognise the extent of their powers. According to Clifford, this kind of sentiment is common in Egyptian wisdom writings. People are expected to accept the reality of their situation and not make any attempt to change it.\(^396\) Then, they must ‘stay away from dissidents who will suffer royal and divine wrath’ (Clifford, 1999: 216).

\(^{395}\) ‘My son, fear the Lord and the king; with those who change do not join’. It seems to me that the LXX is not helpful on this occasion.

\(^{396}\) It must be pointed out that this kind of approach is not acceptable in modern society, where everyone is free to aspire to break social barriers and to rise to their desired level in life.
Verse 22 is a continuation from the previous verse. The adverb בָּאָרְא (suddenly or surprisingly) describes the speed of the actions of Yahweh and the king. They cannot be predicted. They can react quickly ‘in no time at all, in a flash, really as quick as the blink of an eye’ (HALOT, 3: 984). Clifford thinks, ‘what takes place “suddenly” or “who knows when” is by definition abnormal and perhaps of divine origin’. He also notes that the idea of ‘juxtaposing God and king is unusual in biblical literature’ (1999: 216). However, the appearance of מֹדֶד (calamity or disaster) in construct form suggests otherwise. In addition, the third plural masculine suffix at the end of the word presents it as a combination of disaster coming from both the Lord and the king.

The second half-line begins with דִּבְרֵי, meaning ‘misfortune’, ‘distress’ or ‘disaster’ (HALOT, 3: 925). It offers a rhetorical question for the reader with the phrase יִדְּבֵר יִתְמוֹ אֲדֹנִי (who knows). Crenshaw identifies ten occurrences of this phrase in the Hebrew Bible. Five of them give room for the possibility of a happy ending, while the remaining five point to a dead-end situation (Crenshaw, 1986: 274–288). According to Waltke, Proverbs 24:22 belongs to the latter category. Hence, this phrase, ‘close the door to any redeeming situation’ (Waltke, 2005: 288). The root of the word יִדְּבֵר is nuanced with different meanings. This verb qal participle masculine singular absolute means to know something ‘by observation and reflection’ (HALOT, 2: 391). Two things cannot be predicted in this verse: the first is the timing of the disaster; the second is the extent of the crushing.397 Murphy identifies one important comparison between the Lord and the king. He notes that neither of them is predictable

397 In other words, it is hard for the one facing their wrath to determine the fate that awaits (see 2 Sam 18:7, 8; 20:1, 2, 22; 1 Kgs 2:22–46; Eccl 8:2–5).
It is hard to predict their actions when there is evidence of rebellion or any activity that could interrupt their governance. Therefore, anyone caught plotting against them should be afraid because of the possible punishment they would impose (ranging from suspension, demotion, imprisonment to even death). McKane succinctly sums it up:

Noblemen who are not above intrigue, and who plot to undermine the regime because they are greedy for power, play a dangerous game for high stakes and expose themselves to the sudden onset of disaster. They are bad risks, for calamity overtakes them in mysterious circumstances which defy rational analysis, and the course of their careers is dangerously unpredictable’ (1970: 406).

Waltke finds two reasons for the admonitions in verse 22. The pronoun ‘their’ and ‘the two of them’ show that ‘both the Lord and the king will inflict on intriguing nobles disaster that is so certain, sudden, and extensive that no one knows its limits’ (Waltke, 2005: 286). Waltke identifies the king as the Lord’s regent in the world saddled with the responsibility of effecting his rule and upholding his principle of retribution. He also points out that ‘the identification of the king with the Lord shows that the sage regarded the king’s throne on earth as the legitimate representation of God’s throne in heaven’. In this case, the king is presented as ‘the guarantor of social order’ (Waltke, 2005: 287). Therefore, the son’s reference to the Lord and the king would automatically make getting involved with

---

398 The Syriac and Targum render מְטִיָּה as ‘their years’ instead of ‘both of them’. Toy suggests that ‘who can know the destruction of their years’ ‘is unnatural in the OT’ (1977: 450). But McKane thinks this could possibly mean ‘who knows when their life will be cut off?’ (1970: 406). The LXX added five more verses (eleven lines) after 24:21–22 with special focus on the king’s power and responsibilities (22a. λόγον φυλασσόμενος υἱὸς ἀπολείπῃς ἕκτος ἔσται, δεχόμενος δὲ ἐδέξατο αὐτόν. 22b. μηδὲν ψεῦδος ἀπὸ γλώσσης βασιλέως λέγεσθαι, καὶ σῶδὲν ψεῦδος ἀπὸ γλώσσης αὐτοῦ οὐ μὴ ἔξελῃ. 22c. μάχαιρα γλώσσα βασιλέως καὶ οὐ σαρκίνη, ὃς ἔν παραδοθῇ, συντριβήσεται. 22d. ἔὰν γὰρ ὀξὺν θυμὸς αὐτοῦ, σὺν νεόροις ἀνθρώπων ἀναλίσκεται. 22e. καὶ ὡστα ἀνθρώποι κατατρέγονται καὶ συγκαίται ὄσπερ φίλος ὡστε ἄβροτος εἶναι νεοσσοίς ἀετοῖς). However, this did not appear in the MT and Syriac (Fox, 2009: 1039–1040). According to McKane, additional text in the LXX can be found at the end of the section, because it is the natural place to insert further explanation (1970: 308ff, 406).
disgruntled nobles unattractive. 399

10.1.3. What Can We Learn?

Verses 21 and 22 highlight the consequences of conspiring against the king. It encourages its readers to show respect and loyalty to the king and Yahweh. The word מְרִירִים (both of them) in the second half-line is compelling. The repetition of the third plural masculine suffix בְּ, along with the adjective masculine dual construct יְנִו (two) refers back to the Lord and king in verse 21. There is also intra-linear parallelism between אֲחָדוֹת (disaster) and פִּידוּל (ruin), which links well with verse 21. Most commentators agree that 24:21–22 stands together as a proverb pair, and it could yield great results if interpreted that way. Although it has technical and interpretive difficulties, it still conveys a clear message. It is necessary to demonstrate ‘obedience to God as supreme religious authority, and to the king as supreme civil authority’ (Toy, 1977: 450). Any act of disobedience or rebellion attracts punishment.

10.2. The Contrast Between the Righteous and Wicked Leaders (Proverbs 28:1–3, 16)

10.2.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 28:1–3, 16

1 The wicked fled while there is no pursuer, but the righteous are as confident as a lion.

2 For the transgression of a land, its princes are many, but through an understanding man honesty endures.

3 A strong poor man who oppresses the weaker poor: a torrential rain and without grain for bread.

16 A ruler who lacks understanding, and much

oppression;
he who hates unjust gain will prolong his days.

10.2.2. Textual Notes

Verse 1. Murphy supports Fichtner’s argument that the use of יָשָׁר (righteous) in the plural form instead of the singular is evidence of dittography in the verse. However, the LXX reads it as singular (Murphy, 1998: 212).

Verse 2. The LXX renders this verse as δι᾽ ἁμαρτίας ἁσβεδών κρίσεις ἐγείρονται, ἀνήρ δὲ πανούργος κατασβέσει αὐτὰς (because of the sins of the wicked disputes arise, but an intelligent person will extinguish them). I, however, follow the MT in this translation because it retains the ambiguity and helps readers to think deeply.

Verse 3. The idea of the poor oppressing the poor has puzzled scholars. McKane has proposed the emendation of שֶׁר (poor) to שָׁם (chief or principal) for the verse to make sense (McKane, 1970: 628–629). The NIV and NRSV interestingly support this view by translating שֶׁר as ‘a ruler’. It must be pointed out that this emendation tends to further support my argument in this thesis. However, I think the emendation is unnecessary because we can resolve the verse without it. Furthermore, רֵיכָב sometimes has a nuance of a ‘strong man’ (HALOT, 1: 175).

Verse 16. Murphy follows the LXX translation of γνώσεως (understandings) as ‘revenues’. I

---

400 There has been minimal support for McKane’s proposed emendation. Hence, I stand by the MT.
have followed the MT in this translation, because it still makes sense without making changes.

**10.2.3. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 28:1–3, 16**

The poem is introduced by a contrast between בֶּשָּׂפִי (wicked) and צְדִיקִים (righteous). This contrast appears to be implied throughout this chapter. In verse 1, the poet observes that the wicked have the tendency to run without anyone pursuing. בֶּשָּׂפִי is the subject of the verb המָשֵׁה. The word המָשֵׁה (fled) is a qal perfect verb, which suggests that the action has taken place. pursue (pursue) can also be a metaphor to describe the attitude of the unjust person. The flight of the wicked could be the result of a ‘guilty conscience and awareness that many enemies have been made’ (Garrett, 1993: 221). The wicked may also have become fearful and paranoid because of legal punishment by a higher authority or for other personal reasons. In contrast, the righteous people are fearless and bold like lions. Waltke calls it ‘the psychological insecurity of the wicked with the psychological confidence of the righteous’ (2005: 406).

Thus, the verb ‘flee’ in the first half-line is parallel to ‘confidence’ in the second half-line. The imagery of a lion here is also very impressive. The poet uses the figurative expression to describe the righteous as fearless. The emblem of a lion may be a symbol for leadership.

A thorough analysis of verse 2 is necessary for this study. בעשְׁפָה (transgression) includes criminal actions and wrongdoings that can ‘break relationships within the community and with God’ (HALOT, 3: 981). The identity of the בעשְׁפָה is ambiguous. Is it the leader who

---

401 The comparison implies that they are well prepared to take care of any assault that comes their way’ (Longman, 2006: 487).
402 There is a strong transition between verse 1 and 2 because courage links the two verses together.
transgresses and thereby creates opposition or the lack of understanding of the leader that allows other people to transgress (in the second half-line)? In my view, it could be both ways. רֵּץ is an official ‘representative of the king’, as well as ‘a group or district leader’. It is also used for ‘a higher being,’ or ‘a guardian angel’ (HALOT, 3: 1351–1352). The earlier description fits this context. It appears to be a reference to reckless and wicked administrators in the land. As Longman notes, the presence of oppression in the land will lead to the ‘proliferation of leaders’. The end result will be rebellion, national insecurity and instability. ‘The many leaders may point to the fragmentation of a previously united land or perhaps to a succession of leaders as they violently jockey for power’ (Longman, 2006: 487).

In contrast, an understanding leader will rule over a united country where there is peace, security and stability. According to Goldberg, יד (understanding) ‘refers to knowledge which is superior to mere gathering of data’. Similarly, it is ‘a power of judgment and perceptive insight and is demonstrated in the use of knowledge’ (Goldberg, 1980: 103). In other words, there will be stability of governance when a good or competent ruler is in charge but there will be regular changes of government and instability when oppressors are in power. The addressee of this proverb is expected to uphold what is right ‘and not tolerate legal offenses either in himself or in his subjects’ (Waltke, 2005: 407)\(^{403}\) in order to continue in office. He should rigorously fight against social corruption.

Verse 3 is arguably the most difficult in this section, with the idea of the שַׁפֵּל (poor) oppressing the יִשְׂרָאֵל (poor) in the first half-line. ישׁב (oppress) may include brutal oppression.

\(^{403}\) In modern democracy, leaders that are voted into power are expected to lead by example and stand against social corruption and injustice.
exploitation and extortion of ‘a debtor unable to pay’ or ‘a weaker party in a business contract’ (HALOT, 2: 897). There are different scholarly views on how this verse should be understood. Crawford Toy proposes a change of vowel in the first half-line and translates it as ‘a wicked ruler who oppresses the poor’. He finds evidence for this in verse 15 of the same chapter (Toy, 1977: 496). McKane goes so far as to emend שֶׁר (poor) to שֶׁנֶּר (chief or principal) (McKane, 1970: 628–629). The NIV and NRSV translators opt for this translation. On the contrary, Murphy, Waltke and Fox stand by the MT by translating it as ‘the destitute’ and the ‘poor’. Following these scholars, I think the emendation is unnecessary because רַבּ can also mean a ‘strong man’ (HALOT, 1: 175). Murphy, especially, suggests that the poor mentioned here were ‘formerly poor’ but they refused to sympathise with the poor after getting their wealth (1998: 214). This view may be plausible, but its weakness is that it lacks any evidence within the text. I would rather suggest that this is further evidence of the use of deliberate ambiguities by the wisdom writers (cf. 16:12; 25:2; 29:9 etc).

It may be difficult for most North American and European biblical scholars to capture the nuances of this proverb.⁴⁰⁴ In contrast to Murphy’s interpretation, I would argue that the poet wants us to see the irony. Following Heim, the ‘skilful poetic creativity’ of this verse can be determined through the ‘interpreter’s imagination’ (Heim, 2013: 640). As an African reader and interpreter, I know that it is possible for the poor to oppress the poor. The poor are able to oppress others because there is bribery and lawlessness in the land. The leaders who are supposed to be instruments of justice may have ignored the situation because they are benefiting from it (cf. verse 2). In Africa and other Third World countries where people live in poverty...

---

⁴⁰⁴ It is unthinkable for modern Western scholars like Murphy to conceive of the poor oppressing the poor.
in serious poverty, the poor often oppress other poor people for their own survival.\textsuperscript{405}

There appears to be a difference between שָׁם and לָד, but most English translations use ‘poor’ for both. שָׁם (poor) are the lowly, helpless, powerless and insignificant groups of society. The word emphasises the level of helplessness that goes with poverty. It may also be a reference to those who are weak socially, ethnically, economically, politically and spiritually. Whybray, in his study of poverty in Proverbs, shows that the wisdom writers made use of the different terms to express their message. He finds different instances in the Hebrew Bible when poverty has different meanings.\textsuperscript{406} Similarly, Domeris notes that:

Where Western thinking stresses the economic aspect of poverty, the Ancient Near East understood poverty in the context of shame and honour. So the possession of land, power, economic security, and social status made a person rich, and the absence of these facts made a person poor (Domeris, 1997: 226).

Generally, the main words used for the poor in the Old Testament are לָד, מֵעֲנָה, and מְסַפֵּר which Ernest Bammel suggests are synonyms. He points out that the use of שָׁם for the poor is very common in the wisdom writings. Another word with a similar meaning is מְסֻפָּר, which he thinks means the ‘dependent’ or ‘socially inferior’. He concludes that there are usually distinctions when two of these words are used together in the same verse (Bammel, 1968: 888–889).

Therefore, as the rain sweeps away the crops in the natural world, so it is when a strong poor

\textsuperscript{405} For example, some individuals earn their living as political thugs in Nigeria. If the agrarian world of the wisdom writer is closer to the situation in Africa, then the interpretation I have offered is likely.

\textsuperscript{406} For example, David hyperbolically referred to himself as poor in 1 Samuel 18:32. See Whybray, (1990a: 15–19) for a critical analysis of the different uses of the word poor in the Bible including its hyperbolic usage.
person oppresses the weak poor. Clifford suggests that this proverb should be understood in the light of ‘tax-farming’ (Clifford, 1999: 243). Another possibility is to interpret it within the context of a lower leader (administrators or civil servants) oppressing the citizens during the execution of their duties. Waltke sums it up in the following words:

The imprecise parallelism suggests that the competent man is starving because the tyrant, probably through corrupt courts, has plundered the food he produced; ironically, both the rain and the ruler were expected to nurture and promote what is good and strong (cf. Ps. 72:6), but the betrayers brought ruin and squalor instead (Waltke, 2005: 409).  

לָוָּד (ruler, prince or leader) in verse 16 appears only once in the book of Proverbs. It was used to designate ‘a military commander’ or ‘palace official’ in ancient Phoenicia and Aram respectively. According to Kenneth Aitken, the word could mean a tribal chief, military commander, palace official or temple official, as well as a king, throughout the OT (Aitken, 1996: 21). Thus, when a leader lacks understanding he resorts to oppressing or exploiting his people. ῆθοחי is a noun common plural absolute of the root ῆθ (oppression or exploitation). In contrast, those who hate unrighteous gain will prolong their days. (hate) ‘may simply express the most intense hatred of the enemies of God (Ps 139:21–22), or that of a violent enemy (25:19), but it may simply express that which is to be avoided’ (Konkel, 1996b: 1257). The latter fits well in this context.

10.2.4. What Can We Learn?

These proverbs reveal the characteristics of righteous leaders for the recognition of their followers. Righteous leaders are confident, considerate and execute their business with

---

Footnotes:

407 Following our contextual interpretation, all these are the consequences of verse of verse 2.
408 See Waltke, (2005: 420–421) for a comprehensive discussion on the different uses of the word לָוָּד.
409 They are able to prolong their days in their leadership role through selfless service.
honesty, but wicked leaders are insecure, fearful, oppressive and lack understanding.

10.3. The Response of the Community to Good and Bad Leadership (Proverbs 28:12, 28; 29:2, 16)

10.3.1. Text and Translation of Proverbs 28:12, 28; 29:2, 16

Proverbs 28:12, 28

םָלְשָׁן הַרְשִׁיקָם רֶשֶׁת הָפָרָתָה
בָּקְם לֵשְׁנָה יִהְפֶּשׁ אֲדֹנָּה
12 When the righteous triumph, great is glory,
but when the wicked arise, people hide.

בָּקְם לֵשְׁנָה יִשְׁנוּר יַחְדָּ בָּאָם
בָּמָאָבְם רֶשֶׁת פָּרָהּ: 28
When the wicked arise, people hide;
but when they perish, the righteous increase.

Proverbs 29:2, 16

בָּרוֹחַ הַרְשִׁיקָם יַשְׁחִית הָעָם
בָּכָלָה לֵשְׁנָה יָאוֹנָה נע
2 When the righteous increase, the people rejoice,
but when the wicked rules, the people groan.

בָּרוֹחַ הַרְשִׁיקָם יַשְׁחִית הָעָם
בָּכָלָה לֵשְׁנָה יָאוֹנָה נע
16 When the wicked increase, transgression increases,
but the righteous will see their downfall.

10.3.2. Textual Note

Proverbs 29:2. Toy suggests the emendation of בָּרֹחַ in the first line so that it could mean ‘rule’ (Toy, 1977: 507). He argues that this will add weight to the meaning of the second half-line and allow the parallelism to flow. The KJV, REB and NRSV translators also emend
to mean ‘authority or power’ (Waltke, 2005: 399). However, I think the parallelism flows without the emendation. In addition, the word דָּחָן in the second half-line is singular, but it carries a collective sense.

10.3.3. Exegetical Analysis of Proverbs 28:12, 28; 29:2, 16

A similar proverb to 28:12 can be found in 28:28, 29:2 and 29:16. A number of commentators, including Murphy, Waltke, Fox and Heim, have highlighted the variant repetition of some phrases and catchwords in these verses. Heim suggests that they ‘are so similar that they shed further light on the similarities and variations’ (Heim, 2013: 603–604). נָשֵׁח (triumph) in 28:12 means ‘exult or rejoice’ (HALOT, 2: 837). Millard observes that, whenever this word occurs in the Hebrew Bible, it has ‘a context of victory, a victory won or to be won by God, giving his people liberty to rejoice’ (Millard, 1975: 88). It may therefore refer to the ascension of a good leader. This beneficial social situation then transforms to פָּרָה (glory) for the subjects. John Collins notes that this word פָּרָה can be used in different ways: the first is beauty or adornment; the second is glory and dignity; the third is glorying, boasting or glory, as in the divine presence (Collins, 1996b: 573). I follow Clifford’s idea that it implies the ‘public celebration’ at the enthronement of a king (Clifford, 1999: 245) because it fits this context. A similar proverb is repeated in verse 28. ‘The imprecise parallelism implies that when the righteous increase in number and power, the people come out of their hiding’ (Waltke, 2005: 429).

In contrast to the first half-line, the second half-line and the first half-line of verse 28 capture the response of the people to bad leadership. The people respond by hiding themselves when a
wicked leader rises to a position of authority. The idea of ‘hiding’ and ‘coming out’ in this verse is both literal and metaphorical in the context of power and leadership.\textsuperscript{410} To come out metaphorically mean to flourish, develop and make progress in society. This can be understood in the light of public values and how it shapes attitudes and actions of the population by giving them a sense of identity. To hide, on the other hand, could mean to pretend or hide their true character. What does it mean for the righteous to rise or increase (מֹשֵׁר) and the wicked to perish (אָבָרָם) in verse 28? To increase could metaphorically mean they increase in confidence and influence because the people want to serve under the righteous. To perish could mean reduction in the influence of the wicked or being removed from office. מֹשֵׁר (rise up) may function idiomatically as to ‘begin to do something’ or ‘rise up, sit enthroned’ (Martens, 1996: 903). Therefore, יָשָׁר in the first half-line is parallel to מֹשֵׁר in the second half-line.

Fox notes that this proverb can be directed to both the king and the subjects. It may be used to challenge the king to carefully appoint honest administrators and judges to carry out the affairs of his government in order to avoid the political embarrassment of people withdrawing in fear. On the other hand, it may be an instruction to the people to hide away whenever wicked rulers are in power (Fox, 2009: 832–833). In my opinion, the earlier interpretation is better, because it supports the overarching idea of the chapter. There is evidence of trans-linear parallelism in 28:12 and 28. We can see the authors or editors going back to an earlier reference to the community’s response to good and bad leadership.

\textsuperscript{410} An example of people hiding in modern political situations is when people leave their countries and go into self-exile in order to avoid oppressive governments. As I mentioned in chapter 1, the political situation in Libya, Iraq, Syria and other countries has led to the influx of migrants into Europe in the face of persecution. An example of people coming out is when they choose to return (from self-exile) to their countries after a change of government.
Proverbs 29:2 focuses on the consequences of good and bad leadership for the citizens. As mentioned earlier, the language and thought of this proverb is parallel to 28:12, 28:28 and 29:16. Verse 2 shows the response of the citizens to the leadership of good and wicked rulers. The parallelism reveals the contrast between their reactions. As Longman notes, the people ‘rejoice when the righteous are in control because they will lead the community with wisdom and with justice’. This brings prosperity to the community. However, the people moan when the wicked are in power because they will make ‘foolish decisions’ and ‘exploit the people’ (Longman, 2006: 501). Heim notes that the phrase ‘people rejoice’ ‘envisions the emotions that would accompany the well-being and high social status that righteous people would have in a just society’ (2013: 594).

There is a parallelism between יָרָע (rejoice) and יָתַנ (groan). יָרָע ‘often refers to the expression of an emotion and not just the inner feeling’ (Clifford, 1999: 250). It also implies to rejoice arrogantly or satisfactorily as a result of one’s current experience. Waltke suggests that the ‘flourishing righteous are magistrates who serve their subjects and do not abuse their power to serve themselves’ (2005: 431). יָתַנ, on the other hand, describes the physical distress of the people when they groan outwardly. This proverb calls on leaders to be self-critical of how their policies impact on the citizens when they are in positions of authority.

The antithetical proverb in 29:16 returns to the idea already expressed in 28:12, 28 and 29:2.

---

411 It describes the ‘open celebrations of justice and happiness that might accompany the liberation of an oppressed society’ (Longman, 2013: 594).
412 Proverbs 29:2 needs to be interpreted in the context of a future ruler’s preparation for government. This person is encouraged to foster the spread of virtue throughout the population in order to bring contentment to the country’s citizens’ (Heim, 2013: 601).
The first half-line suggests that an increase in the number of wicked rulers would lead to a multiplicity of transgressions within society. This implies that the righteous people are relegated to the background and left to hide in fear; but the situation will be reversed when the righteous eventually witness the downfall of the wicked. The word יָרְאָה means ‘to see with one’s eyes’ (HALOT, 3: 1158). The righteous will see that the wicked will fail in their designs and aims. They will derive satisfaction in their vindication by Yahweh’s timely intervention. This proverb reassures the righteous that wickedness will not go unpunished forever. It is also instructive for the righteous leaders to ensure that wickedness does not prevail in the land.413

10.3.4. What Can We Learn?

The implication of these proverbs is that they challenge both higher (king, queen) and lower (administrators, royal officials) leaders to reflect critically on their practice. This will motivate them to make informed decisions about how they want their tenure in office to be remembered. The proverbs teach that those who are in leadership positions should be sensitive to the will of the people.414 The people will hide themselves when a wicked ruler allows wrongdoing to prevail in the land,415 but the righteous will rejoice and increase when a righteous ruler has power and influence.

Whybray’s study offers important evidence to support my view when he concedes that Proverbs 28–29 does ‘show awareness of the existence of bad and cruel rulers’ (Whybray, _____________________________

413 In other words, righteous leaders who are not directly affected by injustice should not stand to watch injustice happening to other people.
414 In other words, they should test the popularity of their policies through people’s reactions.
415 In real world, there may also be social unrest as a result of having wicked people in positions of authority.
1994a: 127). But, going beyond Whybray, I see that it also reveals the existence of good leaders in contrast to bad ones. Similarly, Heim notes the use of different words for rulers in both chapters. He points out that the poet used the words רָאִים (28:2), מַשְׁלֵי (28:15), וַיְרֵאָה (28:16), לְוֹאָם (29:4) מַשְׁלֵי (29:12) and לְוֹאָם (29:14) to address issues of leadership and politics in chapters 28–29 (Heim, 2013: 601).

10.4. **Counterpoint and Conclusion**

I have been able to show in this chapter that leadership is incomplete without the mutual support of followers. The proverbs I have analysed acknowledge the sharp difference between righteous and wicked leaders. They also mentioned the possible responses of followers to good and bad leadership. Proverbs 24:21–22 appears to support the continuity of the status quo in Proverbs. It warns followers about the danger of protesting or rebelling against their leaders and the possible punishments that could follow.

In contrast, the sayings in 28:12, 28; 29:2 and 16 recommend the approval of righteous leaders and the rejection of wicked leaders through non-violent actions. In my view, this would constitute a challenge to the status quo if the proverbs are read together.\(^{416}\) It seems to me that reading these proverbs together with nuance will help the reader to discern how they complement, confirm, complete and compare with one another.\(^{417}\)

---

\(^{416}\) Proverbs 28:12, 28; 29:2, 16 appear to indirectly recommend withdrawal when the wicked is in power and jubilation when the righteous is installed. In my view, these actions are revolutionary.

\(^{417}\) According to Fox, ‘an author creates the surface as well as the depths of the work and knows that the surface will be seen first. But there are meanings beneath the surface: obscure teachings that can be clarified, unspoken assumptions that can be made explicit, unsystematic ideas that can be organised, and concepts, even clear ones, whose interpretation can be fine-tuned’ (Fox, 1989: 10).
CHAPTER 11

THE IMPLICATIONS OF OUR STUDY OF LEADERSHIP IN PROVERBS

This study has been able to show how significant sections of the collections in Proverbs have fostered leadership in ancient Israel. This argument was supported by my thematic reading of proverbs relating to the status, code of conduct, personality, skills and actions of leaders, as well as the community’s response to them. My exegetical analysis has opened up the book of Proverbs to new interpretations on leadership. This chapter seeks to highlight the implications that unfold from my study. It also explores how they impact on the views of the biblical scholars expressed in chapter 4.

11.1. The Implications of this Exegetical Study of Proverbs

The following implications have emerged from the arguments I have pursued through my exegetical study of leadership in Proverbs: First, Proverbs emphasises the spiritual formation of leaders. Second, it draws attention to the need for preparation or training for leadership. Third, it stresses that wisdom is the secret of successful leadership. Fourth, Proverbs shows that leadership requires taking responsibility for personal morality. Fifth, it recommends that human leaders should recognise Yahweh as the divine leader ruling over human affairs. Sixth, it informs us about the differences between righteous and wicked leaders. Seventh, it emphasises that good leaders are champions of social justice. Eighth, it teaches that good leaders alleviate poverty (they bridge the gap between the poor and the rich). Ninth, Proverbs underscores the role of women in leadership. Tenth, it informs followers as to how to relate to their leaders. Eleventh, it stresses the importance of discernment in leadership. Twelfth,
Proverbs identifies other miscellaneous implications about leadership.

11.1.1. Spiritual Formation of a Leader

Proverbs teaches that leaders should take their spiritual formation seriously. In Proverbs 25:1–3 the king is able to search out hidden things, but his heart is unsearchable by humans. This cannot be possible without spiritual formation. Leadership can be stressful. Making important decisions during difficult situations can be unpopular. Standing on integrity in the midst of corrupt officials may be a lonely journey. These challenges and many others contribute to the complexity of leadership. Proverbs emphasises the importance of a relationship with God and offers some wisdom for spiritual growth. The elements of spiritual formation include recognising the fear of the Lord as the beginning of wisdom (1:7; 9:10). We now live in a multi-ethnic, multi-religious and multi-cultural society; this, however, should not stop leaders from professing and practising their religion (Hunter, 2010).

11.1.2. Preparation for Leadership

I discussed the role of personified wisdom in the analysis of 8:4–21. This wisdom is for daily living. The ‘young’ and the ‘immature’, who are the implied audience in Proverbs, are expected to learn from her, in order to guarantee a successful future as leaders. The essence of these proverbs is to enhance the learning and personal growth of the reader. The entire book of Proverbs is didactic in nature. The implication is that it offers an opportunity to prepare the

---

418 As James Hunters notes, Christians are ‘world changers’ and we should be willing to shape our world positively (2010: 4). We can learn many things from Proverbs about the connection between spiritual formation and leadership. A politician who wants to be a Christian can use the Bible (especially Proverbs) as a resource for leadership. Proverbs can be motivational in taking personal devotion seriously with the aim of helping to discern hidden things and make wise decisions. Moreover, a party could use specific lessons from Proverbs to foster the development of younger people within a Christian constituency and promote them into leadership. A party with a strong Christian orientation may decide to consult the Bible as a resource towards the development of its party manifesto.
young for leadership. Training is a vital aspect of leadership in Proverbs. Education at an early stage among the Israelites was ‘largely informal and related to the family unit’ (Culpepper, 1982: 21). Others may have to undergo additional training for specific roles and duties (Crenshaw, 1985: 601–615). In other words, training towards leadership is a lifelong journey in Proverbs. Parents who are involved in public life and want to encourage their children to continue at that level can make use of this wisdom by grooming and developing them for future leadership. The content of the training may include character formation, spiritual formation, communication skills and understanding protocols (Hauerwas, 1981: 5, 166).

11.1.3. Wisdom is the Secret of Successful Leadership

Another implication is that wisdom offers essential skills for leadership. In my analysis of Proverbs 8:4–21, Lady Wisdom emphasises that most of the things about leadership centre on her. I observed that the text emphasises wisdom as a necessity in the making of a leader.419 I also argued that the book of Proverbs contains nuggets of wise information (wisdom for leadership) that a leader can pass on to the next generation. In other words, the main essence of leadership is wisdom. Regardless of the gender or social status of its possessor, it is a suitable skill for the duties of leaders.

11.1.4. The Morality of a Leader

The essence of the book of Proverbs is about character formation within the family and community (Brown, 1996: 22–49). The family (as an institution) was given the responsibility to instruct the young to live ‘morally responsible lives’ (Bland, 1998: 236). The morality of a

---

419 Wisdom is needed in relation to problem-solving and interpersonal skills.
leader is taken seriously in Proverbs. The book addresses a number of moral issues that can easily undermine the authority, integrity, credibility and effectiveness of a leader. First, relationships outside marriage and sexual immorality should be avoided (31:3 cf. 5:1–11). Second, warnings about the excessive use of alcohol should be heeded (31:4–5). Third, there should be sensitivity about the ambiguity involved in giving and receiving gifts (17:8, 23). Fourth, leaders are expected to lead by example, both publicly and privately. Following the moral instructions in Proverbs will help a leader to live a distinguished life. It will also help those who aspire to occupy leadership positions to critically examine themselves before and during office. It could also influence the selection of candidates for positions of authority.

11.1.5. A Divine Leader Rules the Human Leader

The supremacy of Yahweh over human leaders is implied throughout Proverbs. My exegesis of 21:1 shows that there is a divine leader implied in it, ruling and controlling the hearts of human leaders. Similarly, people can seek the favour of rulers but the ultimate verdict comes from Yahweh (29:25–26). Human rulers are not on the same level as Yahweh in Proverbs; they are representatives of the divine. Their reign could be cut short through death or removal from office if they fail to protect the rights of the poor, widows, orphans and strangers. The same idea is found in the ANE, where the gods were known to be directing human affairs (Budge, 1988: 351).

---

421 Nelson Mandela is a modern example in political leadership.
422 The implication is that some situations are generally beyond human control and they require divine intervention.
423 There are two implications for leaders who want to appropriate the teachings of Proverbs here: First, they need to display some sense of responsibility to the Supreme Being and accept that they are subject to his control. Second, they should remain humble as a human ruler (Proverbs 3: 5–6).
11.1.6. There are Differences between Righteous and Wicked Leaders

The tension between הַשָּׁם (wicked) and כְּרָם (righteous) can be seen throughout Proverbs. This study of Proverbs shows that righteous rulers encourage righteousness and remove the wicked from their presence. Wicked rulers promote wickedness and oppress the righteous people around them. The sharp differences between righteous and wicked leaders are documented in Proverbs 28:1–3, 16. For example, righteous leaders are humble and full of wisdom. They foster ethical economic policies and encourage ethical business practices. They have good advisers and they are trustworthy. Righteous leaders are not corrupt. They walk in integrity and lead by example. They install righteous officials and remove the bad ones (Proverbs 25:4–5) (Durant, 2010: 109–116, 225–227). They care for the justice of the poor. They are as bold as a lion, showing courage in removing bad officials. They rule with discernment and knowledge. The people usually rejoice whenever righteous leaders are in power; there is peace and stability during that time because those leaders are secure.\(^{424}\)

On the other hand, wicked rulers encourage the use of dishonest scales. They are corrupt and immoral. They are unsecured, proud, foolish and stiff-necked. They listen to lies and tolerate or even promote unsuitable officials. They are greedy for bribes and they supervise the oppression of the poor. The city and its people groan when wicked rulers are in power. As I mentioned in the introductory chapter, the recent rise of cruel leaders has led to political unrest since 2011 in Africa, the Middle East and other areas (Katongole, 2011: 125–134).\(^{425}\)

\(^{424}\) These are typical things that ensure re-election in well-established democratic societies.

\(^{425}\) This may be an example of the proverb that says the ‘people groan when the wicked are in power’ (29:2). In addition, some of the lessons that Katongole draws from Nelson Mandela and Desmond Tutu about the past groaning in South Africa are similar to those mentioned in the book of Proverbs (2011: 172–173).
11.1.7. Leadership and Social Justice

Social justice is one of the key issues in Proverbs and other books of the Hebrew Bible (Malchow, 1996, Houston, 2006). I encountered the word דָּם (justice or judgment) on many occasions in my investigation of leadership in Proverbs. As I observed earlier in this study, maintenance of justice is one of the responsibilities of leaders in Israel and the ANE (Epsztein, 1983, Houston, 2006: 134–159). דָּם appears 425 times in the Hebrew Bible and it connotes a legal process in most instances. It can also describe a situation before and after a judicial process (HALOT, 2: 652). This justice is theologically well rooted in Yahweh and his character. My analysis of Proverbs 16:10–15; 20:8; 25:4–7; 31:8–9 shows that it is the responsibility of leaders to maintain social justice. As Malchow notes, the voice of the sages in Proverbs against social injustice is as strong as that found within the prophetic corpus (1996: 63). Leaders are agents of social justice. They have a responsibility to oversee the implementation of justice within their jurisdictions. They are defenders of the poor and voices for the social outcasts within society. In Proverbs, leaders (especially kings) represent Yahweh in socio-economic, political, judicial and cultic matters. They guard against the economic exploitation of their subjects.

11.1.8. The Approach of a Leader to Poverty and Riches

Another important implication arising from my study is about the attitude of leaders to poverty and riches. Scholars have long identified poverty and wealth as a significant theme in Proverbs (Whybray, 1990a, Washington, 1994, Sandoval, 2005). Proverbs identifies indiscipline, love of sleep, oppression, laziness, injustice, taking surety and other factors as causes of poverty. It accepts the state of being rich or poor as facts of life without condemning or affirming either. Hence, it encourages mutual respect between the two groups. Proverbs
gives specific instructions to the rich to show mercy to the poor.\textsuperscript{426} The poor also have a responsibility to work hard, make wise decisions and improve themselves. There are a number of passages regarding poverty and wealth in Proverbs that are directly relevant to leadership. My analysis of 29:13–14 shows that leaders are instruments of the redistribution of wealth. The establishment of their kingdom is determined by their attitude to the poor. In summary, Yahweh is concerned about the plight of the poor and he relies on human leaders to put in place poverty alleviation programmes. They should also address the problem of oppression and injustice.

11.1.9. The Role of Women in Leadership

As mentioned in chapter 4, women were involved in leadership in ancient Israel and throughout the ANE. According to Grace Emmerson, ‘women of distinction influenced the cause of Israel’s history by their role in the community’ (Emmerson, 1989: 372). They made significant contributions to leadership, in spite of the limited evidence within the biblical text. She notes that the patriarchal culture at that time had a tendency to express reality from a male perspective. The results of my analysis show that Proverbs attaches some importance to the role of women in leadership. Scholars may differ regarding the level and mode of education in ancient Israel, but there is a consensus that some form of education actually took place (Crenshaw, 1985: 601–615). The family occupied an important position as an educational institution in ancient Israel and the mother had a special responsibility as the first teacher. The description of wisdom as a female figure (8:4–21) and as the power behind the throne is also significant. Proverbs 31:1–9 is another example of a woman teaching a leader. As I mentioned in my summary of Yoder in chapter 4, if her argument on the socio–economic

\textsuperscript{426} See Proverbs 14:21, 31; 17:5; 19:17; 22:9, 16, 22.
position of the woman in 31:10–31 is correct, then that woman is a leader (2003: 427–447).427

11.1.10. Followers Should Know How to Relate to Their Leaders

Relationship is another important theme in Proverbs. The book advocates good relationships within the family, religious groups and society at large. The discussion of leadership in Proverbs is not just about the leader; it is also about the followers. It is not only about the behaviour of the ruler, it also focuses on the behaviour of the subjects. There are many instructions on how subjects should relate to their leaders, as well as how officials should relate to their superiors.428 Moreover, Proverbs 23:1–3 offers relevant instructions for officials and lower leaders on knowing how to behave whenever they are invited for a meal with the ruler or a rich and powerful person. They should not appear to be greedy and their body language should be positive. They must be patient and gentle before the ruler (25:15). The opportunity to stand before the king should not be taken for granted. Therefore, understanding how to relate to those in positions of authority is necessary because two valuable things are at stake: self-preservation and self-advancement.429

11.1.11. Every Leader Needs Discernment

A leader needs discernment to recognise bad advice in the midst of several suggestions on offer. Discernment is needed to differentiate between true and false witnesses in complex situations.

---

427 In many cultures (especially in Africa) women were thought of as spectators when it came to matters of leadership. The result of my analysis does not support this notion. In fact, women were significant actors in Proverbs. They made substantial contributions as wives, advisers and teachers in ancient Israel. Some even exercised control and power especially during the transition from one king to another.

428 For example, they should watch what they say behind the ruler’s back because the message will eventually filter back (13:3; 22:29). They should not undermine the authority of the leader. They should not join with rebels to destabilise the leader and his policies (24:21–22). This is an important aspect, as in most cases rebels are sponsored by external interests that aim to weaken and economically exploit the government in order to destabilise it.

429 See Jesus’ statement about choosing the lower seat in a banquet (Luke 14:7–14).
judicial matters (Prov. 16:10). If the use of מְדִינָה (inspired decision) was necessary for difficult judicial matters in the context of the Israelite theocracy, then an equivalent is needed for modern leadership systems.\footnote{Should leaders of democratic governments consult religious authorities? Should they pray to God for guidance? Is there any means of discernment that leaders can legally use in making decisions? The answer to these questions will depend on many factors. Firstly, it depends on the personal spirituality of the leader in question; secondly, it depends on what the constitution of the land permits; and thirdly, it depends on the religious and cultural composition of the group being led. Western democracy, for example, is currently seeking to be nonreligious, but most of the Western leaders have Christian values. The leaders may choose to follow their own religious belief and they can also consult other religious leaders on specific matters. There is evidence of international flavour in the book of Proverbs. The wisdom and religion mentioned are not exclusive to the Israelites. Proverbs appears to model that openness.}

11.1.12. Miscellaneous Implications

There are miscellaneous implications emerging from this study of leadership in Proverbs. While these are summary and brief comments, the practical implications of their significance can be seen in the detail discussion of my exegetical chapters. I shall now examine some of them: 1) Leadership is influence and it is about the people (14:28); a leader must be able to command the respect of their followers and influence them positively. 2) Leadership is about team development (20:26); a good team enhances successful leadership but a bad team corrupts and destroys the system. 3) Leadership requires taking good counsel (29:12); it is not practical for a leader to think through all the issues without the support of good advisers. 4) Leadership is about service without exploitation or manipulation (16:10); it requires kindness and compassion. 5) Leadership is about setting a standard for others to follow (16:12–13, 20:8). 6) Leadership is about self-control (16:14–15, 19:12). 7) Leadership is about good communication (17:7). 8) Leadership is about humility before God (21:1); hence, leaders are expected to submit to Yahweh. 9) Leadership is a learning process that helps leaders to gain experience (25:3). 10) It is about taking the right step in honesty and integrity (29:12).
that it has many interesting things to say about leadership.

11.2. The Implications of the Results for the Scholars Surveyed

Having presented the implications of my exegetical analysis of leadership in Proverbs, I will return briefly to the implications of the results for the scholarly contributions of Bryce, Humphreys, Golka, Whybray, Weeks, Brown, Dell, Yoder, Hatton and Ansberry. Bryce (1972; 1979) argues that Proverbs 25:2–27 is about leadership. He finds a connection between Proverbs and some wisdom writings from the ANE (especially Egyptian wisdom material) and suggests that this wisdom section was used for the purpose of training officials. My exploration of leadership in the ANE shows that many wisdom writings were composed for this purpose. Most ANE kings were patrons and sponsors of wisdom writings. In this study, I have made a case that 25:1–7 are instructions for budding court officials. Moreover, Humphreys (1978) argues that the motif of the wise courtier in Proverbs 10–29 is more prominent in 16:1–22:16 and 25:2–27 than other places. He concurs that some proverbs can be used for the purpose of training future officials. He observes that the addressee of 28–29 is a king and not courtiers. He demonstrates that ANE wisdom materials make a valuable contribution to the Israelite wisdom. In this study, I have argued that courtiers and officials are also leaders at their own level.431

Golka (1993) was the most prominent among those who attacked the royal court hypothesis for the proverbial sayings. He argued that the family was the only institution for education and the training of scribes and courtiers in Israel. He denies that the sayings about the king are

431 Leadership in Proverbs includes the roles and responsibilities of courtiers.
from the court and claims that they are from ordinary people in Israel. Contrary to Golka, I have argued that training for leadership is also part of the leadership process. Although scribes and courtiers are royal servants, they are lower leaders overseeing some matters on behalf of the king. My exploration of the social contexts of Proverbs revealed that the royal court couldn’t be ruled out completely. As mentioned in chapter 4, it is difficult to deny the persuasive argument of Davies about the possibility of schools in ancient Israel (Davies, 1995: 199–211). Nonetheless, Golka has been able to call attention to the contradictions within the royal proverbs. I agree with this view and I have mentioned some examples at the end of chapters 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. Furthermore, Malchow’s bold claim that chapters 28–29 foster leadership is commendable. This study has gone further to demonstrate (through various themes) how they contribute to the larger picture of leadership in Proverbs.

Whybray’s examination of the individual proverbs leads him to argue that the royal and other proverbs were not composed at the court. However, he does not deny the theme of leadership in Proverbs. His examination of the Hebrew words used for king, official, nobleman, prince and ruler is another indication that these keywords are important to the sages in Proverbs. My findings in this study have shown that some of these keywords were used along with some underlying metaphors to foster complex teachings about leadership in Proverbs. Whybray’s agreement that there are some parallels between Proverbs and a number of ANE wisdom texts backs my claim about leadership in Israel and the ANE. The implication of my results for Weeks lies in his denial of a thematic structure for the king’s sayings in Proverbs. Following Whybray, Waltke, Heim and others in my exegetical analysis of some leadership texts, I have
been able to find a number of linked sayings about the king in Proverbs.\textsuperscript{432} Therefore, the reading strategy of analysing some proverbs as individual poetry and as clusters has contributed to my understanding of leadership in Proverbs.

Brown’s argument is that character formation is an important theme in the book of Proverbs. He demonstrates how each section of the collection contributes to this theme. Moving beyond Brown, I have shown in this study that the essence of the character formation in Proverbs is for effective leadership. Moreover, Dell identified different social contexts in Proverbs (including the royal court). She did not offer exegetical analysis of specific texts but she would not deny that leadership is an important theme in the book of Proverbs. This current study has been able to provide what is missing in Dell through my exegesis of selected texts. Her claim that many biblical Proverbs are applicable to our contemporary society has motivated me to apply my findings on the leadership texts to Christian leadership in Nigeria. Yoder finds leadership in Proverbs 30 and 31. She argues that the sayings of Agur are royal instructions. Her examination of the socio-economic context of Proverbs 31 allowed me to conclude that the role of women in ancient Israel cannot be underestimated. This study has demonstrated that women made meaningful contributions to leadership in Israel and throughout the ANE. Beyond Yoder’s effort, it has shown that Proverbs 8:10–21 could be another example of female leadership in other sections of Proverbs.

Hatton’s exploration focused on the deliberate ambiguity or contradictions between some leadership texts in Proverbs. He would limit his claim to 75 verses or about 7% of verses in the book of Proverbs. However, it remains to be seen why the criteria of the root קַלֶּמ alone

was used to classify them as leadership texts. As mentioned earlier, Hatton’s original interest was not about leadership. His aim was to answer the question of contradictions in Proverbs; he only used the leadership texts as one of his examples. In contrast, this present study used different criteria for the selection of the leadership texts. Ansberry suggests a court setting for the whole of Proverbs. In contrast, I follow Dell’s idea that Proverbs is a product of multiple contexts. Some sections of Proverbs may have been produced at the royal court, but not all.

11.3. Conclusion

This chapter has summarised what we can learn about leadership in the book of Proverbs. It has also identified some of the gaps that I have observed in the previous efforts of scholars and how this present study has addressed those areas through my exegetical analysis. The implication of my findings about leadership is particularly important for Golka and Hatton because they help us to see the contradictions relating to royal sayings in the book of Proverbs. I have been able to rearrange some of the leadership texts following some thematic themes. I have offered a fresh way of looking at leadership in Proverbs through this perspective.

---

433 It is to Golka, Whybray and Hatton that we owe the idea that there are contradictions on the sayings about leaders in the book of Proverbs.
434 The criteria have been determined largely by the questions we have put before the text.
CHAPTER 12
APPLICATION OF PROVERBS TO CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP IN NIGERIA

‘The book of Proverbs is a resource for people today. Within the framework of belief in the God of Israel, it is both a visionary writing and a practical manual’ (Clifford, 1995: 6).

Having established that Proverbs fosters leadership through my exegetical analysis, I will now address the question of how my findings in Chapters 5–11 of this thesis can help the understanding of Christian leadership in Nigeria. It is not easy to move from the exegesis and interpretation of the leadership texts in Proverbs to contemporary application. Hermeneutically, there is a need for readers to ‘mind the gap’ (Morrison, 2014: 34–35) between the ancient world and our contemporary world. In this chapter, I will use the methodological framework offered by Craig Broyles on interpreting and applying the Old Testament (Broyles, 2001: 13–62). The strategy includes identifying the general principles that arose from the analysis of the texts, finding core values that flow out of the text, distinguishing timeless principles that are not culture bound, discerning the similarities and differences between the Bible and modern context, and differentiating between ‘what is culturally relative and what is theologically binding’ (Broyles, 2001: 60). Stephen Fagbemi used a similar approach in his monograph ‘Who are the Elect in 1 Peter? A Study in Biblical Exegesis and Its Application to the Anglican Church of Nigeria’ (Fagbemi, 2007: 219–256).

435 In other words, if we want to apply what the book of Proverbs teaches about leadership to its ancient original audience for today, what method(s) should we use?
436 The problem of the distance of time, culture, location and language between the contemporary and ancient readers are the challenges of applying the biblical text. The same challenges should be expected in applying the leadership principles in Proverbs to our contemporary context.
My attempt to bridge the hermeneutical gap between the ancient world of Proverbs and the world today on the subject of leadership will be achieved through four steps: Firstly, I will briefly examine the work of some leadership experts, as examples of contemporary ways of conceiving leadership. Secondly, I will evaluate and compare their discussion about leadership skills with my findings in Proverbs. Thirdly, I will perform a brief comparative analysis of leadership in ancient Israel and Africa. Fourthly, I will explore how the identified contemporary leadership skills could shed light on my application of Proverbs to Christian leadership in Nigeria, with the help some ‘imagination’ (Bartholomew, 2015: 1).437

12.1. Contemporary Views on Leadership

How do postmodern people perceive leadership? I will return to my discussion of leadership theories in chapter 1 as a basis for my answer. I have summarised the theories under three headings: ‘Leaders are born and not made,’ ‘leaders are made and not born’ and ‘some leaders are born and some are made’. This section draws on the contributions of Richard Davis, Brian Tracy, Edwin Locke and Peter Northouse. I have chosen them because they are currently among the leading experts in this area.

12.1.1. Leaders are Born and not Made

Richard Davis understands leadership from the perspective of traits. He argues that ‘leaders are born not made’ in his book titled *The Intangibles of Leadership* (2010). Davis notes that people must exhibit certain characteristics or traits before they can lead (2010: xvi). He...
identifies ten qualities of leaders in politics, business, schools and other areas of life. They include wisdom (reflection, perception and application of experience); will (making use of available opportunities through self-discipline and vision); executive maturity (ability to control one’s emotions); integrity (being consistent without abusing positions of trust); social judgment (ability to analyse and make good decisions as well as connecting with people); presence (outward expression of authority through reputation, identity, charisma and communication); self-insight (recognition of their own strengths and weaknesses); self-efficacy (self-assurance and ability to achieve set objectives); fortitude (courage in the face of obstacles); and fallibility (recognition and admittance of imperfection). For Davis, these are the attributes that determine those who will fail or succeed in leadership (Davis, 2010: 1–222). The limitation of Davis’ analysis is that it fails to recognise the role of leadership development. Following Gill, it is reasonable to concur that leadership potential is a mix of genetics and childhood development (2006: 271). Another limitation is that Davis’ view does not acknowledge the difficulty of finding a universal set of leadership traits in different contexts (DuBrin, 2012: 62).438

12.1.2. Leaders are Made and not Born

In contrast, Brian Tracy understands leadership from the perspective of skills. His starting point in the book Leadership is that ‘leaders are made, not born’ (2014: 5).439 They are individuals with specific skills who get power through the cooperation of the people they

---

438 For example, what are considered as good leadership traits in Africa may not be acceptable in the Western world (and vice versa). As DuBrin notes, ‘a limitation of the trait approach is that it does not tell us how much traits are absolutely needed in which leadership situations. We also do not know how much of a trait, characteristics, or motive is the right amount’ (DuBrin, 2012: 62).

439 Tracy summarised the biography and leadership qualities of Hannibal of Carthage, Scipio, Alexander the Great, Napoleon, Wellington and Abraham Lincoln. His study shows that none of these great leaders was born a natural leader. He therefore concludes that this is true for leadership in general.
lead, irrespective of factors such as gender. He dedicates the entire book to the discussion of the skills and attitudes expected of leaders. For Tracy, the essential leadership qualities include: a sense of mission; courage; timely action; strategy; the ability to inspire and motivate; commitment to winning; good communication; the ability to learn from adversity; team building; focus on results; the desire to lead successfully; positive self-esteem; leading by example; self-motivation; self-development; leadership through consensus; good listening skills; living like a leader; and integrity (Tracy, 2014: 9–100). He argues that the integrity of a leader ‘is simply the value that guarantees all the other values’ (2014: 5). Tracy can be criticised for failing to acknowledge the possibility that some people within a society are naturally gifted leaders (Gill, 2006: 270–272). Roger Gill, quoting Nigel Nicholson from London Business School notes that, ‘the new science of behavioural genetics is steadily accumulating evidence about how much individual character, style, and competence is inborn’ (2006: 271).

12.1.3. Some Leaders are Born and Some are Made

Edwin Locke’s interest is in the area of business and organisational leadership. However, his observations are also applicable to political, religious and other forms of leadership. For Locke, leadership is a combination of traits and skills. He proposes what he calls ‘four keys’ that can help leaders to lead successfully. The first key is about ‘motives and traits’. He notes that the motives of leaders are often driven by ‘achievements, ambition, energy, tenacity and initiative.’ He also identifies ‘honesty/integrity; self-confidence (including emotional

440 Roger Gill also alludes to the works of Hilarie Owen, stating that ‘leadership cannot be taught as a list of skills. Nor can it be bolted on to management development, as leadership is totally different from management and requires different thinking. Leadership potential is already in the individual and therefore requires recognition, development, growth and practice’ (2006: 272).

441 In my view, Locke’s observations are applicable to leadership in general because the practicality of the issues raised could enhance leadership in different contexts.
stability); originality/creativity; and flexibility/adaptability and charisma’ as the traits of effective leaders (Locke, 1999: 13–34). The second key is ‘knowledge, skills and ability’. The knowledge may include technological expertise, knowledge of the organisation or industry where the leaders are serving and the knowledge they have gained through experience. Leaders also exhibit people skills (listening, oral communication, networking/network building, conflict management, assessment) and management skills (problem-solving, decision-making, goal setting, planning) (Locke, 1999: 35–47). They consistently show greater cognitive ability or intelligence than the people they lead.

The third key in Locke’s view is vision. This concerns what the organisation wants to achieve. He observes that it is the duty of the leader to define, articulate, formulate, promote commitment and develop a strategic vision (1999: 49–62). The fourth key is ‘implementing the vision’. The leader has the responsibility to structure, select and motivate their subordinates to do this successfully. The leader is also required to spearhead management of information, build their team and promote necessary changes within the organisation (Locke, 1999: 63–99). Locke concludes that these four keys are the important characteristics that differentiate leaders from non-leaders.442 Locke’s acknowledgement that some potential leaders were born with the traits and that others can learn some leadership skills compensates for the weaknesses in the earlier opinions expressed by Davis and Tracy. However, the problem with this view is that it is difficult to ascertain the extent of the impact of heredity and environment on potential leaders (Zaccaro et al., 2004: 101–124).443 A similar difficulty

442 Locke claims that the four keys discussed are similar to the strategies used by most successful corporate giants and manufacturers in Japan and America.

443 In other words, it could not classify the products of heredity and the products of environment in the making of a leader. According to Zaccaro et al., ‘the question of how leaders differ from non-leaders is one of the oldest in psychology, yet it remains a source of disagreement and controversy in the leadership domain. A consensus
is the scholarly confusion of mixing leadership traits and skills together (Lafreniere, 2008: 22–35).

Peter Northouse, who is presently a leading leadership theorist, also supports the idea that leadership is a blend of traits and skills. His book Leadership (2013) addresses a number of topics covering different aspects of theory and practice in leadership. He highlights many theoretical approaches to leadership, but I will only examine his discussion of the traits and skills of leaders. Northouse sets the scene by summarising various studies on leadership traits in the twentieth century, laying emphasis on the efforts of Stogdill (1948), Mann (1959), Stogdill (1974), Lord, DeVader and Alliger (1986), Kirkpatrick and Locke (1991) and Zaccaro, Kemp and Bader (2004). Northouse’s survey of previous studies leads him to identify intelligence (intellectual and verbal ability); self-confidence (self-esteem and assurance as a result of personal competencies and skills); determination (getting the job done remains elusive regarding the magnitude of leader trait effects on leadership, and, if a large magnitude is conceded, what specific and critical attributes contribute to such effects’ (Zaccaro, 2004: 123).

The difference between the trait theory and skills theory is that unlike trait theory, which assumes that a leader is born with the traits necessary for leadership, skills theory proposes that leadership skills can be learned and achieved’ (Lafreniere, 2008: 24).

Peter Northouse has written a compendium on leadership. According to Northouse, his book offers ‘in-depth presentation of leadership theory and a discussion of how it applies to real situations’ (2013: 15). The areas covered include, trait approach, skills approach, style approach, situational approach, contingency theory, path goal theory, leader member exchange theory, transformational leadership, servant leadership, authentic leadership, team leadership, psychodynamic approach, women and leadership, culture and leadership and leadership ethics.

Stogdill identifies ‘intelligence, alertness, insight, responsibility, initiative, persistence, self-confidence and sociality’ out of 124 trait studies (Northouse, 2013: 20).

Mann discerns ‘intelligence, masculinity, adjustment, dominance, extraversion and conservatism’ out of 124 trait studies (Northouse, 2013: 21).

Stogdill finds ‘achievement, persistence, initiative, self-confidence, responsibility, cooperativeness, tolerance, influence and sociality’ out of 1,400 findings (Northouse, 2013: 21).

Lord, DeVader and Alliger recognise ‘intelligence, masculinity and dominance’ as the key traits (Northouse, 2013: 21–22).

Kirkpatrick and Locke single out ‘drive, motivation, integrity, confidence, cognitive ability and task knowledge’ as the dominant traits (Northouse, 2013: 22).

Zaccaro, Kemp and Bader name ‘cognitive ability, extraversion, conscientiousness, emotional stability, openness, agreeableness, motivation, social intelligence, self-monitoring, emotional intelligence and problem solving’ (Northouse, 2013: 23).
through initiative and persistence); integrity (honesty and trustworthiness); and sociability (being friendly, sensible, courteous, caring, outgoing, tactful, approachable and diplomatic) as the traits expected of a good leader (Northouse, 2013: 23–26). For Northouse, these five traits ‘contribute substantially to one’s capacity to be a leader’ (2013: 26).

Following Katz (1955), Northouse sums up the skills needed for leadership as technical, human and conceptual. The technical skill is about the leader’s understanding of the job and the technicalities involved. The human skills refer to the leader’s ability to relate to people and manage them effectively. The conceptual skill is about the leader’s ability to work with creative ideas and concepts (Northouse, 2013: 44–46). The strengths of Northouse’s argument lie in two areas: the first is his balance of theory and practice (with many case studies); the second is his recognition of other approaches in addition to the theories relating to traits and skills.

What then can be said about these four scholars? Davis understands inborn traits as the bedrock of leadership. Tracy conceives leadership as skills that can be learned. For Locke and Northouse, leadership is a mixture of inborn traits and learned skills. Nonetheless, it is striking that all the four scholars include integrity in their list. Hence, we can conclude that integrity as character and as skill is an important quality that is expected in contemporary leadership. According to Davis, ‘it is about doing the right things, being consistent and

---

453 Northouse’s critique of the trait approach is that it fails to take followers and different leadership situations into account. Similarly, it fails to examine the connection between traits and leadership outcomes on groups or organisations. Neither is the approach useful for training and developing others for leadership (Northouse, 2013: 30–32). Therefore, there is a need for other approaches that will take other areas of leadership seriously.

454 Modern people expect their leaders to be persons of integrity (personality or character). They also expect their leaders to practice (display some levels of) integrity (skills). For example, many politicians in the Western world have been forced to resign after revelations of their private lives in the newspapers or evidence of their abuse of
leading with those values’ (2010: 90). For Northouse, the followers trust leaders with integrity because they are ‘loyal, dependable and not deceptive’ (Northouse, 2013: 25).

12.2. Comparative Analysis of Contemporary Leadership Skills and Proverbs

This section compares the contemporary discussion of leadership with the leadership dynamics that I have uncovered in Proverbs. I will attempt to integrate the results of Davis, Tracy, Locke and Northouse with my exegesis of the book of Proverbs.

There are four areas of common ground that can be identified between contemporary leadership scholarship and Proverbs. The first is the individuality of leadership and the cultivation of leadership skills. The king in Proverbs is an individual who is expected to cultivate certain leadership skills, contemporary scholars also emphasise the personal skills necessary for good leadership. The second area revolves around leadership skills and communal responsibility. In Proverbs the king has a responsibility to the community; while leadership skills are acquired as an individual, the leader’s duty is to the community. In the same vein, a business leader’s responsibility is to the organisation, and individual skills are employed to suit the purpose of the organisation. The third similarity is that integrity in leadership is paramount in both Proverbs and contemporary leadership discussion. The fourth area is that Proverbs retains its diversity, as it supports the idea that successful leadership is a merger of inborn traits and learned skills, with its emphasis on different forms

position.

455 Courtiers and administrators were expected to demonstrate some skills too. ‘Do you see those who are skilful in their work? They will serve kings; they will not serve common people’ (Prov 22:29).

456 Why is a nation corrupt? A nation is corrupt because the leaders and some of the people are corrupt. Integrity is acquired individually. Proverbs may not have explained it within its own social milieu in the same way as contemporary scholars; nevertheless the need for integrity has always been there. Therefore, the leader must cultivate it.
of training. Similarly, current thinking about leadership favours both trait and skill-based theories (Gill, 2006: 36–62).

However, my analysis of Proverbs and contemporary scholarship shows that there are some areas of difference too. The writers of Proverbs have been accused for their predisposition towards male leaders with occasional references to female leaders (Brenner, 1995: 11–13, Fontaine, 1995: 29–49). In contrast, the contemporary approach is gender inclusive focusing on the equality of male and female figures in leadership. The scope of the authority of the leaders in Proverbs and in the contemporary context is also different. The book of Proverbs presents the authority of the king as absolute. There is also a degree of authority in contemporary leaders, but theirs is limited; contemporary leadership in the Western world is typically democratic to some extent, with checks and balances.\textsuperscript{457} In addition, leadership positions may be inherited in Proverbs, but in contemporary leadership anyone can aspire to be leaders if they match the person specification for the role.\textsuperscript{458}

Furthermore, contemporary leadership scholars do not mention some of the skills and attitudes that I identified in Proverbs: for example, the attitude of the leaders to the Torah focusing on their spirituality (29:4–5); recognition of Yahweh as the ruler above the king (21:1; 29:25–26); regular display of righteousness (29:2); and the differentiation between righteous and wicked leaders (28:1–5, 16, 28; 29:1). I also flagged up wisdom as an important skill for leadership in my exegetical analysis of Proverbs 8:10–21, where Lady Wisdom

\textsuperscript{457} The four contemporary scholars that I analysed are democratic, Western theorists. Some African, Russian, Hindu, Islamic, and Korean theorists may have a different world-view that is based on their socio-economic and political contexts.

\textsuperscript{458} The person specification may include nationality (for political leadership), educational qualifications and experience etc.
emphasised her necessity for successful leadership. In contrast, only one contemporary scholar mentions wisdom in the discussion of leadership (Davis, 2010: 4–9).

In light of the above evidence, the writers of Proverbs have mentioned some of the leadership skills long before these contemporary scholars. There are also some modern leadership skills that are missing or only implied in Proverbs. This suggests that the way people today think of some aspects of leadership has a different emphasis from Proverbs. It also implies that the writers of Proverbs did not envisage some of the skills mentioned by contemporary scholars when they wrote.

12.3. Comparative Analysis of Leadership in Ancient Israel and Africa

There are some striking similarities between leadership in ancient Israel and Africa (especially Nigeria). First, the appointment of kings or leaders is often a spiritual exercise. There are some interesting instances of Yahweh appointing kings through the prophets. Some of the examples include Saul, David and Jehu (1 Sam 9:1–10:27; 1 Sam 16:1–23; 2 Kgs 9:1–13). Africans also seek the help of the ‘supreme being’ depending of their religious affiliation (Christianity, Islam and African Traditional Religions). Second, leadership is for the common good of the people in both contexts. Ideal leaders are required to put community development before their personal interests. Third, leaders are expected to recognise and promote the cultural and religious values of the people. Fourth, leaders in ancient Israel and modern Africa

---

459 Davis used philosophical and psychological perspectives to analyse wisdom. He notes that wisdom ‘begins with basic intellect, but it also involves the ability to synthesize information and be analytical while remaining tied to reality’ (2010: 7). In contrast, the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom in the book of Proverbs.

460 For example, skills such as a sense of mission, commitment to winning, focus on results, desire to lead successfully, self-motivation, leadership through consensus, living like a leader, determination, vision and implementing vision are either only implied or are missing in the proverbs analysed.

461 As I mentioned in chapter 1, this ideal expectation is not fully practiced in Nigerian context.
are conceived as defenders of and providers for their followers. Fifth, leaders also need the support of their followers in order to successfully function, in both contexts. Sixth, it is difficult to challenge the status quo of the upper class in both traditional African societies and ancient Israel. Seventh, there are contradictions in the sayings about kings and leaders in both contexts (Golka, 1993: 17–27; Whybray, 1990a: 48). Eighth, the use of proverbs for leadership communication and the expression of wisdom is common to both contexts (Adéèkó, 1998; Orwenjo, 2009: 123–146). Ninth, instructions for leaders to adhere to the ethics of leadership are also available in ancient Israel and Africa (either orally or in writing). The above analysis confirms an aspect of Golka’s thesis that there are parallels between ancient Israel and African culture (Golka, 1993: 36–122).

However, there are a few indications of distinctions between leadership in ancient Israel and Africa. The idea that some leaders are born and others are made is common in my analysis of Proverbs. In contrast, many African societies (especially Nigeria) reserve positions of leadership for selected families and a few elites. In addition, the monotheistic and Yahwistic worldview expressed in ancient Israel is radically different from the polytheistic worldview found in Africa.

In view of my analysis so far, I will now apply my findings to Christian leadership in Nigeria. I will follow the book of Proverbs and contemporary leadership scholars. However, I would like to state that it is impossible to draw applications from all the skills that I have highlighted in Proverbs and in current leadership thinking. As such, I shall limit my scope to one example.

---

462 Some proverbs in ancient Israel and Africa referred to kings as divinities while others referred to them as mere humans. There are proverbs that support leaders, critical of leaders and the proverbs that neither affirm nor condemn leaders.
where the contemporary scholars are in agreement with the ancient text. As mentioned earlier, Proverbs and the four scholars all mentioned the relevance of integrity in leadership. In other words, it is in the nature of leadership that integrity is conceived as important throughout all ages. Therefore, this framework shall be applied to Christian leadership in Nigeria in the next section. I will narrow down my discussion to the value of the book of Proverbs in guiding Christian leaders to reflect critically on bribery and corruption.

12.4. Christian Leadership in Nigeria

This section reflects on what we have learnt about leadership from the writers of Proverbs and the writings of contemporary scholars, showing how they can be helpful in discussing Christian leadership in Nigeria today. I have chosen to apply this study to Nigeria for the following reasons: First, I originally came from Nigeria and still desire to make a future contribution in building the nation with my reflections on leadership. Second, Nigeria is among the richest nations in Africa (in terms of revenue)\textsuperscript{463} but she ranks among the poorest because of ‘the number of people who live without basic needs such as jobs, clean water and good-quality housing. An estimated one-fifth of children die before their fifth birthday and millions of people are thought to be HIV positive’ (Peel, 2006: 1). Third, corruption has become an endemic situation affecting the behaviour of many people (at various levels) in Nigeria (Tanzi, 1998: 8, Hardoon and Heinrich, 2013: 7, 33–40, Transparency, 2013: 5, Raimi

\textsuperscript{463} Nigeria is the most populous nation in Africa, with over 180 million people. The country is located within the West African region with the landmass covering about 923,768 km\textsuperscript{2}. Nigeria is a multicultural and multi-lingual nation, with over 500 languages and different ethnic groups. Since the nation obtained her independence from Great Britain in 1960, the issue of leadership at the centre has been a challenging one. Nigeria endured a mixture of military rule and democracy before the present democratisation process that began in 1999.
Corruption has been the biggest threat to the actualisation of sustainable development in Nigeria. This prompted the government of former president Olusegun Obasanjo (1999–2007) to put in place watchdogs and whistle-blowing agencies against corrupt civil servants and public officials. His government also established two agencies to prosecute them (Raimi et al., 2013: 105–122). However, these agencies have not made much progress since their establishment, because of the government’s lack of political will to fight the war against corruption. Instead, the agencies have been successfully used by different regimes to prosecute selected individuals (especially political opponents). It is ironic that the very system put in place under the guise of opposing corruption is being used to create further corruption.

I visited Nigeria in November 2014 and discovered that bribery was widespread. Many politicians, political parties, law enforcement agents, judges and teachers, as well as other public and private workers, cannot operate without bribery. Some religious institutions that

---

464 For a general review of different scholarly definitions of corruption, see (Balia, 2009: 3–4). Balia defines it as the ‘misuse of public office for private gain’ (Balia, 2009: 4). This may include gifts, bribery, fraud, extortion and embezzlement. Corruption is a global phenomenon. The World Bank defines it as ‘abuse of public power for private benefit’ (Tanzi, 1998: 8). The abuse can also be for the benefit of family, friends, class and status quo, a tribe or a political party. According to the research conducted by Transparency International, bribery and corruption are on the increase in Nigeria (Hardoon, 2013: 7, 33–40). Nigeria is 144th (the same level as Cameroon, Central African Republic, Iran, Papua New Guinea and Ukraine) on the list of corruption free countries in the world (Transparency, 2013: 5). Another report identifies Nigeria ‘as one of the notorious 23 countries that did not cooperate with the fight against money laundering’ (Raimi, 2013: 111).

465 The Anti-Corruption and Transparency Monitoring Units and Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs).

466 The Independent Corrupt Practices and other Offences Commission (ICPC) and The Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC).

467 How can this situation be avoided in the future? The independence of such prosecuting agencies from any government operating at a given time is vital. Even when the government wants to abuse such agencies, they should have the courage and integrity to say no as followers. In my view, good followership can sometimes mean not following a bad leader. Apart from the description of the people hiding when the wicked are in power (Proverbs 28:12, 28), the book of Proverbs appears to be silent on what to do as a follower when you have a bad leader. This is actually an important area that Proverbs lacks.
Moreover, there was controversy before and after the 2016 election of the national president of the Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) because of allegations of bribery, fraud and election malpractices by different contestants, Church leaders and denominations. Many factors contributed to the situation of bribery and corruption in Nigeria, including poverty, the desire to get rich quickly, unrealistic expectations from family, friends and the community and a lack of retribution for previous corrupt leaders.

I have already discussed the positive (17:8) and negative (17:23) uses of bribes in chapter 9 of this thesis. The question that must now be answered is whether it is right or wrong for Christian leaders to give or receive bribes. I shall begin with the English definition of a bribe and show how scholars have understood the word בָּרָכָה. Harrison defines a bribe as ‘the bestowing of money or favour upon a person who is in a position of trust (for example, a judge or government official) in order to pervert his judgment or corrupt his conduct’ (Harrison, 1987: 44). This is connected with court favour. For Hanke, it is ‘anything given to a person to induce him to do something illegal or wrong, or against his wishes’ (Hanke, 1976: 653). John Noonan’s definition of a bribe is basic but instructive. It is ‘an inducement improperly influencing the performance of a public function meant to be gratuitously exercised’ (Noonan, 1984: xi).  

468 For example, there are lawsuits pending in courts against some Church denominations in Nigeria over allegations of fraud during the election or selection process of their national and regional leaders. It was alleged also that some politicians offered money to some influential leaders of large denominations in return for the votes of their Church members during elections. Similarly, some pastors will not pray for their parishioners unless they ‘sow a seed’ (give money in advance).  

469 Noonan goes on to state that ‘society has at least four definitions of a bribe: that of the more advanced moralists; that of the law as written; that of the law as enforced; and that of common practice’ (1984: xii). The book of Proverbs seems to address all of these.
Gregory Nichols argues that ἄντικα (bribe) can sometimes be translated as gift, ransom or present. He identifies two principles in the Hebrew Bible: The first is the condemnation of bribery for those who are in authority; they must be ‘embodiment of impartial justice’ because they make decisions affecting the lives of others. The second is that there are some sayings that did not condemn giving a gift or bribery in Proverbs (cf. 18:16, 21:14). He makes a case that giving gifts is a common practice around the world. Writing as a missionary in the former Soviet Union, he concludes that ‘God’s compassion and wisdom are found in His not forbidding a bribe’ when seeking favour from ungodly rulers and unjust decision makers. In other words, it depends on the cultural context (Nichols, 1999: 30–37). Nichols’ analysis shows that some forms of gifts are unavoidable; but bribing an official for the purpose of injustice is not appropriate.

In contrast, Falkner argues that bribes cannot be classified as gifts. He suggests that a gift is an expression of feelings within the context of a healthy relationship. For Falkner, the size of a gift does not matter because it is a token of love. A bribe, on the other hand, is a tool for exploiting others for selfish gain. A big bribe is expected to attract a big favour as ‘it creates an overriding obligation to perform a task’. He concludes that a gift is ‘known and consented to’ by others, but a bribe is given secretly and hidden from the public domain (Falkner, 1999: 25–26). In the same vein, Noonan argues that there is a distinction between a bribe and a gift. He succinctly sums it up with the following words:

A bribe expresses self-interest, a gift conveys love; a bribe subordinates the recipient to the donor, a gift identifies the donor with the recipient. A gift brings no shame; a bribe must be secret. A gift may be disclosed;

---

470 Steven Falkner himself was a victim of corrupt government officials when he was a missionary in Nepal. His family was forced to return home in May 1997 because they refused to offer bribes to secure the extension of their visas to live in that country.
a bribe must be concealed. The size of a gift is irrelevant; the size of a bribe is decisive. A gift does not oblige, a bribe coerces (Noonan, 1984: 697).

As I mentioned in my analysis of Proverbs 17:8 and 17:23, any attempt to use linguistics to resolve the tension in the use of משל is fraught with difficulties. משל means bribe or gift and it can be used positively or negatively. The LXX used ισθὸς in 17:8 (Strong, 1997: 310)\(^{471}\) and δῶρα in 17:23 (Strong, 1997: 134).\(^{472}\) In my view, the LXX probably used the two words to resolve the tension about bribery while the MT retains the complexity. Proverbs is spiky and complex in the way it handles different themes. A number of the sayings may be contextual, encouraging them to recognise the pragmatic use of gifts or bribes. I agree with Falkner and Noonan that gifts can be used to reward good works and foster relationships; but a bribe given to individuals with ‘discretionary powers’ will pressure them to attempt what is illegal. However, this is a grey area and should be handled carefully. One important reason why bribery is wrong is because it can be a means of oppression. It oppresses the righteous who consider it immoral, as well as the poor and powerless who cannot afford to give bribes. In Nigeria the bribers are served immediately, while those who deserve to get the service on merit are denied or have to wait.\(^{473}\)

Bribery and corruption cannot be addressed in Nigeria without leadership integrity within society as well as in the Church. Reflecting on Proverbs, political leaders must condemn the

\(^{471}\) The LXX used ισθὸς in 17:8, which can literally or figuratively mean to ‘pay for good or bad service.’ It also means hire, reward or wages (Strong, 1997: 310).

\(^{472}\) The LXX used δῶρα from δῶρον in 17:23, which means a ‘present, gift or offering’ (Strong, 1997: 134).

\(^{473}\) For example, parents of students with good A-level results must bribe officials to get their children into some Nigerian public universities. Some students have to bribe their lecturers before they can pass exams. Job seekers have to bribe their prospective employers in order to secure jobs. Contractors have to bribe government officials in order to get contracts and so on.
act of bribery within and outside the law courts. They must educate their officials to recognise the tension between a gift and a bribe. They should avoid corrupting gifts that could manipulate them and their officials through discernment. Christian leaders in Nigeria should see themselves as the prophetic voice for change. Many politicians who are Christians or who go to churches asking for votes should be informed about the expectations of the electorate. They should speak against structural injustice, impunity and the witch-hunts of political opposition members. They should not collect donations from corrupt officials.

Furthermore, the Church in Nigeria cannot shy away from the subject of leadership. It is her responsibility to prepare members for leadership at various levels. Most of the early missionaries in Nigeria discouraged their members from participating in politics because it was termed ‘a dirty game’ (Imo, 2008). Now though, religious leaders should encourage their followers to participate in the leadership of their country by standing for elections or voting during elections. In addition, mentoring was an important aspect of leadership in Proverbs (31:1–9). The Church should be the educational hub for leadership development in Nigeria. Christian leaders should mentor and prepare the younger generations for future Christian leadership. Parents and churches, on discovering the importance of spiritual and other leadership formation, may find rich resources and guidelines on how to do this in Proverbs (8:15–17; 31:2–3; 1:8–9 cf. 4:1–9; 6:20–21).

---

474 As a result, since independence, Nigeria has produced more Muslim presidents or heads of state than Christian ones.
475 Churches who want to foster responsibility among their young generation could use Proverbs to encourage them to develop the right disposition and attitudes towards leadership. In other words, the churches in Nigeria can develop discipleship, leadership development and training programmes that may be use the book of Proverbs as a resource within the lines that I have suggested in this thesis.
The principle of seeking and finding wisdom is also relevant for leadership today. Leaders who seek wisdom diligently will find her (Proverbs 8:10–21). The love of gold and silver at the expense of wisdom is one of the reasons why many leaders in Nigeria are involved in bribery and corruption. Therefore, the challenge for contemporary leaders is to place more value on wisdom than riches (Balia, 2009). Wisdom is needed to preserve the wealth of any nation but ignorance and lack of wisdom could put the economy in danger. I observed in my analysis of Proverbs 28:8 that wealth gained by leaders through corruption and impropriety may not last (cf. 20:21, 23:4–5, 28:22). Therefore, leaders or followers who have been tempted by bribes or pressured to be corrupt should feel motivated to resist the pressure, because what looks like gain in the short term is likely not to turn out well for them in the long term.

12.4. Conclusion

I have applied leadership in Proverbs to the area of integrity, focusing on bribery and corruption, and have shown that there is clear relevance for today. While it goes beyond the scope of this thesis to do this for all aspects of leadership mentioned by Davis, Tracy, Locke and Northouse, nonetheless, the findings in this one area suggest that, if similar work were to be undertaken in some of the other areas, it might also lead to the same conclusion that there is relevance in Proverbs for leadership today. In my view, it is clear that the writers of Proverbs were concerned with issues relating to governance, just as contemporary writers are today. As Heim notes, Proverbs ‘can speak with insight and authority to many of the

476 Daryl Balia’s analysis of corruption in South Africa is an example of how some leaders have sought to enrich their pockets rather than help the people they claim to be serving.
477 For example, some of the wealth accumulated by former politicians and public servants was returned to the government treasury after their prosecutions. In contrast, wealth that is gained through justice, righteousness and good governance will endure to the next generation.
challenges that modern societies face’ (2013: 634). I would argue that this includes the challenge of leadership. Despite being an ancient writing, the book of Proverbs offers valuable pieces of information that are applicable for leadership today.
CHAPTER 13
CONCLUSION

This concluding chapter is divided into three sections. The first presents an overview of my discussion so far and the summary of my results; the second suggests new areas for further studies; and the third consists of my final comments.

13.1. Review and Summary of Results

This study has set out to determine some of the important things that Proverbs teaches about leadership, and how the book fosters leadership. It has contributed to the discussion of relevant themes in Proverbs. Chapter 1 sets the scene by establishing the rationale, background, problems, aims, and scope of my enquiry, as well as an overview of leadership in African context and theories of leadership. It identified leadership as an important topic throughout human history. I singled out three areas for investigation at the beginning and they served as my guide in the course of this research. First, how did Proverbs foster leadership skills amongst its readership in Israel? Second, how can contemporary readers of Proverbs reflect on the poetic devices used by the wisdom writers to convey their message and understand the meaning within the text on leadership? Third, how can Proverbs be used as a valuable resource for fostering leadership skills among modern Christians? I have answered these questions in the course of this research.

Chapter 2 provided a methodological framework for this research. I observed that there are

478 In other words, what lessons can we learn about leadership in Proverbs?
various approaches for interpreting biblical poetry, depending on the question we bring to the text.\textsuperscript{479} I introduced the integrative approach and how I have applied it to this research. I indicated a preference for the literary approach in analysing the leadership texts. I also analysed the strengths and weaknesses of this approach. While I acknowledged that the literary approach (especially the use of poetical analysis) has its own limits, I concluded that its results have contributed immensely to biblical scholarship. It has introduced an imaginative reading of the text, which has led to an enhanced understanding.\textsuperscript{480} I briefly examined the distribution of parallelism in Hebrew poetry. I also evaluated the Lowthian classification of parallelism and the recent scholarly re-classifications.\textsuperscript{481} I adopted Heim’s four levels of parallelism (semi-linear, intra-linear, interlinear and trans-linear).

Furthermore, I examined the redaction and tradition history of Proverbs. I concluded that the book of Proverbs is complex, expressing more than one view on different themes. Then, I observed that there are two major ways of interpreting the book of Proverbs: the first is to interpret it within its contextual clusters as materials arranged together in unity; the second is to interpret it as materials put together haphazardly.\textsuperscript{482} Following Zoltán Schwäb, I observed that the debate is not conclusive and I therefore resolved to be open to both possibilities. I also explored the vocabulary of leadership in Proverbs and presented my criteria for selecting the texts for exegesis, as well as my exegetical principles for the study.

\textsuperscript{479} I discussed the world ‘behind the text’, ‘within the text’ and ‘in front of the text’.
\textsuperscript{480} I made a strong case for poetics as a tool for biblical exegesis. I argued that it helps in the overall exegetical process and lays a good foundation for a better understanding of Proverbs.
\textsuperscript{481} I supported (with evidence) the view that the Lowthian tripatite classification of parallelism should be abandoned.
\textsuperscript{482} It should be noted that this issue only applies to chapters 10–29 and not the rest of Proverbs.
In chapter 3, I discussed the concept of leadership in ancient Israel and tested it against the background of the wider ANE contexts (Egypt, Mesopotamia, Ugarit and Hittite Kingdoms). I identified some areas of similarity and difference. I discovered that the wisdom tradition and the idea of kingship and courtiers could be traced back to the ANE. Therefore, the writers of Proverbs were just a medium for transmitting the long existing tradition of leadership within the context of Yahwism. In chapter 4, I reviewed the scholarly contributions of Bryce, Humphreys, Golka, Whybray, Weeks, Brown, Dell, Yoder, Hatton and Ansberry with respect to the debate of leadership in Proverbs. I summarised the insights gained from their efforts and used them as a foundation for this study. I observed that previous scholarship had relegated leadership in Proverbs to the margins, but this dissertation constitutes a voice from the margin.

The next six chapters (5–10) were devoted to the analysis of leadership texts in Proverbs.483 The exegetical methods used in those chapters included the historical critical method; reflection on the poetic devices (parallelism, metaphor, repetition and so on); and thematic concentration, highlighting some leadership aspects and paying attention to individual sayings and clusters (where they were obvious). I delved into the nuanced meanings of some leadership keywords in the Masoretic Text of Proverbs, in consultation with the LXX. I was able to arrive at new interpretations on how some of the verses analysed foster leadership in Proverbs. I used the counterpoints at the end of each chapter to highlight that the book of Proverbs did not present simplistic maxims concerning leadership; rather, it expresses a

483 I specifically focused attention on ‘the status of leaders’ (16:10–15; 21:1; 29:25–26; 14:28), ‘code of conduct for leaders’ (25:1–7; 31:1–9), ‘personality of leaders’ (20:28; 23:1–3; 28:4–5, 6–7, 8, 15), ‘skills of leaders’ (17:7; 29:8–12; 8:10–21; 29:13–14), ‘actions of leaders’ (17:8, 23; 14:35; 19:12; 20:2, 8, 26–27; 29:1, 4) and ‘the community’s response to leaders’ (24:21–22; 28:1–3, 12, 16, 28; 29:2, 16).
plurality of ideas about leadership, which in my view require nuanced understanding.\textsuperscript{[484]}

In chapter 11, I summarised the implications of what I had learnt about leadership from my exegetical interpretation of selected texts in Proverbs. I tested them against the arguments of the Proverbs experts whose work I surveyed in chapter 4. I concluded that in future it would be an injustice to the text for scholars to read some portions of Proverbs without reflecting on what they say about leadership. My finding in the exegetical chapters shows that some parts of Proverbs were helpful for the training of those who took up leadership positions in the family, clan, town and national level, as well as for those who were interested in gaining wisdom.

In chapter 12, I analysed some contemporary views about leadership skills and compared them with the book of Proverbs. I discovered that there are areas of continuation and discontinuation. My reflections on the real world show that some of the insights and assumptions of Proverbs on leadership do not resonate as being relevant for us today in our postmodern society. I observed that there is a need to recognise the gap and identify when a proverb is relevant. I then used the analysis as a theoretical framework for my application of Proverbs to Christian leadership in Nigeria; I focused on one example of the integrity of leaders in responding to bribery and corruption in Nigeria.

\textbf{13.2. Directions for Further Research}

This study does not claim to have answered all the questions on leadership in Proverbs. It has

\textsuperscript{[484]} There are different teachings about leadership in the book of Proverbs. Some teach that leaders are essential while others imply that leaders are unnecessary.
generated additional questions and perhaps opened up new areas within the topic. Seven areas of interest are discussed here as potential suggestions that may be explored when conducting similar studies in the future:

First, are there other leadership texts in Proverbs that could be explored? I stated the rationale for the selected texts in chapter 2 of this study, but a future study with different criteria might generate more or different texts in Proverbs that are significant for leadership. In addition, a subsequent investigation may focus on other thematic themes relating to leadership in the book of Proverbs (for example, delegation of authority, mentoring, managing conflict, networking and time management etc.). Second, future research in this field could focus more on the role of women as leaders in the book of Proverbs. How does Proverbs portray a woman in a position of authority? Third, there is now a growing shift among biblical scholars away from historical critical methods to other approaches. Those who use different interpretative methods could explore the same topic and compare their results with the outcomes of this study. Fourth, future research could use an interdisciplinary approach to investigate in more detail the relationship between leadership in Proverbs and contemporary leadership theories. What are the similarities and differences?

Fifth, other themes within the book of Proverbs could be explored. Some scholarly books and monographs have appeared focusing on specific themes from Proverbs. Whybray, Washington, Pleins and Sandoval have called attention to the discussion of ‘poverty and wealth’ (Whybray, 1990a, Washington, 1994, Pleins, 2001, Sandoval, 2005). Tova Forti

---

485 Such investigation may rely substantially on the analysis of Proverbs 31:10–31.
486 The approaches may include cognitive linguistics, sociological approach and feminist reading of Proverbs etc.
487 More work is required in this area. This is a task for practical theologians.
found ‘animal imagery’ (Forti, 2008) and Peter Hatton examined the ‘contradictions in Proverbs’ (Hatton, 2008). Kim Sung Jin mentioned ‘friendship’ (Jin, 2012), Sun Myung Lyu explored ‘righteousness’ (Lyu, 2012), while Anne Stewart discussed moral ethics in Proverbs (Stewart, 2016). This present study has reflected on the theme of leadership. Other important themes that could be explored in Proverbs may include education, the significance of way and the tension between wicked (way) and righteous. Sixth, the scope of the future analysis of leadership could be extended to other wisdom writings. Apart from the book of Proverbs, how do other wisdom books foster leadership? Seventh, I emphasised the importance of application and the need to use a proper methodology and intelligent hermeneutics in this study. Future research may adopt an approach similar to what I have done in chapter 12 of this thesis with reference to the application of leadership texts in Proverbs to one particular modern setting (namely Nigeria) and apply the findings to other modern settings.

13.3. Final Comments

Leadership has generated great interest among anthropologists, sociologists, theologians and others, and will continue to generate more discussion in the future. I will now return to the question I asked at the beginning of this research. How does Proverbs foster leadership? On the basis of the evidence and the results of my investigation, Proverbs fosters leadership if it is read in line with its intended purpose of teaching knowledge and prudence to the young and

488 She attacked the ‘simplicity thesis’ of some previous scholars and maintained that ethical issues in Proverbs are more complex than previously thought.
489 Another research for example can explore leadership in the book of Job, Ecclesiastes, Wisdom of Solomon, Ben Sira and Baruch etc.
490 This may include applications to other countries in Africa, Asia, Australia, Middle East, Europe, North and South America etc.
the wise (1:2–4). It fosters leadership at various levels if it is read along with my proposed themes for the leadership texts (status of leaders, code of conduct for leaders, personality of leaders, skills of leaders, actions of leaders, and community’s response to leaders). It fosters leadership if the catchwords, repetition, metaphors and other poetic devices in the selected texts are carefully analysed. Furthermore, Proverbs fosters leadership if it is read in the context of the use of proverbs for the development of leaders in the ANE. It also fosters leadership if it is read in the context of the father speaking to his son so that he would pass on the family tradition to the next generation. Another question concerns the sort of leadership that Proverbs fosters. My analysis so far shows that the book of Proverbs is a product of different contexts. Therefore, it has the potential to foster leadership in a variety of contexts (family, political, religious, organisational and educational etc.).

I agree with the paremiologist Wolfgang Mieder that proverbs are not dead, because they ‘help us in our everyday life and communication to cope with the complexities of the modern human condition’ (Mieder, 1993: xvii). Following Mieder, I would conclude that the wisdom in Proverbs is still speaking today to anyone who wants to approach its complexities with nuance. Leadership is a problem that presses upon us today, just as it did for the writers of Proverbs. The sages used some aphorisms to teach their audience to be better leaders, as well as followers. Yet the book is still relevant for those who want to apply its wisdom to today’s leadership settings and systems. The teachings of Proverbs on leadership were set in an ancient system that was quite different from our own. Therefore, its application needs to be done with due caution, a proper hermeneutical approach and good methodology.
Word count: 79,951 (excluding tables, Hebrew texts and translations, references, footnotes and bibliography).
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